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The essays that have been collected here for English-Ianguage readers were 
written over a span of some ten years; to the extent that their aim does not 
presuppose the writer's neutrality but, on the contrary, her involvement, 
presenting them today amounts to a test of memory for me. Furthermore, 
as they embody a form of research that recasts several disciplines tradi
tionally kept apart and therefore proceeds with effort, tension, and a kind 
of passion familiar to pioneers-presenting them in another language, 
within a different culture, surely leads one to measure, more than one ordi
narily would, the difference in mental and intellectual habits that persist in 
spite of recently increased cultural exchanges between the United States 
and Europe. 

The memory I alluded to is of course a personal one, but it is also his
torical. Following upon the phenomenological and existentialist shock of 
the postwar period, the sixties witnessed a theoretical ebullience that 
could roughly be summarized as leading to the discovery of the determi
native role of language in aB human sciences. If it be true that the light 
thrown on the enigma constituted by meaning as weIl as by society came 
from the relationships discovered between them and the structures of lan
guage (to the extent that it is an object of linguistics), one did neverthe
less, from then on and in parallel fashion, question the metaphysical 
premises on which rest not only the sciences of language but their 
exportation to other domains. Thus, next to structuralism, a critique of 
Hegelian, Heideggerian, Marxian, or Freudian derivation jolted its occa
sionally simplistic elegance and carried theoretical thought to an intensity 
of white heat that set categories and concepts ablaze-sparing not even 
discourse itself. Semanalysis, as I tried to define it and put it to work in 
-:Z1J/J-ElWTlX~, meets that requirement to describe the signifying 
phenomenon, or signifying phenomena, while analyzing, criticizing, and 
dissolving "phenomenon," "meaning," and "signifier." 
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radieal instrumentalities to me as germane to such 
a in semiology. 

The first, located within that selfsame theoretieal thought, involved a 
questioning of meaning and Hs structures, giving heed to the underlying 
speaking subject. Such an insertion of subjectivity into matters of lan
guage and meaning unfailingly led one to confront a semiology stemming 
from Saussure or Peirce with Hegelian logic and with Husserl's 

as in a more specifically linguistic fashion, it 
resumed Benveniste's masterly undertaking and necessarily led to a lin
guistics of enunciation. Finally, mindful of the splitting of subjectivity 
implied by the discovery of the unconscious, and taking advantage of 
the breakthrough accomplished by Lacan in French psychoanalysis, 
sem analysis attempted to draw out its consequences with respect to the 
different practices of discourse (in literature and particularly in the novel 
and in the contemporary novel). That means that references to "dia
lectics," "practice," "subject," etc., are to be understood as moments 
within an analytical process, one involving the analysis of meaning, struc
ture, their categories and relationships-not at all in the purity of the 
source from wh ich they sprang. 

I envisioned the second instrumentality of this analytical project as 
having to be made up of the specijic object it needed to assign itself in 
order to emphasize the limits of a positivist knowledge of language and 
to induce research, harried by the specificity that the subject of the 
theory believes it can detect in that object, to attempt to modify its very 
theoretical apparatus. That uncanny object, pre-text and foil, weak link 
in human sciences and fascinating otherness for philosophy, is none other 
than art in general, modern art and literature even more particularly. 
The essays of l;7]f.tElWTlX~ (1969) and even more so those of Polylogue 
(1977) are committed to it (and to works by Celine, Beckett, and Sollers 
among others). 

One will perhaps better understand, now, why the essays presented 
here, even though they often deal with literature or art, do not amount to 
either "art criticism" or "literary criticism." Their concern remains 
intratheoretical: they are based on art and literature, or more precisely 
on adesire for art and literature on the part of their writer, in order to 
try to subvert the very theoretical, philosophical, or semiological 
apparatus. I hope the reader will also perceive, in this ambitious clarifi-
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is there remains 
to deal with the desire for 

remain in our world of [ec.on()101121c:al 
toward the absolute but toward a quest for a !ittle more an 
impossible truth, concerning the of our con-
dition as speaking beings. That, after all, is in my opinion the funda
mental lesson taught us by Roman Jakobson, who reached one of the 
high points of language learning in this century by never losing sight of 
Russian futurism's scorching odyssey through a revolution that ended up 
strangling it. 

Readers will also notice that a change in writing takes place as the 
work progresses. The starker style, tending toward a kind of formaliza
tion, of the earlier essays, changes progressively as a psychoanalytic 

trend is accentuated (as weIl as interest in literary and artistic practices), 
making way for a more personal style. And yet, this does not go so far as 

identifying theoretical discourse with that of art-causing theory to be 
written as literary or para-literary fiction. If there is a strong post
Heideggerian temptation leading in that direction, the choice I have 
made is entirely different. 

lt assumes the necessity of adopting a stance involving otherness, 

distance, even limitation, on the basis of which a structure, a logical dis
course is sutured, hence demonstrable-not in a banal sense but by giving 

serious consideration to the new post-Freudian rationality that takes two 
stages into account, the conscious and the unconscious ones, and two cor
responding types of performances. Such a theoretical stance could weH 
be termed metaphysical. Still, if contemporary thought is often reluctant 
to adopt it, one must recognize that such a stance is the only guarantee of 
ethics, that of knowledge as weH as of all discourse. should this be 

so? 
The most telling answer to that question is provided by what will also 

be the second argument in favor of such a theoretical one rest

ing on the brink of fiction without ever completely toppling over into it: 
it is provided by my experience as analyst. The daily attention given to 
the discourse of the other confirms, if need be, that the speaking being 
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and reductive 
made up of universals causes us to suffer, the call 

... UU ... iUJl ........ ""', on the issuing from those borders where sig-
nification vanishes, hurls us into the void of a psychosis that appears 
henceforth as the reverse of our universe, saturated with 
interpretation, faith, or truth. Within that vise, our only chance to avoid 

neither master nor slave of meaning lies in our ability to insure our 
of it (through technique or knowledge) as weIl as our passage 

through it (through play or practice). In a word, jouissance. 
Having recourse to psychoanalysis, as I attempt to do, in this work, in 

order to shed light on a number of borderline-practices of meaning and 
signification (practices of art and literat ure), bears, I hope, no relation to 
that "plague" that Freud, once more the prophet, promised America 
when he brought his discovery of the unconscious to its shores. Grafted 
on to semiology, analysis here is not restricted to themes or phantasms; 
rather, it scrutinizes the most subtle, the most deeply buried logic of 
those unities and ultimate relations that weave an identity for subject, or 
sign, or sentence. 

What was necessary was undoubtely adesire for language (is this 
another way of saying, "sublimation"?), a passion for ventures with 
meaning and its materials (ranging from colors to sounds, beginning with 
phonemes, syllabies, words), in order to carry a theoretical experience to 
that point where apparent abstract ion is revealed as the apex of archaic, 
oneiric, nocturnal, or corporeal concreteness, to that point where mean
ing has not yet appeared (the child), no longer is (the insane person), or 
else functions as a restructuring (writing, art). 

was also necessary to be a woman to to take up 
that exorbitant wager of carrying the rational project to the outer borders 
of the signifying venture of men .... But that is another matter, of which 
this volume nevertheless bears the discreet trace. 

In short, the problem of truth, truth of 13.1lguage but also of the dis-
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concern of a a 
readers can see Such a "scientific" truth in 

the presence of H..u"z-,~~z-"." comes to us from 
knew that when he noted that the ~V""'lL"U. 

the truth could not come from the inner 
workings of the mind itself." In 389 Magistro) he continues, 
the one we consult in such a manner, he is the master, the one of whom it 
is said that he dweIls within the inner man, Christ, that is, the im mutable 
Power of God and eternal wisdom." Such "magistrality" upholds faith 
as much as science and interpretations-that is what strikes the ear of the 
semiotician psychoanalyst who tries to articulate an utterance of truth 
(one should say a style) without censoring what has been learned over a 
period of two thousand years, but without being confined to it either. 
Without censoring: for there is language there, and devices dependent on 
scientific thought can describe it more or less masterfully. But without 
being confined to it: for there is more than a language object in the 
heterogeneous process of signifiance. The conjunction of those two 
propositions has a dramatic impact on thought and, more generally, on 
the speaking subject. Analytic discourse, by holding to it, is perhaps the 
only one capable of addressing this untenable pI ace where our speaking 
species resides, threatened by madness beneath the emptiness of heaven. 

Julia Kristeva 

NOTE 

Julia Kristeva's work at once demands and defies translation. In 
responding to that challenge, our primary concern has been to make her 
work as accessible as possible to an English-speaking audience. It may be 
that in spite of our efforts a number of awkwardnesses remain. If our 
undertaking has proved to be at all successful, it is in no small part due 
to the editorial sensibility of Leon S. Roudiez. We would like to thank 
hirn and Julia Kristeva herself for their continued encouragement and 
support in bringing this project to completion. 

Tom Gora and Alice Jardine 
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For nothing is secret, that shall not be made man~lest: neither any 
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad. 

Luke 8:17 

At a colloquium on psychoanalysis and politics held in Milan in 
December of 1973, Julia Kristeva responded to a question concerning her 
own paper by saying, "I never intended to follow a correct Marxist line, 
and I hope I am not correctly following any other li ne whatsoever." 1 

Indeed, when dealing with concepts borrowed from various disciplines, be 
they called Marxism, linguistics, philosophy, phychoanalysis, or 
semiology (with the latter two now the main derivations), she has fitted 
them to the object of her investigations. Not "applying" a theory, but 
allowing practice to test theory, letting the two enter into a dialectical 
relationship. She cannot claim originality in following such a procedure; 
just the same, her approach is, intellectually speaking, the only fruitful 
way leading to original discovery. I suspect Roland Barthes had in mind 
something of the sort when he credited her with delivering a new 
knowledge; he wrote, in 1970, "Julia Kristeva always destroys the latest 
preconception, the one we thought we could be comforted by, the one of 
which we could be proud."2 The impact her articles and books have had 
in France (and are beginning to have elsewhere) testifies to the effective
ness of her strategy. 

Born in Bulgaria in 1941 to a middle-class family, she received her 
early schooling from French nuns. Then came the inevitable Communist 
Party children's groups, and, later, the party youth organizations. As 
Kristeva put it in an interview published by Le Nouvel Observateur, "1 
learned [Lenin's] Materialism and Empiriocriticism at the same time as 
did the square of the hypotenuse. "3 At one point, she wanted to pursue a 
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career in or but main research and center 
was in the Soviet Union, and only children of cadres could 
to enroll there. As it turned out, the first job she held was that of 
journalist; she worked on a newspaper for communist youth while pursu
ing literary studies at the university. This happened at a time when 
Eastern Europe was still reaping benefits from the "thaw" that followed 
the Twentieth Congress denunciation of the late Stalin by Krushchev, 

and as a result she was able to meet news paper correspondents from 
many countries, receive books from abroad, and discuss those idea that 
came from the West. It was, however, as a doctoral-fellowship holder 
that she went to Paris early in 1966-and stayed. 

Tzvetan Todoro-v, who had emigrated from Bulgaria a few years 
earlier, steered her to Lucien Goldmann's seminar; there began a 
research and writing process that has already resulted in publication of 
an impressive array of theoretical works. Her first (although not the first 
to be published) was Le Texte du roman (1970), an analysis of the birth 
of the novel in late medieval times. Using Antoine de La Sale's Le Petit 
Jehan de Saintre (1456) as emblematic paradigm, and drawing from 
what she calls the "postformalism" of Mikhail Bakhtin, Kristeva 
presents an original view of the concept of "genre"; putting that tradi
tional concept aside, she sees what we call the novel as a narrative tex
ture, woven together with strands borrowed from other verbal practices 
such as carnivalesque writing, courtly lyrics, hawkers' cries, and 
scholastic treatises. She also showed, among other things, how this tex
tu re is intertwined with something akin to wh at Michel Foucault has 
called episteme, for which she coined the neologism "ideologeme." The 
texture of the novel, as it slowly evolved, managed to become free of the 
"ideologeme" of symbolism (within which the medieval epic had 
flourished); in that process, however, it became caught up in the 
"ideologeme" of signs, which she sees as weighing heavily on its entire 
history; it has resulted in a gradual and nonconscious elaboration of con
cepts such as "author" (a person having final "authority" over the 
"meaning" of his achievement), "literature," "reading public," and 
"oeuvre"; such concepts, together with adherence to the sign-system, tied 
it to bourgeois dass values-all of which reached the apex of their 
development or acceptance in the nineteenth century. Her essay, "The 
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" a translation of is 

Kristeva arrived in Paris when "structuralism" was most 
fashionable in circles and also leaD 
cocktail parties. criticism 
belong within inverted commas, for agree with 
made in the late that "one can only be disturbed by the current 
modishness of structuralism, which weakens and distorts it. "5 Kristeva's 
bent of mind, which I emphasized at the very outset, together with an 
experience of Russian postformalism dating back to her Sofia days, 
preserved her from uncritical acceptance of that fashionable trend. 
Rather than cocktail parties, she frequented the Ecole Pratique des 
Hautes Etudes, and the Centre National de Recherche Scientifique; she 
held the position of research assistant at Claude Levi-Strauss's Labora
tory of Sodal Anthropology. Possibly, too, Goldmann's example played 
a part; his own "genetic structuralism" managed to maintain the 
presence of factors such as genesis, history, and subject (i.e., the writing 
agent), which many literary "structuralists" ignored. At any rate, the 

volume of essays published in 1969, L,1]J.LEiwTiX~ / Recherehes pour une 
semanalyse, manifests both the presence of genuine structuralist thought 
and her own critical distance from its literary distortions. 

This book, appearing with the Tel Quel imprint, also emphasized an 
association with that group that actually began two years earlier when 
her "Pour une semiologie des paragrammes" appeared in the Spring, 
1967, issue of Tel Quel. The review, under the forceful editorship of 
Philippe SoUers, had by the end of the sixties become quite influential 
among avant-garde writers and intellectuals. 6 From the title of Kristeva's 
collection of essays, it iso now clear that semiotics, the science of signs, 

provided her with an important research too1. This came about, it would 
seem, because of an awareness of the role, both necessary and insuffi
cient, played by linguistics in a scientific approach to the text. Necessary, 
because a writer obviously works with and within language; insufficient, 
because he is involved in a signifying process that operates through lan
guage and cann.ot be assimilated to its everyday function as instrument of 
simple communication. The term "semiotics" (and its Greek counterpart 
as used in the title) comes from Charles S. Peirce; "semiology" was 
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his "Elements de 
Communications. But Kristeva 

first 

been cleared others. she introduced a new word 
into the second half of her title-"semanalyse," defined as a "critique of 
meaning, of its elements and its laws. "7 Two essays from that collection 
have been translated for the present volume; the already mentioned 
"Bounded " and Dialogue, and " in which she 
expands on ideas introduced by Mikhail Bakhtin and presents the often 
misunderstood concept of "intertextuality." 

Perhaps more than modish "structuralism," what marked the year of 
Kristeva's arrival in Paris was the appearance of the nine-hundred-page 
volume of Jacques Lacan's Ecrits. And indeed, in conjunction with 
Marxism and linguistics, psychoanalysis was to have a determining 
influence in the development of her theories. She considered it so 
important that, some years later, in order to provide a material basis for 
her speculations, she underwent psychoanalytic training and started a 
practice that she fitted in with her obligations as a member of the faculty 
at the University of Paris VII. Earlier, in Le Texte du roman, her major 
references were Marx, Engels, Lukacs, Saussure, Jakobson, Benveniste, 
Chomsky, Peirce, Bakhtin; Lacan is only mentioned once, in passing. In 
'2:,1JJ..!E1WTlX7] he is, with Freud, the object of frequent footnotes. That she 
was heade9 in that direction might weH have been deduced from a read
ing of the previously mentioned essay, "Pour une semiologie des para
grammes," written at the same time as her Texte du roman. Her 
emphasis on Saussure's anagrams, which were virtually unknown until 
Jean Starobinski brought them to light in the early sixties,8 clearly 
reveals a convergence with Lacan's linking of language to the uncon
scious. Lacan referred to the dual planes on which language operates, to 
the possibility we have "of using it in order to signify something quite 
other than what it says."9 Matters are more complex than the simple 
ambiguity suggested here, but briefly stated, that duality is such as to 
make it possible for sem analysis to be a critique of meaning (assuming 
that meaning is part of a fixed, symbolic system). Put another way, it is 
wh at enables instincts to challenge authority without producing 
anarchy-what enables authority to contain instincts without resorting to 
concentration camps. 
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of mathematical 
the scientific urge to make the secret manifest remains ever 

In a major Revolution du she 
together many of the strands that run through earlier theoretical essays. 
While her specific aim is to analyse the alteration, already noted by 
Foucault in The Order 01 Things and previously discussed in detail by 
Maurice Blanchot from a literary point of view, that marked several 
writers' relation to language during the late nineteenth century (and she 
does examine, in detail, works by Lautreamont and Mallarme), the most 
valuable portion of this book, in my opinion, lies in its first two hundred 
pages entitled "Preliminaires theoriques." The object of her investigation 

in these pages is not called literature, for this is an ideologically loaded 
term that enables one to exclude any number of writings (far ethical, 
political, social, or even medical reasons) and exalt others by placing 
them in an untouchable category (something like "masterpieces of all 
time"); rather, she starts from the concept of "poetic language" as 
introduced by Russian formalists. Poetic language is distinct from lan
guage as used for ordinary communication-but not because it may 
involve a so-called departure from a norm; it is alm ost an otherness of 
language. It is the language of materiality as opposed to transparency 
(where the word is forgotten far the sake of the object or concept 
designated), a language in which the writer's effort is less to deal 
rationally with those objects or concepts words seem to encase than to 

work, consciously or not, whith the sounds and rhythms of words in 
transrational fashion (in Ossip Brik's phrase) and effecting wh at Victor 
Shklovski called "semantic displacements. "10 Poetic language includes 

the language of Shakespeare, Racine, or Mallarme; it also includes that 
of the Marquis de Sade, Antonin Artaud, Louis Wolfson, and of psy
chotics as weIl; and, of course, many more in between. 

Summarizing the contribution Kristeva has made in La Revolution du 
langage poetique is beyond the scope of this introduction. Still, one of the 
basic working concepts of that volume needs to be presented; shall do 
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so readers should be cautioned that entails 
a modicum of distortion. 

as in other essays, she often refers to the "speaking subject." 
One should bear in mind that this is a 
between unconscious and conscious motivations, that· is, between physio
logical processes and social constraints. It can never be identified with 
anything like Husserl's transcendental ego. The activities and per
formances of the speaking subject are the result of a dialectical process, 
something previous linguistic theories, as she examines them, tended to 
ignore by emphasizing either one at the expense of the other. Linguists, 
by and large, have elaborated systems where one should analyze a 
process (and those who do, like Chomsky, tend to preserve a Cartesian 
or phenomenological subject); they have described stability where one 
should acknowledge mobility, unity where there is contradiction. On the 
one hand, what we have been offered so far are systems of meaning 
depending on consciousness; on the other, she proposes to analyze a 
signifying process, which presupposes a split subject-hence two 
heterogeneous levels. To state this in different terms, the object of her 
investigations is no longer language (as in structuralism), or discourse (as 
phenomenology would have it), or even enunciation; rather, it is the dis
course of a split subject-and this again involves her in psychoanalysis. 

Allowing her to account for such splitting, Kristeva has posited two 
types of signifying processes to be analyzed within any production of 
meaning: a "semiotic" one and a "sym bolic" one. The semiotic process 
relates to the chora, a term meaning "receptacle," which she borrowed 
from Plato, who describes it as "an invisible and formless being which 
receives all things and in some mysterious way partakes of the intelligi
ble, and is most incomprehensible." 11 It is also anterior to any space, an 
economy of primary processes articulated by Freud's instinctual drives 
(Triebe) through condensation and displacement, and where social and 
family structures make their imprint through the mediation of the 
maternal body. While the chora's articulation is uncertain, undetermined, 
while it lacks thesis or position, unity or identity, it is the aim of Kris
teva's practice to remove wh at Plato saw as "mysterious" and 
"incomprehensible" in what he called "mother and receptacle" of aIl 
things-and the essays presented in this collection also proceed in the 
direction of such an elucidation. The symbolic process refers to the 
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establishment üf 
sodal process, as 
increasingly manifest in language," results from a particular 
articulation between symbolic and semiotic dispositions; it could be 
termed "catastrophe," given the the word has in Rene Thom's 

The speaking subject is as belonging to both the 
semiotic chora and the symbolic device, and that accounts for its 
eventual split nature. 

The signifying process may be analyzed through two features of the 
text, as constituted by poetic language: a phenotext, which is the lan
guage of communication and has been the object of linguistic analysis; a 
genotext, which may be detected by means of certain aspects or elements 
of language, even though it is not linguistic per se. Different kinds of 
writing are variously affected by this heterogeneous process. 
theoretical treatise in mathematics is almost pure phenotext; some of 
Artaud's pages displaya genotext that is nearly visible to the naked eye; 

fiction, in its traditional narrative guise, was dominated by the symbolic 
(it was mainly a phenotext), but in recent times it has increasingly been 
affected by the semiotic (i.e., the genotext plays a greater role; see Kris
teva's discussion of a Sollers text, in "The Novel as Polylogue," and of 
Celine's writing, in "From One Identity to an Other," both translated 
here); and poetic language covers that wide body of texts where the signi
fying process can be seen at work-provided one uses the proper tools of 
analysis. 

In the meantime, Kristeva had joined the editorial board of Tel Quel 
where her name appeared on the masthead for the first time in the sum
mer issue of 1970. In the public eye, she can no longer be considered 
apart from the philosophical and political stances assumed by the review, 
especially those of Philippe Sollers, who, for practical purposes, is the 
review. In fact, believe matters are a bit more complex; für if one can 
obviously not dissociate her from Tel Quel, one cannot completely 
identify her with it either, and there is a constant dialectical process at 
work, one of intellectual action and interaction. Thus, in the late 
she was as involved as other members of the group then 
cluded Jean-Louis Baudry, Jean Pierre Marcelin Pleynet, Jean 
Ricardou, Jacqueline Risset, Denis Roche, Pierre Rottenberg, and Jean 
Thibaudeau) in a dialogue with the French Communist Party; there was 
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would be more open to 
interior discussions or even challenges, and would not follow the path 

East European parties. U nlike others, Kristeva had a 
direct of Eastern communism; this may have been a factor in 
the arguments that must have taken place at the time. At any rate, after 
developments that were uncomfortably reminiscent of the Surrealists' 
affair with communism years the break came in 1971, caus

within the ranks of Tel Quel. The break was abundantly 
when an independent-minded Italian communist, Maria

Antonietta Macciochi, published De la Chine late in 1971, a book 
ignored by the pro-USSR French Communist Party but heralded by Tel 
Quel. Apparently the Italians were more like what the French were sup
posed to be: one recalls that, two decades earlier or so, lean-Paul Sartre 
had found it possible to have open discussions with Italian communists 
but not with French ones. Rejection of the Communist Party signaled for 
Tel Quel the beginning of aperiod of considerable interest in, occa
sionally verging on enthusiasm for, Mao Zedong's version of commu
nism; this lasted until the Chinese leader's death in 1976. 

In 1974 Kristeva went to China with Philippe SoUers, Roland Barthes, 
Marcelin Pleynet, and Fran90is Wahl. What strikes me most, in her writ
ings ab out that journey, is her sense of total estrangement. 

A large crowd is seated in the sun; they are waiting for us without a word, 
without a motion. Their eyes are calm, not really inquisitive but slightly amused 
or uneasy, piercing at any rate, and sure of belonging to a community with which 
we shall never have anything in common. They do not stare at the man or at the 
woman in our group, at the young or the old, at the blond or the brunette, at 
some specific feature of face or body. It is as though they had discovered bizarre 
and amusing animals, harmless but mad. 12 

Questions about the relevancy of the Chinese experiment, relevancy to 
Europeans that is, undoubtedly found a way into the meditations. Andre 
M alraux, in 1926, had already understood that the West could not hope 
to apply Chinese practice or concepts to solving its problems. That one 
can learn from China only in a complex, mediated fashion may wen have 
been the postulate she took with her on her journey. In specific terms, 
she was curious to find out what happened when the anarchist and Taoist 
strands of Chinese culture (she was there at the height of the anti-Confu-
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,-,H111"-',"'-' version of 

After Mao's when one considers the alm ost immediate reaction 
ofthe that com-
munists the world 

,nULAUAU!"" had succeeded in 
overthrew with others or more oppressive and "concentra-

" Such at was Sollers's reaction: he of a Chinese 
"drama" (an American might have said "tragedy") and asked whether 
this was what "Marxism" (his quotation marks) always added up tO. 13 

Kristeva, however, owing to her Bulgarian experience, probably did not 
feel the shattering disillusion some former Maoists went through in 1977. 
Some of those who called themselves "new philosophers" had turned 
Marxism into an ideal or a mystique. For her, I believe it was more a 
conceptual tool towards social truth, and now it was blunted. As with the 
French Communist Party a few years earlier, a sort of honeymoon with 

socialism was over. Nevertheless, she held on to Mao's saying about 
going from defeat to defeat until victory is won-modifying it to read, 
"U ntil truth is attained." Some form of Socialism is also to be preferred, 
in her view, over practical alternatives available to the French people; an 
intellectual, however, can no longer be counted on as uncritical ally of 
the Left, and his or her position should be one of dissent. Dissenting from 
all political power groups, be they in the government or in the opposition, 
the intellectual's position should be one of continuously challenging all 
orthodoxies. He or she is in exile, "among which I include myself: exiled 
from socialism and a Marxist rationality but, without bitterly rejecting 
these, atternpting to analyse them, to dissolve thern-assurning that they 
are the forceful ideas, the very strength of our tim es. "14 

Late in the same year that saw her in China, Kristeva published Des 
Chinoises--the first book of hers to have been translated into English 
(About Chinese Wornen, 1977). It is no doubt significant that she focused 
on that aspect of the situation in China; subsequently she explained that 
"the history of Chinese comrnunism is at one with a history of wornen's 
liberation."15 To understand we need both historical and cultural 
perspective; we need to realize on the one hand how little Western 
wornen have in comrnon with Chinese women frorn a social and cultural 
standpoint, and on the other what it rnust have meant for Chinese wornen 
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to emerge out of a feudal age, of which bound feet forced 
were the most visible symbols. And Mao hirnself is reported to have said 
that "man could not be free unless woman was also liberated." 16 

Kristeva's feminist position is no more orthodox than her other stands. 
Since this is a domain through which am hardly qualified to roam, 
shall let her speak for herself: 

am quite dedicated to the feminist movement but I think feminism, or any 
other movement, need not expect unconditional backing on the part of an 
intellectual woman. I think the time has come to emerge out of the "for-women
only" practice, out of a kind of mythicizing of femininity. [ ... ] I have the 
impression [some feminists] are relying too much on an existentialist concept of 
woman, a concept that attaches a guilt complex to the maternal function. Either 
one has children, but that means one is not good for anything else, or one does 
not, and then it becomes possible to devote oneself to serious undertakings. 

As far as I am concerned, childbearing as such never seemed inconsistent with 
cultural activity, and that is the point I try to make when talking to feminist 
groups. [ ... ] Mallarme asked, "What is there to say concerning childbirth?" I 
find that question much more pungent than Freud's well-known, "What does a 
woman want?" Indeed, what does it mean to give birth to a child? Psychoanalysts 
do not much talk about it. [ ... ] The arrival of a child is, I believe, the first and 
often the only opportunity a woman has to experience the Other in its radicaI 
separation from herself, that is, as an object of love. 17 

Essays written between 1973 and 1976 and collected in Polylogue 
(1977) add the problem of sexual difference and that of child develop
ment (especially its language-Iearning aspect) to the concerns that were 
present in the earlier ones. The scope of her investigation also widens, as 
analyses of paintings are added to those of written texts. Of the seventeen 
essays in Polylogue, eight are included here. 

The essay on Bellini deals with a man's relationship to the mother and 
to woman as mother my means of an original analysis of that painter's 
Madonnas. In "Giotto's J oy," Kristeva examines painting as she did 
poetic texts in La Revolution du langage poetique-at least in part. As 
phonic effects were seen to contribute, in nonconscious fashion, to the 
signifying process in the texts of Lautreamont and Mallarme, likewise 
the retinal perception of the various colors of light (e.g., which color is 
perceived first as darkness recedes, which first as the child develops) is 
taken into consideration when accounting for the significance of Giotto's 
frescoes. Not that alone, of course: readers will soon be aware of the 
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SO, on artistic '-''''~,;:''-','H':>. 
believe each one of the ten essays selected for this volume sheds 
not on the of but on Kristeva's method as well. 

The discussion of Roland Barthes's in gives her the 
are the positive of his 

approach; in so doing, she us with a summary of her own point 
of view. For a statement of the basic that underlie her 
critical theory, I would go to the "tripie thesis" set forth in the subsec
tion entitled "Two Channels of Discovery: Dialectics and Sociology." 

Kristeva brings to our own critical practice and textual theory some
thing that is unmistakably alien but also, if one is willing to give this 
some thought, absolutely necessary. The article Roland Barthes devoted 
to her first collection of essays was given an am biguous title; it could be 
translated either as "The Stranger" or "The Alien" (French language, 

with its more restricted vocabulary, sometimes allows for pregnant 
polysemy). Barthes's specific reference is to semiotics, a feminine noun in 
French, whose "historical role presently is to be the intruder, the third 
element, the one that disturbs .... "18 His implicit reference is also to 
Kristeva's own status, for which the trivial notion of nationality is little 
more than emblematic. (Ionesco and Adamov, Todorov and Greimas, 
Tzara and Beckett, Gris and Picasso, to name a few, are or were 
practically indigenous to the French scene.) She is the stranger because 
her writing does not conform to standard French theoretical writing (just 

as it is markedly different from other contemporary versions of it, like 
Foucault's or Derrida's), and because she confronts French writing 
practice with those emanating from other cultures, French theory with 
that issuing from other countries. Her status as stranger proved to have 

been an asset in France; it should be an asset in this country as weIl. 

English-Ianguage critics have, until recently, been reluctant to confront 
literary texts with theory; rather, the emphasis has been on practical 
criticism (to borrow I. A. Richards's classic title) or on taxonomy 
(Northrop Frye); in our occasional forays into theory, we have been 

inclined to look for models (as Angus Fletcher did, für his study on alle
gory, in Freud's Totem and Taboo). To theory, we often prefer method, 
as the latter bears a greater likelihood of practical application-für
getting, perhaps, that this can lead to sclerüsis. 
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Diacritics does reveal an increasing interest in theoretical writing;19 and 
there are other journals moving in the same direction. At this juncture, 
lest such a growing turn into fascination and lead to purely 
abstract speculation, Kristeva's work reminds us that theory is insepara
ble from practice-that theory evolves out of practice and is modified by 
further and that the that enable us to undertake a 
scientific investigation of written texts, that will make their secret 
manifest, can never exelude the writing subject who undertakes the inves
tigation from the results of that investigation. 

NOTES ON THE AND 

ON TERMINOLOGY 

WeIl, here it is, the result of much labor. What else can translators say 
after working away at a set of original, groundbreaking essays? 

There were days, perhaps only euphorie hours, when, contemplating 
the work that lay ahead, they might have entertained hopes of having 
Julia Kristeva come out, in English, reading like Edmund Wilson. 
Obviously she does not; the chances are that she never will-and 
probably should not anyway. If the translation is faithful, and that much, 
I believe, has been accomplished, the next thing to wish is that it be 
readable (even though not always easy to read) and still preserve some of 
the particular flavor that characterizes the French original. 

I should emphasize that, in most instances, Kristeva's writing is not a 
"text" in the strong sense the word has acquired in recent (mainly 
French) critical theory. It was not conceived as "poetic language," it is 
not a body of words in astate of ferment and working, like "beer when 
the bann is put in" (Bacon, as quoted in Webster 2). And yet, there are 
sequences here and there that come pretty elose to it. 

In the main, nevertheless, it is a form of expository prose that has 
something specific to communicate. Concepts, a method, and, quite sig
nificantly, a choice of position, situation, or place from which to speak 
(or write). She is nearly always, if ever so slightly, off-centered in relation 
to all established doctrines (Marxian, Freudian, Saussurian, Chomskian, 
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she may borrow 

is her own. Such a stance carries inevitable consequences in 
for the terminology, which at first the impression of having been 
thrown off balance the shift in discourse-and related difficulties crop 
up for the translators, who may be to render maUers more 
conventionally logical, more commonplace. 

The fol1owing glossary was not really prepared with a view to soIving 
such problems; the point is rather to identify some of them and explain 
why a particular word or phrase was chosen in translating an expression 
used by Kristeva. One should keep in mind that, with few exceptions, 
these are not neologisms; they are also, on occasion, used with their 
everyday meanings. Unusual words that are defined within the essays 
where they appear have not, as a rule, been listed here; nor have those 
that are part of accepted technical or scientific vocabularies-such as, to 
name but a few, base, superstructure (Marxism); power of the con
tinuum, next-Iarger (set theory); catastrophe, fold (catastrophe theory); 
signifier jsignified, deep structure (linguistics); prim al scene, cathexis 
(psychoanalysis); for psychoanalytic terms, the translation is that given 
by J. Laplanche and J.-B. Pontalis, Vocabufaire de fa psychanafyse 

(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1967; revised ed., 1976). 

ANAGRAM (anagramme). See GRAM. 

AUTHOR (auteur). When used, it means that the discussion takes place 
within a specific ideological context where the writer is seen as endowed 
with "authorial" attributes, such as fuII conscious control of the writing 
process and "authority" over the meaning of what has been written. 
Whenever possible the term has been avoided and replaced with the more 
neutral "writer." 

BOUNDED (clos). The verb clore is rat her formal and even slightly ar
chaic; in everyday usage it has survived in a num ber of set phrases such 
as clore fes debats (formally bring a discussion to an end) or huis-clos 
("in camera"). Our verb "to close" corresponds to the French fermer; 
"to bound" is less usual and its connotations are not far from those of 
clore, while "to limit" would convey (especially in the past participie) the 
unwanted connotation of something lacking. William Faulkner, recalling 
how he wrote As Dying, gave his description of wh at Kristeva calls 
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a "bounded" novel: "Before pen to paper and set down the 
first knew what the last word would be and almost where the last 
period would fall." 

BEINGS (etre, etant). such philosophical distinction as 
conveyed in German by Sein vs. Seiende is easy for the French who can 
talk of are vs. etan! but rat her awkward when it comes to English. 
Translators of Heidegger apparently agree that Sein should be rendered 
as (capitalized) , there is less agreement as to Seiende. Rather 
than "entity," it would seem preferable to choose, as in German and 
French, another form of the verb "to be"-here practically the same 
form, "beings," but lower-case and set in the plural to avoid any possible 
confusion with the ordinary use of "being." 

DIALECTICS (dialectique). Those unfamiliar with Marxist theory should 
keep in mind that Marx's "dialectics" is the opposite of Hegel's, and that 
Kristeva refers both to Marx and Hegel in her essays. (Marx: "My dia
lectical method is not only different from the Hegelian, but is its direct 
opposite.") In a nutshell, and considering only one aspect of dialectics as 
em phasized by Lenin, with Hegel there is thesis, then anti thesis, and 
finally synthesis; with Marx there is contradiction inherent in all things, 
which results in a cleavage, a struggle between the two elements of the 
contradiction, elimination of the weaker element, and then, within the 
victorious one, there is a contradiction, etc. (Lenin: "The splitting of a 
single whole and the cognition of its contradictory parts ... is the 
essence . .. of dialectics.") Marx often stressed that he was giving a natu
ralistic or materialistic account of dialectical development. One should 
note that Kristeva also takes into account a post-Heideggerian critique of 
dialectics, introducing the concept of heterogeneity and referring to 
catastrophe theory. 

DRIVE (pulsion). This corresponds to Freud's Trieb, which has been 
mistranslated, in the Standard Edition, as "instinct." F or those 
accustomed to the latter, in order to ease the transition, I have often 
qualified "drive" with "instinctual." To translate pulsionnel, however, 
since "drive" does not have an appropriate adjectival form, I have had to 
use "instinctual" (as opposed to "instinctive") in a number of instances. 
As there are no references to "instinct" as such in these essays, that 
should not cause any confusion. 

GRAM (gramme). From the Greek gramma, that which is written. Used, 
especially in Kristeva's earlier essays, to designate the basic, material ele
ment of writing--the marking, the trace. It is the root of both the 
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defined as such 
"gram" and "grammatology" have been given wide dissemination by 

Derrida. More significantly for Kristeva's the same root is 
at the basis of Ferdinand de Saussure's " which he thought he 
discovered in ancient Latin Saturnian verse Jean Starobinski, Les 
M ots sous les and which was the starting point for her essay, 
"Pour une semiologie des paragrammes" Quel, Spring 1967). This 
was an early statement of her concern for the nonrational, nonsymbolic 
operation of signifying practice in poetic language. "Paragrams" refer 
not merely to changing letters (Webster's definition) but to the infinite 
possibilities of a text seen as an open network of indicial connections. 

IDEOLOGY (ideologie). The term is used in the contemporary Marxist 
sense. The concept, posited by Marx and Engels, was used by them in a 
variety of interconnected senses. Louis Althusser has defined "ideology" 
as a system of representations (images, myths, ideas, or concepts) 
endowed with a specific historical context and functioning within a given 
society. It is related to the culture (in its sociological rather than huma
nistic sense) of that society, and to the sum of its prejudices and precon
ceptions. In most cases "ideology" is transmitted on a preconscious level, 
since it is usually taken for granted, considered as "natural," hence 
neither repressed (unconscious) nor intentionally propounded (conscious). 
"Dominant ideology" is the ideology existing and operating within the 
dominant dass of a given society so as to further the economic and 
political interests of that dass. 

INTERTEXTUALITY (intertextualite). This French word was originally 
introduced by Kristeva and met with immediate success; it has since been 
much used and abused on both sides of the Atlantic. The concept, 
however, has been generally misunderstood. It has nothing to do with 
matters of influence by one writer upon another, or with the sources of a 
literary work; it does, on the other hand, involve the components of a 
textual system such as the novel, für instance. is defined in La Revolu
tion du langage poetique as the transposition of one or more systems of 
signs into another, accompanied by a new articulation of the enunciative 
and denotative position. Any SIGNIFYING PRACTICE (q. v.) is a field (in the 
sense of space traversed by lines of force) in which variüus signifying 
systems undergo such a transposition. 

JOUISSANCE (jouissance). The English word "jouissance" rests in dic
tionaries, forgotten by aB save a few Renaissance scholars. The OED 
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attests that it was 
in a 1767 poem. In Webster 2, one of the words used to define 

"jouissance" is "enjoyment." the two words share a common 
etymology, and a few centuries aga both French and English cognates 
had similar denotations covering the field of law and the activity of sex. 
While the English term has lost most of its sexual connotations, the 
French one has kept al! of its earlier meanings. 

Kristeva gives "jouissance" a meaning closely related to that given the 
word by Jacques Lacan, who discussed it in his 1972-73 seminar, which, 
when published in France, bore a photograph of Bernini's sculpture, the 

of St. on its cover. What is significant is the totality of 
enjoyment that is covered by the word "jouissance," both in common 
usage and in Lacan; what distinguishes common usage from Lacan's 
usage (and Kristeva's as weIl) is that in the former the several meanings 
are kept separate and precipitated, so to speak, by the context, whereas 
in the latter they are simultaneous-"jouissance" is sexual, spiritual, 
physical, conceptual at one and the same time. Lacan speaks of 
jouissance sexuelle and of jouissance phallique, but in each case 
"jouissance" is both grammatically and conceptually qualified; and that 
sort of "jouissance" "does not involve the Other as such," for it merely 
deals with the OTHER (q. v.) and its (her Ihis) sexual attributes. The 
"jouissance" of the Other His fostered only through infinitude" (ne se 
promeut que de l'infinitude). In Kristeva's vocabulary, sensual, sexual 
pleasure is covered by plaisir; "jouissance" is total joy or ecstasy 
(without any mystical connotation); also, through the working of the sig
nifier, this implies the presence of meaning (jouissance = j'ouis sens = I 
heard meaning), requiring it by going beyond it. 

MATERIALISM (materialisme). Abrief reminder: just about every one 
knows that there are various forms of materialism, but when dealing with 
Kristeva's essays (and even though she also deals with Greek materi
alism) two of these should be kept in mind. First, there is dialectical 
materialism, that of authentic Marxism; second, there is mechanistic 
materialism, which is related to determinism, argues from cause to effect 
in linear, nonreversible fashion, and is sometimes called vulgar Marxism. 

NEGATIVITY (negativite). A Hegelian concept. "The dissimilarity that 
obtains in consciousness between the ego and the substance constituting 
its object is their inner distinction, the factor of negativity in general ... 
it is their very soul, their moving spirit" (from the Preface to The 
Phenomenology 0/ Mind). lt needs to be distinguished from both "noth-
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OTHER, OTHER The distinction between the 
and the noncapitalized "other" is about the same in Kristeva as in 
Lacan. The "other" has either commonplace or IJUlAVuVIJ'lUv''-U 

Ce.g., wh at exists as an opposite of, or excluded by, something 
When capitalized, the "Other" refers to a hypothetical place or space, 
that of the pure signifier, rat her than to a physical entity or moral ca te
gory. Lacan: "The unconscious of the subject is the discourse of the 
other" versus "The Other is, therefore, the place in which is constituted 
the who speaks with hirn who hears." This, however, does not apply to 
early essays such as "The Bounded Text." 

PLACE (lieu). The word "place" has been preferred over the more 
mathematical "locus" (lieu geometrique), for it does not convey the lat
ter's precise localization. Kristeva's lieu is a hypothetical pI ace, even 
though constrained by actual forces or presences. 

PROCESS (proces). Both the English term and its French equivalent cover 
two areas of meaning. On the one hand, they convey the idea of a 
continued forward motion possibly accompanied by transformations; on 
the other, they have a legal meaning that has remained strong in French 
(proces: a legal suit or proceedings), while in English surviving mainly in 
a few phrases such as "due process" or "process server." Since, in Kris
teva's text, the word is used with varying nuances, an attempt has been 
made to ren der such nuances according to the context, either by using the 
word "process" alone or qualifying it with either or both "unsettling" 
and "questionable" -especially when the subject is in "process." For the 
subject is "questionable" (in the legal sense) as to its identity, and the 
process it undergoes is "unsettling" as to its place within the semiotic or 
symbolic disposition. 

SEMIOTIC, SEMIOTICS (semiotique). The French language has had for 
centuries the possibility of shifting an abstract word's meaning to its 
concrete counterpart by changing gender. Thus la physique, 
rneaning the science of physics, becomes le physique, meaning bodily or 
physical attributes. In similar fashion, la semiotique is "serniotics," the 
science of signs, a fashionable and somewhat overworked term (what 
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semlOtIcs is may be discovered in works such as Umberto Eco's 
0/ Semiotics; Kristeva's concerns have sometimes led her to 

prefer "sem analysis" to "semiotics"-owing to the etymology of 
"analysis": analyein, to dissolve; dissolving the sign, taking it apart, 
opens up new areas of signification); le semiotique refers to the actual 
organization, or disposition, within the body, of instinctual drives (hence 
the "semiotic disposition") as they affect language and its practice, in 
dialectical conflict with le symbolique, i.e., the SYMBOLIC (q. v.). See also 
the introduction to this volume. 

SIGNIFIANCE (sign([iance). "Meaning" corresponds to sens and "significa
tion" to signification; "significance" thus being available for signifiance, 
it might seem unnecessary to resurrect the obsolete "signifiance," espe
cially since "significance" carries the connotation of covert rather than 
ostensible meaning ("The Rubicon ... was a very insignificant stream to 
look at; its significance lay entirely in certain invisible conditions"
George Eliot, as quoted in Webster 2). "Signifiance," nevertheless, has 
been retained, partly to avoid other connotations of "significance," 
partly because of its very obsoleteness. Signijiance, as Kristeva uses this 
term, refers to operations that are both fluid and archaic-with the latter 
word restricted to its Freudian sense (See Introductory Lectures on 
Psychoanalysis, Lecture l3). It refers to the work performed in language 
(through the heterogeneous articulation of semiotic and symbolic disposi
tions) that enables a text to signify what representative and communica
tive speech does not say. 

SIGNIFYING PRACTICE (pratique signijiante). "I shall call signifying 
practice the establishment and the countervailing of a sign system. 
Establishing a sign system calls for the identity of a speaking subject 
within a social framework, which he recognizes as a basis for that 
identity. Countervailing the sign system is done by having the subject 
undergo an unsettling, questionable process; this indirectly challenges the 
social framework with which he had previously identified, and it thus 
coincides with tim es of abrupt changes, renewal, or revolution in 
society." (Julia Kristeva, in La Traversee des signes.) 

SPLIT (clive). Cliver is used mostly in mineralogy, and it means to split 
mica, for instance, into thin leaves-or a diamond according to its 
cleavage planes; in either case the division is inherent and natural. All 
this is important for the metaphorical meaning it has in Kristeva's work 
where clive is applied mostly (but not exclusively) to the SUBJECT (q. v.). 
"Split" is therefore, in theory at least, not the most appropriate render-
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translates both 
in founding the also effects 

the conscious and the 

SYMBOUC 

SYMBOUC, SYMBOUCS remarks under 
SEMIOTIC. For le symbolique symbolic") is a domain of 
position and judgment. speaking, it comes into being later 
than the semiotic, at the time of the mirror it involves the thetic 

the identification of subject and its distinction from objects, and 
the establishment of a sign system. Synchronically speaking, it is always 

even in the semiotic disposition, which cannot exist without 
constantly challenging, the sym bolic one. 

SUBJECT (sujet). this word is constantly used with the meaning it 
has in psychoanalysis, linguistics, and philosophy, i.e., the thinking, 
speaking, acting, doing, ur writing agent. It is never used to suggest the 
topic or theme of a work. 

TEXT, GENOTEXT, PHENOTEXT (texte, genotexte, phenotexte). See the 
Introduction to this volume. 

UNARY SUBJECT (sujet unaire). The "unary subject" is closely related to 
tradition al concepts of consciousness, where the self is seen as a homo
geneous, consistent whole. It is the subject implicitly posited by science, 
society, and most political theory and practice. Marx still accepted that 
notion of the subject, which he inherited from Feuerbach. The phrase, 
however, was introduced by Kristeva in the wake of Freud's theory of the 
unconscious and Lacan's elaboration of the same. The "unary subject" is 
thus not an outdated notion, but it is seen as a momentary stasis or dam
ming up of instinctual drives and the transverbal process; the 1S 

f'\r\'nf'\,~Pf1 to those and in process." 

This word must convey 
COlrreSD()Il(lS both to ecrit and to ecriture 

The situation is somewhat 
Ecriture is wh at 

guage" or "text" the strong sense of that see the 
statement to this glossary). One could possibly use the word 
to convey the sense of ecriture. other translators seem 
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stood 
as " in that 

essay on Barthes. Wherever it is 
elear. Edmund Wilson onee 

Steinbeek were not "written": he eame elose to 
lH'~U.1U11f=., deseribed here. 

the novels of 
that verb with the 
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Should a linguist, today, ever happen to pause and query the ethics of his 
own discourse, he might weIl respond by doing something else, e.g., 
engaging in political activity; or else, he might accommodate ethics to the 
ingenuousness of his good conscience--seeking socio-historical motives 
for the categories and relations involved in his model. One could thus 
account for the Janus-like behavior of a prominent modern grammarian; 
in his linguistic theories he sets forth a logical, normative basis for the 
speaking subject, while in politics he claims to be an anarchist. Then 
there are scholars, quite numerous but not so weIl known, who squeeze 
into modern linguistic theory a few additional considerations on the role 
of ideology; or who go no further than to lift their examples out of leftist 
newspapers when illustrating linguistic propositions. 

Now, since the end of the nineteenth century, there have been 
intellectual, political, and, generally speaking, social ventures that have 
signaled the outbreak of something quite new within Western society and 
discourse, which is subsumed in the names of Marx, Nietzsche, and 
Freud, and their primary goal has been to reformulate an ethics. Ethics 
used to be a coercive, customary manner of ensuring the cohesiveness of 
a particular group through the repetition of a code-a more or less 
accepted apologue. Now, however, the issue of ethics crops up wherever a 
code (mores, social contract) must be shattered in order to give way to 
the free play of negativity, need, desire, pleasure, and jouissance, before 
being put together again, although temporarily and with fuH knowledge of 
what is involved. Fascism and Stalinism stand for the barriers that the new 
adjustment between a law and its transgression comes against. 

First published in Critique 322 (March, 1974), vol. XXX; reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: 
Seuil, 1977). 
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lS 

at the time of its lS 

coherence of our fundamental social code: lCUJl,l;;UU,l;;'-', 

or for the transformation of 
foundations for this belong to the in their 

think like seventeenth men, while structuralist logic can be 
made to work with societies or their surviving elements. 
As wardens of and rationalizers of the social contract in its 
most solid substratum linguists carry the Stoic tradition to 
its conclusion. The epistemology underlying linguistics and the ensuing 
cognitive processes (structuralism, for example), even though constituting 
a bu lwark against irrational destruction and sociologizing dogmatism, 
seem helplessly anachronistic when faced with the contemporary muta
tions of subject and society. Even though "formalism" might have been 
right, contrary to Zhdanov, neither can think the rhythm of Mayakovsky 
through to his suicide or Khlebnikov's glossolalias to his disintegra

tion-with the young Soviet state as backdrop. 
For, as soon as linguistics was established as a science (through 

Saussure, for all intents and purposes) its field of study was thus hemmed 

in [suturel; the problem of truth in linguistic discourse became 
dissociated from any notion of the speaking subject. Determining truth 
was reduced to a seeking out of the object-utterance's internal coherence, 
which was predetermined by the coherence of the particular metalin
guistic theory within which the search was conducted. Any attempt at 
reinserting the "speaking subject," whether under the guise of a 
Cartesian subject or any other subject of enunciation more or less akin to 
the transcendental ego (as linguists make use of it), resolves nothing as 
long as that subject is not posited as the place, not only of structure and 

its regulated transformation, but especially, of its loss, its outlay. 
lt follows that formulating the problem of linguistic ethics means, 

above all, com pel1ing linguistics to change its object of study. The speech 
practice that should be its object is one in wh ich signified structure (sign, 
syntax, signification) is defined within boundaries that can be shifted by 
the advent of a semiotic rhythm that no system of linguistic communica
tion has yet been able to assimilate. It would deflect linguistics toward a 
consideration of language as articulation of a heterogeneous process, 
with the speaking subject leaving its imprint on the dialectic between the 
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of 11,., ,.,." '''T''~'' 

This does not mean, as is often said 
guage is su bject to more constraints than 
mean that we must analyze those elements of the 

shall call poetic which the dialectics 
inscribed) that are screened out language, i.e., 
eonstraint. shall then be talking about other 
guage-a practice Jor whieh any partleu/ar /anguage is the margin. The 
term "poetry" has meaning only insofar as it makes this kind of studies 
acceptable to various educational and cultural institutions. But the stakes 
it entails are totally different; what is implied is that language, and thus 
sociability, are defined by boundaries admitting of upheaval, dissolution, 
and transformation. Situating our discourse near such boundaries might 
enable us to endow it with a current ethical impact. In short, the ethics of 
a linguistic discourse may be gauged in proportion to the poetry that it 
presupposes. 

A most eminent modern linguist believed that, in the last hundred 
years, there had been only two significant linguists in France: Mallarme 
and Artaud. As to Heidegger, he retains currency, in spite oJ everything, 
because of his attentiveness to language and "poetic language" as an 
opening up of beings; as an openness that is checked but nonetheless 
occurs; as a struggle between world and earth; artistic creations are all 
conceived in the image of poetic language where the "Being" of "beings" 
is fulfilled and on which, as a consequence, "History" is grounded. If 
modern art, which is post-Hegelian, sounds a rhythm in language capable 
of stymieing any subjugated work or logic, this discredits only that 
closure in Heidegger's reflections that systematizes Being, beings and 

their historial veracity. But such discredit does not jeopardize poetry's 
logical stake, inasmuch as poetry is a practice of the speaking subject, 
consequently implying a dialectic between limits, both signified and signi
fying, and the setting of a pre- and trans-Iogical rhythm solely within this 
limit. Similarly, modern art's odyssey nevertheless remains the field 

where the possibility of History and dialectic struggle can be played out 

(before these become a particular history and a concrete struggle), since 
this artistic practice is the laboratory of a minimal signifying structure, 
its maximum dissolution, and the eternal return of both. 
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One submit that Freud's of the unconscious """""u,,'o,, 

the necessary conditions for such a of This 
would be true for the history of thought, but not for the history of poetic 

Freud himself considered writers as his Avant-
movements of the twentieth century, more or less unaware of 

Freud's propounded a practice, and sometimes even a 
knowledge of language and its subject, that kept pace with, when they did 
not precede, Freudian breakthroughs. it was possible to 
remain alert to this avant-garde laboratory, to perceive its experiments in 
a way that could be qualified only as a "love" relationship-and 
therefore, while bypassing Freud, to perceive the high stakes of any lan
guage aS always-already poetic. Such, believe, was the path taken by 
Roman Jakobson. It should not be surprising, then, that it is his dis
course and his conception of linguistics, and those of no other linguist, 
that could contribute to the theory of the unconscious-allowing us to see 
it being made and unmade-poiein [7TozEZv]-like the language of any 
subjecL 

There is no denying J akobson's contributions toward establishing 
phonology and structural linguistics in general, toward Slavic studies and 
research into language acquisition, and toward epistemology and the his
tory of linguistic discourse in its relationship to contemporary or past 
philosophy and society. But beyond these contributions lies foremost the 
heed given by J akobson to poetic language; this constitutes the unique
ness of his research, providing its ethical dimension, while at the same 
time maintaining the openness of present-day linguistic discourse, point
ing out, for example, those blockings that cause it to have problems with 

semantics. Consequently, by virtue of its equally historical and poetic 
concern, Jakobson's linguistics appears to bracket the technical nature of 
some contemporary tendencies (such as generative grammar), and to leap 
from the beginning of our century, when linguistics was not yet hemmed 
in, to the contemporary period when it must open up in order to have 
something to say about the speaking subject. Precursor and predecessor, 
J akobson nevertheless also accepted the task of providing a concrete and 
rigorous description, thereby maintaining science's limitative require
ments; in this way, he defined the origin and the end of the linguistic 
episteme, which in recent years has taken upon itself to oversee all think-
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standing wateh over struetures of communication 
there is an other besides the of the learned man; there is 

the poem, in the sense that it is death, and future. The linguist 
projeets hirnself into it, identifies with it, and in the end, extraets a few 
eoncepts necessary for building a new model of language. But he also and 
foremost comes away suspeeting that the signifying proeess is not limited 
to the language system, but that there are also speech, discourse, and, 
within them, a causality other than linguistic: a heterogeneous, destruc
tive causality. 

It is quite an experience to listen to Harvard University's recording of 
Roman lakobson's 1967 leeture, "Russian Poetry of my Genera
tion"-he gave a reading of Mayakovsky and Khlebnikov, imitating 
their voiees, with the lively, rhythmie aeeents, thrust out throat and fully 
militant tone of the first; and the softly whispered words, sustained swish
ing and whistling sounds, voealizations of the disintegrating voyage 
toward the mother constituted by the "trans-mental" ("zaum") language 
of the seeond. To understand the real eonditions needed for produeing 
scientific models, one should listen to the of their youth, of the 
aesthetie and always political battles of Russian soeiety on the eve of the 
Revolution and during the first years of vietory, of the friendships and 
sensitivities that eoalesced into lives and life projects. From aB this, one 
may perceive wh at initiates a scienee, wh at it stops, what deceptiveIy 
ciphers its models. No longer will it be possible to read any treatise on 
phonology without deeiphering within every phoneme the statement, 

lies a poet." The linguistics doesn't know this, and that 
is another problem, allowing hirn blithely to put forward his models, 
never to invent any new notion of and to preserve the 

summarize the linguistic much less the tools 
of poetie analysis, proposed by 1 akobson. 
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process. 

SUN 

Two ren.ueJJCl(;S 
",,,,""1","",,,, and the simultaneous affirmation of the "ego." 

"I walk along, my arms and mumbling almost word-
now shortening my steps so as not to interrupt my mumbling, now 

mumbling more rapidly in time with my steps. So the rhythm is trimmed 
and takes shape-and rhythm is the basis of any poetic work, resounding 
through the whole thing. Gradually individual words begin to ease 
themselves ffee of this dull roar .... When the fundamentals are 
there, one has a sudden sensation that the rhythm is strained: there's 
some little syllable or sound missing. You begin to shape a11 the words 
anew, and the work drives you to distraction. lt's like having a tooth 
crowned. A hundred times (or so it seems) the dentist tries a crown on 
the tooth, and it's the wrong size; but at last, after a hundred attempts, 
he presses one down, and it fits. The analogy is a11 the more apposite in 
my case, because when at last the crown fits, I (quite literally) have tears 
in my eyes, from pain and relief. Where this basic dull roar of a rhythm 
comes from is a mystery. In my case, it's a11 kinds of repetitions in my 
mind of noises, rocking motions or in fact, of any phenomenon with 
which I can associate asound. The sound of the sea, endlessly repeated, 
can provide my rhythm, or a servant who sIams the door every morning, 
recurring and intertwining with itself, trailing through my consciousness; 

or even the rotation of the earth, which in my case, as in a shop fu11 of 
visual aids, gives way to, and inextricably connects with, the whistle of a 
high wind." 1 

On the one hand, then, we have this rhythm; this repetitive sonority; 
this thrusting tooth pushing upwards before being capped with the crown 
of language; this struggle between word and force gushing with the pain 
and relief of a desperate delirium; the repetition of this growth, of this 
gushing forth around the crown-word, like the earth compieting its revo

lution around the sun. 
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" which he can 
word associations the basis 

Once the rhythm has been centered in the fixed 
powerful "ego", the poetic "I" thrusts at the sun-a paternal image that 
is coveted but also feared, murderous, and sentenced to die, a legislative 
seat which must be usurped. Thus: "one more minute / and you will 
meet / the monarch of the skies / if want, 1'11 kill hirn for you, the 
sun!" ("Napoleon and "Sun! / father! / Won't you melt and 

torturing met / blood by you runs along the road" 
Few Words about Myself'). 

could give many references, evoke Lautreamont, Bataille, Cyrano, or 
Schreber; the struggle between poet and sun, wh ich Jakobson brought 
out, runs through such texts. We should understand it as a summary 
leading from the poet's condition to poetic formulation. Sun: agency of 
language since it is the "crown" of rhythmic thrust, limiting structure, 
patern al law abrading rhythm, destroying it to a large degree, but also 
bringing it to light, out of its earthy revolutions, to enunciate itself. In
asmuch as the "I" is poetic, inasmuch as it wants to enunciate rhythm, to 
socialize it, to channel it into linguistic structure if only to break the 
structure, this "I" is bound to the sun. It is apart of this agency because 
it must master rhythm, it is threatened by it because solar mastery cuts 
off rhythm. Thus, there is no choice but to struggle eternally against the 
sun; the "I" is successively the sun and its opponent, language and its 
rhythm, never one without the other, and poetic formulation will 
continue as long as the struggle does. The essential point to note is that 
there would be no struggle but for the sun's agency. Without it, rhythm 
incapable of formulation, would flow forth, growting, and in the end 
would dig itself in. vying with the agency of limiting and 
structuring language does rhythm become a contestant-formulating and 
transforming. 

Khlebnikov evokes another aspect of this solar contest; a mother, com-
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to in their sun. otter's 
children" are three suns, one one the 
other dark green. In "The God of the " the protagonist is "the 
daughter of the sun prince." The poem "Ka" calls forth the "hairy
armed sun of " All of Khlebnikov's pagan mythology is underlain 

with a contest against the sun supported by a feminine figure, all-power
ful mother or forbidden virgin, gathering into one representation and 
thus an that with hammered in 
sonorous thrusts within and against the system of language-that is, 
rhythm. 

pagan mythology is probably nothing more than rhythm become 
substantive: this other of the linguistic andj or social contract, this ulti
mate and primordial leash holding the body dose to the mother before it 
can become a social speaking subject. In any case, what in Khlebnikov 
Tynanov called "infantilism" or "the poet's pagan attitude regarding 
words"2 is essentially manifest in the glossolalias unique to Khlebnikov. 
He invented words by onomatopoeia, with a great deal of alliteration, 
demanding of hirn an acute awareness of the articulatory base and 
instinctual charge of that articulation. This entire strategy broke up the 
lexicon of the Russian language, drawing it doser to childhood soliloquy. 
But above all, it threaded through metaphor and metonymy a network of 
meaning supplementary to the normative signifying line, a network of 

phonemes or phonic groups charged with instinctual drives and meaning, 
constituting wh at for the author was a numerical code, a ciphering, 
underlying the verbal signs: for example, "Veterpenie j kogo i 0 chem? j 
neterpenie-mecha stal' mjachom" (Wind-song j of whom and for what? 
j Impatience j of the sword to become abullet). lakobson notes the 
phonic displacement mech-mjach (sword-bullet) dominating several lines 
of Khlebnikov's poetry, where one notices also a tendency toward infantile 
regression andj or toward lessening of tension on the level of pronunciation 
as well as on the more general level of sexualized semantic areas.) The 
vocalization of language thus becomes a way of deflecting the censorship 
that, for rhythm, is constituted by the structuring agency. Having become 
"trans-mental" Khlebnikov's instinctual, ciphered language projects itself 
as prophetic and seeks for homologues within this tradition: for example, 
"Through Zarathustra's golden mouth let us swear j Persia shall become 
a Soviet country, thus has the prophet spoken".3 
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of now that what 
is not death ... ?" asks lakobson in "The 

Generation That Wasted Its Poets."4 We tend to read this article as if 
were exclusively an indictment of a founded on the murder of its 
poets. This is probably true; when the article first appeared in 1931, even 
psychoanalysts were not all convinced that was now based on 
complicity in the common crime," as Freud had written in Totem and 
Taboo. 5 On the basis of his work on Mayakovsky, Jakobson suggested 
that the crime was more concretely the murder of poetic language. 
"society," he probably meant more than just Russian or Soviet society; 
there are frequent and more general allusions to the "stability of the un
changing present," to "life, hardened along narrow and rigid models," 
and to "daily existence." Consequently we have this Platonistic 
acknowledgment on the eve of Stalinism and fascism: a (any) society 
may be stabilized only if it excludes poetic language. 

On the other hand, but simultaneously, poetic language alone carries 
on the struggle against such a death, and so harries, exorcises, and 
invokes it. J akobson is fascinated by murder and suicide as themes with 
poets of his generation as weIl as of all time. The question is unavoidable: 
if we are not on the side of those whom society wastes in order to 
reproduce itself, where are we? 

Murder, death, and unchanging society represent precisely the inability 
to hear and understand the signifier as such-as ciphering, as rhythm, as 
a presence that precedes the signification of object or emotion. The poet 
is put to death because he wants to turn rhythm into a dominant element; 
because he wants to make language perceive wh at it doesn't want to say, 
provide it with its matter independently of the sign, and free it from 
denotation. For it is this eminently parodie gesture that changes the 
system. 

The word is experienced as word and not as a simple substitute for a named object 
nor as the explosion of emotion[ ... ] beside the immediate consciousness of the 
identity existing between the object and its sign is the immediate conscious
ness of the absence of this identity is not A) is necessary; this antinomy is 
inevitable, for, without contradiction, there is no interplay of concepts, no inter
play of signs, the relationship between the concept and the sign becomes auto
matic, the progress of events comes to a halt, and all consciousness of reality dies 
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... ] protects us from this automatization, from the rust that threatens 
our formulation oflove, hate, revoIt and reconciliation, faith and negation. 6 

the boasts of his to hear 
hear them in what is known as 

that these "wasted are alone in 
Whoever understands them cannot linguistics" without passing 

whole and discursive continents as an impertinent 
a "faun in the house" au logis = phonologie-Ed.]. 

to was interested in resurrection. It is 
easy, at that, to see that his poems, like those of Khlebnikov and other 
futurists, take up the theme of Messianic resurrection, a privileged one in 
Russian Medieval poetry. Such a theme is a very obvious and direct 
descendant of the contest against the sun myth that I mentioned earlier. 
The son assurnes from his sun-father the task of completing the "self' 
and "rhythm" dialectic within the poem. But the irruption of semiotic 
rhythm within the signifying system of language will never be a Hegelian 
Aufhebung, that is, it will not truly be experienced in the present. The 
rigid, imperious, immediate present kills, puts aside, and fritters away 
the poem. Thus, the irruption within the order of language of the ante
riority of language evokes a later time, that is, a forever. The poem's 
time frame is some "future anterior" that will never take place, never 
come about as such, but only as an upheaval of present place and mean
ing. Now, by thus suspending the present moment, by straddling 
rhythmic, meaningless, anterior memory with meaning intended for later 
or forever, poetic language structures itself as the very nucleus of a 
monumental historicity. Futurism succeeded in making this poetic law 
explicit solely because it extended further than anyone else the signifier's 
autonomy, restored its instinctual value, and aimed at a "trans-mental 
language." Consequently attuned to a scene preceding the logical 
systematicity of communication, Futurism managed to do so without 
withdrawing from its own historieal period; instead, it paid strong atten
tion to the explosion of the Oetober Revolution. It heard and understood 
the Revolution only beeause its present was dependent on a future. 
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Khlebnikov's 
came from a nonexistent place in the future. 

that historical relation 

concrete be 

future anterior is an it is 
nonetheless the only signifying strategy allowing the speaking animal 
shift the limits of its enclosure. In "As for the Self," Khlebnikov writes: 

Short pieces are important when they serve as a break into the future, like a 
shooting star, leaving behind a trail of fire. They should move rapidly enough so 
that they pierce the present. While we wait, we cannot yet define the reason for 
this speech. But we know the piece is good when, in its role as a piece of the 
future, it sets the present ablaze. [ ... ] the homeland of creation is the future. 
The wind of the gods of the word blows from that direction. 7 

Poetic discourse measures rhythm against the meaning of language 
structure and is thus always eluded by meaning in the present while con

tinually postponing it to an impossible time-to-come. Consequently, it is 
assuredly the most appropriate historical discourse, if and only if we 
attribute to this word its new resonance; it is neither flight in the face of a 
supposed metaphysics of the not ion of "history," nor mechanistic 
enclosure of this notion within a project oblivious to the violence of the 
social contract and evolution's being, above all, a refinement of the 

various forms of dissipating the tension we have been calling "poetic lan
guage." 

It should come as no surprise that a movement such as the October 
Revolution, striving to remain antifeudal and antibourgeois, should call 
forth the same mythemes that dominated feudalism and were suppressed 
by the bourgeoisie, in order to exploit solely their dynamics producing 

exchange value. Beyond these mythemes, however, futurism stressed 
equally its participation in the anamnesis of a culture as weIl as a basic 
feature of Western discourse. "You have to bring the poem to the highest 

pitch of expressiveness" (Mayakovsky, "Howare Verses Made"). At 
that point the code becomes receptive to the rhythmic body and it forms, 
in opposition to present meaning, another meaning, but a future, 
impossible meaning. The important element of this "future anterior" of 
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P>TH,rni~n(,ln in turn induced 

suicide, Khlebnikov's disintegration, and Artaud's 
incarceration prove that this contest can be Does this mean 
there is no future (no history) for this discourse, which found its own 
"anteriority" within the "poetic" experience of the twentieth century? 
Linguistic ethics, as it can be understood through 1 akobson's practice, 
consists in the resurgence of an coming back to rebuild an 
ephemeral structure in which the constituting struggle of language and 
society would be spelled out. 

Can contemporary linguistics hear this conception of language of 
which lakobson's work is the major token? 

The currently dominant course, generative grammar, surely rests on 
many of lakobson's approaches, notably phonological, in the study of 
the linguistic system. Nonetheless, it is hard to see how notions of elision, 
metaphor, metonymy, and parallelism (cf. his study on biblical and 
Chinese verse) could fit into the generative apparatus, including genera
tive semantics, except perhaps under the rubric of "additional rules," 
necessitating a cutoff point in the specific generation of a language. But 
the dramatic notion of language as a risky practice, allowing the speak
ing animal to sense the rhythm of the body as weIl as the upheavals of 
history, seems tied to a notion of signifying process that contemporary 
theories do not confront. lakobson's linguistic ethics therefore unmis
takably demands first a historical epistemology of linguistics (one won
ders which Eastern or Western theories linked with what ideological 
corpus of Antiquity, the Middle Ages, or the Renaissance were able to 
formulate the problematic of language as a place of structure as weIl as 
of its bodily, subjective, and social outlay). Secondly, it demands a 
semiology, understood as moving beyond simple linguistic studies toward 
a typology of signifying systems composed of semiotic materials and 
varied social functions. Such an affirmation of Saussurian semiological 
exigencies in aperiod dominated by generative grammar is far from 
archaistic; rather, it is integrated into a tradition where linguistics is 
inseparable from concepts of subject and society. As it epitomizes the 
experiences of language and linguistics of our entire European century, it 
allows us to foresee what the discourse on the signifying process might be 
in times to come. 
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UTTERANCE 

1. Rather than a discourse, contemporary semiotics takes as its object 
several semiotie practices which it considers as translinguistic; that is, they 
operate through and across language, while remaining irreducible to its 
categories as they are p~esently assigned. 

In this perspective, (the text is defined as a trans-linguistic apparatus 
that redistributes the order of language by relating communicative 
speech, which aims to inform directly, to different kinds of anterior or 
synchronie utterances., The te)(tis therefore a productivity, and this 

/ - ---- - ----
means: first, that its relationship to the language in which it is situated 
is redistributive (destructive-constructive), and hence can be better 
approached through logical categories rather than linguistic ones; and 
second, that it is apermutation of texts, an intertextuality: in the space of 
a given text, several utterances, taken [rom other texts, intersect and neu
tralize one another. 

2. One of the problems for semiotics is to replace the former, rhe
torical division of genres with a typology 0/ texts; that is, to define the 
specificity of different textual arrangements by placing them within the 
general text (culture) of which they are part and which is in turn, part of 
them. 1 The ideologeme is the intersection of a given textual arrangement 
(a semiotic practice) with the utterances (sequences) that it either assimi
lates into its own space or to which it refers in the space of exterior texts 
(semiotic practices). The ideologeme is that intertextual function read as 
"materialized" at the different structural levels of each text, and which 
stretches along the entire length of its trajectory, giving it its historical 
and social coordinates. This is not an interpretative step coming after 

First published in 2;7Jf1EiWTix~ (Paris: Seuil, 1969), pp. 1 13-42. 
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it as 
lUIvVl\.JF,1v1l11v of a text is the focus where 
transformation of utterances which the 

(the as weH as the insertions of this 
torical and sodal text. 2 

3. The novel, seen as a text, is a semiotic practice in which the 
of several utterances can be read. 

For me, the utterance specific to the novel is not a minimal sequence (a 
<>Tl"na"",,, set It is an operation, a motion that links, and even 

more so, constitutes wh at might be called the arguments of the operation, 
which, in the study of a written text, are either words or word sequences 
(sentences, paragraphs) as sememes.3 Instead of analyzing entities 
(sememes in themselves), I shall study the function that incorporates 
them within the text. That function, adependent variable, is determined 
along with the independent variables it links together; more simply put, 
there is univocal correspondence between words or word sequences. It is 
therefore clear that what I am proposing is an analysis that, while deal
ing with linguistic units (words, sentences, paragraphs), is of a translin
guistic order. Speaking metaphorically, linguistic units (and especially 
semantic units) will serve only as springboards in establishing different 
kinds of novelistic utterances as functions. bracketing the question of 
semantic sequences, one can bring out the logical practice organizing 
them, thus proceeding at a suprasegmentallevel. 

Novelistic utterances, as they pertain to this suprasegmentallevel, are 

linked up within the totality of novelistic production. studying them 
as such, I shall establish a typology of these utterances and then proceed 
to investigate, as a second step, their origins outside of the novel. Only in 
this way can the novel be defined in its unity andj or as ideologeme. To 
put it another way, the functions defined according to the extra-novelistic 
textual set (Te) take on value within the novelistic textual set (Tn). The 
ideologeme of the novel is precisely this intertextual function defined 
according to Te and having value within Tn. 

Two kinds of analyses, sometimes difficult to distinguish from each 
other, make it possible to isolate the ideologeme of the sign in the novel: 
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a suprasegmental of the utterances contained within the 
novel's framework will reveal it as a bounded text (with its initial 
programming, its arbitrary ending, its dyadic figuration, its deviations 
and their concatenation); second, an intertextual analysis of these 

utterances will reveal the relationship between writing and speech in the 
text of the novel. I will show that the noveI's textual order is based more 
on speech than on writing and then proceed to analyze the topology of 
this "phonetic order" (the arrangement of speech acts in relation to one 
another). 

Since the novel is a text dependent on the ideologeme of the sign, let 
me first briefly describe the particularities of the sign as ideologeme. 

FROM SYMBOL TO SIGN 

1. The second half of the Middle Ages (thirteenth to fifteenth centuries) 
was aperiod of transition for European culture: thought based on the 
sign replaced that based on the symbol. A semiotics of the symbol 
characterized European society until around the thirteenth century, as 
cleariy manifested in this period's literat ure and painting. It is, as such, a 
semiotic practice of cosmogony: these elements (symbols) refer back to 
one (or several) unrepresentable and unknowable universal transcen
dence(s); univocal connections link these transcendences to the units 
evoking them; the symbol does not "resemble" the object it symbolizes; 
the two spaces (symbolized-symbolizer) are separate and do not com
municate. 

The symbol assumes the symbolized (universals) as irreducible to the 
symbolizer (its markings). Mythical thought operates within the sphere 
of the symbol (as in the epic, folk tales, chansons de geste, et cetera) 
through symbolic units-units 0/ restrietion in relation to the sym
bolized universals ("heroism," "courage," "nobility," "virtue," "fear," 
"treason," etc.). The symbol's function, in its vertical dimension 
(universals-markings), is thus one of restrietion. The symbol's function 
in its horizontal dimension (the articulation of signifying units among 
themselves) is one of escaping paradox; one could even say that the 
symbol is horizontally antiparadoxieal: within its logic, two opposing 
units are exclusive. 4 The good and the bad are incompatible--as are the 
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and et cetera. 
demands resolution. 

aside. 
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u.'U',""U'VU. once 
is thus 

semiotic is from the very LlVE,>""'U"!"' 

of symbolic discourse: the course of semiotic development is circular 
since the end is programmed, in embryo, from the beginning 
(whose end is the beginning) because the symbol's function 
ideologeme) antedates the symbolic utterance itself. Thus are the 
general characteristics of a symbolic semiotic practice: the quantitative 
limitation of symbols, their repetition, limitation, and general nature. 

2. From the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, the symbol was both 
challenged and weakened, but it did not completely disappear. Rather, 
during this period, its passage (its assimilation) into the sign was assured. 
The transcendental unity supporting the symbol-its otherworldly casing, 
its transmitting focus-was put into question. Thus, until the end of the 
fifteenth century, theatrical representations of Christ's life were based on 
both the canonical and apocryphal Gospels or the Golden legend (see the 
Mysteries dated c. 1400 published by Achille Jubinal in 1837 and based 
on the manuscript at the Library of Sainte-Genevieve). Beginning in the 
fifteenth century, the theater as well as art in general was invaded by 
scenes devoted to Christ's public life (as in the Cathedral of Evreux). The 
transcendental foundation evoked by the symbol seemed to capsize. This 
heraids a new signifying relation between two elements, both located on 
the side of the "real" and "concrete." In thirteenth-century art, for 
example, the prophets were contrasted with the apostles; whereas in the 
fifteenth century, the four great evangelists were no longer set against the 
four prophets, but against the four fathers of the Latin Church (Saint 
Augustine, Saint Jerome, Saint Ambrose, and Gregory the Great as on 
the altar of N otre Dame of Avioth). Great architectural and literary 
compositions were no longer possible: the miniature replaced the cathe
dral and the fifteenth century became the century of the miniaturists. The 
serenity of the symbol was replaced by the strained ambivalence of the 
sign's connection, which lays claim to resemblance and identification of 
the elements it holds together, while first postulating their radical dif
ference. Whence the obsessive insistence on the theme of dialogue 
between two irreducible but similar elements (dialogue-generator of the 
pathetic and psychologieal) in this transitional period. For example, the 
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et cetera. 
the famous moralized Bible of the Duke of 
was even that bracketed and 

erased the transcendental basis of the symbol Bible of the Poor and 
the Mirror of Human Salvation.5 

3. The that was outlined these mutations retained the 
fundamental characteristic of the symbol: irreducibility of terms, that is, 
in the case of the sign, of the referent to the signified, of the signified to 
the signifier, in addition, all the "units" of the signifying structure 
itself. The ideologeme of the sign is therefore, in a general way, like the 
ideologeme of the symbol: the sign is dualist, hierarchical, and hierar-

difference between the sign and the symbol can, however, be 
seen as weIl as horizontally: within its vertical function, the sign 
refers back to entities both of lesser scope and more concretized than 
those of the symbol. They are reified universals become objects in the 
strongest sense of the word. Put into a relationship within the structure of 
sign, the entity (phenomenon) under consideration is, at the same time, 
transcendentalized and elevated to the level of theological unity. The 
semiotic practice of the sign thus assimilates the metaphysics of the 
symbol and projects it onto the "immediately perceptible." The 
"immediately perceptible," valorized in this way, is then transformed 
into an objectivity-the reigning law of discourse in the civilization of the 
sign. 

Within their horizontal function, the units of the sign's semiotic 
practice are articulated as a metonymical concatenation of deviations 
from the norm signifying a progressive creation of metaphors. Opposi
ti on al terms, always exc1usive, are caught within a network of multiple 
and always possible deviations (surprises in narrative structures), giving 
the illusion of an open structure, impossible to finish, with an arbitrary 
ending. In literary discourse the semiotic practice of the sign first c1early 
appeared, during the Renaissance, in the adventure novel, which is struc
tured on wh at is unforeseeable and on as reification (at the level 
of narrative structure) of the deviation from the norm specific to every 
practice of the sign. The itinerary of this concatenation of deviations is 
practically infinite, whence the impression of the work's arbitrary ending. 
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interiorizes 
very level of the articulation of terms, 

resolution of contradiction. In a semiotic 
contradiction was exclusive 
- rs - or nonconjunction - I a semiotic 
on the sign, contradiction is resolved nondisjunction - V -. 

THE IDEOLOGEME OF 

NOVELISTIC ENUNCIATION 

NOVEL: 

Every literary work partaking of the semiotic practice of the sign (all 
"literature" before the epistemological break of the nineteenthjtwentieth 
centuries) is therefore, as ideologeme, closed and terminated in its very 
beginnings. It is related to conceptualist (antiexperimental) thought in 
the same way as the symbolic is to Platonism. The novel is one of the 
characteristic manifestations of this ambivalent ideologeme (closure, 
nondisjunction, linking of deviations)-the sign. Here I will examine this 
ideologeme in Antoine de La Sale's Jehan de Saintre. 

Antoine de La Sale wrote Jehan de Saintre in 1456, after a long career 
as page, warrior, and tutor, for educational purposes and as a lament for 
adeparture (for puzzling reasons, and after forty-eight years of service, 

he left the Kings of Anjou to become tutor of the Count of Saint Pol's 
three sons in 1448). Jehan de Saintre is the only novel to be found among 
La Sale's writings, which are otherwise presented as compilations of edi
fying narratives (La SaUe, 1448-1451), as "scientific" tracts, or as 
accounts of his travels (Lettres a Jacques de Luxembourg sur fes 
tournois, 1459; Reconfort a Madame de Fresne, 1457)-all of these being 
constructed as historical discourse or as heterogeneous mosaics of texts. 
Historians of French literature have neglected this particular 
work-perhaps the first writing in prose that could be called a novel (if 
one labels as such those works that depend on the ambiguous ideologeme 
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of the few studies that have been devoted to it 6 concentrate on 
its references to the mores of the to find the to the 
characters by identifying them with La Sale might have 

accuse the author of underestimating the historical events of his 
time (the Hundred Years et cetera) as weIl as of belonging-as a 
true reactionary-to a world of the and so on. Literary history, 
immersed in referential opacity, has not been able to bring to light the 

structure of this text, which situates it at the threshhold of the 
two eras and shows, through La Sale's naive poetics, the articulation of 
this ideologeme of the sign, which continues to dominate our intellectual 
horizon. 7 What is more, Antoine de La Sale's narrative confirms the nar
mtive of his own writing: La Sale speaks but also, writing, enunciates 
himse~f The story of Jehan de Saintre merges with the book's story and 
becomes, in asense, its rhetorical representation, its other, its inner lin
ing. 

1. The text opens with an introduction that shapes (shows) the entire 
itinerary of the novel: La Sale knows wh at his text is ("three stories") 
and for what reason it exists (a message to Jehan d'Anjou). Having thus 
uttered his purpose and named its addressee, he marks out within twenty 
lines the first loop8 that encloses the textual set and programs it as a 
means of exchange and, therefore, as sign: this is the loop utterance 

(exchange object)jaddressee (the duke or, simply, the reader). All that 
remains is to tell, that is, to fill in, to detail, wh at was already concep
tualized, known, before any contact between pen and paper-·"the story 
as word upon word it proceeds." 

2. The title can now be presented: "And first, the story of the Lady 
of the Beautiful Cousins (of whom I have al ready spoken) and of 
Saintre, " which requires a second loop-this one found at the thematic 
level of the message. La Sale gives a shortened version of Jehan de 
Saintre's life from beginning to end (Hhis passing away from this world, 
p. thus know how the story will end: the end of the narra-
tive is before the narrative itself even begins. All anecdotal interest 
is thus eliminated: the novel will play itself out by rebuilding the distance 
between life and it will be nothing other than an inscription of 
deviatiofls (surprises) that do not destroy the certainty of the thematic 
loop (life-death) holding the set together. The text turns on a thematic 
axis: the interplay between two exclusive oppositions, whose names might 



"or" being exclusive). 
Within the ideologeme of the novel with the of the 

sign), the irreducibility of opposite terms is admitted only to the extent 
that the empty space of rupture separating them is provided with 
ambiguous semic combinations. The initially reeognized opposition, set
ting up the novel's trajectory, is immediately repressed within a before, 
only to give way-within a now-to a network of paddings, to a con
catenation of deviations oscillating between two opposite poles, and, in 
an attempt at synthesis, resolving within a figure of dissimulation or 
mask. Negation is thus repeated in the affirmation of duplicity. The 

exclusiveness of the two terms posited by the novel's thematic loop is 
replaced by a doubtful positivity in such a way that the disjunction wh ich 
both opens and closes the novel is replaced by a yes-no strueture (nondis
junction). This funetion does not bring about a para-thetic silence, but 
combines earnivalistie play with its nondiscursive logie; all figures found 

in the novel (as heir to the carnival) that ean be read in two ways are 
organized on the model of this funetion: ruses, treason, foreigners, an
drogynes, utteranees that ean be doubly interpreted or have double desti
nations (at the level of the novelistie signified), blazonry, "eries" (at the 
level of the novelistie signifier), and so on. The trajeetory of the novel 
would be impossible without this nondisjunetive funetion-this dou
ble-whieh programs it from its beginning. La Sale first introduees it 
through the Lady's doubly oriented utteranee: as a message destined to 
the Lady's female eompanions and to the Court, this utteranee eonnotes 
aggressivity towards Saintre; as a message destined to Saint re hirnself, it 
connotes a "tender" and "testing" love. The nondisjunetive function of 
the Lady's utteranee is revealed in stages that are quite interesting to 
follow. At first, the message's duplieity is known only to the speaker 
herself (the Lady), to the author (subjeet of the novelistie utteranee), and 
to the reader (addressee of the novelistie utteranee). The Court (neu
trality = objeetive opinion), as weIl as Saintre (passive object of the 
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and it; 
message and becomes the subject of utterances for which he assurnes 
authority. In a third Saintre forgets the nondisjunction; he com-

transforrns into something what he knew to be also nega-
he loses sight of the dissimulation and is taken in by the garne of a 

univocal therefore of a message that 
remains double. Saintre's defeat-and the end of the narrative-are due 
to this error of an utterance as and uni
vocal for the nondisjunctive function of an utterance. 

Negation in the novel thus oper at es according to a double modality: 
alethic (the opposition of contraries is necessary, possible, contingent, or 
impossible) and deontic (the reunion of contraries is obligatory, permissi
ble, indifferent, or forbidden). The novel becomes possible when the 
alethic modality of opposition joins with the deontic modality of 
reunion. 9 The novel covers the trajectory of deontic synthesis in order to 
condemn it and to affirm, in the alethic mode, the opposition of 
contraries. The double (dissimulation, mask), as fundamental figure of 
the carnival,10 thus becomes the pivotal springboard for the deviations 
filling up the silence imposed by the disjunctive function of the novel's 
thematic-programmatic loop. In this way, the novel absorbs the duplicity 
(the dialogism) of the carnivalesque scene while submitting it to the uni
vocity (monologism) of the symbolic disjunction guaranteed by a 
transcendence-the author-that subsurnes the totality of the novelistic 
utterance. 

3. It is, in fact, precisely at this point in the textual trajectory-that 
is, after the enunciation of the text's toponymical (message-addressee) 
and thematic (life-death) closure (loop)-that the word "ac tor" is 
inscribed. It reappears several tim es, introducing the speech of he who is 
writing the narrative as being the utterance of a character in this drama 
of which he is also the author. Playing upon a homophony (Latin: ac tor
auctor, French: acteur-auteur), La Sale touches upon the very point 
where the speech act (work) tiIts towards discursive effect (product), and 
thus, upon the very constituting process of the "literary" object. For La 
Sale, the writer is both actor and author; that means that he conceived 
the text of the novel as both practice (actor) and product (author), 
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as one of its elements. have examined plc.purhpv'p 

acts in text of the 
actor in the 
two modes of the novelistic utterance, narration and 

speech of he who is both subject of the book 
of the within novelistic nondisjunction, the 

message is both discourse and representation. The author-actor's 
utterance unfolds, divides, and faces in two directions: first, towards a 
referential utterance, narration-the speech assumed by he who inscribes 
hirnself as actor-author; and second, toward textual premises, cita
tion-speech attributed to an other and whose authority he who inscribes 
hirnself as actor-author acknowledges. These two orientations intertwine 

in such a way as to merge. For example, La Sale easily shifts from the 
story as "lived" by the Lady of the Beautiful Cousins (to which he is wit
ness, i.e., witness to the narration) to the story of Aeneas and Dido as 
read (cited), and so on. 

4. In conclusion, let me say that the modality of novelistic enuncia
tion is inferential: it is a process within which the subject of the novelistic 
utterance affirms a sequence, as conclusion of the inference, based on 
other sequences (referential-hence narrative, or textual-hence cita

tional), which are the premises 0/ the inference and, as such, considered 
to be true. The novelistic inference is exhausted through the naming 
process of the two premises and, particularly, through their concatena
tion, without leading to the syllogistic conclusion proper to logical 
inference. The function of the author / actor's enunciation therefore 
consists in binding his discourse to his readings, his speech act to that of 

o~hers. 

I The words that mediate this inference are worth noting: Hit seems to me 
at first view that she wished to imitate the widows of ancient times ... " 
"if, as Vergil says ... " Hand thereupon Saint Jerome says ... " and so 
on. These are empty words whose functions are bothjunctive and transla
tive. As junctive, they tie together (totalize) two minimal utterances (nar
rative and citational) within the global, novelistic utterance. They are 
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therefore internudear. As transfer an utterance from 
one textual space (vocal discourse) into another changing its 
ideologeme. are thus intranudear (for example, the transposition of 
hawkers' cries and blazons into a written 13 

These inferential agents imply the juxtaposition of a discourse invested 
in a subject with another utterance different from the author's. They 
make possible the deviation of the novelistic utterance from its subject 
and its self-presence, that is, its displacement from a discursive (informa
tional, communicative) level to a textuallevel (of productivity). Through 
this inferential gesture, the author refuses to be an objective "wit
ness"---possessor of a truth he symbolizes by the word-in order to 
inscribe himself as reader or listener, structuring his text through and 
across apermutation of other utterances. He does not so much speak as 
decipher. The inferential agents allow him to bring a referential utterance 
(narration) back to textual premises (citations) and vi ce versa. They 
establish a similitude, a resemblance, an equalization of two different dis

courses. The ideologeme of the sign once again crops u p here, at the level 
of the novelistic enunciation's inferential mode: it admits the existence of 
an other (discourse) only to the extent that it makes it its own. This split
ting of the mode of enunciation did not exist in the epic: in the chansons 
de geste, the speaker's utterance is univocal; it names a referent ("real" 
object or discourse); it is a signifier symbolizing transcendental objects 
(universals). Medieval literature, dominated by the symbol, is thus a 
"signifying," "phonetic" literature, supported by the monolithic presence 
of signified transcendence. The scene of the carnival introduces the split 
speech act: the actor and the crowd are each in turn simultaneously sub
ject and addressee of discourse. The carnival is also the bridge between 
the two split occurrences as weIl as the place where each of the terms is 
acknowledged: the author (actor + spectator). It is this third mode that 
the novelistic inference adopts and effects within the author's utterance. 
As irreducible to any of the premises constituting the inference, the mode 
of novelistic enunciation is the invisible focus where the phonetic 
(referential utterance, narration) and written (textual premises, citation) 
intersect. It is the hollow, unrepresentable space signaled by "as," "it 
seems to me," "says thereupon," or other inferential agents that refer 
back, tie together, or bound. We thus uncover a third programmation of 
the novelistic text which brings it to a dose before the beginning of the 
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within this 
utterances with their 

NONDISJUNCTIVE FUNCTION OF 
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1. The novelistic utterance conceives of the opposition of terms as a 
nonalternating and absolute opposition between two groupings that are 
competitive but never solidary, never complementary, and never recon

cilable through indestructible rhythm. In order for this nonalternating 
disjunction to rise to the discursive trajectory of the novel, it must be 
embodied within a negative function: nondisjunction. It is this nondis
junctive function that intervenes on a secondary level and instead of an 
infinity complementary to bipartition (which could have taken shape 
within another conception of negation one might term radical, and this 

presupposes that the opposition of terms is, at the same time, thought of 
as communion or symmetrical reunion) it introduces the figure of 
dissimulation, of ambivalence, of the double. The initial nonalternating 
opposition thus turns out to be a pseudo-opposition-and this at the time 
of its very inception, since it doesn't integrate its own opposition, namely, 
the solidarity of rivals. Life is opposed to death in an absolute way (as is 

love to hate, virtue to vice, good to bad, being to nothingness) without 
the opposition's cornplernentary negation that would transform biparti
tion into rhythmic totality. The negation remains incomplete and 

unfinished unless it includes this doubly negative movement that reduces 
the difference between two terms to a radical disjunction with permuta
tion of those terms; that is, to an empty space around which they move, 
dying out as entities and turning into an alternating rhythm. positing 

two opposing terms without affirming their identity in the same gesture 
and simultaneously, such a negation splits the movement of radical nega
tion into two phases: disjunction and nondisjunction. 

2. This division introduces, first of all, time: temporality (history) is 
the spacing of this splitting negation, i.e., what is introduced between two 

isolated and nonalternating scansions (opposition-conciliation). In other 
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terrain conducive to its 
trace the appearance of the double as precursor to the of 
sonality within the evolution of the epic. Near the end of the twelfth 
0p7,tllrU __ <;,nrl especially in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries-there 

spreads an ambiguous epic: emperors are ridiculed, religion and barons 
become grotesque, heroes are cowardly and suspect ("Charlemagne's Pil
grimage"); the king is worthless, virtue is no longer rewarded (the Garin 
de Monglan Cycle) and the traitor becomes a principal actant (the Doon 
de Cycle or the "Raoul de Cambrai" poem). Neither satirical, 
laudatory, stigmatizing, nor approving, this epic is witness to a dual 

semiotic practice, founded on the resemblance of contraries, feeding on 
miscellany and ambiguity. 

4. The courtly literature of Southern France is of particular interest 
within this transition from symbol to sign. Recent studies have 
demonstrated the analogies between the cult of the Lady in these texts 
and those of ancient Chinese poetry. 16 There would be evidence showing 
influence of a hieroglyphic semiotic practic based on "conjunctive dis
junction" (dialectical negation) upon a semiotic practice based on nondis
junctive opposition (Christianity, Europe). Such hieroglyphic semiotic 
practice is also and above all a conjunctive disjunction of the two sexes as 
irreducibly differentiated and, at the same time, alike. This explains why, 
over a long period, a maj or semiotic practice of Western society (courtly 
poetry) attributed to the Other (Woman) a primary structural role. In 
our civilization-caught in the passage from the symbol to the 
sign-hymn to conjunctive disjunction was transformed into an apology 
for only one of the opposing terms: the Other (Woman), within which is 
projected and with which is later fused the Same (the Author, Man). At 
the same time there was produced an exclusion of the Other, inevitably 
presented as an exclusion of woman, as nonrecognition of sexual (and 
social) opposition. The rhythmic order of Orient al texts organizing the 
sexes (differences) within conjunctive disjunction (hierogamy) is here 
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whose center there 

so as to those up the Same to with it. is 
therefore a pseudo-center, a mystifying center, a blind spot whose value 
is invested in the Same giving the Other to itself in order to 

live as one, alone, and unique. the exclusive positivity of this blind 

center stretching out to infinity (of "nobility" and "qualities 
of the heart"), erasing disjunction (sexual difference), and dissolving into 

to the The unfinished rlpc'r'lT,up 

gesture is, therefore, theological: it is stopped before having 
the Other as being at the same time opposed and 

equal to the Same Author), before being denied through the cor-

relation of contraries identity of Man and Woman simultaneous to 
their disjunction). eventually identified with religious attitudes, and in 

its incompletion it evokes Platonism. 
Scholars have interpreted the theologization of courtly literature as an 

attempt to save love poetry from the persecutions of the Inquisition;17 or, 

on the contrary, as evidence of the infiltration in Southern French society 

of the Inquisition Tribunals' activity, or that of the Dominican and Fran

ciscan orders, after the debacle of the Albigenses. 18 Whatever the empi
rical facts may be, the spiritualization of courtly literature was already a 

given within the structure of this semiotic practice characterized by 
pseudo-negation as weIl as nonrecognition of the conjunctive disjunction 

of semic terms. Within such an ideologeme, the idealization of woman 
(of the Other) signifies the refusal of a society to constitute itself through 

the recognition of the differential but nonhierarchizing status of opposed 
groups. It also signifies the structural necessity for this society to give 

itself a permutative center, an Other entity, which has no value except as 

an obiect of exchange among members of the Same. Sociology has 

described how women came to occupy this permutational center (as 

of v/'v"U",'" 

and cannot be 
orization of women be~~mmI1lg 

(in fabliaux, and 

betv"een these 
of utterances, contains both: the is a dual figure within the 

novel's structure. She is no longer only the deified mistress required by 
the code of that the valorized term of a 
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H.l.l',",U1'-''-'', neither mother nor 
enamored of Saintre nor faithful to the the 
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Saintre is also part of this nondisjunctive function: he is both child 
page and hero, the fool and conqueror of cared 

for and betrayed, lover of the and loved either by the king or a 
comrade in arms-Boucicault (p. Never masculine, child-lover for 
the or comrade-friend sharing a bed with the king or Boucicault, 
Saint re is the accomplished androgyne; the sublimation of sex 

sexualization of the sublime). His homosexuality is the narra
tivization of the nondisjunctive function peculiar to the semiotic process 

of which he is a part. He is the pivot-mirror within which the other argu
ments of the novelistic function are projected in order to fuse with 

themselves: the Other is the Same for the Lady (the man is the child, and 
therefore the woman herself finds there her self-identity nondisjoined 
from the Other, while remaining opaque to the irreducible difference 
between the two). He is the Same who is also the Other for the king, the 
warriors, or Boucicault (as the man who is also the woman who possesses 
hirn). The nondisjunctive function, to which Saintre is assimi
lated, assures her a role as object of exchange in male society. Saintre's 
own nondisjunctive function assures hirn a role as object of exchange 

between the masculine and feminine of society; together, tie up the 
elements of a cultural text into a stable system dominated nondisjunc-

tion 

LU,","'U,","""'''', at level of the con-
as an agreement deviations: 

the thematic li fe-
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series of utterances whose relation to is 
nor logically necessary. are concatenated without 

any an end to their These 
utterances, as deviations in relation to the oppositional loop framing the 

of either objects (clothes, 
of troops, banquets, and 

"""'Or>?",nT,r.7H' of commerce, and 

or of weapons (p. 50), etc. These kinds of 
utterances reappear with obligatory monotony and make of the text an 
aggregate of recurrences, a succession of closed, cyclical utterances, com
pIete in themselves. Each one is centered in a certain point, which can 
connote space (the tradesman's shop, the Lady's chamber), time (the 
troops' departure, Saintre's return), the subject of enunciation, or all 
three at once. These descriptive utterances are minutely detailed and 
return periodically aecording to a repetitive rhythm placing its grid upon 
the novel's temporality. Indeed, La Sale does not describe events evolv
ing over aperiod of time. Whenever an utteranee assumed by an Aetor 
(Author) intervenes to serve as a temporary connecting deviee, it is 
extremely laeonie and does nothing more than link together descriptions 
that first plaee the reader before an army ready to depart, a shopkeeper's 
plaee, a costume or piece of jewelry and then proeeed to praise these 
objeets put together aeeording to no causality whatsoever. The imbrica
tions of these deviations are apt to open up-praises could be repeated 
indefinitely. They are, however, terminated (bounded and determined) by 
the fundamental function of the novelistic utterance: nondisjunction. 
Caught up within the novel's totality-that is, seen in reverse, from the 
end of the novel where exaltation has been transformed into its contrary 
(desolation) before ending in death-these laudatory descriptions become 
relativized, ambiguous, deceptive, and double: their univocity ehanges to 
duplieity. 

2. Besides laudatory descriptions, another kind of deviation operating 
aeeording to nondisjunction appears along the novel's trajectory: Latin 
citations and moral preeepts. Examples include Thales of Miletus, 
Soerates, Timides, Pittaeus of Misselene, the Gospels, Cato, Seneea, 
Saint Augustine, Epieurus, Saint Bernard, Saint Gregory, Saint Paul, 
Avieenna, ete.; in addition to acknowledged borrowings, a eonsiderable 
number of plagiarisms have also been pointed out. 
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is difficult 
deviations: 

utterance of the merchant 

combat. Phonetic oral utterance, sound 
than the novel is thus the transcription of vocal communication. 
An arbitrary signifier word as is transcribed onto paper and 

as to its and referent. a 
"reality" that is already there, preexistent to the signifier, duplicated so 
as to be into the circuit of exchange; it is therefore reduced to 
a representamen (sign) that is manageable and can be circulated as an 
element assuring the cohesion of a communicative (commercial) struc
tu re endowed with meaning (value). 

These laudatory utterances, known as blazons, were abundant in 
France during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. They come from a 
communicative discourse, shouted in public squares, and designed to give 
direct information to the crowd on wars (the number of soldiers, their 
direction, armaments, etc.), or on the marketplace (the quality and price 
of merchandise).20 These solemn, tumultuous, or monumental enumera
tions belong to a culture that might be called phonetic. The culture of 
exchange, definitively imposed by the European Renaissance, is engen
dered through the voice and operates according to the structures of the 
discursive (verbal, phonetic) circuit, inevitably referring back to a reality 
with which it identified by duplicating it (by "signifying it"). "Phonetic" 
literature is characterized by this kind of laudatory and repetitive 
utterances-enumerations. 21 

The blazon later lost its univocity and became ambiguous; praise and 
blame at the same time. In the fifteenth century, the blazon was already 
the nondisjunctive figure par excellence. 22 

Antoine de La Sale's text captures the blazon just before this splitting 
into praise and/or blame. Blazons are recorded into the book as uni
vocally laudatory. But they become ambiguous as soon as they are read 
from the point of view of the novelistic text's general function: the Lady's 
treachery skews the laudatory tone and shows its ambiguity. The blazon 
is transformed into blame and is thus inserted into the novel's nondis
junctive function as noted above: the function established according to 
the extratextual set (Te) changes within the novelistic textual set (Tn) and 
in this way defines it as ideologeme. 
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This of the utterance's is a oral 
phenomenon which can be found within the entire discursive (phonetic) 
space of the Middle Ages and especially in the carnival scene. The split
ting that makes up the very nature of the 

referentjsignifiedjsignifier) as weIl as the topology of the communicative 
circuit (subject-addressee, Same-pseudo Other), reaches the utterance's 
logicallevel (phonetic) and is presented as nondisjunctive. 

3. The second kind of deviation-the citation-comes from a written 
text. Latin as weIl as other books (already read) penetrate the novel's text 
either as directly copied (citations) or as mnesic traces (memories). They 
are carried intact from their own space into the space of the novel being 
written; they are transcribed within quotation marks or are plagiarized. 23 

While emphasizing the phonetic and introducing into the cultural text 
the (bourgeois) space of the fair, marketplace, and street, the end of the 
Middle Ages was also characterized by a massive infiltration of the writ
ten text: the book ceased to be the privilege of nobles or scholars and was 
democratized. 24 As a result, phonetic culture claimed to be a scriptural 
one. To the extent that every book in our civilization is a transcription of 
oral speech,25 citation and plagiarism are as phonetic as the blazon even 
if their extrascriptural (verbal) source goes back to a few books before 
Antoine de La Sale's. 

4. Nevertheless, the reference to a written text upsets the laws 
imposed on the text by oral transcription: enumeration, repetition, and 
therefore temporality (cf. supra). The introduction of writing has two 
major consequences. 

First, the temporality of La Sale's text is less a discursive temporality 
(the narrative sequences are not ordered according to the temporal laws 
of the verb phrase) than what we might call a scriptural temporality 
(the narrative sequences are oriented towards and rekindled by the very 
activlty of writing). The succession of "events" (descriptive utterances or 
citations) obeys the motion of the hand working on the empty page-the 
very economy of inscription. La Sale often interrupts the course of dis
cursive time to introduce the present time of his work on the text: "To 
return to my point," "to put it briefly," "as I will tell you," and "here I 
will stop speaking for a bit of Madame and her Ladies to return to little 
Saintre, " etc. Such junctives signal atem porality other than that of the 
discursive (linear) chain: the massive present of inferential enunciation (of 
the scriptural work). 
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utterance been transcribed onto 
having been both of them 

form a written text within which the very act of writing shifts to tre 
and appears, in its as as a transcription-

copy, as a sign, as a "letter," no in the sense of inscription but of 

exchange object ("which I send to you in the manner of a 
The novel is thus structured as dual space: it is both phonetic utterance 

and scriptural level, overwhelmingly dominated discursive 

order. 

ARBITRARY COMPLETION AND STRUCTURAL 

FINITUDE 

1. All ideological activity appears in the form of utterances composi
tionally completed. This completion is to be distinguished from the 

structural [znitude to which only a few philosophical systems (Hegel) as 
weIl as religions have aspired. The structural finitude characterizes, as a 
fundamental trait, the object that our culture consumes as a finished 
product (effect, impression) while refusing to read the process of its 
productivity: "literature" -within which the novel occupies a privileged 
position. The notion of literature coincides with the notion of the novel, 

as much on account of chronological origins as of structural bounding. 26 

Explicit completion is often lacking, ambiguous, or assumed in the text 
of the novel. This incompletion nevertheless underlines the text's 
structural finitude. Every genre having its own particular structural 
finitude, I shall try to isolate that of J eh an de Saintre. 

2. The initial programming of the book is al ready its structural 

finitude. Within the figures described above, the trajectories dose upon 
themselves, return to their point of departure or are confirmed by a 

censoring element in such a way as to outline the limits of a dosed dis

course. The book's compositional completion nevertheless reworks the 
structural finitude. The novel ends with the utterance of the author who, 
after having brought the story of his character, Saintre, to the point of 

the Lady's punishment, interrupts the narrative to announce the end: 
"And here I shall begin the end of this story ... " (p. 307). 

The story can be considered finished as soon as there is completion of 
one of the loops (resolution of one of the opposition al dyads) the series of 
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The 
tive by a 

a concretization 
of the text's fundamental and its relation to 
nondisjunction) is not sufficient for the bounding of the author's dis-
course. in can an arbitrarily-to the 
infinite concatenation of loops. The real act is performed by the 
appearance, within the novelistic utterance, of the very work that 
produces it, here, on the actual page. Speech ends when its subject dies 
and it is the act of writing (of that produces this murder. 

A new rubric, the "actor," signals the second-the actual-reworking 
of the ending: HAnd here I shall give an ending to the book of the most 
valiant knight who ... " (p. 308). A brief narrative of the narrative 
follows, terminating the novel by bringing the utterance back to the act 
of writing ("Now, most high, and most powerful and excellent prince and 
my most feared lord, if I have erred in any way either by writing too 
much or too little [ ... ] I have made this book, said Saintre, which I 
send to you in the manner of a letter"-p. 309, emphasis mine) and by 
substituting the present of script for the past of speech ("And in conc1u
sion, for the present, my most feared lord, I write you nothing else" 
[po 309]-emphasis mine). 

Within this dual surface of the text (story of Saintre-story of the writ
ing process)-the scriptural activity having been narrated and the narra
tive having been often interrupted to allow the act of production to sur
face-(Saintre's) death as rhetorical image coincides with the stopping of 
discourse (erasure of the actor). Nevertheless-as another retraction of 
speech-this death, repeated by the text at the moment it becomes silent, 
cannat be spoken. lt is asserted by a (tomblike) writing, which writing (as 
text of the novel) places in quotation marks. In addition-another retrac
tion, this time of the place of language-this citation of the tombstone 
inscription is produced in a dead language (Latin). Set back in relation to 
French, the Latin reaches astandstill where it is no longer the narrative 
that is being completed (having been terminated in the preceding para
graph: HAnd here I shall begin the end of this story ... ") but rather the 
discourse and its product--"literature"/the "letter" ("And here I shall 
give an ending to the book ... "). 
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fact remains nevertheless that is vV"U'-'''''-'. 

are the bounded functions 
the narrative with variation. 

compositionally and as cultural artifact is the of the 
narrative as a written text. 

at the close of the Middle and therefore before consolida-
tion of "literary" ideology and the of which is 
ture, Antoine de La Sale doubly terminated his novel: as narrative 
(structurally) and as discourse (compositionally). This compositional 
closure, by its very naivete, reveals a major fact later occulted by 
bourgeois literature. 

The novel has a double semiotic status: it is a linguistic (narrative) 
phenomenon as weIl as a discursive circuit (letter, literature). The fact 
that it is a narrative is but one aspect-an anterior one-of this particu
larity: it is "literature." That is the difference characterizing the novel in 
relation to narrative: the novel is already "literature"; that is, a product 
of speech, a (discursive) object of exchange with an owner (author), 
value, and consumer (the public, addressee). The narrative's conclusion 
coincides with the conclusion of one loop's trajectory.27 The novel's 
finitude, however, does not stop at this conclusion. An instance of speech, 
often in the form of an epilogue, occurs at the end to slow down the nar
ration and to demonstrate that one is indeed dealing with a verbal 
construction under the control of a subject who speaks. 28 The narrative is 
presented as a story, the novel as a discourse (independent of the fact 
that the author-more or less consciously-recognizes it as such). In this, 
it constitutes a decisive stage in the development of the speaking subject's 
critical consciousness in relation to his speech. 

To terminate the novel as narrative is a rhetorical problem consisting 
of reworking the bounded ideologeme of the sign which opened it. To 
complete the novel as literary artifact (to understand it as discourse or 
sign) is a problem of social practice, of cultural text, and it consists in 
confronting speech (the product, the Work) with its own death-writing 
(textual productivity). lt is here that there intervenes a third conception 
of the book as work and no longer as a phenomenon (narrative) or as 
literature (discourse). La Sale, of course, never reaches this stage. The 
succeeding socia! text eliminates all notions of production [rom its scene 
in order to substitute a product (effect, value): the reign of literature is 
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the of market value v,-,,-,uaULfZ., even wh at Sale in a 
confused way: the discursive ofthe event. \Ve shall have 
to wait for areevaluation of the bourgeois social text in order for a 
reevaluation of "literature" (of discourse) to take through the 
advent of scriptural work within the text. 29 

4. In the meantime, this function of as work destroying 
literary representation (the literary artifact) remains latent, misunder

and unspoken, although often at work in the text and made 
evident when deciphered. For La as weIl as for any so-called 
"realist" writing is speech as law (with no possible transgression). 

Writing is revealed, for hirn who thinks of hirnself as "author," as a 
function that ossifies, petrifies, and blocks. For the phonetic conscious
ness-from the Renaissance to our time30-writing is an artificial limit, 
an arbitrary law, a subjective finitude. The intervention of writing in the 
text is often an excuse used by the author to justify the arbitrary ending 
of his narrative. Thus, La Sale inscribes hirnself as writing in order to 

justify the end of his writing: his narrative is a letter whose death coin
cides with the end of his pen work. Inversely, Saintre's death is not the 
narration of an adventure: La Sale, often verbose and repetitive, restricts 
hirnself, in announcing this major fact, to the transcription from a tomb 
in two languages-Latin and French. 

There we have a paradoxical phenomenon that dominates, in different 
fonns, the entire history of the novel: the devalorization of writing, its 
categorization as pejorative, paralyzing, and deadly. This phenomenon 
is on a par with its other aspect: valorization of the oeuvre, the Author, 
and the literary artifact (discourse). Writing itself appears only to bound 
the book, that is, discourse. What opens it is speech: "of which the first 

shall tell of the Lady of the Beautiful Cousins." The act of writing is the 
differential act par excellence, reserving for the text the status of other, 
irreducible to what is different from it; it is also the correlational act par 
excellence, avoiding any bounding of sequences within a finite ideolo
geme, and opening them up to an infinite arrangement. Writing, 
however, has been suppressed, evoked only to oppose "objective reality" 
(utterance, phonetic discourse) to a "subjective artifice" (scriptural 
practice). The opposition phonetic/scriptural, utterance/text-at work 
within the bourgeois novel with devalorization of the second term (of the 
scriptural, textuaI)-misled the Russian Formalists. It permitted them to 
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1. When considering semiotic practices in relation to the sign, one can distinguish three 
types: first, a systematic semiotic practice founded on the sign, therefore on meaning; con
servative and limited, its elements are oriented toward denotata; it is logical, explicative, 
interchangeable, and not at all destined to transform the other (the addressee). Second, a 
transformative semiotic practice, in which the "signs" are released from denotata and 
oriented toward the other, whom they modify. Third, a paragrammatic semiotic practice, in 
which the sign is eliminated by the correlative paragrammatic sequence, which could be 
seen as a tetralemma-each sign has adenotaturn; each sign does not have adenotaturn; 
each sign has and does not have a denotatum; it is not true that each sign has and does not 
have a denotatum. See my "Pour une semiologie des paragrammes," in L71!.l.dwTix~: 

recherehes pour une semanalyse (Paris: Seuil, 1969), pp. 196ff. 
2. "Literary scholarship is one branch of the study of ideologies [which] ... embraces 

all areas of man's ideological creativity." P. N. Medvedev and M. Bakhtin, The Formal 
M ethod in Literary Scholarship: A eritical Introduction to Soci%gical Poeties, Albert J. 
Wehrte, trans. (Baitimore: J ohns Hopkins U niversity Press, 1978), p. 3. I have borrowed 
the term "ideologeme" from this work. 

3. I use the term "sememe" as it appears in the terminology of A. J. Greimas, who 
defines it as a combination of the semic nucleus and contextual semes. He considers it as 
belonging to the level of manifestation, as opposed to the level of immanence, which is that 
of the seme. See A. J. Greimas, Semantique Strueturale (Paris: Larousse, 1966), p. 42. 

4. Within Western scientific thinking, three fundamental currents break away from the 
symbol's domination, one after another, moving through the sign to the variable. These 
three are Platonism, conceptualism, and nominalism. See V. Wiliard Quine, "Reification 
Universals," in From a Logica! Point of View (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1953). I have borrowed from this study the differentiation between two meanings of signify
ing units: one within the space of the symbol, the other within that of the sign. 

5. Emile Male, L'Art religieux de la .Iitl du Moyen Age en Franee (Paris: Colin 
1908). 

6. The following are among the most important: Desonay, "Le Petit Jehan de 
Saintre," in Revue du Seizieme Siede, (1927), 14: 1-48 & 213-80; "Comment un ecrivain se 
corrigeait au XVe siecle," in Revue Be!ge de Philologie er d'Histoire, (1927), 6:81-121; 
Otaka, "Etablissement du texte definitif du Petit Jehan de Saintre," in Etudes ele Langue er 
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Litterature Fram;aises (Tokyo, 1965), 6: 15-28; S. Shepard, "The Syntax of Antoine de 
La Sale," in PM LA (1905), 20:435-501; W. P. Soderhjelm, La Nouvelle jranqaise au XVe 
siede (Paris: H. Champion 1910); Notes sur Antoine de La Sale er ses oeuvres (Helsingfors: 
Ex officina typographica Societatis Litterariae fennicae, 1904). All my references are to the 
text edited by lean Misrahi (Fordham University) and Charles A. Knudson (University of 
IIIinois) and published by Droz (Geneva 1965). 

7. Any contemporary novel that struggles with the problems of "realism" and "writ
ing" is related to the structural ambivalence of Jehan de Saintre. Contemporary realist 
literature is situated at the other end of the history of the novel, at a point where it has been 
reinvented in order to proceed to a scriptural productivity that keeps close to narration 
without being repressed by it. It evokes the task of organizing disparate utterances that 
Antoine de La Sale had undertaken at the dawn of the novelistic journey. The relationship 
between the two is obvious and, as Louis Aragon admits, desired in the case of his own 
novel, La Mise cl mort (1965), where the Author (Antoine) sets hirnself apart from the 
Actor (Alfred), going so far as to take the name Antoine de La Sale. 

8. This term is used by Victor Shklovski in the chapter of his book, 0 teorii prozy 
(Moscow 1929), that was translated into French as "La Construction de la nouvelle et du 
roman" in Tzvetan Todorov, ed., Theorie de la litterature (Paris: Seuil, 1965), p. 170. 

9. See Georg Henrik von Wright, An Essay on Modal Logie (Amsterdam: North
Holland, 1951). 

lO. I am indebted to Mikhail Bakhtin for his notion of the double and ambiguity as the 
fundamental figure in the novel linking it to the oral carnivalesque tradition, to the 
mechanism of laughter and the mask, and to the structure of Menippean satire. See his 
Problems oj Dostoevsky's Poeties (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1973), Rabelais and his World 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1968), and my essay, "Word, Dialogue, and Novel," in this 
volume. 

11. The not ion of "author" appears in Romance poetry about the beginning of the 
twelfth century. At the time, a poet would publish his verse and entrust them to the 
memory of minstrels of whom he demanded accuracy. The smallest change was 
immediately noticed and criticized: "Jograr bradador" (Rarnon Menendez-Pidal, Poesia 
juglaresea y origines de las literaturas romanieas [Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Politicos, 
1957], p. 14, note 1. '''Erron 0 juglar!' exclamaba condenatorio eI trovador gallego y con 
eso y con el cese dei canto para la poesia docta, el juglar queda excluldo de la vida literaria; 
queda corno simple musico, y aun en este oficio acabe siendo sustituldo par el ministril, tipo 
deI musico ejecutante venido deI extranjero y que en el paso deI siglo XIV al XV, convive 
con el juglar" (Ibid., p. 380). In this way, the passage from minstrel as Actor (a character 
in a dramatic production, an accuser-cf. in juridical Latin: aetor, the accuser, the con
troller of the narrative) to minstrel as Author (founder, maker of a product, the one who 
makes, Implements, organizes, generates, and creates an object of which he no longer is the 
producer but the salesman-cf. in juridical Latin: aue tor, salesman). 

12. See my book Le Texte du roman (The Hague: Mouton, 1970), a semiotic approach 
to a transformational discursive structure. 

13. For these terms borrowed from structural syntax, see U:on Tesniere, Esquisse d'une 
synta.:,e structurale (Paris: Klincksieck, 1953). 

14. Michel Granet, La Pensee ehinoise (Paris: Albin Michel, 1968), chapter 2, "Le 
Style," p. 50. (Originally published in 1934.) 

15. In the epic, man's individuality is Iimited by his linear relationship to one of two 
categories: the good or the bad people, those with positive or negative attributes. 
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Psychological states seem to be "free 01' personalities. Consequently, they are free to change 
with extraordinary rapidity and to attain unbelievable dimensions. Man may be 
transformed from good to bad, changes in his psychological state happening in a flash." D. 
S. Lichachov, Chelovek v fiterature drevnej Rusi [Man in the Literature 01' Old Russia] 
(Moscow-Leningrad 1958), p. 81 

16. See Alois Richard Nykl, Hispano-Arabie Poetrv and Its Relations with the Old 
Provem;al Troubadours (Baitimore: J. H. Furst, 1946). This study demonstrates how, 
without mechanically "influencing" Proven<;:al poetry, Arabic poetry eontributed by contact 
with Provenc;:al discourse to the formation and development 01' courtly Iyricism in regards to 
both its content and types, as weil as its rhythm, rhyme scheme, internal division, and so 
on. The Russian academician Nikolai Konrad has demonstrated that the Arab world was in 
contact, on the other side 01' Islam, with the Orient and China (in 751, on the banks ofthe 
river Talas, the army 01' the Halifat of Bagdad met the army 01' the Tang Empire). Two 
Chinese collections, "Yüeh-fu" and "Yü-t'ai hsin-yung," which date from the third and 
fourth centuries A.D., evoke the themes and organization 01' courtly Proven<;:al poetry 01' the 
twelfth through the fifteenth centuries. Chinese songs, on the other hand, constitute a dis
tinet series and stern from a different world of thought. Nonetheless, contact and contami
nation are a fact of those two cultures-the Arabic and the Chinese (Islamization of China, 
followed by infiltration of Chinese signifying structure [art and literat ure] into Arabic 
rhetoric and, consequently, into Mediterranean culture). See Nikolai Konrad, "Contempo
rary Problems in Comparative Literature," in Izvestija Akademii nauk SSSR, "Literature 
and Language" series (1959), 18:fasc. 4, p. 335. 

17. J. Coulet, Le Troubadour Guilhem Montahagal (Toulouse: Bibliotheque Merid
ionale, 1928), Series 12, IV. 

18. Joseph Anglade, Le Troubadour Guirault Riquier: Etude sur la decadenee de 
I'ancienne poesie provenqale (Paris: U. de Paris, 1905). 

19. Antoine Fran<;:ois Campaux, "La Question des femmes au XVe siede," in Revue 
des Cours Litteraires de la Franee et de I'Etranger (Paris: I. P., 1864), p. 458ff.; P. Gide, 
Etude sur la eondition privee de la femme dans le droit aneien et moderne (Paris: Durand et 
Pedone-Lauriel, 1885), p. 381. 

20. Such are, for instance, the famous "Parisian hawkers' cries" -repetitive utterances 
and laudatory enumerations that fulfilled the purposes of advertisement in the society of the 
time. See Alfred Franklin, Vie privee d'autre(ois: I. L'Annonee et la dclame (Paris: Plon
Nourrit, 1897-1902); and J. G. Kastner, Les Voix de Paris: essai d'une histoire litteraire et 
musieale des cris populaires (Paris: G. Brandus, 1857). 

21. See Le Mysth'e de Vieux Testament (fifteenth century), in wh ich the officers of 
Nebuchadnezzar's army enumerate forty-three kinds of weapons; and Le Martyr de saint 
Canten (late fifteenth century), in which the leader of the Roman troops enumerates forty
five weapons; and so on. 

22. Thus, in Grimmelshausen's Der Satyrisehe Pylgrad (1666), there first appear twenty 
semantically positive utterances that are later restated as semantically pejorative and, 
finally, as double (neither positive nor pejorative). The blazon appears frequently in 
mysteries and satirical farces. See Anatole de Montaiglon, Reet/eil de poesies jranqoises des 
XV et XVle siecles (Paris: P. Jannet-P. Daffis, 1865-1878), 1:11-16, and 3:15-18; and Dits 
des pays, 5:110-16. In the matter of blazons, see H. Gaidoz and P. Sebillot, Blason popu
laire de la Franee (Paris: L. Cerf, 1884) and G. D'Haucourt and G. Durivault, Le Blason 
(Paris: Presses U niversitaires de France, 1960). 

23. Concerning borrowings and plagiarisms by Antoine de La Sale, see M. Lecourt, 
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"Antoine de La Sale et Simon de Hesdin," in Mefanges of{'erts a M. Emile Chiitelain 
(Paris: H. Champion 1910), pp. 341-50, and "Une Source d'Antoine de La Sale: Simon de 
Hesdin," in Romania (1955),76:39-83 & 183-211. 

24. Following aperiod when books were considered as sacred objects (sacred book = 

Latin book), the late Middle Ages went through aperiod when books were devalorized, and 

this was accom panied by texts being replaced with imagery. "Beginning with the middle of 
the twelfth century, the role and fate of books changed. As the place of production and 
exchange, the city had undergone the impact of books and stimulated their appearance. 
Deeds and words had an echo in them and were multiplied in a proliferating dialectic. The 
book as a product of prime necessity entered into the cycle of Medieval production. It 
became a profitable and marketable product; but it also became a protected product." 
Albert Flocon, L'Univers des livres (Paris: Hermann, 1961), p. I. Secular books soon began 
to appear: the Roland cycle, courtly novels (the Novel of Alexander the Great, the Novel of 
Thebes), Breton novels (King Arthur, the Grad), the Romance of the Rose, troubadour and 
trouvere poems, the poetry of Rutebeuf, fabliaux, the Roman de Renart, miracle plays, 
liturgical drama, etc. An actual trade in manuscript books sprang u p and saw considerable 
expansion in the fifteenth century in Paris, Bruges, Ghent, Antwerp, Augsburg, Cologne. 
Strasburg, Vienna. In markets and fairs, near the churches, paid copyists would spread out 
their offerings and hawk their wares. See Svend Dahl, Histoire du livre de l'antiquite ci nos 
jours (Paris: Poinat, 1960). The cult of books extended into the court of the kings of Anjou 
(who were closely linked to the Halian Renaissance) where Antoine de La Sale worked. 
Rene of Anjou (1480) owned twenty-four Turkish and Arabic manuscripts, and in his 
chamber there hung "a large panel on wh ich were written the ABC's with which one can 
write throughout all the Christian and Saracenic countries. " 

25. It seems natural for Western thought to consider any writing as secondary, as com
ing after vocalization. This devalorization of writing harkens back to Plato, as do many of 
our philosophical presuppositions: "There neither is nor ever will be a treatise of mine [on 
my teachingJ. For it does not admit of exposition like other branches of knowledge; but 
after much converse about the matter itself and a life lived together, suddenly a light, as it 
were, is kindled in one soul by a name that leaps to it from another, and thereafter sustains 
itseJr' (The Platonic Epistles, J. Harward, trans. [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1932], 7: 135). Such is the case unless writing happens to be assimilated to an authority 
figure or to an immutable truth. unless it manages "to write what is of great service to 
mankind and to bring the nature of things into the light for all to see" (ibid.). But idealist 
reasoning sceptically discovers that "further, on account of the weakness of language [ ... ] 
no man of intelligence will venture to express his philosophical views in language, especially 

not a language that is unchangeable, which is true of that which is set down in written 
characters" (ibid., pp. 136-37). Historians of writing generally agree with that thesis. See 
James G. Fevrier, Histoire de l'ecriture (Paris: Payot, 1948). On the other hand, some his
torians insist on writing's preeminence over spoken language. See Chang Chen-ming, 
L' Ecriture chinoise et le geste humain (Paris: P. Geuthner. 1937) and J. Van Ginneken, La 
Reconstilution typologique des langages archai'ques de l'humanite (Amsterdam: Noord
Hollandsche uitgevers-maatschappij. 1939). 

26. See Medvedev and Bakhtin, The Formal Method in Literar,v Scholarship. 
27. "'Short story' is a term referring exclusively to plot, one assuming a combination of 

two conditions: small size and the impact of plot on the ending" (B. M. Eikhenbaum, "0. 
Henry and the Theory of the Short Story," I. R. Titunik, trans., in Readings in Russian 
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Poetics.' Formalist and Structuralist Views [Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
1978], pp. 231-32). 

28. The poetry of troubadours, like popular tales, stories of voyages, and other kinds of 
narratives, often introduces at the end the speaker as a witness to or participant in the nar
rated "facts," Yet, in novelistic conclusions, the author speaks not as a witness to some 
"event" (as in folk tales), not to express his "feelings" or his "art" (as in troubadour 
poetry); rather, he speaks in order to assume ownership of the discourse that he appeared at 
first to have given to someone else (a character). He envisions himself as the actor of speech 
(and not of a sequence of events), and he follows through the loss of that speech (its death), 
after all interest in the narrated events has ended (the death of the main character, for 
instance). 

29. An example 01' this would be Philippe Sollers's book, The Park, A. M. Sheridan
Smith, trans. (New York: Red Dust, 1969), which inscribes the production of its writing 
before the conceivable eJfects of an "oeuvre" as a phenomenon of (representative) dis
course. 

30. As to the impact of phonetism in Western culture, see lacques Derrida, 0/ Gram
matology (Baltimore: lohns Hopkins University Press, 1976). 



If the efficacy of scientific approach in "human" sciences has 
been challenged, it is all the more striking that such achallenge should 
for the first time be issued on the very level of the structures being 
studied-structures supposedly answerable to a logic other than scien
tific. What would be involved is the logic of language (and all the more 
so, of poetic language) that "writing" has had the virtue of bringing to 
light. I have in mind that particular literary practice in which the 
elaboration of poetic meaning emerges as a tangible, dynamic gram. 2 

Confronted with this situation, then, literary semiotics can either abstain 
and remain silent, or persist in its efforts to elaborate a model that 
would be isomorphic to this other logic; that is, isomorphic to the 
elaboration of poetic meaning, a concern of primary importance to 
contemporary semiotics. 

Russian Formalism, in which contemporary structural analysis claims 
to have its source, was itself faced with identical alternatives when 
reasons beyond literature and science halted its endeavors. Research was 
nonetheless carried on, recently coming to light in the work of 
Mikhail Bakhtin. His work represents one of that movement's most 
remarkable accomplishments, as weIl as one of the most powerful 
attempts to transcend its limitations. Bakhtin shuns the Iinguist's 
technical rigor, wielding an impulsive and at times even prophetic pen, 
while he takes on the fundamental problems presently confronting a 
structural analysis of narrative; this alone would give currency to essays 
written over forty years ago. Writer as weIl as "scholar," Bakhtin was 
one of the first to replace the static hewing out of texts with a model 
where literary structure does not simply exist but is generated in relation 

First published in ~1]pEIWTIX~ (Pari~: Seuil, 1969), pp. 143-73. 
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THE WORD WITHIN THE SPACE OF TEXTS 

Defining the specific status of the word as signifier for different modes of 
(literary) intellection within different genres or texts puts poetic analysis 
at the sensitive center of contemporary "human" sciences-at the 
intersection of language (the true practice of thought)3 with space (the 

volume within which signification, through a joining of differences, 
articulates itself). To investigate the status of the word 1S to study its 
articulations (as semic complex) with other words in the sentence, and 
then to look for the same functions or relationships at the articulatory 
level of larger sequences. Confronted with this spatial conception of lan
guage's poetic operation, we must first define the three dimensions of 
textual space where various semic sets and poetic sequences function. 
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dimensions or coordinates of 
and exterior texts. word's status is thus defined hori-

word in the text belongs to both and 
word in the text is oriented toward an 

anterior or synchronic literary corpus. 4 

The addressee, is included within a book's discursive universe 
only as discourse itself. thus fuses with this other discourse, this other 

in relation to which the writer has written his own text. Hence 
horizontal axis (subject-addressee) and vertical axis (text-context) coin

cide, bringing to light an important fact: each word (text) is an intersec
tion of word (texts) where at least one other word (text) can be read. In 
Bakhtin's work, these two axes, which he calls dialogue and ambivalence, 
are not clearly distinguished. wh at appears as a lack of rigor is in 

fact an insight first introduced into literary theory by Bakhtin: any text is 
constructed as a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and 
transformation of another. The notion of intertextual(tySreplaces that of 
intersubjectivity, and poetic language is read as at leasfdouble. 

The word as minimal textual unit thus turns out to occupy the status of 
mediator, linking structural models to cultural (historical) environment, 
as weIl as that of regulator, controlling mutations from diachrony to 
synchrony, i.e., to literary structure. The word is spatialized; through the 
very not ion of status, it functions in three dimensions (subject-addressee
context) as a set of dialogical, semic elements or as a set of ambivalent 
elements. Consequently the task of literary semiotics is to discover other 
formalisms corresponding to different modalities of word-joining 

(sequences) within the dialogical space of texts. 
Any description of a word's specific operation within different literary 

genres or texts thus requires a translinguistic procedure. First, we must 
think of literary genres as imperfect semiological systems "signifying 
beneath the surface of language but never without it"; and secondly, dis
cover relations among larger narrative units such as sentences, questions
and-answers, dialogues, et cetera, not necessarily on the basis of lin

guistic models-justified by the principle of semantic expansion. We 
could thus posit and demonstrate the hypothesis that any evolution of 
literary genres is an unconscious exteriorization of linguistic structures at 
their different levels. The novel in particular exteriorizes linguistic dia
logue. 6 
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guage,8 as ..,"'L'..,"'-1 .... '" 

monological discourse 
"artistic imitation of 

famous study of Gogol's Overcoat is on such 
Eikhenbaum notes that Gogol's text actively refers to an oral form of 
narration and to its linguistic characteristics (intonation, syntactic 
construction of oral discourse, pertinent vocabulary, and so on). He thus 
sets up two modes of narration, indirect and direct, studying the relation
ship between the two. he seems to be unaware that before referring 
to an oral discourse, the writer of the narrative usually refers to the dis
course of an other whose oral discourse is only secondary (since the other 

is the carrier of oral discourse ).11 
For Bakhtin, the dialogue-monologue distinction has a much larger 

significance than the concrete meaning accorded it by the Russian For
malists. It does not correspond to the directjindirect (monologuejdia
logue) distinction in narratives ar plays. For Bakhtin, dialogue can be 
monological, and wh at is called monologue can be dialogical. With hirn, 
such terms refer to a linguistic infrastructure that must be studied 
through a semiotics of literary texts. This semiotics cannot be based on 
either linguistic methods or logical givens, but rather, must be elaborated 
from the point where they leave off. 

Linguistics studies "language" and its specific logic in its commonality 
("obshchnost") as that factor which makes dialogical intercourse possible, but it 
consistently refrains from studying those dialogical relationships themselves. 
[ ... ] Dialogical relationships are not reducible to logical or concrete semantic 
relationships, which are in and of themselves devoid of any dialogical aspecL 
[ ... ] Dialogical relationships are totally impossible without logical and concrete 
semantic relationships, but they are not reducible to them; they have their own 
specificity.12 

While insisting on the difference between dialogical relationships and 
specifically linguistic ones, Bakhtin emphasizes that those structuring a 
narrative (far example, writer j character, to which we would add subject 
of enunciationjsubject of utterance) are possible because dialogism is 
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inherent itself. Without what makes up 
this double aspect of language, he nonetheless insists that is the 

possible for the life of language." we can detect 
U''''',LV!,,''''''''' realtionships on several levels of language: first, within the 
combinative langue/parole; and secondly, within the systems either 
of langue collective, monological contracts as weH as systems of cor-
relative value actualized in dialogue with the other) or of parole (as 
essentially "combinative," not pure creation, but individual formation 
based on the exchange of signs). 

On still another level (which could be compared to the novel's 
ambivalent space), this "double character of language" has even been 
demonstrated as syntagmatic (made manifest through extension, 
presence, and metonymy) and systematic (manifested through associa
tion, absence, and metaphor). It would be important to analyze linguis
tically the dialogical exchanges between these two axes of language as 
basis of the novel's ambivalence. We should also note Jakobson's double 
structures and their overlappings within the code/message relationship,13 
which help to darify Bakhtine's notion of dialogism as inherent in lan
guage. 

Bakhtin foreshadows what Emile Benveniste has in mind when he 
speaks about discourse, that is, "language appropriated by the individual 
as a practice." As Bakhtin himself writes, '''In order for dialogical rela
tionships to arise among [logical or concrete semantic relationships], they 
must dothe themselves in the word, become utterances, and become the 
positions of various subjects, expressed in a word." 14 Bakhtin, however, 
born of a revolutionary Russia that was preoccupied with social problems, 
does not see dialogue only as language assumed by a subject; he sees it, 

/rather, as a writing where one reads the other (with no allusion to Freud) . 
. Br.khtinian dialogism identifies writing as both subjectivity and com

munication, or better, as intertextuality. Confronted with this dialogism, 
the notionof a "person-subject of writing" becomes blurred, yielding to 
that of "ambivalence of writing." 

AMBIV ALENCE 

The term "ambivalence" implies the insertion of history (society) into a 
text and of this text into history; for the '{"riter, they are one and the 
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of 

a text cannot be 
the necessity for what he 

""""Ai,"''"''>'' on the basis of ...... -"' ..... .4-"''-' 

dialogism, would enable us to understand "",_",,"_" " __ _ 
tionships that the nineteenth century value" or literature's 
moral "message." Lautreamont wanted to write so that he could submit 
hirnself to a high morality. Within his practice, this morality is actualized 

as textual ambivalence: The Songs 0/ M aldoror and the Poems are a 
constant dialogue with the preceding literary corpus, a perpetual 
challenge of past writing. Dialogue and ambivalence are borne out as the 
only approach that permits the writer to enter history by espousing an 

ambivalent ethics: negation as affirmation. 
Dialogue and ambivalence lead me to conclude that, within the interior 

space of the text as well as within the space of texts, poetic language is a 
"double." Saussure's poetic paragram ("Anagrams") extends from zero 
to two: the unit "one" (definition, "truth") does not exist in this field. 
Consequently, the notions of definition, determination, the sign "=" and 
the very concept of sign, which presuppose a vertical (hierarchical) divi
sion between signifier and signified, cannot be applied to poetic lan
guage-by definition an infinity of pairings and combinations. 

The not ion of sign (Sr-Sd) is a product of scientific abstraction 
(identity-substance-cause-goal as structure of the Indo-European sen

tence), designating a vertically and hierarchically linear division. The 
notion of double, the result of thinking over poetic (not scientific) lan
guage, denotes "spatialization" and correlation of the literary (linguistic) 
sequence. This implies that the minimal unH of poetic language is at least 
double, not in the sense of the signifier /signified dyad, but rather, in 
terms of one and other. It suggests that poetic language functions as a 
tabular model, where each "unit" (this word can no longer be used 
without quotation marks, since every unit is double) acts as a multi
determined peak. The double would be the minimal sequence of a para
grammatic semiotics to be worked out starting from the work of 
Saussure (in the "Anagrams") and Bakhtin. 
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of to their conclusion sha11 
concentrate here on one of their consequences: the of any logical 

based on a zero-one sequence nothingness-notation) to 
account for the of 

Scientific procedures are indeed based upon a logical approach, itself 
founded on the Greek sentence. Such a senten ce begins 
as subject-predicate and grows by identification, determination, and cau-

Modern from Gottlob and Peano to lan 
Robert and Alonzo Church evolves out of a 

0-1 sequence; who begins with set theory, produces 
formulae that are more isomorphic with language-all of these are ineffec
tive within the realm of poetic language, where 1 is not a limit. 

is therefore im possible to formalize poetic language according to 
existing logical (scientific) procedures without distorting it. A literary 
semiotics must be developed on the basis of a poetic logic where the 
concept of the power 0/ the continuum would embody the 0-2 interval, a 
continuity where 0 denotes and 1 is implicitly transgressed. 

Within this "power of the continuum" from 0 to a specifically poetic 
double, the linguistic, psychic, and social "prohibition" is 1 (God, Law, 
Definition). The only linguistic practice to "escape" this prohibition is 

poetic discourse. It is no accident that the shortcomings of Aristotelian 
logic when applied to language were pointed out by, on the one hand, 
twentieth-century Chinese philosopher Chang Tung-Sun (the product of a 
different linguistic heritage-ideograms-where, in place of God, there 
extends the Yin-Yang "dialogue") and, on the other, Bakhtin (who 
attempted to go beyond the Formalists through a dynamic theorization 
,!~complished in revolutionary society). With Bakhtin,whü'ass-fmTfates 
narrative discourse into epic discourse, narrative is a prohibition, a 
monologism, a subordination of the code to 1, to God. Hence, the epic is 
religious and theological; a11 "realist" narrative obeying 0-1 logic is dog
matic. The realist novel, which Bakhtin calls monological (Tolstoy), 
tends to evolve within this space. Realist description, definition of "per
sonality," "character" creation, and "subject" development-all are 
descriptive narrative elements belonging to the 0-1 interval and are thus 
monological. The only discourse integrally to achieve the 0-2 poetic logic 
is that of the carnival. adopting a dream logic, it transgresses rules of 
linguistic code and sociai morality as weIl. 
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dramatie "'banter" 
We should partieularly 

tinguish it from the 
"erotie" and parodie literature, The as 
"relativizing," operates aeeording to a of law antieipating its 
own transgression. thus for does not 
plaee the 0-1 interval, nor has anything to do with the arehiteetonies of 
dialogism, whieh implies a eategorieal tearing from the norm and a rela

tionship of nonexclusive opposites. 
The novel ineorporating earnivalesque strueture is ealled polyphonie. 

Bakhtin's examples include and Dostoievski. We might 
also add the "modern" novel of the twentieth century-Joyee, Proust, 
Kafka-while specifying that the modern polyphonie novel, although 
analogous in its status, where monologism is coneerned, to dialogical 

novels of the past, is clearly marked off from them. A break oeeurred at 
the end of the nineteenth eentury: while dialogue in Rabelais, Swift, and 
Dostoievski remains at a representative, fietitious level, our eentury's 
polyphonie novel beeomes "unreadable" (Joyee) and interior to HU'.F,""C!i.p;,'" 

(Proust, Kafka). with this break-not only 
social, politieal, and philosophical in nature-the 
textuality (intertextual dialogue) appears as such. Bakhtin's 
(as weH as that of Saussure's "Anagrams") ean be traeed to 

this break: he was able to discover t~~tJ.laLcliCllogisfI1in the writings of 
Mayakovsky, Khlebnikov, and Andrei to mention a few of the 
Revolution's writers who made the outstanding imprints of this seriptural 
break. Bakhtin then extended his theory into literary as a prin
eiple of all upheavals and defiant productivity. 

f 

(Bakhtin's term dialogism as a semie complex thus implies the double, 
la;guage, and another Iogiej. U sing that as point of we ean 

outline a new approach to p"oetie texts. Literary semioties ean aeeept the 
word "dialogisrn"; the logic of distanee and relationship between the dif
ferent units of a sentenee or narrative strueture, a beeom
ing-in opposition to the level of eontinuity and substanee, both of which 
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and 

and nonexclusive 
and determination. 

borrowed from 

basis of poetic language's of the continuum" 

on the 

second principle of formation: a poetic sequence is a "next-larger" (not 

to a11 preceeding sequences of the Aristotelian chain 

vU'VIV;;;,\.,LU, 01' The novel's ambivalent space thus 

can be seen as regulated two formative principles: monological (each 

sequence is determined the preceding one), and dialogical 

(transfinite sequences that are next-Iarger to the preceding causal 
series).15 

Dialogue appears most clearly in the structure of carnivalesque lan

guage, where symbolic relationships and analogy take precedence over 

substance-causality connections. The notion of ambivalence pertains to 

the permutation of the two spaces observed in novelistic structure: 

dialogical space and monological space. 

From a conception of poetic language as dialogue and am bivalence, 

Bakhtin moves to areevaluation of the novel's structure. This investiga

tion takes the form of a classification of words within the narrative-the 

classification being then linked to a typology of discourse. 

CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS WITHIN 

THE NARRATIVE 

According to Bakhtin, there are three categories of words within the nar

rative. 

First, the direct word, referring back to its object, expresses the last 

possible degree of signification by the subject of discourse within the 

limits of a given context. It is the annunciating, expressive word of the 

writer, the denotative word, which is supposed to provide hirn with direct, 

objective comprehension. It knows not hing but itself and its object, to 

which it attempts to be adequate (it is not "conscious" of the influences 
of words foreign to it). 
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of 

of the writer's 
is a 

of the writer's 
the word as object does not 

the writer's orientation towards 
it but it as a whole, 

neither it subordinates 
task, introducing no other signification. Consequently, the 
oriented word, having become the object of an other (denotative) word, is 
not "conscious" of it. The object-oriented word, like the denotative word, 

is therefore univocal. 
In the third instance, however, the writer can use another's word, giv

ing it a new meaning while retaining the meaning it al ready had. The 
result is a word with two significations: it becomes ambivalent. This 
ambivalent word is therefore the result of a joining of two sign systems. 
Within the evolution of genres, ambivalent words appear in Menippean 
and carnivalesque texts (I shall return to this point). The forming of two 
sign systems relativizes the text. Stylizing effects establish a distance with 
regard to the word of another-contrary to imitation (Bakhtin, rather, 
has in mind repetition), which takes what is imitated (repeated) seriously, 
claiming and appropriating it without relativizing it. This category of 
ambivalent words is characterized by the writer's exploitation of 
another's speech-without running counter to its thought-for his own 
purposes; he follows its direction while relativizing it. A second category 
of ambivalent words, parody for instance, proves to be quite different. 
Here the writer introduces a signification opposed to that of the other's 
word. A third type of ambivalent word, of which the hidden interior 
polemic is an example, is characterized by the active (modifying) 
influence of another's word on the writer's word. It is the writer who 
"speaks," but a foreign discourse is constantly present in the speech that 
it distorts. With this active kind of am bivalent word, the other's word is 
represented by the word of the narrator. Examples include auto
biography, polemical confessions, questions-and-answers, and hidden dia
logue. The novel is the only genre in which ambivalent words appear; 
that is the specific characteristic of its structure. 
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coextensive 
Bakhtin and ><"'THron, 
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VHVl'L/;;:;'U',", and of the to 
object-oriented word, cannot 

of language. Dialogism is 
structures of discourse. N otwithstanding 

'U1UClV,;;'h-"LU appears on the level of the Bakhtinian 
denotative word as a of every enunciation, as weIl as on the 
level of the in Benveniste. The Benveniste's of 
"discourse" itself, presupposes an intervention by the speaker within the 
narrative as weH as an orientation toward the other. order to describe 
the dialogism inherent in the denotative or historical we would 
have to turn to the aspect of writing as trace of a dialogue with 
oneself another), as a writer's distance from hirnself, as a spiitting 

writer into subject of enunciation and subject of utterance. 
the very act of narrating, the subject of narration addresses an 
narration is structured in relation to this other. (On the strength of 

such a communication, Francis Ponge offers his own variation of "1 
think therefore am": "I speak and you hear me, therefore we are." He 
thus postulates a shift from subjectivism to ambivalence.) Consequently, 
we may consider narration (beyond the signifier / signified relationship) as 
a dialogue between the subject of narration (S) and the addressee (A)
the other. This addressee, quite simply the reading subject, represents a 
doubly oriented entity: signifier in his relation to the text and signified in 

the relation between the of narration and hirnself. This entity is 
thus a and whose two terms, communicating with each 

constitute a code The subject of narration (S) is drawn in, 
and therefore reduced to a to a nonperson, to an anonymity (as 

of a third person, the 
character, the subject of utterance. The writer is thus the of nar
ration transformed his included hirnself within the narrative 

he is neither nothingness nor but the possibility of 
from S to from to discourse and from discourse to 

becomes an an absence, a blank space, thus permit-
ting the structure to exist as such. the very origin of at the 
very moment when the writer appears, we experience 
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character is born. 
in a 

replaced or a proper 
since it is subject and addressee. It is the amJressee. 

(whose object is the subject of narration and who is at the same time 
rer)re~;ented and representing) who transforms the subject into an author. 
That is, who has the S pass through this zero-stage of negation, of exclu

sion, constituted by the author. In this coming-and-going movement 
between subject and other, between writer and reader, the author is 
structured as a signifier and the text as a dialogue of two discourses. 

The constitution of characters (of "personality") also permits a dis
junction of Sinto Sr (subject of enunciation) and Sd (subject of 

utterance). A diagram of this mutation would appear as diagram 1. This 

......... ßr 
---- -> W (zero) -> he -t N = S 

"'Sd 

S 

Diagram I 

diagram incorporates the structure of the pronominal system 16 that 

psychoanalysts repeatedly find in the discourse of the object of 
psychoanalysis (see diagram 2). 

At the level of the text (of the signifier)-in the Sr-Sd relationship-we 
find this dialogue of the subject with the addressee around which every 
narr at ion is structured. The subject of utterance, in relation to the subject 

(some) one 

Diagram 2 

S 
N 
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inserts the subject of enunciation within the 
latter pass through emptiness. Mallarme called this operation "elocu-

disappearance. " 
The subject oi utterance is both ret)reSerltatl of the subject of enun-

ciation and represented as object of the subject of enunciation. It is 
therefore commutable with the writer's anonymity. A character (a per
sonality) is constituted by this generation of a double starting from 
zero. The subject of utterance is "dialogical," both Sand Aare disguised 
within it. 

The procedure have just described in confronting narration and the 
novel now abolishes distinctions between signifier and signified. lt 
fenders these concepts ineffective for that literary practice operating 
uniquely within dialogical signifier(s). "The signifier represents the sub
ject for another signifier" (Lacan). 

Narration, therefore, is always constituted as a dialogical matrix by 

the receiver to whom this narration refers. Any narration, inc1uding his
tory and science, contains this dialogical dyad formed by the narrator in 

conjunction with the other. It is translated through the dialogical Sr/Sd 
relationship, with Sr and Sd filling the roles of signifier and signified in 
turns, but constituting merely apermutation of two signifiers. 

It is, however, only through certain narrative structures that this dia
logue-this hold on the sign as double, this ambivalence of writing-is 
exteriorized in the actual organization of poetic discourse on the level of 
textual, literary occurrence. 

TOW ARD A TYPOLOGY OF DISCOURSES 

Bakhtin's radical undertaking-the dynamic analysis of texts resulting in 
aredistribution of genres-calls upon us to be just as radical in develop
ing a typology of discourses. 

As it is used by the Formalists, the term "narrative" is too ambiguous 
to cover a11 of the genres it supposedly designates. At least two different 
types of narrative can be isolated. 

We have on the one hand monological discourse, including, first, the 
representative mode of description and narration (the epic); secondly, his-
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EPIC MONOLOGISM 

The epic, structured at the limits of syncretism, illustrates the double 
value of words in their postsyncretic phase: the utterance of a subject 
("I") inevitably penetrated by language as carrier of the concrete, 
universal, individual, and collective. But in an epic, the speaker (subject 
of the epic) does not make use of another's speech. The dialogical play of 
language as .correlation of signs-the dialogical permutation of two sig
nifiers for one signified-takes place on the level of narration (through 
the denotative word, or through the inherency of the text). It does not 
exteriorize itself at the level of textual manifestation as in the structure of 
novels. This is the scheme at work within an epic, with no hint as yet of 

Bakhtin's problematic-the ambivalent word. The organizational prin

ciple of epic structure thus remains monological. The dialogue of lan
guage does not manifest itself except within a narrative infrastructure. 
There is no dialogue at the level of the apparent textual organization (his
torical enunciationjdiscursive enunciation); the two aspects of enuncia
tion remain limited by the narrator's absolute point of view, which coin
cides with the wholeness of a god or community. Within epic 
monologism, we detect the presence of the "transcendental signified" and 
"self presence" as highlighted by J acques Derrida. 
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is the systematic mode of language (similarity, to 
Jakobson) that prevails within the space. contiguity, 
specific to the syntagmatic axis of language, is rare. Of course, associa
tion and metonymy are there as rhetorical figures, but they are never a 
principle of structural organization. Epic logic pursues the general 
through the specific; it thus assurnes a hierarchy within the structure of 
substance. Epic logic is therefore causal, that is, theological; it is a belief 
in the literal sense of the word. 

THE HOMOLOGY BETWEEN THE 

LINGUISTIC AND 

OF DESIRE 

Carnivalesque structure is like the residue of a cosmogony that ignored 
substance, causality, or identity outside of its link to the whole, which 
exists only in or through relationship. This carnivalesque cosmogony has 
persisted in the form of an antitheological (but not antimystical) and 
deeply popular movement. It remains present as an often misunderstood 
and persecuted substratum of official Western culture throughout its 
entire history; it is most noticeable in folk games as weH as in Medieval 
theater and prose (anecdotes, fables, and the Roman de Renart). As 
composed of distances, relationships, analogies, and nonexclusive opposi
tions, it is essentially dialogical. It is a spectacle, but without astage; a 
game, but also a daily undertaking; a signifier, but also a signified. That is, 
two texts meet, contradict, and relativize each other. A carnival par
ticipant is both actor and spectator; he loses his sense of individuality, 
passes through a zero point of carnivalesque activity and splits into a 
subject of the spectacle and an object of the game. Within the carnival, 
the subject is reduced to nothingness, while the structure of the author 
emerges as anonymity that creates and sees itself created as self and 
other, as man and mask. The cynicism of this carnivalesque scene, which 
destroys a god in order to impose its own dialogical laws, calls to mind 
Nietzsche's Dionysianism. The carnival first exteriorizes the structure of 
reflective literary productivity, then inevitably brings to light this struc
ture's underlying unconscious: sexuality and death. Out of the dialogue 
that is established between them, the structural dyads of carnival appear: 
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birth and agony, food 
lQ.\,-'/;:.!l!L...,l and tears. 

Figures germane to language, including repetition, 
statements are nonetheless "connected" within an 

infinite context), and nonexclusive which function as 

sets or disjunctive additions, produce a more flagrant than any 
other discourse. Disputing the laws of language based on the 0-1 interval, 
the carnival challenges God, authority, and social insofar as is 
dialogical, it is rebellious. Because of its subversive discourse, the word 
"carnival" has understandably acquired a strongly derogatory or nar
rowly burlesque meaning in our society. 

The scene of the carnival, where there is no stage, no "theater," is thus 
both stage and life, game and dream, discourse and spectacle. the 
same token, it is proffered as the only space in which language escapes 
linearity (law) to live as drama in three dimensions. At a deeper level, 
this also signifies the eontrary: drama beeomes loeated in language. A 

major principle thus emerges: all poetic diseourse is dramatization, dra
matic permutation (in a mathematical sense) of words. Within car
nivalesque discourse, we can al ready adumbrate that "as to mental con
dition, it is like the meanderings of drama" (Mallarme). This scene, 
whose symptom is carnivalesque discourse, is the only dimension where 
"theater might be the reading of a book, its writing in operation." In 
other words, sueh a scene is the only place where diseourse attains its 
"potential infinity" (to use David Hilbert's term), where prohibitions 
(representation, "monologisrn") and their transgression (dream, body, 
"dialogisrn") eoexist. Carnivalesque tradition was absorbed into Menip
pean diseourse and put into practiee by the polyphonie novel. 

On the omnified stage of carnival, language parodies and relativizes 

itself, repudiating its role in representation; in so doing, it provokes 
laughter but remains ineapable of detaching itself from representation. 
The syntagmatic axis of language beeomes exteriorized in this spaee and, 
through dialogue with the systematie axis, eonstitutes the ambivalent 
strueture bequeathed by carnival to the novel. Faulty (by whieh I mean 
ambivalent), both representative and antirepresentative, the carni
valesque strueture is anti-Christian and antirationalist. All of the most 
important polyphonie novels are inheritors of the Menippean, car
nivalesque strueture: those of Rabelais, Cervantes, Swift, Sade, Balzac, 
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a consecration of 

ambivalence and of "vice. " 
The word "carnivalesque" lends itself to an ambiguity one must avoid. 

it connotes parody, hence a 
strengthening of the law. There is a tendency to blot out the carnival's 

and in the sense of dia-
lectical which Bakhtin emphasized, and which 
he recognized in Menippean writings or in Dostoievski. The laughter of 
the carnival is not simply parodie; it is no more comic than tragic; it is 
both at once, one might say that it is serious. This is the only way that it 
can avoid becoming either the scene of law or the scene of its parody, in 
order to become the scene of its other. Modern writing offers several 
striking exam pIes of this omnified scene that is both law and 
other-where laughter is silenced because it is not parody but murder 
and revolution (Antonin Artaud). 

The epic and the carnivalesque are the two currents that formed 
European narrative, one taking precedence over the other according to 
the times and the writer. The carnivalesque tradition of the people is still 
apparent in personal literat ure of late antiquity and has remained, to this 
day, the life source reanimating literary thought, orienting it towards new 
perspectives. 

Classical humanism helped dissolve the epic monologism that speech 
welded together so weIl, and that orators, rhetoricians, and politicians, on 
the one hand, tragedy and epic, on the other, implemented so effectively. 
Before another monologism could take root (with the triumph of formal 
logic, Christianity, and Renaissance humanism),17 late antiquity gave 
birth to two genres that reveal language's dialogism. Situated within the 
carnivalesque tradition, and constituting the yeast of the European novel, 
these two genres are Socratic dialogue and M enippean discourse. 

SOCRATIC DIALOGUE: DIALOGISM 

DESTRUCTION OF THE PERSON 

Socratic dialogue was widespread in antiquity: Plato, Xenophon, 
Antisthenes, Aeschines, Phaedo, Euclid, and others excelled in it, 
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Not as much rhetorical genre as it was 
a kind of memoir recollections of Socrates's discussions 

with his that broke away from the constraints of retain-
the Socratic process of as weIl as the 

structure of a recorded dialogue framed narrative. Nietzsche accused 
Plato of having ignored but Socratic dialogue had 

the and defiant structure of the scene. 
to Bakhtin, Socratic dialogues are characterized OpposItIOn 

to any official monologism claiming to possess a ready-made truth. 
Socratic truth C'meaning") is the product of a dialogical relationship 
among speakers; it is correlational and its relativism appears by virtue of 
the observers' autonomous points of view. Its art is one of artieulation of 
fantasy, eorrelation of signs. Two typical devices for triggering this lin
guistic network are syncrisis (confronting different discourses on the 
same topic) and anacrusis (one word prompting another). The subjects of 

discourse are nonpersons, anonyms, hidden by the discourse constituting 
them. Bakhtin reminds us that the "event" of Socratic dialogue is of the 
nature of discourse: a questioning and testing, through speech, of a 
definition. This speech practice is therefore organically linked to the man 
who created it (Socrates and his students), or better, speech is man and 
his activity. Here, one can speak of a practice possessing a synthetic 
character; the process separating the word as act, as apodeictic practice, 
as articulation of difference from the image as representation, as 
knowledge, and as idea was not yet complete when Socratic dialogue 
took form. But there is an important "detail" to Socratic dialogism; it is 
the exclusive position of a subject of discourse that provokes the dia
logue. In the Apology of Plato, Socrates's trial and the period of await

ing judgment determine his discourse as the confessions of a man "on the 
threshold." The exclusive situation liberates the word from any univocal 
objectivity, from any representative function, opening it up to the sym
bolic sphere. Speech affronts death, measuring itself against another dis
course; this dialogue counts the person out. 

The resemblance between Socratic dialogue and the ambivalent word 
of the novel is obvious. 

Socratic dialogue did not last long, but it gave birth to several 
dialogical genres, including M enippean diseourse, whose origins also lie 
in carnivalesque folklore. 
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discourse takes its name from of a 
philosopher of the third century B.C. His satires were iost, but we know 
of their existence through the writings of Diogenes Laertius. The term 
was used by the Romans to designate a genre of the first century B.C. 

Terentius Varro's Satirae 
the genre actually much earlier; its first representative 

was a student of Socrates and one of the writers of 
Socratic dialogue. Heraclitus also wrote Menippean texts (according to 

he created an analogous genre called logistoricus); Varro gave it 
definite stability. Other examples include Seneca the Younger's Apoco
locynthosis, Petronius's Satyricon, Lucan's satires, Ovid's M eta
morphoses, Hippocrates' Novel, various sampies of Greek "novels," 
classical utopian novels, and Roman (Horatian) satire. Within the 
Menippean sphere there evolve diatribe, soliloquy, and other minor 
genres of controversy. It greatly influenced Christian and Byzantine 
literature; in various forms, it survived through the Middle Ages, the 
Renaissance, and the Reformation through to the present (the novels of 
Joyce, Kafka, and Bataille). This carnivalesque genre-as pliant and 
variable as Proteus, capable of insinuating itself into other genres-had 
an enormous influence on the development of European literat ure and 
especially the formation of the novel. 

Menippean diseourse is both comie and tragic, or rather, it is serious 
in the same sense as is the carnivalesque; through the status of its words, 
it is politieally and soeially disturbing. It frees speech from historical 
eonstraints, and this entails a thorough boldness in philosophical and 
imaginative inventiveness. Bakhtin emphasizes that "exclusive" situa
ti0ns increase freedom of language in discourse. Phanta-

and an often sym bolism fuse with macabre natu-
ralism. Adventures unfold in brothels, robbers' dens, taverns, fair
grounds, and prisons, among erotic orgies and during saered U'I"',,.,,I,,,,", 

so forth. has no fear of itself. beeomes 
free from presupposed "values"; without distinguishing between virtue 
and viee, and without distinguishing itself from them, the word considers 
them its private domain, as one of its ereations. Aeademie problems are 
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personalities, 
narrative (they affect the 

83 

ing to these elements have more structural than thematic signifi-
destroy man's epic and tragic unity as weIl as his belief in 

and indicate that he has lost his totality and no 
coincides with hirnself. At the same time, they often appear as an 

of and writing: in Varro's the two 
Marcuses discuss whether or not one should write in tropes. Menippean 
discourse tends towards the scandalous and eccentric in language. The 
"inopportune" expression, with its cynical frankness, its desecration of 
the sacred, and its attack on etiquette, is quite characteristic. This dis
course is made up of contrasts: virtuous courtesans, generous bandits, 
wise men that are both free and enslaved, and so on. It uses abrupt tran
sitions and changes; high and low, rise and fall, and misalliances of a11 
kinds. Its language seems fascinated with the "double" (with its own 

as graphie trace, doubling an and with the logic 
opposition replacing that of identity in defining terms. It is an all-inclu-
sive genre, put as a of citations. includes a11 genres 
(short stories, speeches, mixtures of verse and whose 
structural signification is to distance from 
and other 

the "".u.'V~J''-'''''' 
for or for any other authoritarian 
novel descended from 

Put 

idealism and 
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exterior space and "an P>V,'"\P1"lPVlf'P nr'Hllll'f-"o,o its own space." In this 

appear, realism (a 
where man describes himself by mak

creating "characters" and "per
sonalities"); and secondly, the refusa! to dejine a psychic universe (an 
immediately present activüy, characterized images, gestures, and 
word-gestures through which man lives his limits in the impersonal). This 
second aspect relates Menippean structure to the structure of dreams and 
hieroglyphic writing or, possibly, to the theater of cruelty as conceived by 
Artaud. His words apply equally; Menippean discourse "is not equal to 
individual life, to that individual aspect of life where characters triumph, 
but rather to a kind of liberated life that sweeps away human indi
viduality and where man is no more than a reflected image." Likewise, 
the Menippean experience is not cathartic; it is a festival of cruelty, but 
also a political act. It transmits no fixed message except that itself should 
be "the eternal joy of becoming," and it exhausts itself in the act and in 
the present. Born after Socrates, Plato, and the Sophists, it belongs to an 
age when thought ceases to be practice; the fact that it is considered as a 
techne shows that the praxis-poiesis separation has already taken place. 
Similarly, literature becoming "thought" becomes conscious of itself as 
sign. Man, alienated from nature and society, becomes alienated from 
hirnself, discovering his "interior" and "reifying" this discovery in the 
ambivalence of Menippean writing. Such tokens are the harbingers of 
realist representation. Menippean discourse, however, knows nothing of a 
theological principle's monologism (or of the Renaissance man-God) that 
could have consolidated its representative aspect. The "tyranny" it is 
subjected to is that of text (not speech as reflection of a preexisting 
uni verse ), or rather its own structure, constructing and understanding 
itself through itself. It constructs itself as a hierog!yph, all the while 
remaining a spectacle. It bequeaths this am bivalence to the novel, above 
all to the polyphonie novel, which knows neither law nor hierarchy, since 
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This am bivalence is the 

inheritance. 
In other words, the dialogism of and carnivalesque dis-

courses, translating a logic of relations and analogy rather than of 

substance and inference, stands against Aristotelian logic. From within 
the very interior of formal logic, even while skirting it, dia

logism contradicts it and points it towards other forms of 
Indeed, Menippean discourse develops in times of opposition against 

Aristotelianism, and writers of polyphonie novels seem to disapprove of 
the very structures of official thought founded on formallogic. 

THE SUBVERSIVE NOVEL 

1. In the Middle Ages, M enippean tendencies were held in check by the 

authority of the religious text; in the bourgeois era, they were contained 
by the absolutism of individuals and things. Only modernity-when freed 

of "God" -releases the Menippean force of the novel. 

Now that modern, bourgeois society has not only accepted, but claims 
to recognize itself in the novel,19 such claim can only refer to the category 

of monological narratives, known as realistic, that censor all car
nivalesque and Menippean elements, whose structures were assembled at 

the time of the Renaissance. To the contrary, the Menippean, dialogical 

novel, tending to refuse representation and the epic, has only been 

tolerated; that is, it has been declared unreadable, ignored, or ridiculed. 

it shares the same fate as the carnivalesque discourse 
students during the Middle Ages outside of the Church. 

The novel, and especially the modern, polyphonie novel, incorporating 

elements, embodies the effort of European thought to break 
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considered as an inferior genre neoclassicism and other similar 
or as subversive (I have in mind the major writers of polyphonie 

novels over many Lautreamont, 
and mention those who have been and 

still remain on the of official eulture). The way in whieh European 
thought its eonstituent eharaeteristies appears clearly in the 
words and narrative struetures of the twentieth-eentury novel. Identity, 
substanee, eausality, and definition are transgressed so that others may 
be adopted: analogy, relation, opposition, and therefore dialogism and 

am bivalenee. 20 

"H~~V"''''"U this entire historical inventory that Bakhtin has undertaken 
evokes the image of a museum or the task of an arehivist, it is nonethe

less rooted in our present eoneerns. Everything written today unveils 
either the possibility or impossibility of reading and rewriting history. 
This possibility is evident in the literature heralded by the writings of a 
new generation, where the text is elaborated as theater and as reading. 
Mallarme, one of the first to understand the Menippean qualities of the 
novel (let it be emphasized that Bakhtin's term has the advantage of 
situating a eertain kind of writing within history), said that literature "is 
nothing but the flash of what should have been produeed previously or 
closer to the origin." 

2. I would now suggest two models for organizing narrative signifiea
tion, based on two dialogieal eategories: (1) Subjeet (S) +== Addressee 
and (2) Subjeet of enuneiation +== Subjeet of utteranee. 

The first model implies a dialogical relationship, while the seeond 
pr..!supposes modal relationships within this dialogical formation. The 
first model determines genre (epie poem, novel) while the seeond 
determines generie variants. 

Within the polyphonie strueture of a novel, the first dialogical model 
+== plays itself out entirely within the writing diseourse; and it 

presents itself as perpetually ehallenging this diseourse. The writer's 
interloeutor, then, is the writer himself, but as reader of another text. The 
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within language as a correlation of texts, as a 

that falls in with 
nivalesque" logic. Consequently, one of the fundamental problems 

semiotics is to describe this "other without 
denaturing it. 

The term "ambivalence" lends itself perfectly to the current transitory 
stage of European literature-a coexistence (an ambivalence) of "the 
double of lived experience" (realism and the epic) and "lived experience" 
itself (linguistic exploration and Menippean discourse)-a literature that 
will perhaps arrive at a form of thought similar to that of painting: the 
transmission of essen ce through form, and the configuration of (literary) 
space as revealing (literary) thought without "realist" pretensions. This 
entails the study, through language, of the novel's space and of its 
transmutations, thereby establishing a elose relationship between lan
guage and space, compelling us to analyze them as modes of thought. 
examining the ambivalence of the spectaele (realist representation) and of 
lived experience (rhetoric), one might perceive the line where the rupture 
(or junction) between them takes place. That line could be seen as the 
graph of a motion through which our culture forsakes itself in order to go 
beyond itself. 

The path charted between the two poles of dialogue radically abolishes 
problems of causality, finality, et cetera, from our philosophical arena. It 
suggests the importance of the dialogical principle for aspace of thought 
much larger than that of the novel. More than binarism, dialogism may 
weIl become the basis of our time's intellectual structure. The predomi
nance of the novel and other ambivalent literary structures; the com
munal, carnivalesque phenomena attracting young people; quantum 
exchanges; and current interest in the correlational symbolism of Chinese 
philosophy-to cite only a few striking elements of modern thought-all 
confirm this hypothesis. 

1966 
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Figure I 

dialogue, and ambivalence), as weH as on the 
1"11,\,"1"-:>,,.,(,,,,, of certain new perspectives opened up through them. 

establishing the status of the word as minimal unit of the text, 
Bakhtin deals with structure at its deepest level, beyond the sentence and 

rhetorical figures. The notion of status has added to the image of the text 
as a corpus of atoms that of a text made up of relationships, within which 
words function as quantum units. If there is a model for poetic language, 
it no longer involves lines or surfaces, but rather, space and 
injinity-concepts amenable to formalization through set theory and the 
new mathematics. Contemporary analysis of narrative structure has been 
refined to the point where it can delineate functions (cardinal or 
catalytic), and indices (as such or as information); it can describe the 
elaboration of a narrative according to particular logicalor rhetorical 
patterns. Without gainsaying the undisputed value of this kind of 
research,21 one might wonder whether the presuppositions of a metalan
guage that sets up hierarchies or is heterogeneous to narrative do not 

weigh too heavily upon such studies. Perhaps Bakhtin's naive procedure, 
centered on the word and its unlimited ability to generate dialogue (com
mentary of a quotation) is both simpler and more productive. 

The notion of dialogism, which owes much to Hegel, must not be 
confused with Hegelian dialectics, based on a triad and thus on struggle 
and projection movement of transcendence), which does not transgress 
the Aristotelian tradition founded on substance and causality. Dialogism 
replaces these concepts by absorbing them within the concept of relation. 
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Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poeties, pp. 151-52. 
13. "Shifters, Verbal Categories and the Russian Verb," in Selected Writings 

Hague: Mouton, 1971), pp, 130-47. 
14. Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poeties, p, 151. 
1) should emphasize that introducing notions of set theory into considerations on 

poetic language has only metaphorical value, It is legitimate to do so because one can draw 
an analogy between the Aristotelian logicjpoetic logic relationship on the one hand, and the 
quantifiablejinfinite relationship on the other. 

16, See Luce Irigaray, "Communication linguistique et communication speculaire," in 
Cahiers pour l'Analyse, no, 3, (May 1966), pp. 39-55. 

17, I should like to stress the ambiguous role of Western individualism. Involving the 
concept of identity, it is linked to the substantialist, causal, and atomist thought of Aris
totelian Greece and has strengthened throughout centuries this activist, scientistic, or 
theological aspect of Western culture. On the other hand, since it is founded on the prin
ciple of a difference between the "seIr' and the "world," it prompts a search for mediation 
between the two terms, or for stratifications within each of them, in order to allow the 
possibility of a correlative logic based on the very components of formallogic. 

18. It was perhaps this phenomenon that Bakhtin had in mind when he wrote, "The 
language of the novel can be located neither on a surface nor on a line. It is a system of sur
faces that intersect. The author as creator of everything having to do with the novel cannot 
be located on any of these linguistic surfaces. Rather, he resides within the controlling 
center constituted by the intersection of the surfaces. All these surfaces are located at vary
ing distances from that authorial center" ("Slovo 0 romane," in Voprosy literatury, [1965], 
vol. 8, pp. 84-90). Actually, the writer is nothing more than the linking of these centers. 
Attributing a single center to hirn would be to constrain hirn within a monological, 
theological position. 

19. This point of view is shared by all theorists of the novel: A. Thibaudet, Reflexions 
sur le roman (Thoughts on the Novel; Paris: Gallimard, 1938); Koskimies, "Theorie des 
Romans" (Theory of the Novel), in Annales Aeademiae Scientiarum Finnieae, I, series B, 
(1935) 35:5-275. Georg Lukacs, Theory ofthe Novel (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1971), and 
others. 

An interesting perspective on the concept of the novel as dialogue is provided by Wayne 
Booth's The Rhetorie of Fietion (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961). His ideas 
concerning the reliable and unreliable writer parallel some of Bakhtin's investigations into 
dialogism in the novel, although they do not posit any specific relationship between nove
listic "illusionism" and linguistic symbolism. 

20. Such a mode shows up in modern physics as weil as in ancient Chinese thought, as 
the two are equally anti-Aristotelian, antimonological, and dialogicaL See S. Hayakawa, 
"What Is Meant by Aristotelian Structure in Language," in Language, Meaning, and 
Maturity (New York: Harper, 1959); Chang Tung-sun, "A Chinese Philosopher's Theory 
of Knowledge," in S. I. Hayakawa, ed., Our Language and Our World (New York: Harper, 
1959); Joseph Needham, Seienee and Civilization in China, vol. 2 (Cambridge: The 
U niversity Press, 1965). 

21. See the important collection of studies on narrative structure in Communieations, 
no. 8 (1966), which includes contributions by Roland Barthes, A. J. Greimas, Claude 
Bremond, Umberto Eco, Jules Gritti, Violette Morin, Christi an Metz, Tzvetan Todorov, 
and Gerard Genette. 
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i. The point 01" departure for this essay lies in two books by Mikhail Bakhtin: Rabe/ais 
and His World, Helene Iswolsky, trans. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1965), and Problems of 
Dostoevsky's Poetics, R. W. RotseI, trans. (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1973). Bakhtin died in 1975, 
the year of the publication 01' his collection 01' essays, Voprosy literatury i estetiki 
(Moscow), published in French as Estherique et theorie du roman (Paris: Gallimard, 1978). 

2. Derrida uses the word gram (from the Greek gramma, "that which is written") to 
designate the irreducible material element of writing, as opposed to the vast amount of ex
traneous connotations currently surrounding that word. See his Of Grammatology, Gayatri 
Spivak, trans. (BaItimore: J ohns Hopkins Press, 1976). [Ed.] 

3. "Language is as old as consciousness, language is practical consciousness that exists 
also for other men, and for that reason alone it really exists for me personally as weIl." 
Kar! Marx, The German ldeology, S. Ryazanskaya, trans., in The Marx-Engels Reader, 
Robert C. Tucker, ed. (New York: Nor·ton, 1972), p. 122. [The French translation quoted 
I-jy Kristeva is less faithful to the German text, although, in the latter part of the sentence, 
the German word for "genuine" does modify "consciousness": " ... auch für mich selbst 
echt existierende Bewußtsein." The French version begins. "Le langage est la conscience 
reelle ... "-Ed.] 

4. I shall refer to only a few of Bakhtin's notions insofar as they are congruent with the 
conceptions of Ferdinand de Saussure as related to his "anagrams" (see Jean Starobinski, 
Les MOlS sous fes mOls [Paris: Gallimard, 1971]) and suggest a new approach to literary 
texts. 

5. See Julia Kristeva, La Revolution du langage poetique (Paris: Seuil, 1974), pp. 
59-60, and the "Notes on the Translation and on Terminology" in this volume. [Ed.] 

6. Indeed, when structural semantics refers to the linguistic foundations of discourse, it 
points out that "an expanding sequence is recognized as the equivalent of a syntactically 
simpler communication" and defines "expansion" as "one of the most important aspects of 
the operation of natural languages." A. J. Greimas, Semantique structurale (Paris: 
Larousse, 1966), p. 72. I conceive of the notion of expansion as the theoretical principle 
authorizing me to study in the structure of genres an exteriorization (an expansion) of struc
tures inherent to language. 

7. E. F. Boude, K istorii velikoruskix govorov (Toward a History of Russian Dialeets) 
(Kazan: 1869). 

8. L. V. Czerba, Vostotchno-Iuzhickoe narechie (The Eastern Loujiks' Dialeet) 
(Petrograd: 1915). 

9. V. V. Vinogradov, "0 dialogieheskoj rechi" (On Dialogical Discourse), in Russkaja 
rech,I:144. 

10. V. V. Vinogradov, Poetika (Moscow: Nauka, 1926), p. 33. 
11. It seems that what is persistently being called "interior monologue" is the most 

indomitable way in wh ich an entire civilization coneeives itself as identity, as organized 
chaos, and finally, as transeendenee. Yet, this "monologue" probably exists only in texts 
that pretend to reconstitute the so-ealled physical reality of "verbal flux." Western man's 
state of "interiority" is thus a limited literary effect (confessional form, continuous 
psychological speech, automatie writing). In a way, then, Freud's "Copernican" revolution 
(the discovery of the split within the subject) put an end to the fietion of an interna I voice by 
positing the fundamental prineiples governing the subjeet's radieal exteriority in relation to, 
and within, language. 
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Attributing a single center to hirn would be to constrain him within a monological, 
theological position. 

19. This point of view is shared by all theorists of the novel: A. Thibaudet, Reflexions 
sur le roman (Thoughts on the Novel; Paris: Gallimard, 1938); Koskimies, "Theorie des 
Romans" (Theory of the Novel), in Annales Academiae Scientiarum Finnicae, I, series B, 
(1935) 35:5-275. Georg Lukacs, Theory ofthe Novel (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1971), and 
others. 

An interesting perspective on the concept of the novel as dialogue is provided by Wayne 
Booth's The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961). His ideas 
concerning the reliable and unreliable writer parallel some of Bakhtin's investigations into 
dialogism in the novel, although they do not posit any specific relationship between nove
listic "illusionism" and linguistic symbolism. 

20. Such a mode shows up in modern physics as weil as in ancient Chinese thought, as 
the two are equally anti-Aristotelian, antimonological, and dialogical. See S. Hayakawa, 
"What Is Meant by Aristotelian Structure in Language," in Language, Meaning, and 
Maturity (New York: Harper, 1959); Chang Tung-sun, "A Chinese Philosopher's Theory 
01' Knowledge," in S. L Hayakawa, ed., Our Language and Our World (New York: Harper, 
1959); Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China, vol. 2 (Cambridge: The 
U niversity Press, 1965). 

21. See the important collection of studies on narrative structure in Communications, 
no. 8 (1966), which includes contributions by Roland Barthes, A. J. Greimas, Claude 
Bremond, Umberto Eco, Jules Gritti, Violette Morin, Christian Metz, Tzvetan Todorov, 
and Gerard Genette. 



, .. a Passion ofwriting, which recounts stage by stage the 
disintegration of bourgeois consciousness. 

Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero,! 

As capitalist society is being economically and politically choked to 
death, discourse is wearing thin and heading for collapse at a more rapid 
rate than ever before. Philosophical finds, various modes of "teaching," 
scientific or aesthetic formalisms follow one upon another, compete, and 
disappear without leaving either a convinced audience or noteworthy dis
ciples. Didacticism, rhetoric, dogmatism of any kind, in any "field" 
whatsoever, no longer command attention. They have survived, and 
perhaps will continue to survive, in modified form, throughout 
Academia. Only one language grows more and more contemporary: the 
equivalent, beyond a span of thirty years, of the language of Finnegans 
Wake. 

It follows that the literary avant-garde experience, by virtue of its very 
characteristics, is slated to become the laboratory of a new discourse 
(and of a new subject), thus bringing about a mutation, "perhaps as 
important, and involving the same problem, as the one marking the 
passage from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance" (Critique et verite, 
p. 48). lt also rejects all discourse that is either stagnant or ec1ectically 
academic, preempts its knowledge where it does not impel it, and devises 
another original, mobile, and transformative knowledge. In so doing, it 
stimulates and reveals deep ideological changes that are currently search
ing for their own accurate political formulation, as opposed to the break-

First published in Tel Quel 47 (Fall 1971); reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: Seuil, 1977), 
pp. 23-54. 
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does literature achieve this 
universe? does there emerge, its 
negativity germane to the as weIl as to 

away ideologies and even "natural" in to 
new signifying devices? How does it condense the shattering of the sub
ject, as weIl as that of society, into a new apportionment of 
between the symbolic and the real, the subjective and the objective? 

The investigation of these contemporary ideological upheavals hinges 
on a knowledge of the literary "rnachine. " review of the work of 
Roland Barthes is situated in this perspective. is the precursor and 
founder of modern literary studies precisely because he located literary 
practice at the interseetion of subject and history; because he studied this 

practice as symptom of the ideological tearings in the social fabric; and 
because he sought, within texts, the precise mechanism that symbolically 
(semiotically) controls this tearing. He thus attempted to constitute the 
concrete object of a learning whose variety, multiplicity, and mobility 
allow hirn to ward off the saturation of old discourses. This knowledge is 
in a way already a writing, a text. 

I shall now review wh at I consider a major portion of the work of 
Roland Barthes, which aims at specifying the key role of literature in the 
system of discourses: the notion of writing; language seen as negativity; 
the desubstantification of linguistic ideals; the operation of inscribing the 
a-symbolized real into the fabric of writing; the des ire of the subject in 
writing; the impetus of the body and, ultimately, the reckoning of history 
within the written text; and the status of metalanguage within the possi
ble knowledge of literat ure (the split between "science" and "criticism "). 

This will be a "classical," indeed a didactic review, whose only ambi
tion is to call attention and refer to the texts of Roland Barthes; how 
could I match his talents as a writer? Intending to write neither a scien
tific analysis of any one specific text, nor a global evaluation, shall 
attempt to choose a "point of view" -a displacement that perhaps jus
tifies this undertaking. In other words, since I shall necessarily effect a 
sifting of the whole of Barthes's texts, shall do so from the standpoint 
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The notion of fashioned the concept of 
IJV,J"',"V'v I/rI.nlAJ'lofU70 of this practice. 

"Literature" becomes "knowledge" or "science" becomes the 
objective formulation the desire to write, their interrelationship 
implicating both the "literary" person and the quibbling "scientific" spe
cialist, thus setting the stakes where the subject is-within language 
through his experience of body and history. Writing then is a section 
effected by history in the language already worked on by a subject. 
Realizing the desire for writing requires of the subject (of metalanguage) 
the double motion of adhesion and of distancing wherein he curbs his 
desire for the signifier through the sanction of a code (linguistic, semio
logical, et cetera), itself dictated by an (utopian?) ethics. This is to insert 
within society a practice that it censors; to communicate what it cannot 
understand or hear; and thus to reconstitute the cohesion and harmony of 
a social discourse, inherently ruptured. 

The knot is thus tied by which literature will be considered from 
various viewpoints at the same time: language, subject-producer, history, 
subject of metalanguage. These are all "entries" into it for sciences that 
are either established or in the process of being established, such as lin
guistics, psychoanalysis, sociology, and history. They are not only 
inseparable from one another, but their specific mode of blending is the 
very condition of this possibility of knowledge. The originality of 
Barthes's writings probably lies in this double necessity: (l) that scientific 
approaches be simultaneous and that they form an ordered set giving rise 
to Barthes's concept of semiology; (2) that they be controlled by the 
discreet and lucid presence of the subject of this "possible knowledge" of 
literature, by the reading that he gives of texts today, situated as he is 
within contemporary history. 
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Literature confirms 
sciences; it gives the linguist as weH as the historian its 
the condition that it remain the shadows of 1''''.r-.H'I'''rll,....''' 

thing, never as an agent. This means as a 
delineated in its by an autonomous, circumscribed 

looking for its truth, literature does not give rise to specific knowledge, 
but to applications of doctrines that are nothing but ideological exercises 
since they are empirical and fragmented. 

Without the second necessity, we have the technicist illusion that 
"literary science" need only reproduce the norms of Science (if possible, 
of linguistics, or even more "rigorously," of phonology, structural 
semanties, or generative grammar) in order to insert itself into the dig
nified but amorphous domain of "studies in mass communication." 

Possibly, not an of Barthes's writings obey (or at least not a11 in the 
same way) these necessities extracted from the whole of his work. It is 
rather certain that his colleagues or disciples tend to neglect them. 
Nonetheless, compliance takes in the aggregate of Barthes's texts. 
These writings, often appearing as "essays," modelliterature and 
make of it the object of a new kind of objective discourse; but the 
same discourse fails in the works of those-more scientific or more 
essayistic-who, in the wake of omit one or the other com
ponents of the operation. The term "essays" should not be perceived 

either as showing rhetorical humility or as admission of weak theoretical 
discourse (as the wardens of "rigor" in the human sciences might be 
tempted to think), but as a methodological exigency of the most serious 
kind; the science of literature is an always infinite discourse, an 
open enunciation of a search for the laws of the practice known as litera
ture. The objective of this search is to make mamfest the very 
through which this "science," its "object" and their relationship are 
brought about, rather than to apply empirically such and such a tech
nique to an indifferent object. 
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does Barthes's 
"./7/>rt<>1'H'U?'1 Would it be 

ron,"'Y\''''rI/ divisions: literature and 

ALU""y"..:> "",..." literature literature and litera-
and so forth. The list goes on and on. 

the contribution of who to what is SPe:Clt:iC 

in seems to heed the technocratic 
of our time constitute a specialized discourse for all of 

so-called "human" domain), and to follow empirio-critical postulates 
signifying practices can be subsumed under a formalism borrowed 

Trom an exact science), in fact, it goes counter to these appearances, 
matching them so as to overturn them. For subjects of a civilization who 
are alienated their and blocked by their history, the work of 
Barthes shows that literature is precisely the place where this alienation 
and this blockage are thwarted each time in a specific way. 

As the borderline between a signifier where the subject is lost and a 
history that imposes its laws on hirn, literature appears as a specific 
mode of practical knowledge. Here is concentrated wh at verbal com
munication and social exchange put aside, since they obey the rules of 
econo-technical evolution. This concentration, this deposit, is thus, by 
definition, a nonexistent object for the sciences of communication or 
social exchange. Its pI ace is transversal to the one the sciences assign 
themselves. It go es through them and locates itself elsewhere. The cur
rent stage of capitalist, industrialist society, having delineated, if not 
dominated, the global possibilities of communication and technology, has 
allowed a portion of its analytical activity to grapple with this "absence 
of place." 

Whether decadent or worked upon by what it has repressed, our 
society can see that art is as much, if not more, an index for the underly
ing rules governing it as is the structuration of kinship for so-called 
primitive societies. It can then make of this "art" an object of "science" 
in order to see that it cannot be simply reduced, like the myths of 
antiquity, to a techne-procedure of cogitation (to be manufactured 
according to this or that linguistic device) or to social functions (to be 
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and "metalanguage." 
within this is of 

ject caught between instinctual drives and sodal practice within a lan
guage that is today divided into often incommunicable, multiple systems: 
a Tower of Babel that literature specifically breaks open, refashions, and 
inscribes in a new series of perpetual contradictions. This is the subject 
that has reached its apex in the Christian-capitalist era, to the point of 
being its secret motor, powerful and unknown, repressed and innovative; 
literature distills its birth and its struggles. The science whose possibilities 
Barthes outlines seeks the subject's lines of force within this literature, 
that is, this writing. 

We have not yet grasped the importance of a change of venue that 
involves thinking about the subject on the basis of literary practice rather 
than on the basis of neurosis or psychosis. The project outlined by 
Roland Barthes, while in fact sanctioned by psychoanalysis, nonetheless 
opens out on a different "subject," which, as we know, psychoanalysis 
stumbled against while examining the meanderings between "I" and 
"other." "Literary" and generally "artistic" practice transforms the 
dependence of the subject on the signifier into a test of its freedom in 
relation to the signifier and reality. It is a trial where the subjeet reaehes 
both its limits (the laws of the signifier) and the objective possibilities 
(linguistie and historie) of their displaeement, by including the tensions of 
the "ego" within historical eontradietions, and by gradually breaking 
away from these tensions as the subjeet includes them in such eontradic
tions and reeonciles them to their struggles{ 1 t is preeisely this inclusion, 
an essential specifieity of the Harts," by whieh an asserted "ego" 
beeomes outside-of-self, objeetivized, or better, neither objective nor sub
jeetive, but both at the same time, and consequently, their "other," to 
which Barthes has given its name: writing. As infra- and ultra-language, 
as translanguage, writing is the ridge where the historical beeoming of 



HOW TO 

excess of necessary 
Barthes can say, that "art is a certain of 

p. 2 8) and that, like the structuralist project, it 
does 

Literature: The Link l'-Il1JlYVIr,,,,, Science 

Because it focuses on the process of meaning within Ianguage and 
ideology-from the "ego" to history-literary practice remains the 
missing link in the socio-communicative or subjective-transcendental 
fabric of the so-called human sciences. Nothing more "natural," for this 
"place" of meaning that it enunciates but does not name is the very place 
of the materialist dialectic that no human science has yet approached. 

The insertion of this practice into the social science corpus necessitates 
a modification of the very notion of "science," so that an analogous dia
lectic may operate. That is, an area of chance will be reserved and 
delineated within the procedure, whose purpose is to understand this 
practice: a localized chance as condition of objective understanding, a 
chance to be uncovered in the relationship of the subject of metalanguage 
to the writing under study, andj or to the semantic and ideological means 
of constitution of the subject. On ce this area has been determined, 
literary practices can be considered as the object of a possible knowledge: 
the discursive possibility emerges out of a reality impossible Jor it 
although localizable by it. What is involved here is the problem of 
impossible metalanguage, which makes up the second panel of Barthes's 
inaugural work. On the subject of literature, Barthes is the first to 
demonstrate this impossibility, thus opening the way for philosophers or 
semioticians. 

This device in fact calls for the introduction of linguistics, psycho-
et cetera, but if they respect the constraints of the device. 

Barthes's work has proposed a new field-a new object, a new knowing 
subject-.. -for these sciences. They are just beginning, sporadically, to 
notice it. 



of the speaking and knowing 
tory (historical materialism). 

At the same time, it is clear that it is the dialectic (whose 
transcendence veils the objective progress it has achieved since Descartes, 

and the Enlightenment) that first pointed to the masterly lines of 
this interplay between limit and infinity, rationale and objectivity-a 
stumbling block for sciences. succeeded in this 
imposing at its foundations the knots, invisible without where the 
opposites-subject and his tory-are interwoven. They are indeed the 
ones that we encounter at the crossroads of Barthian reflection. 

Knowledge in the Text 

For already a century, literature has unfolded and held these opposites, 
with purposeful insistence, through language and within the ideology of 
our society, thereby wielding a "knowledge" that it does not necessarily 
reflect. If it thereby operates on the side of discursive reason, it avoids, 
above a11, Hegelian transcendence by practicing contradiction within the 
material element of language as the generator of ideas or meaning 
through the biological and historical body of a concrete subject. 
phonic unit is thus number and infinity, plethora and as such signifying, 
because at the same time it is a differential of infinity. Any sentence is 
both syntax and nonsentence, normative unicity and disorderly multi
plicity; any sequence is both myth and the melting pot where it is 
engendered and dies through its own history, the history of the subject, 
and the objective history of superstructures. chain of language is 
invested with a sending-focus that links the to its n1n"0C1c1r><:> 

sodal history. Specific subjects cipher the normative language of every-
communication by means of extralinguistic, biological, and socially 

unforeseeable, chancy codes, wh ich cannot be evidenced a finite 
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tion nor of Saussurian lULilF,UUF,'-', 

an unforeseeable I1\A,'''''''''''' 

that Barthes is !VV!\.".''<:; 

then clear that the are immediate 
indeed forerunners, of the modern, scientific upheavaI; 

and the units that ensure 
coherence between the way in which the subject enunciates, "feels," and 

" and what objective knowledge achieves without hirn elsewhere; 
operative symbols that suture the rifts between archaic subjectivist 
ideology on the one hand, and the development of productive forces and 
means of knowledge on the other, while both preceding and exceeding 

these rifts. 

Two Channels of Diseovery: Dialeeties and Sociology 

Brought to our attention by Maurice Blanchot through his studies on 
Hegel, Mallarme, and Kafka, writing and its subject secure with Barthes 
a new epistemological status. They abandon the speculative labyrinth of 
absolute mind and the contemplation of the essence of language to 
achieve-with Fourier, Sade, Balzac; mythic, political, and journalistic 
discourse; the new novel; Tel Quel; and, thanks to an alliance between 
sociology (Marxism, Sartre), structuralism (Levi-Strauss), and the 
literary avant-garde-a new status based on an implicit tripie thesis: 

(a) the materiality of writing (objective practice within language) 
insists on confronting the sciences of language (linguistics, logic, semi
otics), but also on a differentiation in relation to them; 

(h) its immersion in history entails the taking into aeeount of social 
and historieal eonditions; 

(e) its sexual overdetermination orients it toward psychoanalysis, and 
through it toward the set of a corporeal, physical, and substantial 
"order. " 

Writing as an object of knowledge emerges out of the transformation 
of dialectics in the field of language (meaning), and Barthes is the 
rational empiricist who comes to make a science of it. The productive 
ambiguity of Barthes's writings resides, it seems, precisely there. It is 
from that position that he radically opposes hirnself to any transcendent 
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DT/1/Hn,rn/>rll ldealities 

ing Elements 
evidence this constantly operative contradiction in Barthes. 

Signifying systems are so strongly linguistic that Barthes proposes to 
modify Saussure's well-known position accordingly: "Linguistics is not a 

of the general science of signs, even a privileged part, it is semiology 
which is apart of linguistics" (Elements 0/ Semiology, p. 11). The need 
for this is visibly dictated by a concern for rigor and positivity, since lan
guage is the primary signifying system and the most easily apprehended. 

But at the same time, signifying systems are trans-linguistic. They are 
articulated as large units that run across phonetic, syntactic order, and 
even stylistic order, to organize an other com binative system with the 
help of these same linguistic categories operating to the second power in 
that other system impelled by another subject. 

The loop is looped: the passage through Russian Formalism served 
only to return us more firmly than ever to the translinguistic and even 
antilinguistic positions of Writing Degree Zero ("There exists funda
mentally in writing a 'circumstance' foreign to language" -po 20), and to 
enable us to substantiate thern. 

We might criticize the "ideology" of this procedure if we see it only as 
a reduction of complex signifying practice to a neutral and universal 
intelligibility. But that would amount to neglecting Barthes's itinerary, 
which is dictated by the desire to specify a topology (communication does 
not equal writing) and thus confronts semiological systematization with a 
critical writing (we sha11 return to this point) that breaks with the "neu
tral and universal" status of metalanguage. 

Barthes's semiological texts-they a11 are semiological texts if we 
choose to retain the term to designate not formalization, but research 
into the dialectical laws of the signifying process-demand above a11 a 
desubstantification of signifying ideality. Their bearing is negative at first 
("No serniology exists which cannot, in the last analysis, be acknowl-
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as semioclasm" p. this works 

the 
The phenomenological idealities that a 

there are, for a facade another order 

remains to be established. Behind substantified, opaque linguistic cate-

and structures, there functions a scene where the subject, defined 

the topos of its communication with an other, begins by denying this 

communication in order to formulate another device. As negative of the 

earlier so-called "natural" language, this new "language" is consequently 

no longer communicative. shall call it transformative, or even mortal, 
for the "I" as weIl as for the "other": it leads, in borderline experiences, 

to an antilanguage (J oyce), to a sacrifical language (Bataille), indicating 

in other respects but simultaneously a disrupted sodal structure. 

Although it is still understood as signifying, this other scene is only 

partially linguistic. That is, it only partially depends on the idealities 

established by linguistic science, since it is only partially communicative. 

On the contrary, it has access to the formative process of its linguistic 

idealities by unfolding their phenomenal substance. Linguistic units and 

structures no longer determine writing, since it is not only or not speciji
cally discourse directed at someone else. Displacements and facilitations 

of energy, discharges, and quantitative cathexes that are logically 

anterior to linguistic entities and to their subject mark the constitution 

and the movements of the "self," and are manifested by the formulation 

of symbolic-linguistic order. 2 Writing would be the recording, through 

symbolic order, of this dialectic of displacement, facilitation, discharge, 

cathexis of drives (the most characteristic of which is the death drive) 

that operates-constitutes the signifier but also exceeds it; adds itself to 

the linear order of language by using the most fundamental laws of the 

signifying process (displacement, condensation, repetition, inversion); has 

other supplementary networks at its disposal; and produces a sur-mean

ing. As Barthes wrote, 

Writing on the contrary is always rooted in something beyond Ianguage, it 
develops Iike a seed, not like a fine, it manifests an essence and holds the threat 
of a secret, it is an anticommunication, it is intimidating. All writing will 
therefore contain the ambiguity of an object which is both Ianguage and coercion: 
there exists fundamentally in writing a "circumstance" foreign to Ianguage, there 
is, as it were, the weight of a gaze conveying an intention which is no longer lin-
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This gaze may weil express a of as in modes of 
it mayaIso express the threat of retribution, as in political ones [ , , . ] 
modes of in wh ich the unity of the signs is ceaselessly Jascinated 

oi ( p, 20; emphasis 

these lines were to become the 

in 1969. 

t>-<IH·T">·" Aesthetics 

An analogous desubstantification is undergone mythic AU .... UHU'"',"', 

reconstructed like crystals from the practice of subjects in history . 
is not defined by the object of its message, but by the way in which it 
utters this message: there are formal limits to myth, there are no 
substantial ones" (Mythologies, p. 109). 

Although this position has a marked affinity to the structuralist 
procedure with which Barthes readily happened to fall in, his project is 
radically different. While it may be a structure, myth is intelligible only 

as historical production; its laws will thus be found not in phonology, but 
in history . "One can conceive of very ancient myths, but there are no 
eternal ones; for it is human history which conveys reality into speech, 
and it alone rules the life and death of mythicallanguage. Ancient or not, 
mythology can only have an historical foundation, for myth is a type of 
speech chosen by history: it cannot possibly evolve from the 'nature of 
things'" (Mythologies, p. 110; emphasis mine). Contrary then to a 
structuralism that seeks in myths the "permanent structures of the 
human mind" and perhaps closer to a recently reasserted Levi-Strauss,3 
Barthes pursues, through and beyond the discursive phenomenon, its 
social and historical overdetermination. But because he begins with 
another experience, Barthes's position differs from that of structuralism: 
history, with hirn, is inseparable from the unfolding in depth of the signi-

subject through which, precisely, it is legible. 
confronts the writer with a necessary option between several moral 
attitudes connected with language; it forces hirn to signify Literature 
terms of possibilities outside his control" ( Degree p. 2; 

emphasis mine). 
This compulsory but not masterable necessity that commands the obli

gation to sigmfy is delivered by a privileged experience: "structuralist" 
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from the world: it seeks to link history 
has been done a thousand but also 

not the material but also the intelligible, not only the 

."''"''"'HJ''' ......... but also the aesthetic" p. 2 

Blanchot Sartre 

Two different confrontations will perhaps us to perceive more 
the strategy of this desubstantification that produces writing in 

Barthes. As a translinguistic formulation, it comes elose to Blanchot's 
"fascinated" "act of writing" as weIl as to Sartre's "work as objectifica
tion of the person." Between these apparently irreconcilable limits, 
Barthes points out the dialectical kinship, or rather, the common element 
of a transformed dialectic; he posits writing in the space of their separa
tion, as an operation admitting of being elarified by understanding. 

The notion of writing, first formulated in Writing Degree Zero and 
continually analyzed in its various modes, partakes (as literally seen in 
the previous quotation from p. 20 of that work) of the "fascination" that 
Blanchot contemplates in an "act of writing" "committed to absence of 
time" and which, crossing through the negative and the affirmative, 
posits itself outside of dialectics, in a "loss of Being, where Being is lack
ing," in a blinding light, without figure, unfigurable, an im personal 
"One" whose Oedipal mother seems to be the substratum.4 Writing, 
according to Barthes, is familiar with this return of teleological dia
lectics, areturn that allows the negative mode to be absorbed into a sem
blance of affirmation (the moment of inscription), but only a semblance, 
because what is inscribed is always already broken up within the 
ungraspable, im personal, transsubjective, anonymous, musical plurality 
of the paragrammatized text. 5 Such a text is whose semiotic net
work, by means of the representative cut of castration, simultaneously 
veils and reveals the voice of the castrate, the music and the art that 
appear as lights freed by an incision. Yet, if this break permits the daz-

light of the scriptural position to flash "where space is the vertigo of 
spatial positioning,"6 by suggesting that it is a maternal beaming that 
activates the subject of writing, then such a light can only be thrown on the 
horizon of the investigation. Sheltered by this dazzling light, the semi-
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fascina
into the 

emerges as 
a work 

that exceeds life, but whose life shares its structures. Formalism is thus 
tempered by the introduction of an objective subject for whom this for
malism is the practice. double approach is consequently necessary to 
deal with the text: it must be seen through the linguistic network, but also 
through biography. The proportion of each is already weighted in favor 
of the written element, which nevertheless merely releases, inscribes, and 
understands "lived experience." 

Thus, there is no "absolute" anonymity of the text, except in the first 
stages of research and only inasmuch as the im personal constitutes the 
"upper" limit of the operation involved. But there is objectivation of 
spacing within a subject, endowed with biography, body, and history, 
which are to be inserted in the text in order to define its "lower" limit. 

This dialectical conception of writing as objective praxis is again 
sought after if not achieved in Sartre. 7 Barthes first su bstantiated it in his 
essay on Michelet. Language thus becomes not only a germination of 
empty and infinite meaning making its way through linguistic and semio

logical relationship and units, but at the same time it becomes a practice, a 
relationship to heterogeneity, to materiality.8 

And yet, if writing is the objectivation of the "person," surpassing it 

and bequeathing to it its historical intelligibility, and if by the same 
token, it serves as the basis for the largely semiological conception of 
"praxis" (and not for an interpretation of semiosis based on a theory of 
"praxis", as seems to be the generally accepted existential approach), 
Barthes's goals are radically analytical and dissolve those entities charac
teristic of existential thought and inherited from speculative philosophy. 
In their place, mentioned in passing, it inaugurates a signifying work 
through which these entities are constituted. The "totality" (of "work" 
and "person") as well as "expression" and "lived experience" are doubt-
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seesaw motion linking 
scrutinized the devices that the 

semiotician's gaze. 

and Color 

between and between involvement. 
and a-theism, will be exposed to the light of scientific investiga-
tion. The modelization proposed by apparent in his strictly 
semiological writings as weIl as in the systematizing layer inherent in all 
his texts, operates for and through this light. Deductive, prudent, con
sequent, patient, it proceeds by demonstration, analysis, and synthesis; it 
explains, proves, and elucidates. The symbolic process is affected in its 
articulations. 

The light that Barthes throws on the praxis of writing on the edge of 

the im personal avoids the flight of meaning-its night-side, at one with 
anonymous dazzlement-as well as the historical juggernaut-the event
ful sequence of "forms" accompanying the sequence of base and 
superstructure in time. The light of such a semiological reason leaves in 
the shadows the loss of the subject into nonsense as weIl as his loss into 
what is beyond meaning. This rationalism knows neither negativity as 
poetry nor objectivity as movement. 

The light of understanding that animates this semiotic and ethical dis
course pushes the poet aside, "He who hears a language without under
standing" (Blanchot). Is this because the poetic work, as Hegel would 
say, is withdrawn from ethical substance? A work where any fixed defini
tion is absorbed into the unconscious and where any (linguistic or subjec-

substance is fluid and incandescent, like an ink that is eaten away? 
work where the subject is not under the appearance of 

but is a "surplus of subjecf' exceeding the subject 
through nonsense, in contradiction to which a symbolic formality comes 
along to the meaning(s) as weH as the subject?9 Faced with this 

across faced with this nocturnal 
form not illuminated a subject master of language, Barthes's light fails. 
Of the subjecCs dark appearance within the im personal, within the 
maternal "One," it retains only the classic systematicness, but not the 
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but in a time does not 
them away but does not 1-1"o'n""",,I"'\1'1" 

them to fill them up 
is what Barthes calls in his essay on Michelet a "cordial 

softening of the rigid legislature of sodal or literary systems, a supple
ment of intimacy that Barthes sees, with Michelet, taking the shape of 
"virtue hatching the ambisexual Masses" (Miehelet par lui-meme, 
p. 53). Sifted by understanding, time and motion are incarnated by 
"personalities" or "utterances": a historicity peppered with timeless 
"types"--"in it, there is no more duration: aminute equals a century," 
or rather, "no more centuries, nor years, nor months, nor days, nor 
hours [ ... ] Time no longer exists; time has perished" (ibid., p. 55). 

And yet, this supplement of night and motion that escapes the light of 
semiologieal understanding will be produced by the eritie's writing within 
the very linguistic texture that gives rise to light, mixes into writing, 
shadowing it and coloring it. 

Language as Negativity: Death and lrony 

Consequently drained of substance and language becomes the 
border between subjective and objective, and also between the symbolic 
and the real. It is understood as the material limit against whicB the one 
and the other are dialectically constituted: "The language functions nega
tively, as the initial limit of the possible" (Writing Degree Zero, p. 13). 

From within "structuralism," Barthes was probably the first to 
consider language as negativity, less because of a philosophical option 
(deconstruction, antimetaphysics, etc.) than by reason of the very object 
of his investigation. Literature is for hirn the experience and proof of the 
negativity specific to the linguistic process: "A writer is someone for 
whom language is a problem, who its profundity, not its 
instrumentality nor its beauty" (Critique et verite, p. 46). Experiencing 
the trajectory of this negativity, writing is contestation, rupture, flight, 
and operates within it upon the of and 
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breaks 

rel~Dmaer is neither confrontation nor ,.,,,,,,,t-rllr>'t1IAn 

ment the old text of culture, "'.<!''''U'"''"', 1,1'",rClhu''''' and change its features 
is able to "exceed the laws 

that a an 'rlo"''''r,,....u 

to agree among themselves in a fine surge of historical intelligibility" 
Loyola, p. 10). 

this negativity reaches the edges of a positivity because it operates 
within language and the subject. obeying strict, abstract rules also 
involving corporeal and historical materiality, signifying materiality 
stops the movement of absolute negativity that might exist in the sig
nified alone and by means of a negative theology. In writing, the negative 
is formulated. The new signifying process welcomes negativity in order to 
remodel language into a universal, international, and transhistoric writ
ing-language. The writers that Barthes chooses are classifiers, inventors 
of codes and languages, topologists, logothetes. They enumerate, count, 
synthesize, articulate, formulate; they are architects of new languages. 
This, at least, is the axis that Barthes seeks in them, from Wriling 
Degree Zero through into Sade, Fourier, Loyola, threading his way 
in and out of the "flesh" of their writing to find new syntheses of new 
languages. 

As for the critic, he brushes against and then passes by this shattering 
of meaning in language with no pole of transference other than linguistic 
andj or self-referential. But the formulating operation of critical writing 
needs to be distinguished from that of the writer. The operating 
negativity of writing is grasped, in criticism, by One Affirmation. It is ulti
mately blocked by one meaning clearly revealing the critic's writing as 
being entirely triggered, sustained, and determined by the discourse of 
the other. That is, it operates within the dialectic of transferential rela
tionship. "Although we don't know how the reader speaks to a book, the 
critic hirnself is obliged to produce a particular 'tone'; and this tone, in 
the final analysis cannot be anything but affirmative" (Crilique et verile, 
p. 78). The critic "openly assurnes at his own risk the intention of giving 
a precise meaning to a work" (ibid., p. 56). Unable to dissolve the "selr' 
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on a 
course, starting from his opaque "I" and moving towards the writings of 
an other, he returns to this same " which, in the process, has become 
language: the critic "confronts [ ... ] his own language"; "it is not the 
object which must be opposed to the subject in criticism, but its predi
cate" (ibid., p. 69); "The symbol must go looking for the symbol" (ibid., 
p.73). 

Implicating hirnself, therefore, in the negative operation that is Ian
guage, through the intermediary of the other, the critic retains from 

scriptural negativity a weakened, but persistent, effect. The death drive of 
the writer becomes irony in the critic, because there is irony each time an 
ephemeral meaning crystallizes for such areader. Freud demonstrated 
precisely this economy of laughter in Jokes and Their Relation to the 
Unconscious: it is a discharge with two meanings between sense and 
nonsense. In order for this to happen, a semblance of meaning must 
appear at a fugitive moment. It is the critic's task, and there is hardly a 
more comical one, to coagulate an island of meaning upon a sea of 
negativity. Thus, for Barthes, the critic may "develop what is precisely 

lacking in science and could be summed in one word: irony"; "Irony is 
nothing more than a question put to language by language" (Critique et 
virite, p. 74). This irony, by which the critic, sure of his land without 

abandoning it, participates in the scriptural operation, constitutes only 
one moment (among others) of the operation. For Rabelais, Swift, 
Lautreamont, and J oyce are ironie only when we posit them (or when 
they posit themselves) as subjects tapping a meaning that is always 
already old, always already out of date, as funny as it is ephemeral. 

The Objectification of the Negative 

Since language is negativity, a movement exceeding its subjective 
center and encompassing the enlarged center making up the object, it is 
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amenable-even its "<>,,,nT""" 

ncr'r,r,t1r,n of other 

inherent in the symbolic function. Barthes to these laws 
when he of "n ,"',-.""'" ",,,h, " and 

"law." "The man is put on show and delivered up by his language, 

a formal reality which is the reach of his lies, 
whether they are inspired by self-interest or generosity" (Writing Degree 

p. 8 "I[ the is and if instead of 
a cumbersome and recalcitrant act, reaches the state of a pure equa

which is no more tangible than an algebra when it confronts the 
innermost part of man, then Literature is vanquished" (ibid., p. 78); 
"social or mythical characters of a language are abolished in favor of a 
neutral and inert state of form (ibid., p. 77). "I[ Flaubert's writing 
enshrines a if that of Mallarme postulates a silence, and if others, 
that of Proust, Celine, Queneau, Prevert, each in its own way, is founded 
on the existence of a social nature, if a11 these modes of writing imply an 
opacity of form and presuppose a problematic of language and society, 
thus establishing speech as an object which must receive treatment at the 
hands of a craftsman, a magician or a sculptor" (ibid.; a11 emphases 
mine). 

Dialectical Law, Scriptural Law: Writing of the Real 

The practice of writing becomes the edge separating and uniting 
the subjectivity to which style attests-"starting from a sublanguage 
elaborated where flesh and external reality come together" (ibid., 
p. ll)-with the objectivity represented by social history. Writing, then, 
is considered as a kind of totality "in itself' and "for itself." Better 
defined than the negative unity of individual language, it denies it. More 

precise than an exterior objectivity that is nothing in itself, it specifies it 
precisely by returning through and across negative language to the sin
gular speaking being. In short, it brings one back to the other, neither 
subjective individuality nor exterior objectivity, it is the very principle of 
Hegel's "self-movement" and offers the very element of law: "the 
determinateness of this animating principle, which is the difference if the 
Notion itself is Law."ll 

Although it is dialectical, the law inscribed by writing according to 
Barthes is not Hegelian. One will recall that in Hegel "law ras] the stable 
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other 
course, an inverted 

world in-itself of sensible is and 
in the sensible world. Such a dialectic of inversion leads to 
infinity, situated, because of this self-sameness, beyond representation. 14 

Writing establishes a different legality. Writing is upheld not by the 
subject of understanding, but by a divided subject, even a pluralized sub-

that occupies, not a place of enunciation, but permutable, multiple, 
and mobile places; thus, it brings together in a heteronomous space the 
naming of phenomena (their entry into and the negation of 
these names (phonetic, semantic, and syntactic shattering). This supple
mentary negation (derivative negation, negation of the homonomie nega

tion) leaves the homogeneous space of meaning (of naming or, if one 
prefers, of the "symbolic") and moves, without "imaginary" interme
diary, toward the biological-societal "base" that is its excess, toward 
wh at cannot be symbolized (one might say, toward the "real"). 

In other terms, the heteronomical negativity of writing operates, on the 
one hand, between naming (utterance/ enunciation) carried out by the 
subject of understanding (meaning) and polynomia, that is, the pluraliza

tion of meaning by different means (polyglottism, polysemia, etc.) tra
versing nonsense and indieating a suppression of the subjeet. Writing 
Degree Zero identifies this type of heteronomy by the term "writing"; 

analyzes in the text the contradietion between naming and poly
nomia, the subject and its 10ss. At the same time, but on the other hand, 
heteronomie negativity operates between polynomia and its instinctual 
cathexis. Polynomia is the index, the ideogram of biological and social 
orders. It is a kind of asymbolic memory of the body. In Writing Degree 
Zero it is style that represents this heteronomia included in writing. 

as a "frame of reference is biologicalor biographieal, not 

historical [ ... ] indifferent to society and transparent to it, a closed per
sonal proc<,;ss [ ... ] a sublanguage elaborated where flesh and external 

come ( p. 11); Hits secret is 
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Barthes's studies of Fourier and Sade open to 
!H'-"V""'_ and transhistorical cathexis. this UHJ'lv,;;,."-" ... lr>Av

o 

.... r.r<>,, 

co:nuaOlcllon between naming and polynomia, 
contradiction between symbolic and asymbolized), scriptural hetero-
nomia does not come into 
another or dissolve within one 

between two "sames" that repulse one 
too, it avoids and 

J.JJ. .... ;:., ...... UH "aesthetic religion." Never producing ex nihilo, without an 
origin, it includes a production. "Without origins" means that it is a 
superimpression or a suppression of a first, primordial meaning, which is 

for Barthes a neutral symbolic, an unmarked code, an unwritten 
language, a void meaning. "It includes a production" means that the 
polynomic superimpression (suppression of first and, when all is said and 
done, null meaning), identifiably within language, is a supercathexis of 
the symbolic "void" by a biological-social, instinctual substratum left 
intact by the first symbolization (by natural language) and thus, in a 
sense, preceding it so as to look back upon the scriptural act through the 
interplay of "primary processes, " of the "signifier's logic," bursting 
across and through the language of a book-free dramatized subject. 
Thus, it appears that for literature, language is "the whole of History 
[ ... ] unified and com plete in the manner of a Natural Order" (Writing 
Degree Zero, p. 10). "A language is therefore on the hither side of litera
ture. Style is alm ost beyond it" (ibid.); "another notion of writing is 
possible: neither decorative nor instrumental, i.e., in sum secondary but 
primal, antecedent to man, whom it traverses, founder of its acts like so 
many inscriptions" (Sade, Fourier, Loyola, p. 40). 

Clearly, naming and its negation in writing operate on heterogeneous 
series and split the totality of One homonomic Meaning (prescribed by 
the first negation-symbolization) in order to reproduce the production of 
the subject between the real and the symbolic backwards, after the fact. 
The conditions for a theory of writing are thereby posited. Semiology 
could be this discourse if, by recognizing the heteronomy of meaning, it 
started from linguistics and went to meet with psychoanalysis and his
tory; consequently, its name ("semiology") matters little. 

The path is clearly marked along which writing organizes, but dif-
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anamnesis of 
of the of enunciation within the very element of ... .u'6"" ..... F, 

of Barthes that records of space of yU'AH\'''U-

tion within writing, relying on Benveniste's linguistic of the sub-
ject in was devoted to Philippe Sollers's novel Drame 

Poem, Novel").15 the drama of personal pronouns 

reveals the staging of a subject pluralized on the chessboard of writing. 
Neither lyric "ritual "you," nor epic-or more prosaically-novel
istic "he," the "plural subject" of writing simultaneously traverses the 
sites of these three discursive agencies, invoking their conflicts and under
going their divergent appearances. 

since writing breaks the "subject" apart into multiple doers, into 
possible places of retention or 10ss of meaning within "discourse" and 
"history," it inscribes, not the original-paternal law, but other laws that 
can enunciate themselves differently beginning with these pronom
inal, transsubstantive agencies. Its legitimacy is illegal, paradoxal, 
heteronym"ic; heteronomous in relation to Hegelian Law, it struggles with 
constancy and originality. Although one can discern in writing a move
ment that seems to recall ideated dialectics condensing the phenomenon 
and inverted infinity, scriptural logic brings it about specifically in a frag
mented space that transforms the idealistic matrix. Writing provides the 
act of reading with an asymbolic "phenomenon," left unnamed because it 
is "real," and whose novelty is due to the infinity emanating from the 

rupture of the symbolic, unifying instance. A process of naming is substi
tuted for this impossible to symbolize real, whose transformation and 
future nevertheless allow themselves to be inscribed (in the pronominal 
device, among others). 

The Return 01 Representations 

It is also in departing from totalizing homonymy that scriptural laws 
postulate, not a beyond of representation, but a transfusing and renewal 
of it. To the extent that they are inscribed through and across the enun-
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of these enunciations. Such new 
translate the of the 

'-'LI.4U'-A""F. (a new 
the instinctual drives organized by desire) as 

as a violent criticism of and socia! rules (a new 
world through and across the negation of the world that 

to its immanent 
F or semiological metalanguage, this new representation appears as a 

"double coding," 16 as aredistribution of language amenable to "extra" 
or rules. It presents itself as a simply nominal negation, 
and thus as a homonymic negation, rejecting the name outside of itself 
into other pluralized names. But what the literary avant-garde grasps of 
this rejection is situated outside of naming itself; it is no longer language, 
or is so only metaphorically, because what is involved is the material 
that-through drives-accomplishes in each writing according to a 
specific topos, a sentence always in the process of becoming. 17 

This warrants repeating. Although one can detect in Barthes's works a 
kinship with dialectical principles, portents of avant-garde activities, and 
the foundations of a program for a contemporary literary theory, it is 
largely because we read them in the light of what is being written today. 
The terminology we are using, the very problems that we keep facing 
with are called forth by this avant-garde, whose epic rhythm 
breaks apart sodal and phantasmatic mythology by synthesizing in a new 
way a critical tradition whose subversive impact has been ignored (Rabe

with the formal experience of the avant-garde of this century 

and with arevolt the and order of a society on the 

opens up 
tion. 

the ~,,,,r'''''''(''T'' of Barthes's 

still remains: how does one constitute a new 
for which and even more so, 

and different manner, 

No work other than Barthes's better 
a11'A"tHl"ClT1r1n that might an answer to this ques-
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is a 
meanings" (Critique et "science of the contents' conditions, 

will concern are the variations in mean-
in a manner of engenderable the works 

themselves. It will not but their in 
its will no be the fuII of a work but, on the 

contrary, the empty meaning that supports them a11" (ibid., p. 57); "We 
sha11 not c1assify the of possible meanings as an immutable order 
but as the traces of an immense arrangement [ ... ] 
broadened from author to society" (ibid., p. 58). 

As for the "critic," he takes on the task of pointing out heteronomy. 
How? Through the presence of enunciation in the utterance, by introduc-

the agency of the subject, localized, 
contingent speech, determined by its of its 
reader. in his name to an 
[ ... ] is a11 this desire that lies within p.33); 
one should ask the critic to "make me believe your decision to 

p. 75); "To move from to criticism is to change 
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reason, 
Ir ... "",I<>";,.,.",, ties and unties their imbrication. 

Desire as Index of Heterogeneity 

Desire causes the signifier to appear as heterogeneous and, inversely, 
indicates heterogeneity through and across the signifier. To posit that the 
subject is linked by its desire to the signifier is to say, therefore, that he 
has access through and across the signifier to what the symbolic d')es not 
make explicit, even if it translates it: instinctual drives, historical 
contradictions. 

One can thus understand how Barthes's work is not only a translation 
into scientific law of the literary text. His knowledge of literature is 
precious precisely because it joins to these "traces of an immense operat
ing device" that science punctuates, the irruption of des ire in the signifier 
as an index of "real" heterogeneity. Perhaps one can posit that, for 
Barthes, "desire" seems to signify the recognition of a heterogeneous ele
ment in relation to the symbolic-the space of a material contradiction 
where the "other" is another topos of the subject, an other practice of the 
sexes. Consequently, there is "desire" between language and writing, but 
also "desire" between writing and criticism-knowledge, and so on. Thus 
is made up not a hierarchy of overlapping metalanguages but a mobile 
system of free signifying devices, alert, in astate of perpetual initiative. 

This revealer-desire of the eteros (E'TEPOS) is not only a mode of eros 
(Epws) that then finds its categorial explanation. It is equally and 
simultaneously the mark of Barthes's prudence that brings together 
knowledge and the process of truth-a prudence whose moral connotation 
is erased if we admit that the irruption within the neutral truth of science 
of a subject of enunciation does not invalidate this truth but calls attention 
to its operation, its objective genesis. The statements of a11 great scholars 
in the "human sciences," from Benveniste to Levi-Strauss, statements sup-
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transformed 
its intelligibility does not within the 

mathesis or any other systematicness on wh ich it in order to give 
coherence to metalanguage and a meaning to its object. The formal net
work that such a model is can only be the exterior facet of this mass 
whose hidden side made up of asymbolic "remnants" comes to light 
within the negativity of desire. Without the latter, the model does not 
touch upon the extrahomonymic objectivity of the signifying operation 
that critical knowledge of Barthes proposes to address. With it, the 
eventuality of a possible understanding of this operation is preserved. 

Desire as An Objective 

"The critic of verisimilitude," Barthes writes, "normally chooses the 
code of the letter," while the nouvelle critique "grounds the objectivity of 
its descriptions on their coherence" (Critique et verile, p. 20). 

The desire of a subject that ties hirn to the signifier obtains through 
this signifier an objective, extraindividual value, void-in-itself, other, 

without, for a11 that, ceasing (as it does in science) to be the desire of a 
subject. This happens only in literature. Writing is precisely this "spon
taneous motion" that changes the formulation of desire for a signifier 
into objective law, since the subject of writing, specific like no other, is 
"in-itself-and-for-itself," the very place, not of division but, overcoming 

it, of motion. Consequently, it is the place where the subjectivejobjective 
distinction proves invalid, where it is erased, where it appears to be 
dependent on ideology. Since Freud noticed in the subject the failure of a 
desire for the signifier to achieve objective value, it is possible to con
clude that literary practice is not situated within the field explored by 
psychoanalysis. 

Barthes's work is not an investigation into how this "objective-becom
ing of desire" comes about within the literary text. Revealing literature 
as a possible science, by way of example, he paves the way for such a 
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<,""HOT·" of which no history, no 
as remain limited 

on each these planes (des ire/ 
Barthes seeks whatever can be mastered and Av .... \pr'rY1 

upon in schematic whatever is regularity, formality, neces-
and in semiology. we must never forget that 

these peaks of Barthes's semiological graph rise up from a base that 
cannot be made axiomatic and is summarized by des ire and history. 

Sade, and Loyola can be grasped within a semiological 
that summarizes the regular objectivity of their writing, which 

permeates the biological subject and descriptive history. at the same 
each of these rules depends on corporeal, biological, vital, and his

torical elements. The empirical, unmasterable, aleatory, hazardous object 
appears from beyond the diagram-it supports it, gives it its buoyancy, 
and engenders it. The salience of Barthes's discovery lies precisely in this 
alliance between regularity and unclassifiable, objectival multiplicity; 
an alliance of unification and pluralism, a passion for objectivity 
simultaneous with a subjective desire for objects. The laws that Barthes 
taught us to bring to light from within literary practice always exhibit 
this duplicity, this assymmetry, and this dialectic. He discovers them to 
be the essential principles of texts, since, as we have already pointed out, 
they constitute his own way of proceeding. 

Laws and Rules 

What apparently begins to emerge from within Barthes's textual 
analyses is the rough draft of a dialectical conception of law. The laws 
that he formulates for signifying systems do not carry the weight of rufes 
governing a formal, logical procedure; but they do convey a sense of the 
"precision" of a dialectics, a "motion," or a "limit" (these are Barthes's 
words) between the two levels that writing makes objective (sym
bolic/real; subject/history). Barthes's semiological laws delineate the 
objectivation of the subjective through and across history and within the 
signifying texture (language, image, et cetera). One can thus understand 
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in Barthes's 
" as a notion substituted for "literature" and as a 

is not alien to the 
for-itself of the "objective" other that negates and determines the "sub

is active within language and adheres to certain laws; stating this 
should be enough to establish a common ground for psychoanalytic and 
dialecticallaws. 

for Barthes, this position proves to be less a theoretical platform 
than what we might call a "practical knowledge" of writing. 

Music 

The reading of a text is doubtlessly the first stage of theoretical 
elaboration. A reading, whose conceptual supports are muted, is the ter
rain of the reading subject's desire, his drives, sexuality, and attentiveness 
toward the phonematic network, the rhythm of the sentences, the 
particular semanteme bringing hirn back to a feeling, pleasure, laughter, 
an event or reading of the most "empirical" kind, abounding, enveloping, 
multiple. The identity of the reading loses itself there, atomizes itself; it 
is a time of jouissance, where one discovers one text under another, its 
other. This rare capacity ~s a condition of Barthes's writings on the 
frontiers of "science" and "criticism" (Barthes is probably the only one 
who can read his students). "The text is an object of pleasure" (Sade, 
Fourier, Loyola, p. 7); "it is a matter of bringing into daily life the frag

ments of the unintelligible "formulas") that emanate from a text we 
admire" (ibid.). 

At the same time, already, a regularity comes forth to gather these 
atoms: a grid lays out jouissance, and "makes pleasure, happiness, com
munication dependent on an inflexible order or, to be even more offen-

a com binative" p. 3). 
sounds around uso The "I" is not the one who reads: the im personal time 
of regularity, of the grid, and of harmony takes hold of the "dis-

for read. one reads just as one listens to music: "the 
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"'''''1"1,111'''''' lS accuracy. Just as 
is one left before 

"'V'''''1r~'''T11T''' discourse. We must find a way to communicate this music 
while what is and wh at is not said to 

The External I nclusion 

here is to the law of desire that makes that 
nrr,rill"''''''' writing. But it is also to the desire of the one who 

to find its code and to note it down. Metalanguage, then, is not 
everything. Theoretical discourse is not the discourse of a repudiated sub
ject, but of one searching for the laws of its desires, operating as a hinge 
between immersion in the signifier and repudiation (it is neither one nor 
the other), its status unknown. Hs novelty is measured in the change of a 
preposition. He doesn't speak about literature, he speaks to literature as 
to his other as instigator. Through this change, Barthes's discourse posits 
itself outside the circumscribed discourse of the scholar and calls forth on 
his part the charge of "jargon" as an objective necessity: "'jargon' is a 
product of imagination (it shocks as does the imagination), the approach 
to metaphorical language that intellectual discourse will one day need" 
(Critique et verite, p. 34); '''jargon' is the language of the other; the other 
(and not others) is what is not self; whence the trying character of its lan
guage" (ibid., p. 31). But where, then, is objectivity? What "guarantee" 
have we against the possibility of desire to "deform" the "truth" of the 
"object" itself, the literary text'? 

The dialectical objectivity of this discourse stems from its "truth," 
constructing itself in the operation of an inclusion exterior to its 
"object." Hs truth is to produce the motion of this inclusion (contrary to 
the excluding procedure of classical science) that posits and goes beyond 
its subjective center (repudiated in science, hypostasized in ideology) by 
addressing itself to a difference (writing) recognized and always main
tained as external (heterogeneous) to knowing discourse, while revealing 
the dialectical laws formulated by this discourse. Thus, this new 
continent of knowledge that approaches ideology, religions, and the 
"arts" articulates itself through an external inclusion in its object. 

Through its function, which Barthes calls "critical," that is, by reason 
of the desire and heteronomy it brings to light and into play, this possible 
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a discourse announces 

'-A'."'-"V'F-."~U.l renewal: the 
This awakening occurs with the putting into play of the 

desire for a signifier to a "real" that has fallen sub-
ject's past or is questionable for society. It is also simultaneous with the 
opening up of the homonymic corral of the totalizing and repudiated sub
ject toward the questioning of active, corporeal, and social materiality. 
This simultaneity is accomplished in literature and especially in the 
literature of the contemporary avant-garde. Indeed, on account of that, 
such a literature assumes its efficacy in present time. 

What can literature accomplish today? This ethical and political ques
tion has never failed to be present under the formalist appearances that 

journalistic and academic rumors have pasted onto the avant-garde. 
Wh at can literature accomplish? Perhaps no one knows, but one is 
nonetheless obliged to draw up an answer if one does not want to abdi
cate time: the time of history as weIl as that microcosmic time, the other, 
where the text is elaborated. An answer: Where from? When? Barthes's 
work and the trend that he initiated, and which still carries hirn, are 
perhaps the symptom indicating that this power of writing penetrates, in 
our time and according to historical necessity, all discourses that do not 
shirk their topicality: "knowledge," "politics," 18 and in general any art 

that carries meaning. The constitution of a possible knowledge of this 
writing is, for Barthes, the symptom of a deep social mutation, "as 
important, and involving the same problem, as the one marking the 

passage from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance" (Critique et verite, 
p.48). 
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18. Mao Zedong is the only man in politics and the only communist leader since 
Lenin to have frequently insisted on the necessity of working upon language and writing in 
order to transform ideology. He obviollSly considered working on language as a funda
mental element of any ideological impact, and thus, of ideology and politics. His remarks 
are certainly motivated by the particlilarities of the Chinese language and its literature, by 
their distaneiation from writing and by an inequality between the old and the new on these 
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shall within the ritual limits of a one-hour to posit 
not to demonstrate) that every language theory is predieated upon a eon
e~ption of the subjeet that it explicitly posits, implies, or tries to deny. 
Far from being an "epistemologieal perversion," adefinite subjeet is 
present as soon as there is eonseiousness of signifieation. Consequently, 
shall need to outline an epistemologieal itinerary: taking three stages in 
the reeent history of linguistie theory, I shall indieate the variable posi
tion these may have required of the speaking subjeet-support within their 
objeet language. This-on the whole, teehnieal-foray into the episte
mology of linguistie seienee will lead us to broaeh and, I hope, elueidate 
a problem whose ideologie al stakes are eonsiderable but whose banality 
is often ignored. Meaning, identified either within the unity or the multi
plicity of subjeet, strueture, or theory, neeessarily guarantees a eertain 
transeendenee, if not a theology; this is precisely why all human 
knowledge, whether it be that of an individual subjeet or of a meaning 
strueture, retains religion as its blind boundaries, or at least, as an 
internal limit, and at best, ean just barely "explain and validate religious 
sentiment" (as Levi-Strauss observed, in eonneetion with strueturalism).l 

Seeond, I shall deal with a partieular signifying praetiee, which, like 
the Russian F ormalists, I eall "poetie language," in order to demonstrate 
that this kind of language, through the partieularity of its signifying 

Originally a paper read at a seminar organized by lean-Marie Benoist and directed by 
Claude Levi-Strauss at the College de France, lanuary 27, 1975; first published in Tel Quel 
(Summer 1975), no. 62; reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: Seuil, 1977), pp. 149-72. "D'une 
identite l'autre," the original title of Kristeva's essay reflects and makes use of the title of 
Celine's novel D'un chateau l'autre. Although this has been translated as Castle to Castle, 
the more literal "From One Identity to an Other" has been chosen in order to keep the 
ambiguous feeling of the French as weil as the word "other," an important one in 
philosophy since Hegel and also in Kristeva's work. 
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institu-
VlI.HH.JH, or 

if mutation within and institutions finds its code 
this signifying practice and its subject in process that 
constitutes that and a 
precarious tightrope. Poetic language, the only language that uses up 
transcendence and theology to sustain itself; poetic language, knowingly 
the enemy of religion, by its very economy borders on psychosis (as for 
its subject) and totalitarianism or fascism (as for the institutions it 
implies or evokes). could have spoken of Vladimir Mayakovsky or 
Antonin Artaud; shall speak of Louis-Ferdinand Celine. 

shall try to draw a few conclusions concerning the possibility 
of a theory in the sense of an analytical discourse on signifying systems, 

which would take into account these crises of meaning, subject, and 
structure. This for two reasons: first, such crises, far from being 
accidents, are inherent in the signifying function and, consequently, in 
sociality; secondly, situated at the forefront of twentieth-century politics, 
these phenomena (which I consider within poetic language, but which 
may assurne other forms in the West as weIl as in other civilizations) 
could not remain outside the so-called human sciences without casting 
suspicion on their ethic. shall therefore and in conclusion argue in favor 
of an analytical theory of signifying systems and practkes that would 
search within the signifying phenomenon for the crisis or the unsettling 
process of meaning and subject rather than for the coherence or identity 
of either one or a multiplicity of structures. 

Without referring back to the stok sage, who guaranteed both the 
sign's triad and the inductive conditional clause, let us return to the con
gruence between conceptions of language and of subject where Ernest 
Renan left them. We are all aware of the scandal he caused among 
nineteenth-century minds when he changed a theological discourse (the 
Gospels) not into a but into the of a man and a people. This 
conversion of theological discourse into historical discourse was possible 
thanks to a tool (for hirn, scientific) whose omnipotence he never ceased 
praising-philology. As used by Renan or Eugene Burnouf in Avestic 
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does it matter as 
artieulates itself thanks to a law that erosses national and historical lan-
guage borders of J aeob Grimm' s 1-'",,,,,,,-,,,,-, 

or as this organic artieulates 
itself thanks to one meaning-singular and unique-inseribed into a text 
still undeeiphered or whose decipherability is debatable. In both cases 
this organic identity of law or meaning implies that language is the 
possession of a homo loquens within history. As Renan writes in A veroes 
et l' Averrofsme, "for the philologist, a text has only one meaning" even 
if it is through "a kind of necessary misinterpretation" that "the philo
sophical and religious development of humanity" proceeds. 3 Closer to the 
objectivity of the Hegelian "consciousness of seIr' for the comparativists, 
embodied into a singularity that, be it conerete, individual, or national, 
still owes something to Hege! for the philologists; language is always one 
system, perhaps even one "structure," always one meaning, and, 
therefore, it riecessarily im plies a subject (collective or individual) to bear 
witness to its history. If one has difficulty following Renan when he 
affirms that "rationalism is based on philology" -for it is obvious that 
the two are interdependent-it is no less obvious that philological reason
ing is maintained through the identity of a historical subject: a subject in 
beeoming. Why? Because, far from dissecting the internal logic of sign, 
predication (sentence grammar), or syllogism (logic), as did the universal 
grammar of Port Royal, the comparativist and philological reason that 
Renan exemplifies considers the signifying unit in itself (sign, sentence, 
syHogism) as an unanalyzable given. This signifying unH remains implicit 
within each description of law or text that philologists and comparativists 
undertake: linear, unidimensional descriptions-with no analysis of the 
sign's density, the logical problematic of meaning, etc.-but which, onee 
technically com pleted, restore structural the 
or meaning (for the philologists); in so doing they reveal the initial 
presupposition of the specifically linguistie undertaking as an ideology 
that posits either the people or an exeeptional individual as appropriating 
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reemerges in the form of a becoming: that obliteration of the density that 
constitutes sign, sentence, and syllogism (and consequently, the speaking 
subject), is compensated for by historical reasoning; the reduction of the 
complex signifying economy of the speaking subject (though obliquely 
perceived by Port Royal) produces without fail an opaque "I" that 
makes history. Thus, philological reasoning, while founding history, 
becomes a deadlock for language sciences, even though there actually is 
in Renan, beyond countless contradictions, an appreciation of universal 
grammar, a call for the constitution of a linguistics for an isolated lan
guage (in the manner of the ancient Indian grammarian Pä1).ini), and 
even surprisingly modern proposals that advocate the study of crisis 
rather than normality, and in his semitic studies the remarks on "that 
delirious vision transcribed in a barbaric and undecipherable style" as he 
calls the Christian gnostic texts, or on the texts of lohn the Apostle. 4 

Linguistic reasoning, which, through Saussure, succeeded philological 
reasoning, works its revolution precisely by affecting the constitutive 
unity of a particular language; a language is not a system, it is a system 

of signs, and this vertically opens up the famous gap between signifier 
and signified, thus allowing linguistics to claim a logical, mathematical 
formalization on the one hand, but on the other, it definitely prevents 
reducing a language or text to one law or one meaning. Structural lin
guistics and the ensuing structural movement seem to explore this episte
mological space by eliminating the speaking subject. on a closer 
look, we see that the subject they legitimately do without is nothing but 
the subject (individual or collective) of historico-philological discourse 

just discussed, and in which the consciousness of self became 
stranded as it was concretized, embodied into philology and history; this 
subject, which linguistics and the corollary human sciences do without, is 
the "personal miserable treasure."5 a of 
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takes 
CHF,HU'''',"" that admits both structure and and structural 

ignores such a subject. because it left its place 
vacant, structural could not become a of or 

it lacked a grammar, for in order to move from sign to 
sentence the place of the subject had to be acknowledged and no longer 

vacant. Of course, grammar does reinstate it by rescuing 
universal grammar and the Cartesian subject from oblivion, using that 
subject to justify the generative, recursive functions of syntactic trees. 
But in generative grammar is evidence of what structural linguistics 
omitted, rather than a new beginning; whether structural or generative, 
lir.guistics since Saussure adheres to the same presuppositions, implicit 
within the structuralist current, explicit in the generative tendency that 
can be found summed up in the philosophy of Husserl. 

refer modern linguistics and the modes of thought which it oversees 
within the so-called human sciences back to this founding father from 
another field, but not for conjunctural reasons, though they are not lack
ing. Indeed, Husserl was invited to and discussed by the Circle of Prague; 
indeed, J akobson explicitly recognized in hirn a philosophical mentor for 
post-Saussurian linguists; indeed, several American epistemologists of 
generative gramm ar recognize in Husserlian phenomenology, rather than 
in Descartes, the foundations of the generative undertaking. But it is 
possible to detect in Husserl the basis of linguistic reasoning (structural 
or generative) to the extent that, after the reduction of the Hegelian con
sciousness of self into philological or historical identity, Husserl master
fully understood and posited that any signifying act, insofar as it remains 
capable of elucidation by knowledge, does not maintain itself by a "me, 
miserable treasure" but by the "transcendental ego." 

If it is true that the division of the Saussurian sign (signifier / signified), 
unknown to Husserl, also introduces the heretofore unrecognized possi
bility of envisioning language as a free play, forever without closure, it is 
also true that this possibility was not developed by Saussure except in the 
very problematic Anagrammes.6 Moreover, this investigation has no lin
guistic followers, but rather, philosophical (Heideggerian discourse) and 

psychoanalytic (Lacan's signifier) contemporaries or successors, who 
today effectively enable us to appreciate and circumscribe the contribu
tion of phenomenological linguistics from a Husserlian perspective. For 
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.... "'eH AL,'''''"' for 
signified or 

fastened to the unalterable 
to 

It is therefore impossible to take up the eongruenee between eoneep-
tions of language and of subjeet where left off without 
how Husserl shifted ground by raising it above empirieism, psyeholo
gism, and inearnation theories typieal of Renan. Let us examine for a 
moment the signifying aet and the Husserlian transeendental ego, keep
ing in mind that linguistie reason (struetural or generative) is to Husserl 
what philologieal reason was to Hegel: reduetion perhaps, but also 
eonerete realization, that is, failure made manifest. 

As early as Logical Investigations of 1901, Husserl situates the sign (of 
which one eould have naively thought that it had no subjeet) within the 

act of expressing meaning, constituted by a judgment on something: 
"The artieulate sound-eomplex, the written sign, ete., first beeomes a 
spoken word or communicative bit of speech, when a speaker produces it 
with the intention of 'expressing himself about something' through its 
means. "7 

Consequently, the thin sheath of the sign (signifier jsignified) opens 
onto a complex architecture where intentional life-experience captures 
material (hylic) multiplicities, endowing them first with noetic meaning, 
then with noematic meaning, so that finally the result for the judging 
consciousness is the formation of an object on ce and for all signified as 
real. The important point here is that this real object, first signified by 
means of hylic data, through noesis and noemis, if it exists, can only be 
transcendental in the sense that it is elaborated in its identity by the judg
ing eonsciousness of transcendental ego. The signified is transcendent as 
it is posited by means of certain concatenations within an experienee that 
is always confined to judgment; for if the phenomenologist distinguishes 
between intuiting and endowing with meaning, then perception is already 
cogitation and the cogitation is transcendent to perception.8 So much so 
that if the world were annihilated, the signified "res" would remain 
because they are transcendental: they "refer entirely to a consciousness" 
insofar as they are signified res. The predicative (syntactic) operation 
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as the ego of 
conceived consciousness and "fragment of the world"; 

transcendental ego belongs to the conscious-
ness, which means that it takes operation. 

r..,.,..", .. ",T1Ar'I is thetie because it the thesis (posi-

and ego. for every signified transcendental 
there is a transcendental ego, both of which are by virtue of 

thetic operation-predication of judgment. 
"Transcendental egology"9 thus reformulates the question of the signi

fying act's subject: (l) the operating consciousness, through predication, 
simultaneously constitutes the (transcendent) signified real object, 
and the ego (in so far as it is transcendental); the problematic of the sign 
is also bound up in this question; (2) even if intentionality, and with it, 

the judging consciousness, is already a given in material data and percep
tions, as it "resembles" them (which allows us to say that the tran
scendental ego is always already in a way given), in fact, the ego 
constitutes itself only through the operating consciousness at the time of 
predication; the subject is merely the subject of predication, of judgment, 
of the sentence; (3) "belief' and "judgment" are closely interdependent 
though not identical: "The syntheses of belief (Glaubenssynthesen) find 
their 'expression' in the forms of stated meaning." 10 

Neither a historical individual nor a logically conceived consciousness, 
the subject is henceforth the operating thetic consciousness positing cor
relatively the transcendental Being and ego. Thus, Husserl makes clear 

that any linguistic aet, insofar as it sets up a signified that ean be com
municated in a sentence (and there is no sign or signifying strueture that 
is not al ready part of a sentence), is sustained by the transeendental ego. 

It is perhaps not unim portant that the rigor of Judaism and the 
perseeution it has been subjeeted to in our time underlie Husserl's 
extraordinarily firm elueidation of the transcendental ego, just as they 
are the foundation of the human seienees. 

For the purposes of our diseussion, we ean draw two eonclusions from 
this brief review: 
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therefore of modern linguistics is dominated by 
critidze or "deconstruct" bear ",",1'''11Irr,~nth, 

the still transcendental of '"'ul.un,' ..... v.u, 

These criticisms circumscribe the inherent 
the seien ces of signification and therefore in the human sciences-an 
important epistemological task in itself. BUl reveal their own short
comings not so much, as some believe, in that they serious, 
theoretical or scientific research, but in that such "deconstructions" 
refuse (through discrediting the signified and with it the transcendental 
ego) what constitutes one function of language though not the only one: 

to express meaning in a communicable sentence between speakers. This 
function harbors coherence (which is indeed transcendental) or, in other 
words, sodal identity. Let us first acknowledge, with this thetic 
character of the signifying act, which establishes the transcendent 
and the transcendental ego of communication consequently of soda
bility), before going beyond the Husserlian problematic to search for that 
which produces, shapes, and exceeds the operating consciousness (this 
will be our purpose when confronting poetic language). Without that 
acknowledgement, which is also that of the episteme underlying structur-
alism, any reflection on significance, refusing its thetic character, 
continually ignore its constraining, legislative, and socializing elements: 
under the impression that it is breaking down the metaphysics of the 
nified or the transcendental ego, such a reflection will become lodged in 
negative theology that denies their limitations. 

Finally, even when the researcher in the 
now a descriptive if not scientific n""""n"""tH''''' 

beginning with what is 
thinks he has discovered 

that may escape the of transcendental ego 
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of 

inasmuch as are 
"'UJ',",<,,<',",'" within the same eidetic unity: the unity of an object signified 
and for a transcendental ego. In an interpretive undertaking for which 

there is no domain heterogeneous to meaning, all material diversities, as 
revert to areal (transcendental) object. Even 

apparently psychoanalytic interpretations (relationship to parents, et 
from the moment they are posited by the structuring learning as 

particularities of the transcendental real object, are false multiplicities; 
deprived of what is heterogeneous to meaning, these multiplicities can 
only produce a plural identity-but an identity all the same, since it is 
eidetic, transcendental. Husserl therefore stands on the threshold not 
only of modern linguistics concerned with a subject of enunciation, but of 
any science of man as signified phenomenon, whose objecthood, even if 

multiple, is to be restored. 
To the extent that poetic language operates with and communicates 

meaning, it also shares particularities of the signifying operations eluci
dated by Husserl (correlation between signified object and the tran
scendental ego, operating consciousness, which constitutes itself by 
predication-·-by syntax-as thetic: thesis of Being, thesis of the object, 
thesis of the ego). Meaning and signification, however, do not exhaust 
the poetic function. Therefore, the thetic predicative operation and its 
correlatives (signified object and transcendental ego), though valid for the 
signifying economy of poetic language, are only one of its limits: cer
tainly constitutive, but not all-encompassing. While poetic language can 
indeed be studied through its meaning and signification (by revealing, 
depending on the method, either structures or process), such a study 
wouid, in the final analysis, amount to reducing it to the phenomeno
logical perspective and, hence, failing to see what in the poetic function 
departs from the signified and the transcendental ego and makes of what 
is known as "literature" something other than knowledge: the very place 
where social code is destroyed and renewed, thus providing, as Artaud 
writes, "A release for the anguish of its time" by "animating, attracting, 
lowering onto its shoulders the wandering anger of a particular time for 
the discharge of its psychological evil-being." 11 
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''-'''''''''.'"'0. and sentences; this 
as rhythms, 
ultimate support of the 
signifying function; this heterogeneousness to signification operates 
through, and in excess of it and produces in poetic language 
"musical" but also nonsense effects that destroy not only accepted beliefs 
and significations, but, in radical experiments, syntax itself, that 
guarantee of thetic consciousness (of the signified object and ego )-for 
example, carnivalesque discourse, Artaud, a number of texts by 
Mallarme, certain Dadaist and Surrealist experiments. The notion of 
heterogeneity is indispensable, for though articulate, precise, organized, 
and complying with constraints and rules (especially, like the rule of 

repetition, which articulates the units of a particular rhythm or intona
tion), this signifying disposition is not that of meaning or signification: 
no sign, no predication, no signified object and therefore no operating 
consciousness of a transcendental ego. We shall call this disposition 
semiotz'c (le semz'otique), meaning, according to the etymology of the 
Greek semeion «(JYJJ.lEZOV), a distinctive mark, trace, index, the premoni
tory sign, the proof, engraved mark, imprint-in short, a distinctiveness 
admitting of an uncertain and indeterminate articulation because it does 
not yet refer (for young children) or no longer refers (in psychotic dis
course) to a signified object for a thetic consciousness (this side of, or 

through, both object and consciousness). Plato's Timeus speaks of a 
chora (xwpa), receptacle UnroooxEZoV), unnamable, im probable, hybrid, 
anterior to naming, to the One, to the father, and consequently, 
maternally connoted to such an extent that it merits "not even the rank 
of syllable." One can describe more precisely than did philosophical 
intuition the particularities of this signifying disposition that I have just 
named semiotic-a term which quite clearly designates that we are deal
ing with a disposition that is definitely heterogeneous to meaning but 
always in sight of it or in either a negative or surplus relationship to it. 
Research have recently undertaken on child language acquisition in the 
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without 
this semiotic heterogeneity 

from what shall to distinguish it 
function of significance. The sym bolic (le 

as the semiotic, is this inevitable attribute of 
meaning, sign, and the object for the consciousness of Husserl's 
transcendental ego. as sodal practice necessarily presupposes 
these two dispositions, though combined in different ways to constitute 
types of of signifying practices. Scientific discourse, for 
example, aspiring to the status of metalanguage, tends to reduce as much 
as possible the semiotic component. On the contrary, the signifying 
economy of poetic language is specific in that the semiotic is not only a 
constraint as is the symbolic, but it tends to gain the upper hand at the 
expense of the thetic and predicative constraints of the ego's judging con
sciousness. Thus in any poetic language, not only do the rhythmic 
constraints, for exam pIe, perform an organizing function that could go so 
far as to violate certain grammatical rules of a national langu~g~ and 
often neglect the importance of an ideatory message, but in recent texts, 
these semiotic constraints (rhythm, phonic, vocalic timbres in Symbolist 
work, but also graphic disposition on the page) are accompanied by 
nonrecoverable syntactic elisions; it is impossible to reconstitute the 
particular elided syntactic category (object or verb), which makes the 
meaning of the utterance undecidable (for example, the nonrecoverable 
elisions in Un Coup de 12 However elided, attacked, or corrupted 
the symbolic function might be in poetic language, due to the impact of 
semiotic processes, the symbolic function nonetheless maintains its 
presence. It is for this reason that it is a language. First, it persists as an 
internal limit of this bipolar economy, since a multiple and sometimes 
even uncomprehensible signified is nevertheless communicated; secondly, 
it persists also because the semiotic processes themselves, far from being 



as 
intonational repetitions; it thereby tends 
ing so as to maintain itself in a semiotic 

drives' body; it is a sonorous U''''lUJ''''", 

either a phoneme or apart of the 

autonomy from mean
near the instinctual 

wh ich therefore is no longer 
system--one might say that 

is between zero and its be10nging to the set of the HHA,..".H4F, 

one. Nevertheless, the set to which it thus belongs exists with this 

indefinition, with this fuzziness. 
It is poetic language [hat awakens 

character of any so-called natural a 
rational, scientific discourse tends to hide-and 
consequences for its The of 
could not be the transcendental ego alone. If it is true that there would 
unavoidably be a speaking the 

nonetheless evident that this 
heterogeneity, must let us say, a UU"""',lV.UU'Jl" "'''~'/),~7 .. '''' 7",'n"-,.,,,,, 

of course Freud's of the unconscious that allows 
of such a subject; for through the surgery it 
consciousness of the transcendental ego, 

did not for 
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The semiotic activity, which introduces or fuzziness into 
a fortiori, into poetic language is, from a synchronie point 

mark of the of drives (appropriation/rejection, 
love/hate, li fe/ death) from a diachronie point of 

stems from the archaisms of the semiotic body. Before recognizing 
itself as identical in a mirror and, consequently, as signifying, this body is 

vis-a-vis the mother. At the same time instinctual and 
maternal, semiotic processes prepare the future speaker for entrance into 
meaning and signification (the symbolic). But the symbolic (i.e., language 
as nomination, sign, and syntax) constitutes itself only by breaking with 
this anteriority, which is retrieved as "signifier," "primary processes," 
displacement and condensation, metaphor and metonomy, rhetorical 
figures-but which always remains subordinate--subjacent to the prin
cipal function of naming-predicating. Language as symbolic function 
constitutes itself at the cost of repressing instinctual drive and continuous 
relation to the mother. On the contrary, the unsettled and questionable 
subject of poetic language (for whom the word is never uniquely sign) 
maintains itself at the cost of reactivating this repressed instinctual, 
maternal element. If it is true that the prohibition of incest constitutes, at 
the same time, language as communicative code and women as exchange 
objects in order for a society to be established, poetic language would be 
for its questionable subject-in-process the equivalent of incest: it is within 
the economy of signification itself that the questionable subject-in
process appropriates to itself this archaie, instinctual, and maternal terri
tory; thus it simultaneously prevents the word from becoming mere sign 
and the mother from becoming an object like any other-forbidden. This 
passage into and through the forbidden, which constitutes the sign and is 
correlative to the prohibition of incest, is often explicit as such (Sade: 
"Unless he becomes his mother's lover from the day she has brought hirn 
into the world, let hirn not bother to write, for we sha11 not read 
hirn," -Idee sur les romans; Artaud, identifying with his "daughters"; 
J oyce and his daughter at the end of Finnegans Wake; Celine who takes 
as pseudonym his grandmother's first name; and innumerable identifica
tions with women, or dancers, that waver between fetishization and 
homosexuality). I stress this point for three reasons: 
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instinctual 

of 

elucidate the intrinsic connection between literature 
upsodal concord: because it 

linked with "evil"; "literature and evil" (I refer to a title 
should be understood, beyond the resonances of Christian 

ethics, as the sodal body's self-defense against the discourse of incest as 
destroyer and generator of any language and sociality. This applies a11 
the more as "great literature," which has mobilized unconsciousnesses 
for centuries, has nothing to do with the hypostasis of incest petty 
game of fetishists at the end of an era, priesthood of a would-be 
enigma-the forbidden mother); on the contrary, this incestuous relation, 

exploding in language, embracing it from top to bottom in such a sin
gular fashion that it defies generalizations, still has this common feature 
in a11 outstanding cases: it presents itself as demystified, even disap
pointed, deprived of its hallowed function as support of the law, in order 
to become the cause of a permanent trial of the speaking subject, a cause 
of that agility, of that analytic "competency" that legend attributes to 
Ulysses. 

(e) It is of course possible, as Levi-Strauss pointed out to Dr. Andre 
Green, to ignore the mother-child relationship within a given anthropo
logical vision of society; now, given not only the thematization of this 
relationship, but especially the mutations in the very economy of dis
course attributable to it, one must, in discussing poetic language, 

consider what this presymbolic and trans-symbolic relationship to the 
mother introduces as aimless wandering within the identity of the speaker 
and the economy of its very discourse. Moreover, this relationship of the 
speaker to the mother is probably one of the most important factors pro
ducing interplay within the structure of meaning as weIl as a questioning 
process of subject and 

2. And yet, this reinstatement of maternal territory into the very 
economy of language does not lead its questioned subject-in-process to 
repudiate its symbolic disposition. Formulator-logothete, as Roland 
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clinched 

lation 

TO 

and sodal structures 
of this sacrifice) and if the 

U.H''''''''VU, then it is not up to 
aware of the 

away from this sacrificial-
storm from the flank. In 

against the Omnipotent. After the death of his 

Mallarme writes a thanks to which a book 

not the dead son, his own mother, and fiancee at the 
same but also hallowed humanism and the "instinct of heaven" 
itself. The most of them the de Sade, gives up this 
battle or for, the symbolic legislation represented by the father, in 
order to attack the power a woman, Madame de 

of matrons toward whom he 
role of father and incestuous son; here, the 

Tr~n<;!(7rf><;!<;:ll\n is carried out and the transsymbolic, transpaternal function 

staging a simultaneously 
_H,...'Jf-'T one without the other. 

IJV.,.HVUJ. that of the rhetorician 

that as Celine 

he seduces in 
it " inflicts it with a few 

thus miming a father 



assume 
nor discourse of transcendental !rr'l'"\HTI",rI,.""" 

'U'-"UvA" go-between from one to the other, a pulsation of sign 
rhythm, of consciousness and instinctual drive. "I am the father of my 

creations," writes Mallarme at the birth of Genevieve. "I am 
my father, my mother, my son, and me," Artaud claims. Stylists all, they 
sound a dissonance within the thetic, paternal function of language. 

3. Psychosis and fetishism represent the two abysses that threaten the 
unstable subject of poetic language, as twentieth-century literature has 
only too clearly demonstrated. As to psychosis, symbolic legality is wiped 
out in favor of arbitrariness of an instinctual drive without meaning and 
communication; panicking at the 10ss of all reference, the subject goes 
through fantasies of omnipotence or identification with a totalitarian 
leader. On the other hand, where fetishism is concerned, constantly dodg
ing the paternal, sacrificial function produces an objectification of the 
pure signifier, more and more emptied of meaning-an insipid for

malism. Nevertheless, far from thus becoming an unpleasant or negligi
ble accident within the firm progress of symbolic process (which, in the 
footsteps of science, would eventually find signified elements for all sig

nifiers, as rationalists believe), these borderline experiences, which 

contemporary poetic language has undergone, perhaps more dramatically 
than before or elsewhere, show not only that the Saussurian cleavage 
(signifier j signified) is forever unbridgeable, but also that it is reinforced 

by another, even more radical one between an instinctual, semioticizing 

body, heterogeneous to signification, and this very signification based on 
sign, and thetic establishing CI';;;'HU'''''''''' 

object and transcendental ego. Through the permanent contradiction 
between these two dispositions (semioticjsymbolic), of which the internal 

off of the sign (signifier j signified) is merely a witness, poetic lan-
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work of constraints that is to U,",'.AV'U-« 

work has do with classic meter, conven-
because is drawn from the drives' register of a 

with and a 
Therefore, even if the so-called poetic codes are not recognizable 

within poetic language, a constraint that I have termed semiotic func
tions in addition to the judging consciousness, provokes its lapses, or 
compensates for them; in so doing, it refers neither to a literary conven
tion (like our poetic canons, contemporary with the major national epics 
and the constitution of nations themselves) nor even to the body itself, 
but ratIler, to a signifying disposition, pre- or transsymbolic, which 
fashions any judging consciousness so that any ego recognizes its crisis 
within it. It is a jubilant recognition that, in "modern" literature, 
replaces petty aesthetic pleasure. 

Sentential rhythms. Beginning with Death on the Installment Plan, the 
sentence is condensed: not only does Celine avoid coordination and 
embeddings, but when different "object-phrases" are for example 
numerous and juxtaposed with averb, they are separated by the charac
teristic "three dots." This procedure divides the sentence into its constitu
tive phrases; they thus tend to become independent of the central verb, to 
detach themselves from the sentence's own signification, and to acquire a 
meaning initially incomplete and consequently capable of taking on 
multiple connotations that no longer depend on the frarnework of the 
sentence, but on a free context (the entire book, but also, all the addenda 
of which the reader is capable). Here, there are no syntactic anornalies 
(as in the Coup de Des or the glossalalias of Artaud). The predicative 
thesis, constitutive of the judging consciousness, is rnaintained. using 
three dots to space the phrases rnaking up a sentence, thus giving thern 
rhythrn, he causes connotation to rush through a predication that has 
been striated in that rnanner; the denotated object of the utterance, the 
transcendental object, loses its clear contours. The elided object in the 
senten ce relates to a hesitation (if not an erasure) of the real object for 
the speaking subject. That literature is witness to this kind of deception 





AN 

it is neither object, transcendental signified, nor 
to a neutralized consciousness: around the object denoted the obscene 

and that object provides a scanty delineation, more than a simple 
context asserts itself-the drama of a questioning process heterogeneous 
to the meaning that and exceeds it. Childrens' counting-out 

or what one calls the "obscene folklore of " utilize the 
same rhythmic and semantic resources; maintain the subject dose to 
these jubilatory dramas that run athwart the repression that a univoeal, 

increasingly pure signifier vainly attempts to im pose upon the subject. 
reconstituting them, and this on the very level of language, literature 
achieves its cathartic effeets. 

Several themes in Celine bring to light the relationships of force, at 
first within the family triangle, and then in contemporary society, that 
produce, promote, and aecompany the particularities of poetic language 
to whieh I have just referred. 

In Death on the Installment the most '"familial" of Celine's writ-
ings, we find a patern al figure, Auguste: a man "of instruction," "a 
mind," sullen, a prohibitor, prone to scandal, fuH of obsessional habits 
like, for example, deaning the flagstones in front of his shop. His anger 
explodes spectacularly onee, when he shuts himself up in the basement 

and shoots his pistol for hours, not without explaining in the face of 
general disapproval, "I have my eonscience on my " just before faU-
ing ill. mother the weapon in several of newspaper 
and then in a cashmere shawl ... 'Come, child ... come!' she said when 
we were alone [ ... ] We threw the package in the drink."13 

is an and father, 
enviable necessity of his position, but spoiling it by his derisive fury: 
undermined power whose weapon one could only take away in order to 

it at the end of a between mother and son. 
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an 'T1I l~r'"IP>UI woman" 
braves the nevertheless maintained and who has the 
right to her own desire, Ha choice in a drawing room": "the whore's 
trade doesn't interest me"; before defining hirnself, at the end: am the 
son of a woman who restored old lace ... [I am] one of those rare men 
who knows how to distinguish batiste from valencienne ... 1 do not need 
to be taught. I know it." 

This of the supports the lan-
guage-or if you the identity-of hirn who unseated wh at Celine 
calls the "heaviness" of men, of fathers, in order to flee it. The threads of 
instinctual drive, exceeding the law of the paternal word's own mastery, 
are nonetheless woven with scrupulous precision. One must therefore 
conceive of another disposition of the law, through signified and signify
ing identity and confronting the semiotic network: a disposition closer to 
the Greek gnomon ("one that knows," "carpenter's square") than to the 
Latin lex, which necessarily implies the act of logical and legal judgment. 
A device, then, a regulated discrirnination, weaves the serniotic network 
of instinctual drives; if it thus fails to conforrn to signifying identity, it 
nevertheless constitutes another identity closer to repressed and gnomic 
archaisms, susceptible of a psychosis-inducing explosion, where we 
decipher the relationship of the speaker to a desiring and desired mother. 

In another interview, this maternal reference to old lacework is 
explicitly thought of as an archeology of the word: "No! In the beginning 
was emotion. The Word came next to replace emotion as the trot 
replaces the gallop [ ... ] They pulled man out of emotive poetry in 
order to plunge hirn into dialectics, that is, into gibberish, right?" 
Anyway, what is Rigodon if not a popular dance which obliges language 
to bow to the rhythm of its emotion. 

A speech thus slatted by instinctual drive-Diderot would have said 
"mu~icated"-could not describe, narrate, or theatricalize "objects": by 
its com position and signification it also goes beyond the accepted cate
gories of lyric, epic, dramatic, or tragic. The last writings of Celine, 
plugged in live to an era of war, death, and genocide, are what he calls in 
N orth, "the vivisection of the wounded," "the circus," "the three 
hundred years before Christ." 

While members of the Resistance sing in alexandrine verse, it is 
Celine's language that records not only the institutional but also the 
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on our universe and 
out its consequences. am 

its formal decenter
more the 

themes of violence in better than the 
of transcendental consciousness: this does not mean that such a discourse 

aware of such a or As 
r\"~'1"p>,"rI" to agree with "circus" and "vivisection" will nonetheless find its 

idols, even if only provisional; though dissolved in laughter and dominant 
non-sense, they are nevertheless posited as idols in Hitlerian ideology. A 
reading of any one of Celine's anti-semitic tracts is sufficient to show the 
crudely exhibited phantasms of an analysand struggling against a desired 
and frustrating, castrating, and sodomizing fadler; sufficient also to 
understand that it is not enough to allow what is repressed by the sym
bolic structure to emerge in a "musica ted" language to avoid its traps. 

Rather, we must in addition dissolve its sexual determinations. U nless 
poetic work can be linked to analytical interpretation, the discourse that 
undermines the judging consciousness and releases its repressed in
stinctual drive as rhythm always turns out to be at fault from the 
viewpoint of an ethic that remains with the transcendental ego-whatever 
joys or negations might exist in Spinoza's or Hegel's. 

Since at least HölderIin, poetic language has deserted beauty and 
meaning to become a laboratory where, facing philosophy, knowledge, 
and the transcendental ego of a11 signification, the impossibility of a sig
nified or signifying identity is being sustained. If we took this venture 
seriously-if we could hear the burst of black laughter it huris at a11 
attempts to master the human situation, to master language by lan
guage-we would be forced to reexamine "literary history," to rediscover 
beneath rhetoric and poetics its unchanging but always different polemic 
with the symbolic function. We could not avoid wondering about the 
possibility, or simultaneously, the legitimacy of a theoretical discourse on 
this practice of language whose stakes are precisely to render impossible 
the transcendental bounding that supports the discourse of knowledge. 

Faced with this poetic language that defies knowledge, many of us are 
rather tempted to leave our shelter to deal with literature only by miming 
its meanderings, rather than by positing it as an object of knowledge. We 
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not to renounce theoretical reason but to 

its limits. Such a posi-
basis for a theory of significa-

could any 
an indication of what lS 

instinctual 
same time open to bio-physiological 

sociohistorical constraints. 

This kind of erc)gene()Us economy and its subject-in-
",",,,t,,~,, other than the one descended from the 

within its language 
object, of accounting for a nonetheless articulated instinctual drive, 

across and through the constitutive and insurmountable frontier of mean
ing. This instinctual drive, however, located in the matrix of the sign, 
refers back to an instinctual body (to which psychoanalysis has turned its 
attention), which ciphers the language with rhythmic, intonational, and 
other arrangements, nonreducible to the position of the transcendental 
ego even though within sight of its thesis. 

The development of this theory of signification is in itself regulated by 
Husserlian precepts, because it inevitably makes an o~iect even of that 
which departs from meaning. even though abetting the law of signi-

structure as weIl as of all sociality, this expanded theory of signifi-
cation cannot itself new objects by positing itself as 
nonuniversal: that by presupposing that a questionable subject-in-
process exists in an economy of discourse other than that of thetic con-

of be 
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That one who on earth 
usurps my place, my place which is vacant 
in the sight oithe Son ofGod, 
has made ofmy cemetery asewer 

Dante, Paradiso, XXVII, 22-25. (Trans. H. R. Huse, 1965) 

What goes by the name of love is banishment. 
Beckett. First Love 

Strangely enough, I needed a Venetian ambience-the complete opposite 
of Beckett's universe-to have a sense of grasping, within the parenthesis 
of First Love and Not I, both the strength and the limitations of a writ
ing that comes across less as "aesthetic effect" than as something one 
used to situate close to the "sacred." No name exists today for such an 
"unnamable" interplay of meaning and jouissance. 

This parenthesis, in my opinion quite adequately circumscribing that 
writer's known novels and plays, conveys back to me, in microcosmic 
fashion, the now carnivalized destiny of a once flourishing Christianity. It 
includes everything: a father's death and the arrival of a child (First 
Love), and at the other end, a theme of orality stripped of its ostenta
tion-the mouth of a lonely woman, face to face with God, face to face 
with nothing (Not 1). Beckett's pieta maintains a sublime appearance, 
even on her way to the toilet. Even though the mother is a prostitute, it 
doesn't matter who the actual father is since the child belongs solely to 
its mother (First Love). And the babblings of a seventy-year-old woman 
(Not 1), the antonym of a hymn or of Molly'smonologue, are no less 

First published in Cahiers de I'Herne (1976); reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: Seuil, 1977). pp. 
137-47. 
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very reason more tenacious than ever, 
still there. Some of them, at least. . . so: 

A man love and simultaneously puts it to the test on 
the death of his father. The '"thing" he had heard of '"at horne, in school, 

in brothel and at church" appears in under of a 
paternal corpse. Through it, he catches a glimpse of "some form of 
aesthetics relevant to man" (the only one!) and discovers a "great 
disembodied wisdom" (the unrivaled one!). Father and Death are united, 
but still spEt and separate. On the one hand, Death-the ideal that 
provides meaning but where the word is silent; on the other, the paternal 
corpse, hence a possible though trivial eommunieation, waste, deeay, and 

exerement mobilizing pleasure and leisure. A verbal find seals this june
tion of opposites: chamber pot, a term that, for the son-writer, evokes 

Raeine, Baudelaire, and Dante all at onee,l summarizing the sublimated 
obseenity that portrays hirn as eonsubstantial with his father, but only 
the decayed eadaver of his father, never leaving the blaek mourning of an 
inaeeessible paternal funetion, whieh itself has found refuge on the side of 
Death. From afar, and eonstantly threatened with being obseured, it thus 

provides a meaning for the existenee of living eorpses. 
Raeked between the father (eadaverous body, arousing to the point of 

defeeation) and Death (empty axis, stirring to the point of tran
seendenee), a man has a hard time finding something else to love. He 
eould hardly venture in that direetion unless he were eonfronted with an 
undifferentiated woman, tenaeious and silent, a prostitute to be sure, her 
singing voiee out of tune in any ease, whose name remains equally undif

ferentiated, just like the arehaie breast (Lulu? or Lully? or Lolly?), 
exchangeable for another (Anna), with only one right: to be inseribed "in 

time's forgotten cowplats," and thus to blend into "history's aneient 
faeees." This will then be the only love-one that is possible, one that is 

true: neither satyrie, nor Platonie, nor intelleetual. But banishment-love. 
2. Banishment: an attempt at separating oneself from the august and 

plaeid expanses where the father's sublime Death, and thus M eaning, 
merges with the son's "self' (but where a daughter ean very easily 
beeome trapped), mummified, petrified, exhausted, "more dead than 
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opportunity is to become anyone at and moreover, without the means 
for fading away. So flee this permanence of Live somewhere 

but in the company of paternal Death. 
Banishment: abovejbeyond a life of love. A life off to one 

at an im passable distance, mourning a love. A fragile, uncertain life, 
without the in one's pockets, 

discovers the price of warmth (of a hothouse, of a room, of a turd) 
and the boredom of those humans who provide it-but who waste it, too. 
It is a life apart from the paternal country where nonetheless lies the 
obsessed seIrs unshakable quiet, frozen forever, bored but solid. 

Ta love is to survive patern al meaning. It demands that one travel far 
to discover the futile but exciting presence of a waste-object: a man or 
woman, fallen off the father, taking the place of his protection, and yet, 
the always trivial ersatz of this disincarnate wisdom that no object (of 
love, necessarily) could ever totalize. Against the modifying whole of the 
father's Death, on chooses banishment toward the part constituting a 
fallen object or an object 0/ love (0/ being possessive and genitive parti
tive). How trivial, this object of love-transposition of love for the Other. 
And yet, without banishment, there is no possible release from the grip of 
paternal Death. This act of loving and its incumbent writing spring from 
the Death of the Father-from the Death of the third person (as Not I 
shows). 

3. In other words, the primary, obsessed man never sees his father as 
dead. The corpse under his eyes is the waste-object, the fallen and thus 
the finally possible object, endlessly expected from the first cries on, from 
the first feces on, from the first words on; and so firmly condemned, 

pushed aside by paternal strength. This cadaverous object finally allows 
~ts son to have a "real" relationship with the world, a relationship in the 
image of this very object, this miserable downfall, this disappointed 
mercy, this disabused realism, this sullen irony, this low-spirited action. 
Through this opening, he might look for woman. But the Other, the 

father, is not that particular dead body. It is Death; it 
always was. It is the meaning of the narrative of the son, who never 
enunciated hirnself as anything else, save for and by virtue of this 
stretched out void of paternal Death, as ideal and inaccessible to any liv-
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as a son pursues 
eludes as as he 

search he narrates in the name of Death for 
you, his readers. 

how can one fail to see that if Death gives H'~'~HU'r-, 

sublime of this first it is only because it has come 
barred incest, to take up all the space where otherwise we would 
an unspoken woman: the wife, the mother? is because 
he deduces this absence that the banished son, by analyzing his banish
ment, might not remain forever a bachelor-neither monk nor 
cissistic lover of his peers, but a father in flight. 

5. Indeed, with Beckett, the myth of the bachelor writer leaves 
behind the fascinated terror of Proust or Kafka and comes closer to 
Marcel Duchamp's dry humor. This banished lover, with all his calcula
tions thought of Anna then, long long sessions, twenty minutes, 
twenty-five minutes and even as long as half an hour daily. I obtain these 
figures by the addition of other, lesser figures. ") and his nighttime 
"stewpan," keeping hirn bedtime company bett er than a bride, truly 
evokes the autoerotic mechanism and "Malic Molds" of the "Luge 
Glass" Bachelor. Moreover, Lulu-Anna has all the qualities of The Bride 
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even-half robot, half fourth dimen
sional, a kind of "automobilism," automatically activating its "internal 
combustion engine" and setting forth again by "stripping-bare" move
ments. And even if Lulu isn't a virgin, even if she proves to be a woman 
with an unruly clientele, the "cooling cycle" that adjusts her amorous 
mechanism to that of the banished narrator pI aces the two coital pro
tagonists forever, as with Duchamp, into icy communication. In the man

ner of Duchamp, Beckett says, after and against the militant bachelors of 
the early twentieth century, that rather than avoid the sexual act, they 
should assurne it but only as an impossible relationship, whose participants 
are condemned to a perpetual banishment that confines them within auto
eroticism. But Beckett writes against Joyce, too, ascetically rejecting the 
latter's joyous and insane, incestuous plunge summed up in 
jouissance or the patern al baby talk in Finnegans Wake. 

Assumption of self through the dead father turns the banished writer 
into a father in spite of hirnself, a father under protest, a false father who 
doesn't want to be a father, but nonetheless believes in being one-tense 
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There remains for hirn to 
uV'.UA!.'f:, hirn up between Death 

and waste, between sublimity and a balance of nothingness-on 
condition that it be written: "those instants neither nor 

nor in one feels nothing. " Living dose to a woman who 
hirn survive in this banishment from the father's he does not 

allow hirnself to be concerned about her own experience; fortified witt. 
of he gets away from her so as to devote 
to his own "slow descents again, the long submersion, 

which expressly allows hirn to sketch out a new to write a nar
rative. Assuming the stance of his father's son inoculates hirn forever 
against any incestuous, that is, "poetic" endeavor. 

In corresponding fashion, for his wife-the "married" spinster-the 
autoerotic autonomy of her universe is ensured by childbirth. This also 
accomplishes the impossible coexistence of two incommunicable entities, 
one male and one female. 

First Love suggests that, for a woman, the counterpart of what the 
dead father is for the obsessed man is the child, substituting for the 
father; that, however, is a different matter. Because in a more immediate 
and direct sense, wh at the banished man needs most from a woman is 
simply someone to accompany hirn into Death's void, into the third 
person's void. He needs the gentle touch of a mute partner, renunciation 
of the body, waste, sublimation, and-in order to be faithful to his dead 
father to the end-a double suicide. 

6. The banished young man has aged. Faithful to his patern aI love, 
he has become an old lady (Not there are no ambiguities to sug
gest the slightest measure of perversion. The body is stiff, there is no 
pleasure, except, in the field, the soft, solitary illumination of a head suf
fused by light and of a mouth, grasping at the same void, and continually 
asking questions. The father's Death, which enabled the son to 
experience love, is still with us, at the end of the act, in these light beams, 
this void, but now it does not even lead to a pseudofictional narrative. 
The father's presence that caused the son to narrate First Love has 
become for the old woman of Not I a rhetorical device: a questioning. 
Corpse and waste have been replaced by a syntactic occurrence: elision. 

Questioning is the supreme judicial act, for the who asks the ques
tions, through the very act of asking these questions (apart from the 
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of the other. 
" not you there must be a communication. 

The elision of the object is the syntactic recognition of an impossible 
the of the addressee but of aB 

of discourse. In First 
of the sentence, probably 
father: 

the object conceals out 

,",UJ''''''''UJ'S in that unnamable domain of 

It had something to do with lemon trees, or orange trees, I forget, that is all 
remember, and for me that is HO mean feat, to remember it had something to do 
with lemon trees, or orange trees, forget, for of all the other songs I have ever 
heard in my life, and I have heard plenty, it being apparently impossible, 
physically impossible short of being deaf, to get through this worId, even my way, 
without hearing singing, I have retained not hing, not a word, not a note, or so 
few words, so few notes, that, that what, that nothing, this sentence has gone on 
long enough. 

Wh at in this text still appears as a surplus of meaning, an overflow 
caused by an excess of internal subordination, often becomes, in Not I, a 
deletion of direct objects, and always adeletion of the object of dis
course. A missing (grammatical or discursive) object implies an impossi
ble subject: not I. And yet, it exists, she speaks; this de-oralized and 
frustrated mouth is nevertheless held to its trivial search: "not knowing 
wh at ... what she was- ... what? ... who? ... no! ... she! ... SHE! 
... " "M outh recovers from vehement refusal to relinquish third 
person. " 

Here, this means that the act of writing, without me or you, is in fact 
an obstinate refusal to let go of the third person: the element beyond dis
course, the third, the "it exists," the anonymous and unnamable "God," 
the "Other" -the pen's axis, the father's Death, beyond dialogue, beyond 

subjectivism, beyond psychologism. A disappointed Mouth, seized by the 
desire to pour itself out as into a wash basin. And yet there is nobody in 
mind, no "you"-neither father, mother, man, nor child; alone with the 
flow of words that have lost their meaning, that are suspended, like 
pleasureless vowels, "askew," "tacky"; useless, dying Mouth, dying but 
persistent, tenacious, obstinate voice, sustained by the same first love, 
looking for, awaiting, pursuing, who? what? .. The prerequisites of 
writing. 

beyond this amorous association of the banished writer with the 
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woman, a shadow h'Mrhrlrr 

the body and to language, the gap between and psychosis bursts 
open. writing, fled his father so that the introjected superego, adher
ing to its meaning, might perpetuate itself as trace through a symbolic 

ascesis renouncing sexual jouissance. She, devastated by (paternal) love, 

which she incorporates into her impossibility to such a degree that she 
sacrifices her "seIr' to it, replaces a forbidden, permanently mourning 

with a through but certainly, jouissance 
seeps-oral, tactile, visible, audible, and yet unnamable disgust, without 

link or syntax, permanently setting her off from socialized humans, 
either before or beyond their "works." He writes in astate of ascesis. 

She experiences jouissance in nonsense through repression. Two 
boundaries of paternal love, one for each sex. They are a fascinating and 

impossible couple, also sustained, on both sides, by censorship of the 

maternal body. 
Beckett's tragic irony tbus achieves its maximal resonance when the 

son's tenacious love of Death is uttered tbrough the moutb of a woman. 
Impossible subjectivity ("if I have no object of love, I do not exist"), but 
an equally impossible femininity, an impossible genitality for botb sexes, 

no escape from death for eitber. Not I: a heartrending statement of the 
10ss of identity but also, discreet and resigned jubilation, a sweet relief 

produced by the most minute corruption of meaning in a world unfail

ingly saturated with it. In contrast with the overflowing Molly and Fin
negan's negative awakening, stands a jouissance provoked by meaning's 

deception, which nevertheless inevitably perseveres through and beyond 

this unavoidable third person. 

At the (phantasmatic?) dawn of religion, the sons of the prImItIve 

horde commemorated their share in the Death of the father by partaking 
uf a totemic meal. In fact, the father's Death was a murder denied. 

Swallowing the totemic animal, the su bstitute for the father, reconciled 

them to his body as if it were a maternal breast; that was sexual am bi
guity or travesty, and it exonerated them from any guilt in replacing the 

father and exercising the power they took from hirn. They tbus incor
porated into their reality what they had symbolically introjected. 

But Beckett represents the other end of the process. Only refuse, 
"stewpans," and the "convenience" have replaced the totemic meal. Left 
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his 
continues to infuse meaning, l"1,c'n""rcp,ri 

existence as wastrels. The 
ritual of decay, of ruin, of the 
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which 

rest of their company, who nonetheless continue their most "Beckettian" 
of activities: questioning and waiting. Will he come? Of course not! 
just the same, let us ask for Godot, this Father, this God, as omnipresent 
as he is incredible. 

There probably has never been a keener eye directed at patern al Death 
in that it determines the son, our monotheistic civilization, and maybe 
even a11 granting of meaning: saying, writing, and doing. Carnivalesque 
excavations on the brink of a toppling over toward something 
which, nonetheless, remains impossible in Beckett. X ray of the most fun
damental myth of the Christian world: the love for the father's Death (a 
love for meaning beyond communication, for the incommunicable) and 
for the universe as waste (absurd communication). 

In this way, one 0/ the components of Christianity reaches its apex and 
the threshold leading to its reversal: its ludaic substratum and its 
Protestant branch, which, lucid and rigorous, have founded speech's 
meaning in the Death of the inaccessible father. 

The fact remains that there is another component. 
Christianity, according to Freud, seems to be on the verge of admitting 

that this Death was a Murder. But what is more, such an admission 
could surface or become bearable only if the communal meaning, thus 
linked to the murder, were compensated by jouissance. Both in its pagan 
beginnings or its Renaissance deviation, Christianity celebrates maternal 
fecundity and offsets the morbid and murderous filial love of paternal 
reason with mother-son incest. One needs only to glance through 
fifteenth-century art, or better yet, to see both-Pieta and serene jubila
tion of the mother-in the work of Giovanni Bellini, for example, to 
understand that the fascination and enduring quality of Mediterranean 
and Oriental Christianity are unthinkable without this conjunction. 

True, these luminously fleshed Madonnas, holding their male infants 
with often ambiguous caresses, remain enigmatic because of an incom-
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distanee them from their sons-a distanee espe-
manifest in their averted gazes, elose to or noth-

ingness. As if to say that their love is not even the baby-still an objeet 
of banishment-but now as an the same 
ineredulous and stubborn "God is love" that in Not already opens up 
onto nothing. Their ehild is probably but its presenee is only one 
segment of jouissance, the segment destined for others. What remains, in 

ean be neither narrative nor image, except, 
through these oblique, dimmed, withheld, and always vacant 

glances; or through these oblivious heads, averted from the world in a 
frustrated and melancholy expectation. IlIuminated by absence, nothing
ness; and nonetheless persistent, obstinate-like Not I. 

And yet there is a remnant, which cannot be found in the glance 
soothed by the nothingness underlying "God is love," nor in the serenely 
positioned, maternal body, that discretely diverted body-intermediary 
and passageway between an exploded and absent head and an infant to 
be given away. This remnant is precisely what constitutes the enigma of 
Christian maternity; by means of a quite unnamable stance, it paralleis 
the obsession al morbidity specific to Christianity as it is to any religion, 
but which, in Christianity, has already been eelipsed by the God in the 
Madonna's eyes as weIl as in Mouth of Not I. Now, such an unnamable, 
unlike that of Not I, is not less but more than Word and Meaning. 
Through the recovered memory of the incestuous son-the artist-this 
jouissance imagines itself to be the same as the mother's. It bursts out in 
a profusion of colors, of flood of lights, and even more brutally, in the 
baby-angels and winged breasts sculpted into the columns of Saint 
Mark's Church in Venice. 

An attempt was made, at the beginning of the Renaissance, to save the 
Religion of the Father by breathing into it, more than before, what is 
represses: the joyous serenity of incest with the mother. Bellini's 
elassicism and, in another fashion, the lavishness of the baroque testify to 
it. Far from feminist, they can be seen as a shrewd admission of wh at in 
the feminine and maternal is repressed, and which is always necessarily 

under the same veils of sacred terror when faced with the father's 
Death--a Death that, nevertheless, had henceforth become nothingness 
in the eyes of these early Western women, looking at us from within a 
painting. 
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Renaissance was revive 

the mother thus dealt with and once Leonardo 
"'I-',u.",-,,,-, Giovanni Bellini. Humanism and its sexual 

its and its eagerness to 

acquire objects (products and money) removed from immediate 

(but not from the preconscious) the cult of and its real and sym-
bolic consequences. So much the better. through such scorn for 

femininity, a truly analytic solution might, albeit very take 
shape at last. H was not until the end of the nineteenth century and 
J oyce, even more than Freud, that this repression of motherhood and 

incest was affirmed as risky and unsettling in one's very flesh and sex. 

Not until then did it, by means of a language that "musieates through 
letters," resurne within discourse the rhythms, intonations, and echolalias 

of the mother-infant sym biosis-intense, pre-Oedipal, predating the 

father-and this in the third person. Having had a child, could a woman, 
then, speak another love? Love as object banished from patern al Death, 

facsimile of the third person, probably; but also a shattering of the object 

across and through what is seen and heard within rhythm: a poly
morphic, polyphonie, serene, eternal, unchangeable jouissance that has 

nothing to do with death and its object, banished from love. In Not I, 

Mouth, leaving behind an obsessionallabyrinth, becomes amirage of this 
possible serenity, shielded from death, that is, incarnate in the mother. 

Here I see the averted, disillusioned eyes of radiant Madonnas ... 

But the colors of the paintings are lacking. 
Is it because Beckett's written works, after J oyce and in different 

fashion, seem to have their sights on some archeology other than Chris
tianity's? U sing the Latins' most analytic language, French, a language 

nonetheless foreign to hirn, a language of banishment, a language of love, 

Beckett doesn't oblige them to experience the explosion of a nativity 
whose incestuous jouissance they celebrated. If he had, he would have 

been led to write poetry. On the contrary, having chosen the narrative, 

frustrated but obstinate, through monologue or dialogue, he has set forth 
the limitations and the means-the structure-that enabled hirn to probe 

the desacralized piety of the father's Death. And he made us a present of 

the calm discharge that it allows. 
The result is a text that forces Catholies, Latins, to assurne, if not to 

discover, what they have borrowed from the outside (Judaism) or what 
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have a attracts 
certain number of admirers or even from among 
"others," the "dissimilar," the strange, foreigners, and exiles. On the 

those who refuse consciously to their debt to 
third person will listen to Not and its portrayal of senseless, radiant 

death in the face of a fleeing God with a feeling of terror and lack of 
Beckett's lesson is thus one in morality, one of rigor and 

seriousness. 
at a glance and Not the community that Beckett so 

quickly notices that the writer's work does leave something 
untouched: the jubilant serenity of the unapproached, avoided mother. So 
beyond the debris of the desacralized sacred that Beckett calls upon us to 
experience, if only as lucid and enlightened observers, does there not 

an other-untouched and fully seductive? The true guarantee of 
the last myth of modern times, the myth of the feminine-hardly the 
third person any longer, but, both beyond and within, more and less than 
meaning: rhythm, tone, color, and joy, within, through, and across the 
Word? 

Therein lie both the strength and the limitations of Beckett's fiction, at 
least within Christianity's closed world. 

And that will have to do until someone else comes in a burst of song, 
color, and laughter to conquer the last refuge of the sacred, still inac
cessibly hidden in Bellini's remote Madonnas. To give them back to us 
transformed, secular, and corporeal, more fuII of language and imagina
tion. Just as Beckett restored, above and beyond his mockery and for a 
humanity searching for a solitary community, the trivial rigor of paternal 
Death-for every speaking being, a disillusioned and hardly bearable, but 
permanent support of Meaning. 

L The references to Racine, Baudelaire, and Dante exist only in the French version of 
First Love (Premier Amour [Paris: Minuit, 1970]), The French equivalent of "chamber 
pot" is pot de chambre, but Beckett used the more "elegant" version, vase de nuit, wh ich, if 
the denotation is put aside, could indeed have various poetic connotations. Quotations are 
from First Loveand OtherShorts (New York: Grove Press, 1974), [Ed.] 



Unveiling is not reduction but passion. Logically, the reader ofthe 
Divine Comedy is Dante, that is, no one-he, too, is within "love," 
and knowledge is here but a metaphor for afar more radical 
experience: that ofthe letter, where hfe, death, sense, and nonsense 
become inseparable. Love is sense and nonsense, it is perhaps what 
allows sense to come out of nonsense and makes the lalter obvious and 
legible. [ ... ] Language is seen as the scene of the whole, the way 10 

infinity: he who knows not language serves idols, he who could see his 
language would see his god. 

Philippe Sollers, Logiques, p. 76 

H is a music that is inscribed in language, becoming the object of its 
own reasoning, ceaselessly, and until saturated, overflowing, and dazzling 
sense has been exhausted. H asks for nothing-no deciphering, at any 
rate, no commentaries, no philosophieal, theoretical, or political comple
ment that might have been left in abeyance, unseen and forgotten. H 
sweeps you away. It whisks you from your comfortable position; it 
breathes a gust of dizziness into you, but lucidity returns at once, along 
with music, and you can watch your opacity being dissolved-into 
sounds; your blind, organic, murderous sexuality being unwound into a 
subtle, easy gesture, projected from the body into language; and your 
social animosities being released into avision of time where Dionysius, 
the ancient land of Aquitaine, Nerval, Hölderlin, Epicurus, Chuang 
the poets of Arabia, Webern ("Das Augenlicht"), the "Apocalypse," 
Augustine, Marx, Mao, the class struggle, Pompidou's France, and 
cultural revolution all find their pI ace. So you must read, listen, immerse 
yourself in its language; discover its music, its gestures, its dance; and 
have its time, its history, and all of history join in a dance. 

First published in Tel Quel 57 (Spring 1974); reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: Seuil, 1977), 
pp. 173-220. His a novel by Philippe Sollers. 
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Or you talk into you 
assurne its writer as an as a character on your 

And that undecidable. You go from to 
and from back to who is what? Does the text have a 

master? How do I go about killing what assurne is "master" and causes 
me to dissects my my representation, and my history: 
H? You tend to see as aperson, to fashion its negativity into a 
DS'{CDlOH)glCal or ca se, and to search for an identity that is a 
threat to itself-and a threat to you. How so? As musical and as active as 
all that? is not delirious enough, not sexed enough, not 

is overpoliticized, oversexed, overdelirious. In a 
first phase, as from (I mean, from the process that today 
writes and tomorrow something else) you say, "This is a problem." In 
a second phase, don't want to know that this is a problem." In a third, 
"It gets at me just the same, but elsewhere and deferred." 

The jolt of '68: a call from the masses. For those who have long 

known that imagination is an absolute antipower, what was new was the 
concrete manifestation of this truth-the general strike immobilizing 
France. Were they mistaken? The time of history passes through the 
stories of individuals: their birth, their experience .... 

Worldwide revisionism has collapsed-a foundering that is plain for all 
to see, henceforth, through the climax it has reached. The Cultural Revo
lution follows its course: socialism now attempts to transform itself, to 
find a new vitality, to reject dogmatism-politics-ideology-diplomacy 
moving forward, withdrawing, correcting themselves, thus giving evi
dence of a historical turning point having been arrived at, perhaps. 

What about US, here, now, concretely, enclosed within a still-active 

bourgeoisie, living in a culture that is weakened but still capable of 
integration, at the peak of a rationality that is no longer Greek, but dia

permeated by the unconscious, and structured by 
the reality principle laid down by social contradictions? 

A language, a subject within language, seeks itself-it seeks one that 
might enunciate this turning point, this whirlwind, this reversal, this 
confrontation of the old within the new. 

There is the violence of Lois ("Laws," 1972). 
The laughing, singing, somber, and open logic of H (1973). 
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rl,~r",<'<''''-'''' it amount to reslstmg 

One resistance others? 

Since people have been since have said so, for 
some time, and under various guises that change to power rela-
tionships, want to speak abou! it myself. In to speak about it, 
the extent that I am allowed to use the pronoun " is to speak about my 
right to speak, in French. Obviously, I shall not say all. 

To put it bluntly, I speak in French and about literature because of 
Yalta. mean that because of Yalta, 1 was obliged to marry in order to 
have a French passport and to work in France; moreover, because of 
Yalta Iwanted to "marry" the violence that has tormented me ever 
since, has dissolved identity and cells, coveted recognition and haunted 
my nights and my tranquility, caused hatred to weH within what is 
usually called love, in short, has raked me to death. Consequently, as you 
may have noticed, 1 have no "1" any more, no imaginary, if you wish; 
everything escapes or comes together in theory, or politics, or activism 
... But that is not the issue. You will perhaps understand if I tell you that 
Yalta has turned a portion of the earth into societies that are being built 
on the illusion that the negative-death, violence-does not concern 
them. That the negative is a remnant of the past (the not yet abolished 
bourgeois classes, parents) or an outside threat. But wh at we are propos
ing will be, or rather, is nothing more than understanding, exchange, and 
sociality, hence, socialism. Or perhaps, violence is a passing error 
(Stalin's prison camps); what one tends to accept before veering com
pletely about and believing that such violence is fatal, irremediable, insu
perable, but-alas!-such is our lot, while elsewhere, they do without it, 
and that is what is known as civilization. Read Hegel as one might, the 
"ego," once exposed to the negative, ignores it and escapes more or less 
unscathed; complicity with, if not basis for Stalinism. It all begins with 
dogmatizing ideological struggle, then abandoning it and, finally, making 
up little protectionist "l's" -the convenient narcissisms of backward 
bourgeois "subjects," very much protected, indeed; but such a protection, 
generally speaking and allowing for a few exceptions, shields them from 
innovation, analysis, and history. And yet, it sometimes happens: ques
tions about sexuality, irregularity in a poem, sounds in a foreign lan
guage, eroticism that is forbidden, impossible, and yet all the more 
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and unremitting. You become someone who wonders if 
communal euphoria is not a a He not harvest-time 

but something that no one talks ab out: devious 
the soreness in your throat, desires, death drive, wasted 

sentences, rhythms. Then, after you ask for information on the latest 
five-year plan, you listen to the figures, of course, but you also listen to 
the voice of the woman talking to you, and you look especially at the 
orange, purpie, and green rugs she wove ... Like something 

one might say. And you notice, returning to the capital, that the 
"abnormal" and people, the "homosexuals," the "poets," the 
gadflies are there, their numbers are growing, and there is no way either 
to integrate them or to avoid integrating them into your thinking. 
Because of the wel1-known easing of oppression, the "thaw" ... 

You will say that Freud has given us a way of getting rid of all of these 
problems, be they juvenile or characteristic of developing societies (one 
and the same). It is easily said, but not quite certain. Above all, you must 
not forget that this all takes place within language. Hence, not possible in 
Bulgarian, once again because of Yalta, and, of course, past history. As a 
result, I had recourse to French: Robespierre, Sade, Mallarme ... 

And I have since been wedded to a torrent. It is adesire to understand, 
to be sure, or, if you prefer, a laboratory of death. F or what you take to 
be a shattering of language is really a shattering of the body, and the 
immediate surroundings get it smack on the chin. Besides, they exist for 
no other reason than to take it on the chin, and to resist, if they can. But 
above all, do not take yourself for someone or something; you "are" 
within the shattering, to be shattered. Woe unto hirn who thinks that you 
are-in good part or in bad, no matter. First, narcissism crum bles and 
the superego says, "So much the better, there's one problem out of the 
way." But the body seems to need an identity, and it reacts-matures, 
tightens, like stone, ebony. Or else it cracks, bleeds, decays. All accord
ing to the symbolic reaction that is more or less likely. Then, the sym
bohc covering (constituted by acquired knowledge, the discourse of 
others, and communal shelter) cracks, and something that I call 
instinctual drive (for lack of a better term) rides up to destroy any 
guarantees, any beliefs, any protection, including those com prised by 
father or professor. An aimless drifting ensues that reconciles me to 
everything that is being shattered-rejecting what is established and 
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no 
naive ob server . 

me up to a even existed. That is a 
one must rush away two thousand years of nun-

neries illustrate wh at might Words come to but 
signifying more throbbing than meaning, and their stream 

goes to our breasts, genitals, and irridescent skin. That could be all there 
is to it-an "anonymous white conflict" as said in the nineteenth 
century. But what would be the point? Now this is the point: my concern 
lies in the other, what is heterogeneous, my own negation erected as 
representation, but the consumption of which I can also decipher. This 
heterogeneous object is of course a body that invites me to identify with 
it (woman, child, androgyne?) and immediately forbids any identifica
tion; it is not me, it is a non-me in me, besid,e me, outside of me, where 
the me becomes lost. This heterogeneous object is a body, because it is a 
text. I have written down this much abused word and insist upon it so 
that you might understand how much risk there is in a text, how much 
nonidentity, nonauthenticity, impossibility, and corrosiveness it holds for 
those who chose to see themselves within it. A body, a text that bounces 
back to me echoes of a territory that I have lost but that I am seeking 
within the blackness of dreams in Bulgarian, French, Russian, Chinese 
tones, invocations, lifting up the dismembered, sleeping body. Territory 
of the mother. What I am saying to you is that if this heterogeneous 
body, this risky text provide meaning, identity, and jouissance, they do so 
in a completely different way than a "Name-of-the-Father." Not that 
they do not operate under the shield of a tyrannical, despotic N ame-of
the-Father; I understand that, and we could engage in endless forensic 
contests. But it is only a question of power; the important thing is to see 
what exceeds it. So listen to the black, heterogeneous territory of the 

I coil my jouissance within it, I cast it off, 1 sidestep its own, 
in a cold fire where murder is no longer the murder of the other, but 
rather, of the other who thought she was I, of me who thought was the 
other, of me, you, us-of personal pronouns therefore, which no longer 

much to do with aB this. For neither body that has become liquid 
nor the shining mercury that founders me can ever abolish a 

vigil: paternal shadow, of language? It even calls on me to 
""""",""""""111' it. "I" continually makes itself over again, reposits itself as a 
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witness of the 
dissolved. "I" returns then and enunciates this intrinsic 

into at least four of us, a11 challenged by it. pronounces 
so "I" posits socializes myself. This is an and 
imperative movement, an abrupt about-face when this heterogeneous 
,-,,,,, .... ,,1',",,,, that me to jouissancej death sets to work, wants to 

know itself, to communicate, and consequently, loses itself. To communi
cate, to know ... All that is, if 1 may say so, rather perverted. Language 
is affected by the concept is twisted, the murder is disguised as a 

that others put some rigor in their thinking. No scholar, no 
orthodox theoretician can find his way through any of my essays, unless 
he has personally experienced this four-sided duel. 

And yet, this already puts me on the other side, where society 
constitutes itself by denying the murder it inflicts on music-on 
instinctual drive-when it is founded on a code, that is, on a la nguage. 
Having returned, "I" feels uncomfortable there, but not without a certain 
sense of gratification, having a tendency to accept the ambiguous and 
ephemeral praises due to the diver who was mischievous enough to bring 
back a few trophies. But ceaselessly drifting away, letting out slack, 
protesting: jealous of its exploration, fascinated by the danger of ever 
having to begin again ... All the more so because the other, the "poet," 
the "actor" is there, coming and going, leaving, shattering, and forbid
ding any "I" to doze off within the realm where denial persists. 

1 feel tha't this path is determined by sexual difference. 1 think that for 
a woman, generally speaking, the 10ss of identity in jouissance demands 
of her that she experience the phallus that she simply is; but this phallus 
must immediately be established somewhere; in narcissism, for instance, 
in children, in a denial andj or hypostasis of the other woman, in narrow
minded mastery, or in fetishism of one's "work" (writing, painting, knit
ting, et cetera). Otherwise, we have an underwater, undermaternal dive: 
oral regression, spasmodic but unspeakable and savage violence, and a 
denial of effective negativity. Remember Artaud's text where the black, 
mortal violence of the "feminine" is simultaneously exalted and stig
matized, compared to despotism as weIl as to slavery, in a vertigo of the 
phallic mother-and the whole thing is dedicated to Hitler. So then, the 
problem is to control this resurgence of phallic presence; to abolish it at 
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feminine problematic, in my opinion, it too passes over this 
believe two conditions are necessary if this course is to be followed. 

The first is historieal; it was satisfied much more 
countries and is already reaching the 
involves throwing women into all of society's contradictions with no 

hypocrisy or fake protection. The second condition is sexual and no 
social statute can ever guarantee it. As far as I am concerned, it involves 
coming to grips with one's language and body as others, as 
heterogeneous elements. The "author," as I perceive hirn through my 
reading keeps me awake during my negative vigil. For others, it might 
be something else; what is indispensable is the function carried out by 
some One, or-why not (but not yet)-by a group, having you, through 
language tOD, go through an infinite, repeated, multipliable dissolution, 

until you recover possibilities of symbolic restoration: having a position 
that allows your voice to be heard in real, social matters-but a voice 
fragmented by increasing, infinitizing breaks. In short, a device that 
dissolves all of your solutions, by they scholarly, ideologieal, familial, or 
protective, in order to point out to you that you do not take place as 
such, but as a stance essential to a practice. With this device, cast ration 
applies not to this or that person, but specifically to each individual in 
recurrent fashion. It applies to hirn as he experiences his phallic fixation; 
to her as she accedes to it, and the other way around, interchangeably. 

The other that will guide you and itself through this dissolution is a 
rhythm, music, and within language, a text. But what is the connection 
that holds you both together? Counter-desire, the negative of desire, 
inside-out desire, capable of questioning (or provoking) its own infinite 

quest. Romantic, filial, adolescent, exc1usive, blind and Oedipal: it is all 
that, but for others. It returns to where you are, both of you, disap

pointed, irritated, ambitious, in love with history, critical, on the edge 
and even in the midst of its own identity crisis; a crisis of enunciation and 
of the interdependence of its movements, an instinctual drive that 
descends in waves, tearing apart the sym bolie thesis. There, before you, it 
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breaks and recovers, its elsewhere. 
the saccharine whirlwind of J ocastas and next to a 

tude fascinated with the self-indulgent whims of hysterics, the 
awakens within the body and language of the other so as to weave a 
fabric in which your role is tolerated only if it resembles that of women 
in J oyce, and Bataille. But you most certainly must not consider 
yourself either as the weaving or as the character against whom it is 
woven. What is important is to listen to it, in your own way, indefinitely, 
and to disappear within the movement of this attentiveness. 

This means that the wife of a "poet," of this particular poet, no longer 
exists. Neither Mme. Mallarme's knitting, nor Lou Salome's subtle 
curiosity, nor Nora Joyce's proud and obedient excitement, nor Maria 
van Rysselbergh's asexual mythology, any more than the gratifying cou
pling that "virilized" the women of postwar existentialism or romantic
communism-henceforth, aB that is impossible, antiquated, a dismal 
reHc. 

Since there is one man and one woman, but since they are "one" only 
to begin with, another "relationship" arises out of sexual difference and 
the impossible element it infers on both sides. This development has just 
barely begun, by virtue of a certain non-"uxorial" way of grasping the 
Freudian revolution; by virtue of communities that open up the family; 
by virtue of pop music; and H[ash]I ... A painful laboratory that entails 
mistakes, failures, and victims. But if you want to talk about it (and this 
is the only way to undergo its process) you find yourself once again face 
to face, two by two, bearing its and the other's familial, social, and lin
guistic constellation. 

I am talking about it because it is my problem, a contemporary prob

lem. There are men, enthralled by archaic mothers, who dream of being 
women or some unapproachable master; exasperated and frigid young 
women, confined within groups where wh at they take for lesbianism 
leads them into sedusion from society; others, dassic hystericals, search 
for that impossible maternal fusion and are exalted in their frustration. 
We recognize them more dearly each day; they are precisely the subjects 
who involve themselves in dass and ideological struggles, in scientific 
experimentation, in production ... So that is why, where, and how I am 
searching for, hearing, reading, and dealing with H-taking H. 
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no 
sentence. The clauses are there: 
lexical anomalies to cloud their Sentences are 
and the simple clause kerneis that constitute the running text are 
isolated and In so lose semantic 
syntactic ambiguities, but we mainly lose a music. mean 
intonation and rhythm, which play only a subordinate role in everyday 
communication but here constitute the essential element of enunciation 
and lead us directly to the otherwise silent place of its subjecL You your
self perceive this music when you let yourself be carried along by the 
unpunctuated, sentence fragments; you can check this, if you are so 
inclined, by listening to the writer read. You notice that whenever you 
expect his voice, ordinarily, to slow down, drop, and trail off so as to sug
gest a limit, aperiod, it in fact rises higher, releases the period and, 
instead of declaring, questions or requests. So that the sentence limits are 
there, meaning (the position of a subject of enunciation) and significance 
(possible, plausible, or actual denotation) remain, but the semiotic 
process does not stop there. Instead of serving as the upper limits of 
enunciation, the sentence-meaning-signiJicance here acts as its lower 
limits. Through and in conjunction with these limits, but not below, there 
occurs a breakthrough of what may be called "primary" processes, those 
dominated by intonation and rhythm. When this involves morphemes, it 
produces "stylistic figures": metaphor, metonymy, elisions, etc. 
this intonational, rhythmic, let us say "instinctual" breakthrough is 
situated at the most intense place of naming-at the thetic place of an 
inescapable syntax that abruptly halts the maternal body's vague, autoe
rotic jubilation-recognizes its reflection in a mirror and shifts 
instinctual motility into logically structurable signifiers. The 
of instinctual drive across this boundary, which nonetheless exerts its fuH 
impact, situates the semiotic experience beyond the sentence, and 

and 
So-called "artistic" practices have always exerted fascination because 

elude this boundary, owing to which signification-always 
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form of a sentence-comes and revive the 
that goes with regressing to a time before the mirror stage. moves 

these aesthetic regions, although they continue to upset com-
order by setting in motion the most insurgent, 

modern practices. But these have found their most fruitful ground in 

music: La Monte Young, and Stockhausen have made this 

dear. 
LCl.tlb Ll Clb '-', on the other hand, has a specificity that no other system 

based on differences possesses: it divides (signifier j signified) and joins 
(modifierjmodified = sentence); it is sign-communication-sociality. 
"Musicating" this dividing-joining movement involves exploding rhythm 
imo division, of course, but also, into juncture: into the metaphoric
metonymie slippage that corrugates lexemic items and lifts even the sig
nifier jsignified censorship; hut especially, into the juncture of logic and 
sentence where socio-symbolic order is rebuilt and ignores anything hav

ing to do with the previous, underlying (sernie, morphemic, phonic, 
instinctual) explosion. Intervening at the level where syntactic order 
renders opaque the outlay underlying the signifying practice; intervening 
at the point where sociality constitutes itself by killing, by throttling the 
outlay that keeps it alive-that means intervening precisely when the 
sentence pulls itself together and stops. The problem is to raise and 
transform this very moment, to allow it to sing. 

Thus we are dealing with a composition where the sentence is a 
minimal unit and where a texture that surpasses but never belies it is 

elaborated on the basis of it: more-than-a-sentence, more-than-meaning, 
more-than-significance. If there is a loss, if an outlay is made, they never 

result in less, but always more: more-than-syntactic. There is no outlay 
of logical movement without the completion of its course. Finishing off 
reason is done only after the fullness of reason, (full)filling it and then 
Jripping it: Ha reason in hell" (p. 26).2 Otherwise, reason remains as a 

power and demands its right to exercise control over the drifting that 
remains unaware of it. Otherwise, literature lends itself to the Hegelian 
challenge that discovered in it nothing more than a few pearls of wisdom 
in a sty. reveals a practice where present and surpassed reason has no 
power; a practice where the antipower of instinctual drive is in turn 
deprived of its hallucinatory influence as it is filtered through the rigor of 
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sentence; a superego fetishist 
each other without and without 1'''''01'''''''''' 

at the beginning of we notiee that sentenees, 
detachable from the textual either dovetail or 
beeause of the elision of determinants (eonjunetions, relative pronouns, 

eetera.) This ambiguity is heightened when predieate appear in 
surfaee struetures, as nominative, attributive, adjoined phrases that ean 
agree in many different ways with the noun-phrase subjeeL Or for 
reasons of semanties or of length, the predicative sequenee itself breaks 
up into phrases that funetion as subjects and others that funetion as 
predieates. Equally applieable is the ambivalent value of those personal 
pronouns whose anteeedent is unclear: the pronoun elle on the first page 
eould refer equally to the feminine Freneh words machine, femme or 
balle. Networks of alliteration (the eorrelatives of "signifying dif
ferentials") establish trans-sentenee paths that are superimposed over the 
linear sequenees of clauses and introduce into the logieal-syntaetie 

memory of the text a phonic-instinctual memory. They set up assoeiative 

ehains that crisseross the text from beginning to end and in every diree
tion: son cote cata socle (9:1-2), accents toniques (9:2), cata cata catalyse 
(9:10-11); filtre phi/tre (9:23), phi Jlottant (9:28), philippe filioque 
procedit-l'fil (10:23-24); cU (9:15), claquement (9:16); glai'eul clocher cU 
de sol (10:6-7); sollers-sollus (11 :1), ete. 

Through these ambiguities and polyvalances, sentence sequences still 
manage to become established, defined in reading by a single breathing 
motion, whieh results in a generally rising intonation. This breathing thus 
sustains a succession of sentences, simultaneously unified by meaning (a 

position of the su~iect of enunciation) and significance (a virtual denota
tion). A breathing movement thus coincides with the attitude of the 
speaking subjeet and the fluctuating range of denotation. The next 
breathing movement introduces the speaking subject's new attitude and a 

new sphere of denotation. The human body and meaning, inseparable as 

they are, thus fashion a dismembered score; a halt in breathing and 
syntactic finitude, also inseparable, are thus given a new start, but in a 
different logical realm, as if they were drawing support from some other 
region of the body-support. 

The borders that define a sequence as a unit of breathing, meaning, 
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and made up as concatenation of 
sentences) vary greatly and indicate the subject of enuciation's motiI
ity-his chances for resurgence and metamorphosis. Here are some that 
appear at the beginning of the text: 

- The personal pronoun elle (9:3) marks the boundary of the preceding 
sequence and introduces another unit of breathing-meaning-signification. 
It is a reply to the initial question (qui dit salut), a reinvoking of the 
machine, or areminder of a heterogeneous enunciation, of an elle who 
activates the machine and triggers its-or her-tonic accents. In any 
case, it is a displacement of the machinelike anonymity toward a she, a 
dream and motion cast. The second boundary is marked by the pronoun 
elle, now become balle and bombe qui retombe. Notice that the je 
representing the subject presenting the text appears for the first time 
within the dream of the pronoun elle: "elle a reve cette nuit queje lanqais 
la balle" (9:3). The narration has begun; elle is at the same time the 
speaking and acting subject of the narrative, just like je. J e/ elle marks 
the maximum sexual and discursive alteration-trauma and leap of the 
narrative's beginnings. 

-After the interrogative enunciation gives way to the declarative, the 
latter is in turn cut and replaced by an imperative: "tiens on est en pleine 
montagne y a d'la poudreuse regarde les cristaux blancs violets sens cel 
air" ("hey we're way up in the mountains the stuff is powdery look white 
purpie crystals feel that air"). "Je" begins to speak and takes charge of 
the narrative now under way. 

- There follows a metalinguistic position that comments upon the course 
of a silent body brought into play by someone else's dream and 
henceforth placed in a position to control this narrative, phantasmatic, 
and hallucinatory alterity: "pour la premiere fois l' hallucinalion goutte cl 
goutte est vue du dedans decoupee foutee" ("for the first time the halluci
nation drop by drop is seen from within cut up crushed"). 

- There is an irruption of onomatopoeias: cata cata catalyse suggests the 
sound of a typewriter in action, marking infinitely a biological, electric, 
signifying current ... Thus, a fracturing of the previously affirmed, 
metalinguistic mastery; rem inder of lexical dissolution, of the bursts of 
instinctual drives working through phonemes: the metalinguistic position 
does not predominate. 

-A new resumption of the narrative, with the pronoun elle; but does the 
pronoun refer to the machine or the woman? 
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to une y 
t-il bien sur que non personne et d' ailleurs le delire n' est pas le 
delire" there another form no will there be an answer not 
one and besides delirium isn't rlAliU"l1l1rY1 

- Within a few we find several new boundaries UH'~lVI;:.V\J.C> 

previous ones, introducing an was not born to be 
who begins his "own" narrative. It again drifts away, 
impossible to pinpoint, this time floating across new boundaries COf

responding to historieal and biographieal references. 

- The pronoun I is not seeking itself, it loses itself in aseries of 
references to logieal or political events that, within the framework of 
either the past or the present, determine a similar mobility of a subject 
propelled into the whirlwind of his own fragmentation and renewal-his 
ex-schize (p. 82).3 It is amortal, but "exquisite" scission (an ironie com
ment on Surrealist automatism 's cadavre exquis, or "exquisite corpse") 
because it is anterior, a renewing and prophetie resumption. Thus we 
have the reference at the beginning of the text to the magie "filter" or 
"philtre," structuring and regenerating the intoxication of a shattered, 
but not lost, identity. Or similarly, this "phi floating on my lips like the 
other infant with the vultures' tail" reminding us of Freud's interpreta
tion of one of Leonardo Da Vinci's dreams. Or the first and last paternal 
names generating through signifying series an infinitely open array of sig
nifieds, where each element in turn gives rise to a mini-narrative, what I 
have called a "sequence"-a unit of breathing, meaning, and significa
tion, gathering childhood memories or historical sketches by means of a 
swarm of homonymous kings. Or the references to the Bible: "in hebrew 
the word for nude crafty awake is the same" (p. 11); or to the Koran: "he 
who accepts his book with his right hand that might be alright but he 
who accepts it behind his back zap flunked" (p. 12). 

The reading voice marks the boundaries of each sequence by rising. 
Nothing is brought to completion, the enunciation is not finished, other 
semiotic procedures draw out the completion produced by syntactic 
operations. This intonation hangs on a clearly interrogative connotation, 
which, in addition, the interrogative sentence opening the text ("qui dit 
salut. . . stimulates from the very beginning, and wh ich several inter
rogative sentences frequently and throughout the text confirm. That 
questioning summons is less pronounced at the end, but it persists; inter

segments are present up to the last sequences of the text: "kilusu 
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kilucru kiluentendu que [ .. , ]" 
hoocoudabeleev'd hoocoudaherd [ .... ] what shall 

84-85). The summoning intonation also enters into the abundant 
,n-o,",,,,,.,.,,h·,,,,,"C' ne ar the end: "that's why go enter leave come back in leave 

elose yourself upon yourself hide yourself from yourself outside of 
yourself come back leave come back in quickly [ ... ] shout to hirn" (p. 

85). The set ends with a sequence held on a level rather than a descend
intonation: Hall flesh is like grass shadow the dew of time among 

voices" (p. 185). 
As is weIl known, the lowering voice of the deelarative sentence and 

the ensuing pause are essential and distinctive marks of a sentence. 
Children learning a language first learn the intonations indicating syntax 
structure-that is, melody or music-before they assimilate the rules of 
syntactic formation. Intonation and rhythm are the first markers of the 
finite in the infinity of semiotic process; they delineate the limited posi
tions of a subject who first invokes but, soon thereafter also signifies. 
Syntactic apprenticeship brings about and completes the subject's ability 
to become a speaking subject, but only to the extent that he has at his 

disposal an infinite system that can be made finite. This is what genera
tive grammar attempts to represent through its system of recursive 
operations capable of reducing an infinite number of signifying 
procedures to the grammatical norms of any national language; and 
(within the specific infinity of any of these languages) of repeatedly pro
ducing finite but original and renewable utterances. We do not know, 
however, what determines that possibility for the speaking subject to 
confine the semiotic practice within the limits of the sentence normally 
described as noun phrase plus verbal phrase (Chomsky) or modified plus 
modifier (Kurylowicz) or the joining of nonlinguistic terms by means of 
nonrelational ties between the universal and the particular (Strawson), 
and so on. Although everyone agrees that there is neither meaning nor 
signification without a syntactic nueleus, we are still far from under
standing which of the speaking subject's attitudes imposes this finitude 
and, even less, what happens on either side of it. 

shall assurne that apreeise type of signifying praetiee, based on a 
request and an exchange of information, embeds the speaking subjeet 
within the limits of sentenee enuneiation; \mt other signifying praetiees 
that have jouissance as their goal-that is, the Aufhebung of death and of 
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necessitate the 
limits of the sentence. have seen that these signifying 
which the sentence serves as a basic which one 
work one's way, can be either or 
prevent the subject from being fixed in a single or unified 
tion-rather, multiply it. instinctual rhythm becomes 

rhythm. 
It is not enough to say that, thanks to these operations, the sentence 

gains access to a high er domain, that to discourse. For discourse 
might be (as in fact is the case) a simple concatenation of sentences 
(whose logic remains to be determined), without ever requiring of the 
subject of enunciation a shift as to his position in relation to his speech 
aet. this is precisely what happens in Not only is there a jux
taposition of different ideological or communicative positions (sender, 
addressee, illocution, presupposition), but also a juxtaposition of 

utterances that record the various stratifications of the genotext 
(instinctual drive, resonant rhythm, syntactic and metalinguistic positions 
and their inversions). 

Language possesses a transfinite element (if I may use this term in a 
different sense than Cantor's); it is the expanse beyond the sentence 
limits that, preserved, open up on a sundered continuity where apreeise 
interval (the sentence) holds the value of meaning and signifieation-but 
their true power is built up only on the basis of the numerated, phrased 
infinity of a polylogieal "discourse" of a multiplied, stratified, and 
heteronomous subjeet of enunciation. generates this transfinite of lan
guage, one that is neither sentential monologue nor allocutionary dia
logue, but rather, a raising of sentential (monologicalor dialogical) 
meaning to the power of an open infinity, to the extent that the possible 
attitudes of the subjeet in relation to his speech remain open. Beeause it 
is transfinite, the text of functions not only as a plural dialogue 
between the subject of enunciation and his identity; not only is it a speech 
act imposing the fulfillment of this plural dialogism on the addressee sub
ject (that is, an illocutionary, "juridic" act presupposing a direct effect on 
the reader, without which it cannot exist); but the text functions as a 
plural dialogue, an illocutionary act, in relation to the very realm of lan
guage: in relation to the sentence and its support-subject, in the sense 
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necessitates their but also appro-
open "set" that it constitutes. 

we are no longer talking about poetry (a return to the near 
side of syntactie articulation, a pleasure of merging with a 
hypostatized maternal body); nor about narrative (the fulfillment of a 

the exchange of information, the isolation of an ego amenable to 
transferenee, imagining, and symbolizing). In the narrative, the speaking 
subject eonstitutes itself as the subject of a family, clan, or state group; it 
has been shown that the syntactieally normative sentenee develops within 
the context of prosaic and, later, historie narration. The simultaneous 
appearanee of narrative genre and sentence limits the signifying proeess 
to an attitude of request and eommunication. On the other hand, sinee 
poetry works on the bar between signifier and signified and tends to erase 
it, it would be an anarchie outery against the thetie and soeializing posi
tion of syntaetie language. It depletes all communities, either destroying 
them or identifying with the moment of their subversion. H's originality 
derives from playing these eontradietions one against another; being 
neither. The breaking up of genres ("poetry," "narrative," and so on) 
isolates the proteetive zones of a subjeet who normally eannot totalize 
the set of signifying procedures. In on the contrary, all the strings of 
this prodigious instrument that language is are played together and 
simultaneously; no process is impeded, repressed, or put aside to give free 
rein to another. "Primary" processes confirm, interrupt, or rather, 
shorten "secondary processes, " eondensing and shifting them onto 
another level where, in the meantime, the subjeet of enunciation has 
turned around. Consequently, although the eollision between semiotic 

operations (those involving instinetual drive, phonic differentials,4 intona
tion, and so on) and symbolic operations (those eoncerned with 
sentences, sequences, and boundaries) may be thought of as a totalizing 
phenomenon, it actually produces an infinite fragmentation that ean 
never be terminated: an "external polylogue." 

I have attempted to "restore" standard punetuation to the transcrip
tion of the opening passages of H. A plus sign (+) marks syntaetie 
ambiguities (indefinite embeddings and subordinations) that remain. A 
double virgule (j j) marks the limits of eaeh sequenee, and the lines 
drawn above eaeh sentenee indieate the level of intonation. The lines 
linking eertain segments of the text mark a few of its phonetic-signifying 
differential axes. 
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",",U,HUIUA cannot 
sets up vocalic series 

whose also remains autonomous in relation to the W'F,UUH ...... 

sequence. For this is up 1n(lerlendelrlt 
marked off the scope of one's went sentence 

limits and sequence boundaries and called forth, within the phenotext, a 
"fundamental language"5 that is quite simply rhythm. The regularity of 
these breathing periods that arise and stop short at precise intervals is 
striking. They appear as a sequence of short intervals, or as a long one 
followed by three short ones; sometimes, however, they are broken up, 
shortened, or highlighted by the insertion of tonic accents. This scanning, 
which is added to the underlying punctuation and points out the latter's 
inability to comprehend "the rhythmic fundamental language," strikes 

the unconscious as a ca 1m and yet horrifying violence. Still, our con
scious listening registers it as an invocative, lyric monotone-a kind of 

Tibetan M ozart. 
Within the text taken as a whole, which is neither poem nor noveI but 

polylogue, both pulverizing and multiplying unity through rhythm, the 
unpunctuated but metrical senten ce finds its justification. The subject of 
enunciation's motility, converting prelogical rhythm or crumbling logic 
into a polylogical rhythm, requires a different mode of phrasing. There is 
no formal prejudgment that led to breaking up the sentence. The 
sentence is lifted away through a scanning that, while maintaining it, 
imbeds it into a new semiotic device. This is precisely the device that 
produces the limited-and-infinitized sentence. It evokes images of oId, 

unpunctuated Chinese texts, which are impossible to decipher except 
when approached as a for one must grasp the rhythm of the whole 
text, hence the poly-logic of the subject, in order to pick out, in 
reverse fashion, the meaning of the sm aller sentence or lexical units. One 
does not begin with the part in order to reach the whole: one begins 

the in order to reach, the finite meaning of 
each part. 

With this reversal of our logical habits, the sentence appears as a 
shelter, a finitude in which there huddles an ideational unit, plainly nar
row-minded, refusing its infinitization-the metaphysical, transcendental 
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ego, threatened that 
and going on to a seen as absolute. and 
shelter within a poly-Iogue, where it would play the role of lower limit 
rather than absolute pinnacle, would thus amount to upsetting a 
metaphysieal enuneiation. When the most solid guarantee of our 
identity-syntax-is revealed as a limit, the entire history of the Western 
subjeet and his relationship to his enunciation has come to an end: "teaeh 
the tongue to sing and it will be ashamed to want anything else but what 
it sings" (p. 11); "what interests me is this brain dive below the sponge 

flop letting the clay run in it drop in pressure half-muted shreds who 
sees a senten ce there you do yes oh really" (p. 32); "sentenees should be 
misunderstood" (p. 89); "language is a finite or infinite grouping of 
sentences themselves sequences of diserete atoms" (p. 77); with and 
beyond the sentence, there is always a logical stubbornness: Halone the 
logical fire cipher of negation leaves no remnants" (p. 66). 

Thus, when you allow yourself to be carried away by the polylogue's 

fugue, you first hear a rhythm-sound-voice-seanning. But this is merely a 

bridge, like the bridge of a ship on the high seas, evoking Moby Diek and 
Melville (p. 42), taking you toward the dissolution of symbolic linking, 
toward the dissolution of rhythm after that of the sentence, toward empty 
and mute instinctual drive, toward the clashes of matter: "better to 
perish in this wailing infinity than to be thrown back to the lands" (p. 
43); "there comes a time when i feel myself like i am the bearer of 
everything and nothing in everything it's maybe a cranked symphonie 
state" (p. 41) and "you have to treat yourself like a sonata" (p. 96), bu-t 
"don't rush and give too fuH a contour to wh at comes back" (p. 98), 
beeause it is "sounds-words-sounds-not-words-sounds-nor-words-sounds" 
(155). The polylogue's first prerequisite: cause rhythm to emerge, hasten 
it, have it remove the symbolic surface: "you believe you can hold out at 
this pace in the face of universal refusal you know i don't mind war i 
enjoy it" (p. 41); "you think i go too fast you think it has the shakes it 
might look hysterical of course not everyone has understood it was only a 

peaceful open kindly rhythm true meaning of the torrential spasm here i 
mimic the least possible music" (p. 64); "speech is a recessive phase of 
the respiratory cycle" (p. 78). But through music, through breathed 
rhythm, "everything crumbles at the same time without moving without 
water without substance while emptiness forces everything to flow while 
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matter 

Music itself is a derivative. is simply the sonorous indicator of 
of a mute, and takes 

where the body is gashed by the blows of biology and the shock of 
soda}, and historical breaking through to the 
ing through the shield of the vocal and symbolic cover: "but as 
space and drives or the animated void push you on go on 
bloom begin again erase your get out again from there" 129); "the 
guy who's got brakes he stops as if drive wasn't constant as if was 
time t'write comma semicolon and the whole mess as if it wasn't on the 
air 24 out of 24 it's up to you to transform yourself each to his own 
ditch" (p. 178); "what achoral group the whole body let me stick my ear 
against you cheek against your jaw that's where i want to listen to your 
silence in stifled noise not sound effects" (p. 94). 

A measured language carried away into rhythm to a point beneath lan
guage: violent silence, instinctual drive, collided void; and back again
the path of jouissance, "it's the underside of language that turns over at the 
boiling point" (p. 64); "as far as i remember the halludnation was there 
alive patient its third dimension added listen} didn't invent the dock of 
language the point is to know who is master and that's it" (p. 64); "my 
words have begun to trem ble in the shape of airplanes comets tendrils 
torches busy pouring out this sky toward the end of the day bursts of 
delirium you only have to find outside the raw triggering enemy wall of 
come coal-smeared ice axe entangled suck me or else i'll blow my brains 
out" (p. 147). Each syllable then becomes the support for a small portion 
of body, which is just as much inside (the body itself) as outside (the 

physical, cosmic space). Each syllable becomes a partide, a wave, a 
whirlwind of a pulverized "}" dissolved and reassembled within, violating 
and harmonizing, raising and lowering its voice, its language: "so my 
hypothesis is as follows wells of roaring orgasms tapped to the ten-thou
sandth thought to the ten-billionth thrust aside honestly with the force of 
a drop hammer" (p. 72); "once one has truly scaled the voice the names 
come back softly violently that is an experience that takes up delirium 
from way back" (p. 99). 

Consciousness in rhythm and instinctual drive, instinctual drive and 
rhythm in consciousness: they are the repossession and representation of 
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the of this "what 
~AU'UA."",",UUAA'-'U this from the clinical document in the strictest sense is 
the absence of choking linked not linked no reason for the opening to 
sketch itself id is the of things nerved rather than nervous 
nervated narrated in the inert that is innate twice born never superan-
nuated" 139); "the schizo is as much a bircher as anyone" (p. 139). 

Rhythmic language thus carries a representation, but it is indeed a 
striated representation and vision. The eye cannot be excluded by the 
ear; the representation reverberates, sound becomes image, invocative 
instinctual drive encounters the signifiable, realistic, poly-logical object: 
"when the ear is penetrating it becomes an eye otherwise the lesson 
remains tangled in the ear without reaching the knot staccato outside" 
(p. 97). Language exists to have music burst into sight, otherwise music is 
exiied into an esoteric, mythic inside, and sight remains "one," opaque: 
"i said you have to exhaust sight spread hearing before letting it go in 
due time come on let's gei this skull out for me gold meant sonority and 
jade glitter branch leaves flow smile all of this must be slipped into silk 
herbs light [ ... ] you must exercise throat larynx lungs liver spleen the 
two sexes" (p. 81). 

U nder this totalizing-infinitizing condition, the equation sex politics 
is satisfied, as the agent of this equation is a sonorous-representative, 
depleting-signifying language: "the sex and politics equation without the 
insertion of language remains metaphysical the indicator of an 
unmastered belief [ ... ] how can one say that in wh at rhythm how does 
one transform written and spoken language in the sense of breathing dis
mantling of ideology verbal tartar now become mute orbital sometimes 
we are on the bank sometimes in the middle of the stream it is necessary 
that one feel that very strongly the stream the bank two and one on top 
of the other and one underneath the other and one separated from the 
other and one linked to the other stream bank stream bank stream bank 
stream leaving the thread to the current" (p. 83). 

Spelled out here, there is a dialectics between limit and dismembered 
infinity, between sight and rhythm, between meaning and music, and 
between bank and stream: dialectics-epitome of language. Yet, the 
polylogue-text, which only this dialectics can construct, emphasizes 
music above all and, through it, the mute matter of language: it is a 
polemic with finitude, with pause, with 'totality, with the thesis of 
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socialization VV'4U,"-,UA<=. and 
preserves 
ruptured, eardrum of 

man: "there go your associative 

chains gnawing at the liver this music should have 
massacred the memory struck the eardrum straight from the shoulder no 
no not the ear the eardrum cut out in the open no no not the old drum a 

wh oIe lucid peeled vortex shined thawed colors now be fair 
pick out the pieces the effort the crystals that yearned for no for what 
weH that yearned yes that wanted oh yes that wanted would a complaint 
be hazardous an asshole of a man half-baked animai" (p. 162). To revive 

the animal, to rectify the failure, to stretch out the eardrum anew, the 
unreasoning resonance; all this is to push man aside and to refashion the 
animal within man-to make hirn sing like the birds of J osquin des Pres: 
"hyt ys mornyng cum now herkyn the smale larke that sayeth lorde hyt 

ys day hyt ys day rede rede dil do rede dil do lee" (p. 145); drowning hirn 

in a burst of laughter: "we are the ashes of innumerable living beings 
while the problem is to experience it in the throat as if we had all become 
nobody what im palpable instrument dissolved in the wind" (p. 145). 

Laugh through saturated-striated meaning, through affirmed-rhythmic 
identity. Laugh into a void composed of logical, syntactic, and narrative 
surplus. An unfamiliar, troubling, undefinable laugh. H's laughter does 
not arise out of the Rabelaisian joy shaking up science and esotericism, 
marriage and Spirit, based on a fuH, recovered, promising body-the 
laughter of gigantic Man. N or is it Swift's furious, disillusioned, and 
cruel fit, unearthing hell under social harmony and proving to Man that 
he is "Lilliputian." Since the Renaissance, the West has laughed only 
with the Enlightenment (with Voltaire and Diderot, laughter dethrones), 
or perhaps in the recesses of psychosis, where power and logic are 
experienced as ambivalent at first, and broken down in the end (laughter 
is black with burnt up meaning: Jarry, Roussel, Chaplin ... ). H laughs 
differently. Its laugh is heard only through and after the music of the 
text. All networks of possible meaning must be exhausted beneath com
mon sense, banal, vulgar, obvious meaning, or cruel, threatening, and 
aggressive meaning-before we can understand that they are ungraspa
ble, that they adhere to no axis, that they are "arbitrary" just like the 
sign, the name, and the utterance, but also pleasure and jouissance. The 
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a between <,,,,,nu,,,,,, 

of nonsense within sense as appears to be the case 
" 1972]. it is the arbitrariness of the break 

which sets itself squarely against the flow of 
and music, that provokes this laughter. "'fe do not 

because of what makes sense or because of wh at does not. We 
because of possible 'fneaning, because of the attitude that causes us 

to enunciate as it us does not avoid this 
rather it accepts it so as to pulverize it a11 the better. We laugh 

at the utterance that is not music, andj or at sexuality that is not a 
process of consumption. We laugh at castration. Neither happy nor sad, 
neither life nor death, neither sexual organicism nor sublimated renuncia
tion, such a laughter is synonymous with musicated enunciation-a space 
where enunciation and rhythm, positioning and infinitization of meaning 
are inseparable. 

We do not laugh, then, in order to judge the position that gives mean
ing; even less so in order to put ourselves out of judgment's reach, in 
some surreality where everything is equal. We laugh on account of the 
limit assumed in the very movement that enroots and uproots finitude 
within an endlessly centered and yet decentered process. Laughter of lan
guage, laughter of sociality itself. Laughter of a castration that moves us 
to name in a process that exceeds naming. Optimism or pessimism?
misplaced milestones that also cause laughter. Everything causes laughter 
since signifiance is motion. Oriental laughter: sensible and leading to 
the void. 

The sonorous threads branch out until they disperse with 10ss in a body 
inebriated with a motion that is in no way personal to it, but rather, 
merges with the motion of nature as weIl as of an historical mutation: 
"you must swim in matter and the language of matter and the 
transformation of language into matter and matter into language tribe of 
matter feeling of the outing on swann's way the sun is still the same as 
before but chang hsü had the best cursive script under the fang he would 
get drunk the souse shouted ran every which way then took up his brush 
wrote at top it even happened that he dipped his hair into the ink 
to draw to the quick hsieh-huo means to write lively that's clearly evident 
in mao's characters 17 august 1966 hsin p'ei ta the first two jumbled the 
third aggressive resolute sure of the new and there it is that's the whole 
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is of nature and has 
is same as a thousand years aga but is 

A 

am reading Sollers' at the same time as am his Sur le 
materialisme [On materialism] (Paris: Seuil, 1974): two aspects of the 
same process. From a mechanistic point of view, materialism is a ques
ti on of substance, or better, of the acknowledgement of the primacy of 
exterior over interior, of nature over society, of economy over ideology, 
et cetera. Language, the practice that causes the id to signify, the-id-to

signify-that-something-is, is left to the wardens of the logos positing
removing Being-beings-nothingness. There is no such thing as materialist 
fogie or materialist linguisties. Logics and linguistics have each been 
based on an attitude that repudiates heterogeneity in the signifier and 
that, as such, conforms to the truth of a particular stance of the speaking 
subject: that of the transcendental ego, whose emergence through the 
game of hide-and-seek with the object was explained by Husserl. 
Moreover, any discourse that adheres to the postulates of a communica
tional logic and linguistics is at once a discourse that, in its very system, 
is foreign to materialism. Philosophy-be it logical, grammatical, or 
pedagogical-could never be materialist. Seen from the place of its enun
ciation-the same as that of the basic sentence (an utterance of request 
and exchange)-matter can be nothing but "transcendence," and Husserl 

said as much. 
And yet, materialism was able to signify; it did in Heraclitus' elisions, 

in Epicurus' gestures declining the mores of the city-state, in Lucretius' 
poetic language. In spite of its prescientific shortcomings, naivetes, and 
errors, this classical materialism carries within itself a "truth" that 
contemporary mechanistic materialists are unable to match. Materialism 
is a knowledge of the world, to be sure, but this knowledge is inseparable 
from the attitude of the speaking subject within his language andjor 
within the world. Materialism is above all an enunciation of whatever 
you please, but that necessarily implies that whoever enunciates has an 
unconscious that beats within hirn as rhythm-intonation-music, before 
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the same time as a sub-
and sodal BI" that has this 

process in order to return to his former position and give voice to its 
poly-logic-that is a materialist who Diderot speaks as a 
materialist when he performs as a one-man orchestra: Rameau's nephew. 
Marx and Lenin as materialists when they reject philosophical dis
course and, through polemics or struggle, rediscover a multivalent "dis
course" beneath surface speech; let us call it a discourse without words. 

is a token of their involvement in a broader process, and this implies 
the masses' own involvement. 

investigates ptecisely this moment that so many philosophies and 
dogmatisms to cover up-the moment when materialism is able 
to utter itself. Not the "seIr' dissolving into some muted matter
schizophrenia adrift; not the flight of an ego subsumed by the pred
icative synthesis outside of any not ion of wh at came before its logical 
position. Rather, it is the ordeal of an attack, instinctual separation, 
immobility, or death, at the same time as their reappearance at the heart 
of a logical, fragmented, and rhythmic polyvalence. The subject loses 
hirnself so as to immerse hirnself in the material and historical process; 
but he reconstitutes hirnself, regains his unity and rhythmically pro
nounces his own dissolution as weIl as his return. 

When it is set forth in rhythm, a materialist discourse appears as joy 
ripped with pain. A rhythm that multiplies language and withdraws from 
its transcendental position is propelled by pain; rhythm is the enunciation 
o f a pain tha t severs the .. seI f," the body, an d each organ. Tha t pain is 
experienced as such as soon as a word (signified, signifier) is posited. It is 
drained only after having pelted all words circulating within, before, 
and after the enunciating subject. Only through this multiple schiztic 
pain can the process of the subject, matter, and history be formu
lated-spoken-as a dialectical process, that is, as one and hetero
geneous. So Heraclitus was the misanthrope, the fragmenter, divider, 
and separator. And Sade was the stage director for pain as the scene 
of unconsciousness and jouissance-spoken at last, possible after all. 
And Lenin, torn between Philosophical Notebooks and What Is To 
Be Done?, who arrived during the night at [his] Smolny [headquarters in 
St. Petersburg] with his body crippled by pain, and that mysterious 
death ... The protectionist, bargaining, sodal code, made up of opaque 
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lost to each other ... -such a code cannot become can
celled-ecstatic-Iaughing-without hurting. 

The instant the attack begins, there is 10ss of self and of knowledge, 
the pain of schism, a brush with and the absence of meaning: 

"there is an instant vertigo when you reach out your arm 
absolute knowledge in order to find the flower" (p. 96); Ha bone that is 
feeling a high" (p. 1 Hit's like the intimate start of matter now me i 
refuse i refuse i refuse no no no [ ... ] i won't accept the identity i feel 
much too amphibious bombing protein nueIeotides hydrogen eIoud initial 
iridescence of helium double helix" (p. 61), "it's true that that frightens 
them this daily crumbling of sensitive tissue pain of the gums in the 
kidneys of the liver in the shoulder there are some who would lock 
themselves up with math for no more reason than there are some who 
prefer rushing to a dance" (p. 26); "so there's the pain that rises again in 
the teeth the temples in the back of the neck the pain you know it's like 

extended tallied temporalized palpable jouissance who said it couldn't be 
written but of course by long suffering little fire sharp keen points that is 
where you see who works and who gossips [ ... ] oh dusty conveyor belt" 
(p. 32); "i hurt everywhere when i am seized by this epilepsy from medical 
greek spilepsia properly attack yes it attacks me it takes hold of me inside
out skeleton" (p. 121). And then, there is this rewriting of Saint Paul: "oh 
but who shall deliver me from this body without death" (p. 39); "the grave 
you carry it everywhere with you" (p. 77). 

Painful and deadly negative drive, capable of provoking schism, and 
immobility, does not stop this process. The "I" emerges again, speaking 
and musicating, so as to reveal the material truth of the process that 
brought it to the brink of its shattering into a whirlwind of mute parti
eIes. The schizoid regains consciousness: "the schizoid becomes diplomat 
enterprising unbeatable supple again post maso bird kind" (p. 113). 

His shattering has multiplied hirn, deprived hirn of human characteris
tics, made hirn anonymous: "nature is for me a lake fuH of fish and me 
fish fish fish without a complex" (p. 63). The "I" has become astrange 
physicist for whom the quantum partieIe is not merely an "external" 
object to be observed, but also, an "internai" state of the subject and of 
experienced language: "the actor may indicate this by the wave function 
of his moleeule to escape the cyeIe he must crush hirnself in the 
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umbilical" "if you wish to maintain the 
room don't that each link is a wave function with 
two centers occupied by a pair of electrons emanating from two linked 
atoms go on breathe your probability of presence the elouds now replace 
the trajectories we evolve with this spectral fog any ejaculation casts a 
thought not thought it really makes one burst with laughter" (p. 106). It 
cannot be pinned down but is liable to be present, logical, thought 
out-both wave and matter coming through: "i don't paint 

the passing anyhow i don't paint anything at all i feel really 
bombed out when will we accept impermanence absence of signature 
disappearance of the seal inside feet elose together and goodnight" 
(p. 46). 

Only then does the speaking subject discover himself as subject of a 
body that is pulverized, dismembered, and refashioned according to 
the polylogue's bursts of instinctual drive-rhythm. As an area of 
heterogeneous strata (drive-sound-Ianguage) that can be multiplied and 

infinitized, materialist language is the language of a body never heard 
and never seen. Here, there are none of Spinoza's substances, no 
Cartesian extension, nor even Leibnitz's monads in tabular networks. 
This polylogical body is a permanent contradiction between substance 
and voice, as each one enters into a process of infinite fission that begins 
as they elash; substance is vocalized, voice is damped, as each is made 
infinite in relation to the other. But it finally recovers the unity of speak
ing consciousness in order to signify itself. 

The subject is destabilized-Van Gogh, Artaud-and physical disloca
tion has become its metaphor. But-and this is what is so surprising-the 
subject returns. Sollers speaks of a "springing of the subject," occurring 
in order to arrange the shattering into a language, which it immediately 

provides with a dismembered, countless body. Because some One 
emerges from this schizophrenie pulverizing and has it go through our 
communal code (discourse), a new rhythm is perceived and our body 
appears as broken, refashioned, and infinite: "one body is not equivalent 
to another we are here to begin enlightening the scale of bodies within the 
stream how do you force the head to let it be to become conscious of all 
the registers" (p. "this ability that sometimes an obstinate but fluid 
subject has to remove veil by veil to untie the knots to insist on its nega
tion until the infinity in its always unexpected shape begins to weIl up 
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"curious how 
it is in the process of 

animal can 
itself u p how 
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same time gaseous unit away in drawer" 
An animal is a codified but 

is also eleft from its axis, from its subjective-signifying-symbolic control 
The test of radical comes when the signifying thesis 

finds itself outside of any multiplicative experience, while the taut stretch 
separating the two, liable to break at any moment, preventing any return 
to unity, makes of this suspended "unity" a dead entity: "i apply this 
treatment to myself by massaged excitement each side occupied 
with crisscrossing itself striated zones on the whole the problem is this 
unit of equilibrium which causes the multiplicity to be thought outside on 
the basis of a unit that is firm on dead center" (p. 155); "never forget the 
right of the deadmost" (p. 110).6 

In short, right belongs only to the "deadmost." The deadmost alone is 
capable of formulating something new. Formulation immediately be

comes anteriority, death. It is the (primary) condition of this surprising 
rebound, which is itself a (secondary) condition causing the pulverization 
to speak, causing the once alientated unity to dance: "basically it is death 
that is afraid of us" (p. 87); "any spontaneous formulation that is not 
sought after will have to be paid for dearly" (p. 62). 

I shall term "writer" that ability to rebound whereby the violence of 
rejection, in extravagant rhythm, finds its way into a multiplied signifier. 
It is not the reconstruction of a unary subject, reminiscing, in hysterical 
fashion, about his lacks in meaning, his plunges into an underwater body. 
It is rather the return of the limit-as-break, cast ration, and the bar 
separating signifier from signified, which found naming, codification, and 
language; they do this not in order to vanish at that point (as communal 
meaning would have it), but in order, lucidly and consciously, to reject 
and multiply them, to dissolve even their boundaries, and to use them 
again ... Areminder of the Vedas: "here i am i i and again i first-born 
of the order before the gods in the navel of nondeath" (p. 99). This is a 
reaffirmed, indelible "tenaciously holding on to its unity, but busy 
going through it-going through itself-in all directions, crisscrossing 
itself with furrows, reaching over itself, appraising itself and conceiving 
of itself in terms of a11 the coordinates of "geometry": "that's a peculiar 
kind of horse this subject at a walk at a trot at a gallop before you 
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behind you under you and above you forward motion backward motion 
swallowed up swimmer worker idler and dreamer and fudger Har and 
seeker and pillager weeper listener fleer and unemployed" 

"how do you expect to live with an ungraspable sheet of water 
with a body that sees itself and sees itself that sees itself seeing itself seen 
visible invisible thus ceaselessly saying good-bye that's not a father 
ma'am that's not a mother" (p. 107); "there is the object of sexual grat
ification and someone who passes for the one who experiences it but he 
who while he experiences orgasm knows one and the other is not 
affected" 99). So then, is "the sign of a more profound 
geometry that i feel in me behind me with the smell of the attic 
crossroads of stitching fine network of stars dig dig unfasten unglue send 
back you get here a quick theory of envelopes algebra and arithmetic are 
the doubles of this tongued wind without effect" (p. 98). 

This "I" speaksjsings the indecisive movement of its own coming. Hs 
geometry-that is, the text, this "double of tongued wind" -gathers 
together into a single, formulated sequence rhythm and meaning, erased 
presence, and a reconstructed or mimed presence where it scans-and-sig
nifies the truth of its production and death. It goes from the "subjective" 
to the "objective," then back again to the "subjective," and so forth 
without end: "i had nothing of the outside save an interrupted circular 
perception i wasn't able to determine if the water had a back drop of 
vegetation the color green was perhaps simply the reflection of the shut
ter" (p. 11); "i want to be alone understand alone when i want to as 
bathed aired as on the first morning" (p. 36). 

But such an asserted " hypostasized and unshakeable in its twisted 
multiplications, conscious of the truth of its practice, does not insist on 
truth for its speech. This is not mysticism saying, "I am the truth." The 
polylogue says, "i truth i have a right to lie in the manner that suits 
me" (p. 35). For this polylogical "I" speaks of a before: before logic, 
before language, before being. A before that isn't even unconscious; a 
"before" a11 "before-unconsciousness" -shock, spurt, death; a collision, 
then-stasis of sound, then-heterogeneity of the "representamen," the 
"other," "language," " "speech," ... then--an inrush of shock, spurt, 
and death. One cannot even say that this "before" has in fact taken 
place, because if Hit has taken place," it is only because "I" says so; 
otherwise, this before, in relation to the "constitutes a "knot," a 

\ 
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any ventures this 
of "being" or of "truth" in its other than 

Ha v ...... "V», melody, song, and the twisting effect it inflicts on language 
1U<.4'''''''5 it speak in a future tense that is menacing to those comfortably 
satisfied with the present-with "beings" commemorating a 

nevertheless, remains presentable. In on the other hand, the 
present "I" is the crest of a melodious before and an immediate, logical 
future, flashing like lightning for whoever has not heard the echo of the 
before and has not gone there on his own. This (,(,1" is just present enough 

to open the present into a double infinity: an immemorial before and an 
historically ravaging immediateness: "as for me I speak of misappropria
tion from before the before let hirn who has the spark be enlightened with 
the deduction at the source which they never viscerally suspected it's 
something entirely different a fight here with knives between what 
traverses me and the set brow that used to be called demonic don't believe 
for aminute the deluders who tell you that it isn't true at all the term 

prophet came into use around 980 concerning passion in its physical sense 
in the twelfth they said prophesy from the greek prophea~s literally he who 
says in advance check it out yourself at least those of you not too 
entrenched where do i get this insolence i don't know yes it is really limit
less" (p. 30). 

"Who says hello"?-hello, Yesha'yahfi, Isaiah. It is "I," present to 
signify the process that exceeds it, and only for that. It is neither üne, 
paranoid, set in his mastery. Nor is it an üther, prophesying because he 
is cutting a dangerous after (logical, naming, castrating) away from an 
inaccessible before (instinctual, maternal, musical). But it is the very 
process itse(f, where One and Other are stases, moments of pause: a 
natural-semiotic-symbolic process, involving heterogeneity and contra

diction: "i kind of like when malaise misunderstanding grow in thick
ness the whirlwind must come into being there maybe they'll make 
me kick myself off in the end accused as i am of wanting the two and at 
the same time proposing scission they see it as manichaeism while the 
rumbling in their stomachs doesn't make the multiple voice one and 
bound multiple divided bound saying the one multiple the non-one the 
always and never multiple oh my void you alone faithful i shall go so far 
as saying tender and faithful and cutting horrible soft punctual terrify
ing" (p. 35). 
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signifier cr rather 
water Thus im personal, in short, 

(in) the name of no one-not even in its "proper name," 
what is heard: "he shall not speak on his own but everything 

he hears he shal1 (p. 181). This is the Augustinian formula referring 
to the "holy spirit" in De Trinitate. within this register, to what can 
Hin the name of' refer? An excess in the function of the Father or of the 

the ideal proceedings against the One and against Naming itself? 
The transfinite in language, as what is "beyond the sentence," is 

probably foremost a going through and beyond the naming. This means 
that it is a going through and beyond the sign, the phrase, and linguistic 
finitude. But it is also and simultaneously that of one's "proper name"; 
an indexing that gives an identity to entity if, and only if, it has such 

proceed from a symbolic origin where the law of social contract is 
concealed. 

introduced proceedings against both naming and the (proper) 
Name by positing and then acknowledging their constraint. Proper 
N ame-pseudonym-releasing the two in a burst of laughter that attacks 
the son's identity-but also that of the "artist." Sentence-sequence-nar
ration-and an excess of their significations (in which so many readers of 
Lois became trapped) localizable in a process of indefinitely, infinitely 
movable centers. Nothing proceeds from anything; infinity is invented 
through colliding, heterogeneous, and contradictory bursts where "what 
proceeds" (naming and the Name) is only a set whose existence depends 
on infinity thrust aside; here, however, the logical and heterogeneous 
infinity is no longer kept out of the way, it returns and threatens all 
nominal existence. 

THE FAMILY 

There is a sober quality in that consists in the light contour of music, 
an avoidance of overloading sequences with narrative, and a logical and 
permanent awakening in the very drift of syllables-frustrating the 
hysterie, disappointing the obsessed, getting on the fetishist's nerve, and 
intriguing the schizoid. 
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says that what determines these reactions within the domain 
Phallic Mother. himself in relation 

much everyone understands. That the phallus could be 
mother is often but here we are all short 
"truth": the hysterie, the obsessed, the and the schizoid. It is 
focus of attention that drives us crazy or perhaps allows us to remain 
afloat when the thetic (the symbolic) lets go. The phallic mother has 
possession of our imaginaries because she controls the and the 
imaginary is familial. The alternatives used to seem set: either the N ame
of-the-Father transcending the family within a signifier that, in 
reproduces its dramas; or the phallic Mother who gathers us all into 
orality and anality, into the pleasure of fusion and rejection, with a few 
limited variations possible. Either you stay spastic and aphasic, or a fan
tasy takes root in you and clears the way for a polymorphism that eats 
away at accepted social codes-but can also be their repressed accom
plice. Or you have this Phallic Mother enter into your language where 
she enables you to kill the master signifier-but also reconstitutes that 
ultimate and tenacious repression seizing you in the veils of the "genital 
mystery" (Nerval, Nietzsche, Artaud) ... 

No language can sing unless it confronts the Phallic Mother. For aB 
that it must not leave her untouched, outside, opposite, against the law, 

the absolute esoteric code. Rather, it must swallow her, eat her, dissolve 
her, set her up like a boundary of the process where "I" with 
"she"-"the other," "the mother"-becomes lost. Who is capable of 
this? "I alone am nourished by the great mother," writes Lao Tzu. In the 
past, this was called "the sacred." In any case, within the experiencing of 
the phallic, maternal mirage, within this consummated incest, sexuality 
no longer has the gratifying appeal of areturn to the promised land. 
Know the mother, first take her pI ace, thoroughly investigate her 
jouissance and, without releasing her, go beyond her. The language that 
serves as a witness to this course is iridescent with a sexuality of which it 
does not "speak"; it turns it into rhythm-it is rhythm. What we take for 
a mother, and all the sexuality that the maternal image commands, is 
nothing but the place where rhythm stops and identity is constituted. 
Who knows? Who says so? Only rhythm, the de-signating and dissolving 
gesture, scans it. 

The son's incest is a meeting with the other, the first other, the mother. 
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lS the of a 
bursting, and the alliance of the 
The poet's jouissance that causes hirn to emerge from schizophrenie 
decorporealization is the jouissance of the mother: "who was able is able 
will be able to kiss his deep mother on the mouth and sense arising 

.... -..Jl .... ".HF, the tripie and one rejoicing" 1 "j had my mother in a 
dream clearly silhouetted clean alluring" (p. 138); "wh at causes the poet 
to have first a definite taste of menstrua in the mouth and why it is not 
reasonable to ask hirn to talk as if he had not lost his baby teeth" 

"it's the whirlwind no need to insist to make one believe there is 
a thought on this side nervous non-thought read to me slowly it's not 
dbout a crisis we are in a mess in fact what remains here is always 
childish free fall the difficulty lies precisely in accepting that the mother 
be this slow oh so slowly broken from the species would that she were 
blind what here's the secret would that she were this slow blind fall and 
whore despite the appetite support but don't hope to see her without 
smashing yourself in" (p. 127). 

It is astrange sort of incest where "Oedipus" comes out Iooking like 
Orpheus--singing-and where J ocasta remains blind. It involves a 
reversal of roles; the mother's power, engaged and directed towards 
refashioning a harmonious identity, is exhausted. Oedipus, made into a 
hero through the unconscious support from Jocasta, retraces his steps to 
a before a11 of this happened--so as to know; his is a refusal to accept 
blindness, a demystification of the female sphinx, and a forsaking of 
Antigone. The Greek myth is deflated, replaced by a non-Oedipal incest 
that opens the eyes of a subject who is nourished by the mother. The 
Phallic Mother-as blinding pillar of the polis and unconscious buttress 
of the laws of the city-is apprehended, comprehended, and thrust aside. 
The subject of this drama can in no way be a "citizen'~ -neither Orestes, 
murderer of his mother, nor Oedipus, castrated trustee of a invisible 
knowledge, occult wise man, tragic support of political religion. The 
"actor" subject, "poet" banished from the Republic because he has shot 
through his maternal pedestal, abides in the margins of society by waver
ing between the cult of the mother and the playful, laughing, stripping 
away of its mystery. By the same token, he eludes all codes; neither 
animal, god, nor man, he is Dionysius, born a second time for having had 
the mother. 
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of his battle with the Phallic Mother: 
haven't sufficiently noticed that the double dimension of oedipal lan
guage reproduces in inverted form the double dimension of the oracle 
oidos swollen foot oida i know while sucking his thumb grapes of corinth 
they also say the laws at a higher moment's notice defining the animals 
below the gods above one and another pawns isolated on the chess
board of the polis out of play rupture of the game moral whoever wants 
to leave without for that matter buying glasses white cane while listening 
carefully to the whee whee when the animal finally falls without hirn we 
would know nothing what a view into backness true surpassing of the 
soothsayer in short there are two ways of being blind one in the future 
the other in the past [ ... ] or else go take a walk in the schizoo when I 
say kill father sleep with mother go away eyeless from where one comes 
got to understand that it takes pI ace on the same body right hand left 

hand [ ... ] do you know wh at he does after having disappeared at 
colonus because antigone was beginning to get 'im pissed off he returns 
on the road to thebes he notices that the female sphinx is surfacing again 
oh weIl once again he kills it but forewarned by the previous experience 
he doesn't tell anyone and ye'know buzzes off far real far sometimes he's 
here among you aggrieved look for being so badly thought of badly 
understood" (p. 158). 

The war, however, is never over and the poet shall continue indefinitely 
to measure hirnself against the mother, against his mirror image-a 
partially reassuring and regenerative experience, a partially castrating, 
legislating and socializing ordeal: "it's the old woman's vengeance 
furious at having been deciphered saying that's it isn't it it's finished 
buried once and for all that pig you are free my little darlings i sguat on 
his grave reproduce the dead end ask your guestions have respect for the 
bar it's me it's the law i anus in the superego i bring you the child of an 
inhumed guy's night" (p. 158).7 The luster surrounding Mallarmean 

mystery is shattered, as is the tragedy firmly and entirely anchored in 
dass struggle. For the subject, however, this tragedy is primarily an
chored in the somber and blinding region of the maternal phallus. Wh at 
follows is the aggressive and musicated discourse of a knowledge that 
attacks phallic power each time it sees it constituting itself under the 



of the mother. it never to draw forth truth 
conflict lets escape. 

Whence the warning that conjures up the 0/ God: "the great 
mother tends to come back with her castrastes as she does each time the 
ground opens up before boiling" "when thought is impeded it's 
because it has come and gathered around a name adesire for a name for 
a navel" (p. 52). who thinks he is a man is merely the appendage of a 
mother. Does that make Man a of the Phallic Mother? " ... man 
as such does not exist [ ... ] the shadow of mama shaping her penis 
everywhere" (p. 13); just like the Primitive Father, by the way, "wh at is 
all this talk about a man who could have every woman if not a woman's 
fantasy" (p. 137). 

Procreation: the mother's pregnancy, that unshakable buttress of every 
social code, insures continued repression: "as if science's postulate was at 
the beginning woman made pregnant" (p. 137); "mister totem misses 
taboo the dessert a la stabat mater" (p. 137). It also insures, by the same 
stroke, the power of the Phallic Mother underlying any tyrannical orga
nization as she is present in any unconscious desire: Bthe mama the 
mama of great big papa [ ... ] mother on the right father on the left and 
the right side has the left side killed and the right side gets hold of the tip 
of the left side wh ich it hides under its litt'l skirt which generates the 
indefinite laying of the one excluded from the middle" (p. 137); "the cult 
of the goddess reason always seemed to me to be a negative argument 
against robespierre there's still some of mama inside it reeks of a sub
missive son fine student still although the soprano on the altar that was 
daring from that point of view we haven't progressed that much" (p. 70). 
The occult, the esoteric, and the regressive rush in as soon as the sym
bolic surface cracks and allows the shadow of the travestied mother to 

appear·-its secret and its ultimate support. 
But why is the speaking subject incapable of uttering the mother within 

her very self? is it that the "mother herself' does not exist? Or that 
what is (wh at is saM) has a mother who can only be phallic? And whence 
the insuperable oral stage? " ... you're a11 stuck at the oral" (p. 75).8 
The difficulties of gathering into a specular space the motility of a pre
mature human body, pulverized by instinctual drive: that is the difficulty 
of identification that the mother is particularly partial to-is that an 
unavoidable backdrop? Transforming this identifying support into an 



a 
maternal "j'm not to you in 
anal this pisses you off like me nor in the name of the son 
the trading post nor in the name of the genital no but of 
spread the newness of tomorrow the antisuperman the nonman 
the nonunique the excesses in dormitories because at last i ask you what 
becomes of death in your neighborhood [ ... ] your birth smacks you in 
the face you hear breathing easier the of what was there before you 
i pass you i do not pass you it's you who chooses my 
amoeba" (pp. 75-76). 

To rediscover the intonations, scansions, and jubilant 
ing the signifier's position as language's position is to discover the voiced 
breath that fastens us to an undifferentiated mother, to a mother who 
later, at the mirror stage, is altered into a maternallanguage. is also to 
grasp this maternal language as weH as to be ffee of it thanks to the sub
sequently rediscovered mother, who is at astrake (a linguistic and logical 
strake, mediated by the subject's position), pierced, 
uncovered, castrated, and carried away into the sym bolic. This is 
text-detached from orality, set within the symbolic thesis of a lUU}","'''-}'','

al ready acquired before puberty. 
Perhaps what is involved is the possibility of 

experience of early childhood after 

latency, into puberty, and undergoing the crisis of this 
vation in the midst of language, with no 

"proper," and within the 
the subject will have at its disposal in his future This "second 
birth"-this Dionysiac birth-probably comes at the moment of 

then the subject and the maternal 
power collides with the symbolic 
al ready mastered du ring the 
experiences the trauma of this collision. At that point, either the 
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submits a reaetivated and his 
sem lOhe eapability flee the burnt out, distraeting mother who 
threatens symbolie unity, but who is ultimately earried along within a 
semiotie proeess, where the subjeet is alternately put together and pulled 

From a eareful reading of Lais and it beeomes clear through the 
numerous evocations of childhood situations-the Gironde region, the 

the family, the faetory, sisters, workers, friends, and games
that Sollers grants a great deal of importance to the per iod of latency as 
atme laboratory where this storehouse of evoeations, this semiotic, 
more-than-linguistic strake, is worked out, which allows the subject to 
break through the pubescent reactivation of the Oedipal experience. This 
eonsequently lets the subject reconnect with his own oral, anal, and 
phallie stages and to function within the complete gamut of the body, 
language, and the symbolic. Does this, then, make the "poet" a subject 
who, toward the end of his childhood, did not simply stop and forget but 
now roams over his own back lands and, like an anamnestic child finds 
his phallic mother again, thus leaving a trace of their conflict in the very 
language he uses? As a result, that spoken incest pi aces hirn on the brink 
where he could sink into the delirium of a schizoid that successfully 
breaks through everything but the mother; he could also, under the same 
momentum, although by dialecticizing the rediscovered mother, on the 
one hand, and the signifier ripened at the moment of latency, on the 
other, by pitting them against each other, produce wh at is new in "cuI
ture." The innovator, then, would be that child that doesn't forget. 
Neither blind Oedipus nor warring Orestes trampling the mother 
underfoot, but a subject who ceaselessly searches through his latent 
memory for whatever might allow hirn to resist an invoked and rejected 
mother. 

From this moment, every "she" has a place in this configuration. 
Every hysterical woman, as symptom of symbolic weakness in relation to 
the overflowing instinctual drive, index of a poorly controlled phallus, 
and drama of the word/body separation whose flash-spasm the poet 
alone can hear and whose lesson he alone can integrate; "the hysterical 
woman's mouth is our radar" (p. 67); "it can feel in a flash what years 
eould never have revealed" (p. 88); "resonant mercury separating the 
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germs of with women while man tends to 

hirnself under words because he still doesn't know how to the 
the words" 7)-such is "Man's" which the 

who has learned from the woman will not make. 

The hysterical woman, as woman, as the other, heterogeneous to the 
rpr,rpI,pnrc what discourse brings about but what man is 

not (to the extent that he does exist); "she" is this "disunited unity 

unified into the unique and multiplied multifold" (p. 1 which he 

experiences only in a text. 
This is he must necessarily and constantly measure hirnself 

against her, confront her by inventing a new meaning for love. Evoking 
J oyce: "the other one is right to say that finally a hero matters little if he 

has not also lived with a woman that lofty airs without this multiple 
experience in the minuscule allow the maximum amount of illusion to 

subsist" (p. 22). And love? " ... what new relationship male female i've 
been looking for this forever at bottom alone with all quicker lighter 

brighter" (p. 102); "just the same i say love out of personal taste for 
paradox because of course little to do with the filth for sale under that 

label just the same we need revolutionary romanticism a particular 

serious new style brilliant resolute a vice that obeys us qualified partners 
[ ... ] on the contrary i say that with that we settle at the heart of power 

we overthrow it if we hold firm on obscure points whatever the case may 
be i want to see people come while they're wondering why" (p. 56). 

Otherwise, we revert back to notions of God, the exiled negative, and 

mythical fusion. Opposed to this, and in support of the "new relation
ship," we must "think" love-that is, we must impregnate it with 

negativity, contradiction, and conflict; we must display, as a watermark, 

its constitutive hatred: "bearing the hate of someone who hates you is not 
unworthy and i am sick if it is so to hate your enemies hate is older than 

love" (p. 167). The "new relationship" involved here is consequently dia
metrically opposed to familial, mothering, and domestic tranquillity. The 

dosest comparison would be "the big bang hypothesis inspiration expira

tion the galaxies move apart from each other as if they were located on a 
balloon that was being quickly inflated there is the sensation that we 

must ask of coitus without which wh at a bore the yarn about fusion 

captation the manger the stable the moa moa of the beauty and the 
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harmonizing, surer, truer: 
is to mold oneself on the enemy like the enemy in 

the spouse and the spouse in the enemy that's the way he hirnself offers 

you one wants the other and his other is other and you are alone 
with the sunset" (p. "real netting of the bedmate who has become 
an in murder doesn't me from liking the horse in you 

noble 
She?-"here there's a moment when the looks at you and says i 

am you you're happy that i'm you" (p. I 
H e?-"he the specialist in reverse pregnancies" (p. 110). 
She-He?-as the crisscrossing of sexual differences, as the splitting of 

" or as avoidance, since each one bestows deficiency on the other: 
"these women their parry is taut under rock toward childbearing the men 
want to avoid death theorem their desires cross" (p. 60); "you're my little 

boy and i'm you mother very depraved observing you young beautiful 

supple your living zipper" (p. 38); with death running the show, shatter
ing every entity: Hand each bone exploded by layers arms getting longer 
and longer [ ... ] but there is the other's torture trusting and burning and 
i already know how she won't ever get to know i see her already eyes 

open incredulous crammed full of life and scents carried away blown out 
like a torch are you able to touch her punctured skull to weigh it to enter 

it in the race and to laugh just the same to continue isn't that the moment 
when you crack up" (p. 84). 

Romeo? luliet? They are dissonant: Bit's true that i would kill you with 
too many caresses and he detestable matrix of death i damn weIl will force 
your rotten mouth open [ ... ] they can't feel from in there this unex

pected aspirated jouissance the one since ever on the horizon the retained 
excess flare let's go come and die where your life was" (pp. 84-85); and 
even more clearly: "sha11 i ever be a sharp parcel of her breath sha11 i ever 
succeed in making a bank dissolving of banks in its reflection i understand 
hirn who says no i'll stop when the last one has been freed until then i want 

to hear only dissonances i refuse to sign the prepared agreement" (p. 148). 
Now we can understand that the logic of this place where negativity 

causes jouissance is foreign to the logic of genealogy and paternal-filial 



"i propose to a central area 
with feminine interests set forth from head foot ...... ''''-JJl1< .. 1.< 

assemblies of huckstering fathers stock of proper names [ ... 
with a normalization of ( ... ] sodom 
gomorrha international council" 

The reproductive function, sustained a 
cissism-tapping by the mother) that is unaware of the 
Father-the figure of apower against which the "actor" rebels and 
whose fissure precisely induces hirn to explore the maternal territory. 
Thus, next to the Phallic but more noticeable than she, and 
hence less dangerous than the Primitive Father arises. The Freudian 
vision in Totem and Taboo is deciphered as a homosexual conspiracy in 
which brothers kill the father to take the mother for themselves. But, 
before restoring paternal power in the form of a paternal right, they 
indulge in homosexual practices under the primal mother's imaginary 
grip: "finally the primordial father was simply a tall crazy woman and 
freud was right to recall that guys in exile base their organization on 
mutual feelings they foreswear the use of liberated women it scares them 
shitless they see again in their dreams that butchered father who is none 
other than mama knowing the ropes and diseased" (p. 128). Similarly, 
Laius, Oedipus' father, "disobeyed the orade who forbade him to 
procreate but on the other hand as he was a fag like everyone else and as 
he's supposed to have forgotten hirnself one day in a woman you get the 
picture" (p. 163). The procreator, an unconscious genetrix, who accom
plishes the Phallic Mother's desire, is thus the antonym of the "actor, " of 

the "poet." The latter, preserved from the reproductive chain, is at the 
same time preserved from sociality and the social sexual code-normal 
or abnormal: "leave the ballroom where the judge dances glued to his 

favorite lawbreaker go leave 'ern alone you've got no truck with 
them" (p. 27). He is also preserved from authority and from coded 
mastership: "you should procreate how do you expect anyone to take 
your word without that" (p. 79). Whence, once again, the "poet's" com

plicity with the hysterical-phobic woman who suspects that the father is 
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castrated: "enormous difference of the who was able r'\n'''~1(~'::l 

to ascertain the father's filthiness she can become exceptionally our ally 
how do we liberate the woman from woman that is the question likewise 
how do we rid the guy of the guy and maybe then everybody outside of 
their boundaries the real session could begin" (p. 37). 

And yet, since the sym bolic network not only resists the onrush of 
music, and since the subject's unity not only refrains from crumbling into 
the "schizoo" but, pluralized, sets up an analytical polylogue in all of his 
peregrinations, consequently, the paternal Junction-inasmuch as It IS 

symbolic function, a guarantee of nomination, symbolization, and 
superegoistic (even pulverizable) resurgences-persists eternally. The 
father's death accelerates the analysis of the Phallic Mother; it reopens 
access to the negativity of drive; but it also probably favors its insertion 
in a signifier that was never so completely liberated and mastered at the 
same time. The father's first name shows up at the very beginning of 
just as, later on, one encounters the Asiatically calm image of the father 
planting orange trees (p. 139). They are an imaginary accom plishment, 
recognizing this symbolic, or one could say "paternal" function that the 
"I" henceforth assumes; yet, far from providing the subject with either 
family or power, this function makes of hirn an innumerable and 
infinitizable exile from social sets: Hand he puts his right hand on me i 
mean that i put it there myself but in a rather special way that would 
really take too long to explain but that in any case uses a rather signifi
cant qualitative jump to keep the two of the one divides into two and he 
teIls me don't worry 'bout it i am the first and the last and so we have 
time to gas together i am living i was dead but now i am living in a way 
that you will never stop suspecting [ ... ] anyhow they can't do anything 
against my missile ground ground ground air let hirn who has ears listen" 
(p. 28; ground air = sol air = SoUers [Ed.]). 

The paternal function: internal structuration of the polylogical process, 
condition of separation from maternal rhythm, positing of an "1" that is 
stable and here, by means of a spoken incest, multipliable. 

When all protagonists in what was the family become functions within 
the signifying process, and nothing more, the family loses its reason to 
exist. It withdraws before something else, something still invisible, an 
other social space serving the polylogizing subject; per ha ps, it withdrew 
before the contradictory association of jouissance and work? 
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Since the family has its familial time-the time of genera-

life and the linear-phallic time within which and in relation 
to which the familial son-daughter-subject thinks itself-shattering the 
family through rhythmic polylogue puts an end to that time. 

Still, the time of the polylogue is not pause in time, some out-
side-of-time rediscovered by the "I" in analysis who breaks through his 
symbolic screen and plunges into a receptacle where the unconscious 
holds itself protected and in reserve, without time or negation, but who 
returns within the act of writing, outlining this division under the guise of 
an Ij she-he contradiction. This timelessness, which is staged in Drame 
and, to a lesser degree, in lVombres,9 is no longer called for with the 
"springing of the subject" in Lois and H. Here, time reappears and, with 
the logical-sym bolic thesis, the "I" rediscovers the thread of succession, 

deduction, and evolution. But the rhythm that scans this thesis turns the 
thread into a broken path with multiple edges, an infinity of forks, 
returns to the same furrows, and departures into other dimensions. It 
turns it into an unlikely "topology" that totalizes every possible and 
imaginable zone (history of thought, history of art, history of conquests, 
history of revolutions, and history of class struggle), infinitizing them the 
one through the others. It is like a Phenomenology of the Mind, with 
chapters shuffled like playing cards, their piecing together revealing 
recursive determinations, trans-temporal causalities, and achronie 
dependencies that Hegel-a teleologist of the evolutionary finite who 
proceeded by closing cycles-could not have imagined. In there are no 
set cycles-they open up and crisscross. 

This is not a Proustian "recovered time" where concatenation of 
sentences harkens the story back to its familial genesis, even if it allows 
itself to be broken or rhythmically measured by a panchronie and uncon
scious pro-ject. Time in H is stratified, polyphonie time; the genesis of 
the family plays only one score among many others, literally jolted by 
the sudden appearance of other paths, brief flashes, condensed echoes of 
otherwise interminable chronologies. Almost every sequence is recovered 
time, although it lasts but the time of a breath, of an intonation, or of 
one or more juxtaposed and imbricated sentences. Thereupon the sub-
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sequence emerges out of another chronology, and condenses an 
different time. The that is in fact the 
with which temporal changes take place; it departs from logical 

mastership, the calm rigor of utterances, and the permanent rationality 
of the subject of enunciation, crossing unscathed the boundaries of each 
sequence. What moves quickly is not linguistic time nor intonational 
sequences; although brief, they in fact calm the text by means of their 

even to the point of making it monotonous, as some feel 
Indian music to be. What really moves along quickly is the perpetually 
dividable it is taken from different "domains," as can be 
seen from the list of names that are evoked: Goethe (Dichtung und 

Homer (The lliad, p. 11), Overney (p. 12),10 Hölderlin (p. 16), 

USSR-India-USA (p. 59), Stalin-Lenin-Lasalle-Hegel-Heraclitus (p. 
an ailing Freud (p. 73), oppositions to Freud (p. 81), Don Juan (p. 

86), Mozart and Nietzsehe (p. 87), Rumi (p. 89), Mozart (p. 89), Purcell 
90), Joyce (p. 90), Charcot (p. 92), rvlallarme (p. 103), Marx (p. 107), 

Sade (p. 109), Nietzsche and Socrates (p. 113), Stalin's daughter (p. 114), 
Leibnitz (p. 114), Spinoza (p. 114), Marx-Engels and Nietzsehe again, 
along with the Vietnam war (p. 115), Hölderlin (p. 119), Lenin-Epicurus 
(p. 119), and Plato (p. 119), Mallarme rewritten (p. 125), the 
Greeks (p. 125), Melville (p. 126), Mao C·the infinite flow of absolute 
truth," p. 125), the Biturige people (p. 141), the child Goethe (p. 145), 
Gorgias (p. 110), Euripides and Pindar (p. 122), Aristotle, Aeschylus, 
Purcell (p. 122), Nerval (p. 123), Engels and Bachofen (p. 123), 
Copernicus (p. 156), Baudelaire as dealt with by Le Figaro (p. 162), 
Greek paeans (p. 165), again Mallarme rewritten (p. 164), Pound (p. 
172), Freud on homosexuality (p. 132), Nerval with the Prince of 

Aquitaine (p. 139), Monteverdi (che gloria il marir per desio della vit
taria, p. 142), the Brahmins (pp. 142-43), Descartes-Napoleon (p. 143), 
Socrates (p. CeIine, Beckett, Burroughs (p. 151), Lautreamont (pp. 
153-54), Van Gogh (p. 154), Lenin (p. 182) ... This list is far from com-

but it eventually provides an (approximate) idea of the meander
ings of H through what is known as the history of philosophy, science, 
religion, and art. means of these circuits and short-circuits, these 
separate fields cease to be the shreds of one Hspecific history" to become 
the heterogeneous moments of a poly-Iogical, poly-temporal subject; the 
reader is asked to refashion within his own semiotic process Hspecific 



adventures of men." These are indices 
into and through his own dissolution into the masses, among 

and they continue to 

t:>v"~,,,r,,"""'.r>""rIl and recast-heterogeneous and 

has been called forth, the twentieth-century subject, is a subject of more 
than centuries of histories that ignored one another, within modes 

of production that excluded one another. Let us set history to rhythm, let 
us introduce history's rhythm into our discourses, so that we might 

become the infinitized subject of all histories-be they individual, 
national, or class histories-which henceforth nothing can totalize. 

Confronted with that practice in any historical, linear, and "specific" 
reconstitution seems narrow, penal, penalizing, and reductive of at least 

one of the lines that are competing here to sever, complement, and open 
themselves-avoiding the formation of a closed loop. 

There is, however, an axis that insures the progression of this frag

mentation of refashioned time: the critical political position in present

day history. To the 10gical thesis, disintegrated by semiotic rhythms 
within an infinite sentence, there corresponds, as concerns time, a critical 

practice within contemporary history. The stage is set with Overney from 
the outset, but one also recognizes passing figures or configurations of 

the political scene: Messmer,ll Pompidou (p. 134), the Palestinians at the 
Munich Olympic Garnes (p. 155), fascists massacring lews; Laurence, a 

childhood friend, and her yellow star (p. 140), Mao's reception of the 

1 apanese Prime Minister (p. 172), the Lin Piao "affair" (p. 168), the 

idiocy of academic discourse ("that seven horned sheep of a reading 

expert," pp. 30, 148), the accelerated rhythm of the polylogue identifying 

with the pace of industrial work (p. 92), and so on. Class conflicts, the 
shifting of the historical axis, the entry of China into world history, and, 

gradually, the ideological struggle, here and now: thus is the historical 
space elaborated where the subject posits hirnself in order to refashion 

time-the time of subjectivity and, through it, a new historical time. 
Without this space, there can be no polylogue: neither rhythm, nor mul

tiplied meaning, nor totalized, stratified, infinitized time. 
this I mean that would not be conceivable if it were not political. 

There could be no polylogical subject without this new-stratified, mul-
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to do with dassical, dogmatic, and merely linear political positions that 
incarnate a familial time structure within a familial discourse. The 
inseparability of politics and polylogue appears as the guarantee of a 
meeting between the subject's unsettling process and that of history. Fail

ing such meeting, there is either insanity or dogmatism-always solidary, 
like the two sides of a coin. Historically significant, the bourgeois dass, 
the very one that was responsible for forging a notion of history, has had 
no poetry and has censured madness. Its successor, the petty bourgeoisie, 
at best rehabilitated madness, but it lacks a sense of history: "there is by 
definition no bourgeois poetry just as there is no petty bourgeois history" 
(p. 141). New historical forces, if they exist, will have no choice but to 
im pose themselves in other ways; that is, through a polylogical politics: 
"a form of life has grown old it's done for bring on the next one" (p. 
161 ). 

The kind of upheaval now required involves more than a change in 
dass power. We are now faced with a monumental requirement. We 
must transform the subject in his relationship to language, to the sym
bolic, to unity, and to history. U ntil recently, this kind of revolution took 
the form of religion: "as if the new subject was not primarily the one 
risen from the dead in other words he who absolutely doesn't give a 
damn forever and forever dimbing out of potter's field with his little red 
and gold flag that's why christianity is a tragic or comic misinterpreta

ti on" (p. 65). H also listens to the time 0/ Christianity, perhaps more 
dosely than anyone today, in order to grasp the truth of monotheism 
that it sets forth; namely, that neither subject nor history can exist 
without a confrontation between challenging process (semiotics, produc
tion, dass struggle) and unity (symbolic, thetic, phallic, paternal, of the 

state). H does this with the aim of leading us through and beyond Chris
tianity: "he'll come the new subject it's messianic thinking not really only 
that we move forward in disorder on all fronts strudelleaves" (p. 73). 

H inserts us into the momentum of death held in abeyance-that is, of 
time. H splinters and refashions our language, our body, and our time. H 
infuses our identity with a sense of struggle to have us desire social con
flict and no longer separate the one from the other. In France today, 
"death lives a human life you can check it out yourself every night just 
look at the newscaster on the tv absolute knowledge has come into being 
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41). So "i 
does not affect my interests no second 
no obelisk to i'm looking 

intervene little foot earl ob es wrists 

been reallyon top of it for years now" (p. 27). 
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of class 

points at which to 
of the shoulders j've 

Traditionally, time has been divided into two opposing modes-irredu
cible, split, both symptom and cause of schizoid condition. The first is an 
atemporal "basis" from which there surges an infinitely repeatable, 
resounding impulse, cutting an inaccessible eternity into uniform or dif
ferentiated instants. The second is the, let me call it "biblicaI," suc
cession of numbers, chronological development, evolution with an infinite 

goal; this is generally called historical time. 
H releases from within the historical continuum certain eternally 

recurrent moments. Similarly, but inversely, by situating each rhythmic 
measure, each intonation, each narrative sequence, each sentence, and 

each eternal moment of personal experience within historical develop
ment and progression, prevents any atemporal "basis" whatsoever 

from forming. Time as rhythmic agency and time as evolutive duration 
meet dialectically in just as they meet in language, even if every lin

guistic performance does not reveal it. Consequently, if historical dura
tion operates on the basis of repression, locking the ego and the superego 
into an endless race toward death, seen as a race toward paradise, then 
rhythm-as metered time, spatialized, volume rather than line-·crops up 
to remind one of what is at work beneath repression: the cost at which 
repression (duration-or history, to put it briefly) achieves its goal as the 
fulfillment of a sociocultural contract. 

But it is an explosive encounter, for when rhythm gets rid of repressive 

duration, time can stop for the subject who has become the situs of the 
intersection. Rhythm causes this stop in order to cut duration short; 
duration plans it so as to impede rhythmic pain. Suicide: "write this 

down a hundred times rhythm is an inferior demon but sir if the general 
refers to itself it catches fire negation that makes up the basis of cause is 
the positive encounter of cause with itself and anyhow the reciprocal 
action being the causality of cause cause doesn't die out in the effect 
alone [ ... ] what is the one a disqualifying limit and lenin says it in 
restrained fashion thought should emcompass a11 representation and so 
must be dialectical to wit divided by nature unequal altered i am thirsty 
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... ] i've had enough or then the courage to want also this 

to the extreme in half a second it is raw for 
is out of the question to express oneself here during the lecture light up 
no turn on the gas no jump go on come on now jump no swallow all of 

that no i said no the knife no the razor blades in hot water no now is the 
time when you're the ration" (pp. 182-83). 

Suicide stands for the accident of this dialectical encounter between 
and duration; of the negativity that causes each stasis to be 

"deferred" and each instance of repression to be driven towards the 

limits where sociality and life disappear; and of the repression that serves 
as a foundation for the symbolic, for communication, and for the so ci al 
jl 1ggernaut. Thus, it is easy to understand why striated, rhythmic, and 
transfinite discourses are cathected into social logic only at the moment 

of its ruptures-i.e., its revolutions. It should be equally understandable 
why suicide (in Mayakovsky's case, far example) marks the failure of a 

revolution; its settling down censures a rhythm that thought it could meet 

and recognize itself within it. But besides revolutions? Classically and 

traditionally, when there is no revolution, there is transcendence "rescu
ing" the subject from suicide. Divine, family oriented, humanitarian (the 

list could go on forever) transcendence shifts the rhythmic time of a poly

logical subject into a signifying or sym bolic elsewhere where he exists as 
a sheltered exile. Yet, there, surreptitiously, the eternal "basis" is 

reconstituted, along with phobic homogeneity, and once again, an 
eternal-support for the Eternal-Phallic Mother. Such a "rescue" is 

therefore impossible for the heterogeneous, material, and polylogical 

experience of the subject in unsettling process. But wh at about suicide? It 
is, indeed, the ultimate gesture, if one exists, and which is prevented only 

by the jouissance of regaining control-the recovery of the "this 

"springing of the subject" against (as one says, "leaning against") her, 

the other, as weIl as against the others, the other in itself; against the 
symbolic, structuring, regimenting, protective, historicizing thesis-to be 
shifted, traversed, exceeded, made negative, and be brought to 
jouissance. 

The negativity that underlies historical duration is the rejection of the 

other but also of the " of the altered "1." The history that precedes us, 
that is being made all around us, that we invoke as ultimate justification 

and untouchable sublimation, is built upon negativity-rejection-death; 



fulcrum of 
to death or suicided by 

what sets forth means of its series of "personal histories, its "case 
studies" et often invisible within 
"commonplace" renditions of and that of dass 
struggle. durable history listen to the murder over which it 
ahead; having those atemporal moments when duration was 
reason and resound, so as to extract whatever it represses and whatever 
renews it at the same time (new music, new poetry, new philosophy, new 
politics). The ruptured, inverted, and refashioned time of Hinduces us to 
grasp a new history . 

We tend to forget that when a twentieth-century-minded person listens 
to the Eroica, for example, he/she is listening to time as Beethoven 
experienced it when he heard the armies of the French Revolution; the 
rhythmic hoofbeats of their horses, the borders they opened, and 
brought together for the first time thanks to the canons ... 

Listening to the time that fills I hear a world finally spread out. 
Asia, Africa, America, and Europe are inextricably mingled by economy, 
politics, radio, television, and communications satellites. Each one bears 
a chronology that, instead of accepting to be quietly pigeonholed in 
proper order, calls on the other, pointing out its shortcomings, even 
though it wishes to be its partner. Each one admitting of different 

semiotic practices (myths, religions, art, poetry, politics) whose hierar
chies are never the same; each system in turn questioning the values of 
the others. The subject who listens to this time could indeed and at least 
"treat himself as a sonata," as H puts it. 

Is then a book? A text that exists only if it can find areader who 
matches its rhythm-its sentential, biological, corporeal, and trans-fami

lial rhythm, infinitely marked out within historical time. Already in as 
Artaud wanted it to be, "composition instead of happening in the head of 
an author will happen in nature and real space with 
immense objective wealth in addition impeding underhanded approp~ia
tion necessitating the risks of execution" This is all possible 
because someone refashioned his "1" and his language into a music ade
quate to the continuing, splintering times. But also and at the same 
this is possible because H has gone beyond the One in order to be 

and thus calls on every "one" to venture out into the explosion that SUf-
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rounds US, moves us, refashions us and that sooner or later 
shall have to hear: "a form of life has grown old it's done for bring on 
the next one" (p. 161) Of, if you take in some of you know that "all 
flesh is like grass shadow the dew of time among voices" (p. 185). 

1. In French slang, the letter H refers to hashish as weIl as to heroin, whereas in our 
slang it refers mainly to heroin. The American slang word hash would thus correspond to 
Sollers' H; that connotation of his title should be kept in mind-but there are, of course, a 
number of others. [Ed.] 

2. References to Sollers' novel H (Paris: Seuil, 1973) will be made in the body of the 
text; roman figures within parentheses indicate the page, italics the line. Quotations have 
been translated except when the discussion is c1ose1y textual, as in the following pages, and 
the points made by Kristeva would not apply to an English version. [Ed.] 

3. In French, the pronunciation of ex-schize is the same as that of exquise, the words 
meaning respectively "being a former schizoid" and "exquisite." The Surrealist reference is 
obvious in Sollers' text, where the word cadavre precedes ex-schize. [Ed.] 

4. The "phonic differential," which is a "signifying differential" (Leibnitz ho vers in the 
background), is, briefly put, the place and the means by which the genotext penetrates the 
phenotext at the level of the signifier; each element of the signifier is thereby overde
termined by the meaning of the lexical item or of the sentence, and by the drives working 
through phonation. The phenotext is the printed text, but it is legible in the full sense of the 
term only when one explores its complex genesis. These not ions are developed in the essay, 
"L'Engendrement de la formule," in ~YJJ.WWTlX~ (Paris: Seuil, 1969), and La Revolution du 
langage poritique (Paris: Seuil, 1974), pp. 209fl [Ed.] 

5. The reference is to Schreber's Grundsprache, which has been translated as "basic 
language" in the Standard Edition of Freud's works. Because of the connotations of 
"basic" (e.g., "basic English"), I have chosen to translate it as "fundamental language." 
The French phrase is langue de fond. [Ed.] 

6. "la raison du plus mort" parodies the well-known line by La Fontaine, "La raison du 
plus fort est toujours la meilleure" from the fable The Wolf and the Lamb. It is a rough 
equivalent of "Might makes right." [Ed.] 

7. "I anus," implying that the noun has become averb, renders the French J'anus but 
leaves out the obvious pun; "i bring you the child of an inhumed guy's night" feebly 
attempts to suggest the sound of the English translation of a line by Mallarme, "1 bring you 
the child of an Idumean night." In French, the analogy is c1oser: "Je t'apporte l'enfant 
d'une nuit d'Idumeej Je t'apporte l'enfant d'une nuit d'inhume." [Ed.] 

8. The French, "vous etes tous colles a l'oral" can mean both, "you have all flunked 
your orals" or, "you are all glued to orality." [Ed.] 

9. Two earlier novels by Sollers: Drame (Paris: Seuil, 1965; New York: Red Dust, 
1980), and Nombres, (Paris: Seuil, 1968). Nombres was the starting point of Kristeva's 
essay, "L'Engendrement de la formule" (Cf. note 4). [Ed.] 

10. Pierre Overney was a worker killed by a security guard during an antiracist 
demonstration outside the Renault plant at Billancourt (a Paris suburb) on February 26, 
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1972; Jalal ed-Din Rumi was a thirteenth century Sufist poet whose main work is the 
Mathnawi; Jean-Baptiste Charcot (1867-1936) was a French neurologist and explorer of 
the antarctic regions and of Greenland, the latter in his ship named Pourquoi pas? (Why 
not?); the Biturige were one of the tribes 01' GauL dwelling in what later became the Berry 
province with some (according to Sollers) wandering to the Bordeaux region; Gorgias 
(c.485-c.380 ß.c.) was a Greek Sophist born in Sicily who was sent as ambassador to 
Athens where he settled and taught rhetoric: J ohan Jakob Bachofen (1815-1887) was a 
Swiss jurist and c1assical scholar who is perhaps best known for his studies on social evolu
tion and matriarchy as developed in his book, Das Mutterrecht [Matriarchallaw] Basel: B. 
Schwabe, (1861); while there were princes in the former duchy and kingdom of Aquitaine, 
the phrase "Prince of Aquitaine" evokes, for a contemporary cultured French person, the 
well-known lines from Gerard de Nerval's poem EI Desdichado, "Je suis le temibreux,-Ie 
veuf, f'inconsoJe, / Le prince d'Aquitaine iz la tour abolie." [Ed.] 

11. Pierre Messmer is a hard-line Gaullist who was appointed premier in 1972 by con
servative French President Georges Pompidou; at the Olympic Games in Munich (1972) 
nine Israeli athletes were seized by the Black September Organization and later killed dur
ing a gun battle between the Palestinian terrorists and German police; c1early, Kristeva 
includes, under the general term, "fascist." the German Nazis and French collaborators 
who were responsible for massacring French Jews. [Ed.] 



How can we find our way through what separates words from what is 
both without a name and more than a name: a painting? What is it that 
we are trying to go through? The space of the very act of naming? At any 
rate, it is not the space of "first naming," or of the incipient naming of 
the infans,' nor is it the one that arranges into signs what the subject 
perceives as separate reality. In the present instance, the painting is 
al ready there. A particular "sign" has already come into being. It has 

organized "something" into a painting with no hopelessly separate 

referent; or rather, the painting is its own reality. There is also an "I" 
speaking, and any num ber of "I's" speaking differently before the 
"same" painting. The question, then, is to insert the signs of language 
into this already-produced reality-sign-the painting; we must open out, 
release, and set side by side what is compact, condensed, and meshed. 
We must then find our way through what separates the place where "I" 
speak, reason, and understand from the one where something functions 
in addition to my speech: something that is more-than-speech, a meaning 
to which space and color have been added. We must develop, then, a 
second-stage naming in order to name an excess of names, a more-than
name become space and color-a painting. We must retrace the speaking 
thread, put back into words that from which words have withdrawn. 

choice, my desire to speak of Giotto (l267-1336)-if justification 
be needed-relates to his experiments in architecture and color (his 
translation <"of instinctual drives into colored surface) as much as to his 
place within the history of Western painting. (He lived at a time when the 
die had not yet been cast, when it was far from sure that all lines would 
lead toward the unifying, fixed center of perspective.)l I shall attempt to 

First appeared in Peinture (January 1972), no. 2-3; reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: Seuil, 
1977), pp. 383-A08. 
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Giotto's pictorial narrative follows biblical and evangelical canon, at 

Assisi as weIl as at deviating from it only to bring in the masses. 

In those works concerning St. Francis, the Virgin and Christ, 

mythical characters resemble the peasants of Giotto's time. This socio
logical aspect, however important it might be to the history of painting, 

shall not concern me here. Of course, it goes hand in hand with Giotto's 

disruption of space and color; it could not have come about without such 
a disruption and, in this sense, I could say that it followed. 

Christian legend, then, provided the pictorial signified: the normative 
elements of painting, insuring both adherence to social code and fidelity 

to ideological dogma. The norm has withdrawn into the signified, which 

is a narrative. Painting as such would be as long as ii served the 
narrative; within the framework of the narrative, it had free rein. A nar

rative signified cannot constrain the signifier (let us accept these terms 

for the moment) the of continuous representa-

tion. to certain kind of or Taoist f-/U1UHHf':", 

v .... , ... ".uF, pvr'",r"",n,"pr! the mass arrival of characters with their 

their 

The or 

both phylo- and 'V,,"V1B __ l'-' mutations-as weH as the introduction of 

the principle of narrative into Christian and art are 

Saint Francis and his Saint Bonaventura. The latter's 
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of aseries of 
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I.."' . .uu,-",,_ biblical legends, its formulation Bonaventura is rela-
or justifying, its entry into the Christian pic-

torial art of the time twelve-centuries-old, rigid Christian 
canon. This theoretical and artistic phenomenon fits in with a new 

moving towards the Renaissance and breaks with the 
tradition and detailed but isolated scenes, lacking 

sequences of images articulated within a totalizing continuity) that 
Orthodox Christianity, which had no Renaissance, preserved. 

There are pictorial narrative episodes in the nave of Santa Maria 
giore in Rome (fourth century), but it would seem that the oldest narra
tive sequenee pertaining to the old Testament is in the Church of 
Sant'Apollinare Nuovo in dating from the time of Theodoric. 
In illustrated manuscripts of the sixth century, illuminations follow a 
logic of narrative episodes (cf. The Book of Genesis at Vienna). But 
Byzantine mosaics, including those at St. Mark's Church in Venice, 

depict detailed scenes and sequences of dramatic and pathetic scenes 
without any comprehensive narrative to seal the entire fate of a 
partieu/ar character. 

To the contrary, the narrative signified of the Giotto frescoes at Padua 
(figure 3), through a simple and stark 10gic limited to the basic episodes 
of Mary's and Jesus' lives, suggests that the democratization of the 
Christian religion was effected by means of biography. On the walls of 
Padua we find a masterful expression of personal itineraries replacing 
Byzantine pathos. Within Giotto's pictorial narrative, the notion of indi
vidual history is, in fact, more developed in the Padua frescoes than in 

those at Assisi. The empty eh airs suspended in a blue expanse (The 
Vision 0/ the Thrones at Assisi) would be unimaginable in the secular 
narrative of the Padua frescoes. 

Yet, the narrative signified of the Arena Chapel's nave, supporting the 
symbolism of teleological dogma (guarantee of the mythical Christian 
community) and unfolding in three superimposed bands from left to right 
in accordance with the Scriptures, is artificial. Abruptly, the scroIl tears, 
coiling in upon itself from both sides near the top of the back wall facing 
the altar, revealing the gates of heaven ahd exposing the narrative as 
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FIGURE 3. 
GIOTTO, INTERIOR OF THE ARENA CHAPEL, PADUA. 

Photo: Dmitri Kessel 

nothing but a thin layer of color (figure 4). just under the two 

scrolls, facing the altar, lies another scene, outside the narrative: Hell, 
within the broader scope of the Last J udgment. This scene is the reverse 
of the narrative's symbolic sequence; three elements coexist there: his

torical characters (Scrovegni [who is the donor of the chapel], and the 

painter himself), the Last Judgment, and the two groups of the blessed 

and the damned. With the representation of Hell the narrative sequence 

stops, is cut short, in the face of historical reality, Law, and fantasy 

(naked bodies. violence, sex, death)-in other words, in the face of the 

human dimension-the reverse of the divine continuity displayed in the 

narrative. In the lower right-hand corner, in the depiction of Hell, the 

contours of the characters are blurred, some colors disappear, others 

weaken, and still others darken: phosphorescent bIue, black, dark red. 

There is no longer a distinct architecture; obliquely set masonry 

alongside angular mountains in the narrative seen es give way on the far 

wall to ovals, discontinuity, curves, and chaos. 
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FIGURE 4. 
GIOTTO, DETAIL FROM THE LAST JUDGMENT. 

ARENA CHAPEl, PADUA. 
Photo: Scala 

It seems as if the narrative signified of Christian painting were upheld 
by an ability to point to its own dissolution; the unfolding narrative (of 
transcendence) must be broken in order for what is both extra- and anti
narrative to appear: nonlinear space of historical men, Law, and fantasy. 

The representation of Hell would be the representation of narrative 
dissolution as weIl as the collapse of architecture and the disappearance 
of coloL Even at this fuIl stop in epic sequence, representation still rules 
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in this way is the of the narrative the 
ordering of forms and colors constituting the narrative as painting) 
released here, at the conclusion of the narrative; it finds its sign, and con
sequently, becomes symbolized as the reverse, negative, and ins~parable 
other of transcendence. The history of individual subjects, the Last Judg
ment, and Hell capture in a transcendence (which is no longer recited, 
but rather, pinpointed; no longer situated in time but rather in space) this 
"force working upon form" that earlier was concatenated as narrative. In 
Hell, painting reaches its limit and breaks apart. The next move would be 

to abandon representation, to have nothing but color and form-or noth
ing at all. In Giotto's work, color and form "in themselves" are never 
liberated. But beginning with Giotto, with the emergence of the great 
Christian paintings of the Renaissance, the independence of color and 
form appears in relation to the signified (to theological norm): with 
respect to narrative and representation. It appears independent precisely 
because it constantly pils itsel! against the everpresent norm. I t tears 
itself from the norm, bypasses it, turns away from it, absorbs it, goes 
beyond it, does something else-always in relation to it. 

Certain Buddhist and Far Eastern paintings exclude the signified from 
representation and become depleted either through the way they are laid 
out (Tantric squares, for example) or inscribed (ideograms in Chinese 
painting). Giotto's practice, on the other hand, and the Christian tradi
tion of art in general, show their independence of symbolic Law by pit

ting themselves against the represented narrative (parabies of Christian 
dogma) as weH as against the very economy of symbolization (color
form-representation). Thus, pictorial practice fulfills itself as freedom-a 
process of liberation through and the norm; to be sure, we are 
speaking of a subjecCs freedom, emerging through an order (a signified) 
turned graphic while permitting and integrating its transgressions. F or, 
the subject's freedom, as dialectics sets forth its truth, would consist 
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relative from the since this 
freedom does not seem to exist outside of what we agree to call an 

" it comes about by modifying the role by the systems of 
signifier, and signified and their repercussions within the organi-

zation of signifiance into imaginary, and symbolic (both role and 
are on the function of verbal communica-

tion-keystone of the religious arch) so as to organize them differently. 
Two color and the of space, will help us, 
within Giotto's painting, to follow this movement towards relative inde-
pel]m~nc;e from a signifying patterned on verbal communication. 

OF COLOR 

In the search for a clue to artistic renewal, attention has often been given 
to the composition and geometrical organization of Giotto's frescoes. 

Critics have less frequently stressed the importance of color in the pic
tori al "language" of Giotto and of painters in general. This is probably 
because "color" is difficult to situate both within the formal system of 
painting and within painting considered as a practice-therefore, in rela
tion to the painter. Although semiological approaches consider painting 
as a language, they do not allow an equivalent for color within the ele
ments of language identified by linguistics. Does it belong among 
phonemes, morphemes, phrases, or lexemes? If it ever was fruitful, the 
language/painting analogy, when faced with the problem of color, 
becomes untenable. Any investigation of this question must therefore 
start from another hypothesis, no longer structural, but economic-in the 
Freudian sense of the term. 

Wh at we have permissibly ealled the eonseious presentation of the objeet ean now 
be split up into the presentation of the ward and the presentation of the thing 
[ ... ] The system U es. eontains the thing-eathexes of the objects, the first and 
true objeet-cathexes; the Pes. comes about by this thing-presentation being 
hypercathected through being linked with the word-presentations corresponding 
to it. It is these hypercathexes, we may suppose, that bring ab out a higher psy
chical organization and make it possible for the primary proeess to be succeeded 
by the secondary process which is dominant in the Pes. 3 

This hypercathexis of thing-presentations by word-presentations permits 
the former to become conscious, something they could never do without 
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in systems so 
have no 
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remote from 
retained 

and, in order to become con-
need to be reinforced "4 

Freud sees, then, a split between perception and thought process. 
a of archaic assump-

don that seems wrong to us when we consider the subject as "artist," but 
we shall not argue this point here), Freud situates in a 
position of relationship involving two categories: the perceptual and the 
verbal. Such an economy is particularly clear in the case of schizophrenia 
where word-presentations undergo a more intense cathexis in order to 
allow for recovery of "lost objects" separated from the ego (what Freud 
calls "taking the road of the object by way of its word element"). 

In interpreting Freud's terminology, it becomes clear that "thing
presentation" principally designates the pressure of the unconscious drive 
linked to (if not provoked by) objects. "Thought" denotes conscious 
processes (including secondary processes), and the various syntactical 
and logical operations; resulting from the im position of repression, they 
hold at bay the "thing-presentations" and their corresponding instinctual 
pressures. The term "word-presentation" poses more of a problem. It 
seems to designate a complex state of drive that cathects the symbolic 
level,5 where this instinctual drive will later be replaced, due to 
repression, by the sign representing (erasing) it within the communicative 
system. Within "word-presentations" the drive's pressure: (1) is directed 
at an external object; (2) is a sign in a system; and (3) emanates from the 
biological organ that articulates the psychic basis of such sign (the vocal 
apparatus, the body in general). Freud in fact writes, "But word-presenta

tions, for their part too, are derived from sense-perceptions, in the same 
way as thing-presentations are. "6 

Word-presentations would then be doubly linked to the body. First, as 
representations of an "exterior" object denoted by the word, as weIl as 
representations of the pressure itself, which, although intraorganic, 
nevertheless relates the speaking subject to the objecL Second, as 
representations of an "interior object," an internal perception, an 
eroticization of the body proper during the act of formulating the word 
as a symbolic element. This bodily "duel," thus coupling the inside and 
the outside, as weIl as the two instinctual pressures linked to both, is the 
matter upon which repression is set-transforming this complex and 
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'-""001"0,", at someone else within com-

municative system, 
The is made up of apressure 

another linked to the body proper, and a 

This is then invested in the fragile, ephemeral, and compact 
of the symbolic function's and constitutes the true require-

ment for this function. is precisely this tri pie register that is cathected 
in an instinctual manner in cases of "narcissistic neuroses" where one has 
detected the "flight of the ego that manifests itself in the rem oval of con

scious cathexis." That it forsakes the distance that kept apart 
"thought" from "drives" and "thing-presentations" and thus culminated 

~n isolating the ego. 
This triad also seems to be hypercathected on the artistic function, 

whose economy thus appears to be clearly distinct from that of com
munication. If, indeed, the signifier-signified-referent triangle seems 

methodologically sufficient to describe the communicative function, 

artistic practice adds what Freud calls "word-presentation." This implies 

the tri pIe register of exterior drive, interior drive, and signifier. It in no 

way corresponds to the sign's triangle, but it affects the architecture of 

the latter. As a result, the artistic function introduces a pivot al order into 
the symbolic order (the order of "thought," according to Freud's termi

nology). This pivot al order-both an "energetic pressure" (instinctual 
drive) and an "imprint" (signifier)-modifies both the symbolic (because 

it cathects it with instinctual drive and thing-presentation) and thing

presentations (because it cathects them with signifying relationships that 
the perceptions themselves could not have insofar as their cathexes "cor

respond only to relationships between thing-presentations").7 

This Freudian metapsychological triad frustrates both "representa
tion" (as it rather involves taking in instinctual pressures) and the 

"word." It suggests an elementary formal apparatus, capable of setting 

in motion the phonemic order, a stock of lexemes, syntactic strategies 

(these to be determined for each subject through the process of language 
acquisition), and the presyntactic and prelogical primary processes of dis

placement, condensation, and repetition. This formal apparatus, subsum

ing instinctual pressures, is a kind of verbal code dominated by the two 

axes of metaphor and metonymy; but it uses, in a specific way (according 

to each subject) the general and limited possibilities of a given language. 



on such a within the domain of visual percep-
tions: an instinctual pressure linked to external visible the same 
pressure the of proper via visual 

and the insertion of this pressure under the 
as a In a of rPT"\rpCP1-.t 

Matisse alludes to color such a basis in instinctual drives when 
he speaks of a "retinal sensation [that] the calm of the surface 
and the contour"; he even compares it to that of voice and 
"Ultimately, there is only a tactile vitality comparable to the 'vibrato' of 
the violin or voice."8 And although subjective and instinctual, this 

advent of color (as well as of any other "artistic device") is necessarily 
and therefore objectively occasioned and determined by the historically 

produced, formal system in which it operates: 

Our senses have an age of development which does not come from the immediate 
surroundings, but from a moment in civilization. We are born with the sensibility 
of a given period of civilization. And that counts far more than all we can learn 
about aperiod. The arts have a development which comes not only from the indi
vidual, but also from an accumulated strength, the civilization which precedes uso 
One can't do just anything. A talented artist cannot do just as he likes. If he used 
only his talents, he would not exist. We are not the masters of what we produce. 
It is imposed on us. 9 

One might therefore conceive color as a complex economy effecting 
the condensation of an excitation moving towards its referent, of a 

physiologically supported drive, and of "ideological values" germane to a 
given culture. Such values could be considered as the necessary historical 
decantation of the first two components. Thence, color, in each instance, 
must be deciphered according to: (1) the scale of "natural" colors; (2) the 

psychology of color perception and, especially, the psychology of each 
perception's instinctual cathexis, depending on the phases the concrete 

goes through with reference to own and within the 
more general process of imposing repression; and (3) the pictorial system 

either operative or in the process of formation. A preeminently com
posite element color condenses "objectivity," "subjectivity," and the 
intrasystematic organization of pictorial practice. It thus emerges as a 
grid (of differences in light, energetic charge, and systematic value) 
whose every element is }inked with several interlocking registers. Because 
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a structural role in any 
value (of an objective and an instinctual pressure erotic 

of the subject); it hence finds itself endowed with new func-
tions it does not possess outside this therefore, outside pic-

In a color is from the unconscious into a 
the unity of the "self' dings to this symbolic order, as 
way it can hold itself together. The tri pIe register is 

however, and color's diacritical value within each 
the same token, withdrawn toward the uncon

scious. As a result, color (conpact within its tripie dimension) escapes 
censorship; and the unconscious irrupts into a culturally coded pictorial 
distribution. 

Consequently, the chromatic experience constitutes amenace to the 
" but also, and to the contrary, it cradles the selfs attempted 

reconstitution. Such an experience follows in the wake of the specular

imaginary selfs formation-dissolution. Linked therefore to primary 
narcissism and to subject-object indeterminacy, it carries traces of the 
subject's instinctual drive toward unity (Lust-Ich) with its exterior sur
rounding, under the influence of the pleasure principle about to become 
reality principle under the weight of rejection, the symbolic function, and 
repression. lO But chromatic experience casts itself as a turning point 
between the "selfs" conservative and destructive proc1ivities; it is the 
place of narcissistic eroticism (autoeroticism) and death drive-never one 

without the other. If that experience is a revival of the "self' through and 
beyond the pleasure principle, such a revival never succeeds in the sense 
that it would constitute a subject of (or under) symbolic law. This is 
because the symbolic necessity, or the interdiction laid down by color, 

are never absolute. Contrary to delineated form and space, as weIl as to 
drawing and composition subjected to the strict codes of representation 
and verisimilitude, color enjoys considerable freedom. The color scale, 
apparently restricted by comparison with the infinite variation of forms 
and figures, is accepted as the very domain of whim, taste, and 
serendipity in daily life as much as in painting. If, nevertheless, the inter
play of colors follows a particular historical necessity (the chromatic 
code accepted in Byzantine painting is not the same as that of the 
Renaissance) as weIl as the internal rules of a given painting (or any 
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such a is weak its own 
of instinctual at the very moment it 

Color might therefore be the space where the foresees and 

rise to its own immediate transgression. achieves the momentary 
dialectic of law-the laying down of One so that it at 

once be pulverized, multiplied into plural meanings. Color is the shatter
ing of unity. Thus, it is through color-colors-that the escapes 
its alienation within a code (representational, ideological, symbolic, and 

so forth) that it, as conscious subject, accepts. Similarly, it is through 

color that Western painting began to es cape the constraints of narrative 

and perspective norm (as with Giotto) as weIl as representation itself (as 
with Cezanne, Matisse, Rothko, Mondrian). Matisse speIls it in full: it is 

through color-painting's fundamental "device," in the broad sense of 
"human language" -that revolutions in the plastic arts come about. 

When the means of expression have become so refined, so attenuated that their 
power of expression wears thin, it is necessary to return to the essential principles 
whieh made human language. They are, after alL the principles which "go back 
to the source," which relive, which give us life. Pictures which have become 
refinements, subtle gradations, dissolutions without energy, call for beautzful 
blues, reds, yellows-matters to stir the sensual depths in nun. ll 

The chromatic apparatus, like rhythm for language, thus involves a 
shattering of meaning and its subject into a scale of differences. These, 

however, are articulated within an area beyond meaning that holds mean

ing's surplus. Color is not zero meaning; it is excess meaning through 
instinctual drive, that is, through death. destroying unique normative 

meaning, death adds its negative force to that meaning in order to have 

the subject come through. As asserted and differentiating negativity, pic
torial color (which overlays the practice of a subject merely speaking in 

order to communicate) does not erase meaning; it maintains it through 

multiplication and shows that it is engendered as the meaning of a sin

gular being. As the dialectical space of a psycho-graphic equilibrium, 

color therefore translates an oversignifying logic in that it inscribes 
instinctual "residues" that the understanding subject has not sym

bolized. 12 It is easy to see how color's logic might have been considered 
"empty of meaning," a mobile grid (since it is subjective), but outside of 
semantics, and therefore, as dynamic law,13 rhythm, interval, 14 gesture. 
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on the " chromatic 

far from is empty or ultimate , that it 

with "semantic latencies" linked to the economy of the 

constitution within significance. 

is not the black cast of form, an undefilable, forbid

deformable figure; nor is it the white of dazzling light, a 

of meaning cut off from the body, conceptual, 

foreclosed. Color does not suppress light but segments it by 

its undifferentiated unicity into spectral multiplicity. It 
surface clashes of intensity. Within the distribution of 

color, when black and white are present, they too are colors; that is to 

say, instinctualj diacriticalj representational condensations. 

After having made manifest and analyzed the "mystery" of light and 

the chemical production of colors, science will no doubt establish the 

objective basis (biophysical and biochemical) of color perception; just as 

contemporary linguistics, having discovered the phoneme, is seeking its 

corporeal, physiological and, perhaps, biological foundation. Psycho

analytic research will then make it possible, proceeding not only from the 

objective basis of perception and of the phases of the subject's passage 

through chromatic acquisition parallel to linguistic acquisition, to 

establish the more or less exact psychoanalytic equivalents of a particular 

subject's color scale. (These phases would include the perception of such 

and such a color at a given stage; the state of instinctual drive cathexes 

du ring this period; the relationship to the mirror phase, to the formation of 

the specular "I"; relationship to the mother; et cetera.) Given the present 

state of research, we can outline certain general hypotheses on the 

basis of our observations concerning painting's relationship to the sub

ject's signifying mode. In a11 likelihood, these hypotheses involve the 

ob server much more than they can lay any claim to objectivity. 

LUCIS: THE BURLE 

Therefore, speak to them, and hear, and believe, 
Since the light of the truth which requites them 
Does not let them turn from itself. 

Dante, Paradiso, III, 31-33 

That specific economy of color can perhaps explain why metaphysical 

speculations on light and its variations go back to the very oldest of 
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in the fundamentals of Hellenistic 
reach the center of Christian doctrine 

for up within Christianity an 
for the plastic arts, of never before 

achieved. The twelfth occupies a position in this process 

because of the humanist reform it brought to Christianity: this affects the 
of color in the work of Saint when it linked 

light with the body. As the other of the body, light gives it its form and 
thus becomes the privileged intermediary between substance and its 
effect-or the essential element of imagination: "lf light names or articu
lates form, then light cannot possibly be a body; it must be a something
else-than body. [ ... ] Augustine says that humor and the earth's soil are 
fundamental counterparts, and philosophers say that warmth is a certain 
subtle kind of substance. [ ... ] Therefore, it seems clear that light, both 
strictly and figuratively speaking, is not a body, but a corporeal form":17 
(orma lucis. 

This statement entails a liberating scope difficult for us to appreciate 
today: it aims at contesting the luminous unicity of the idea and opens it 
up to the spectrum of the subject's "artistic" experience, the place of the 

imagination. Formative light is nothing but light shattered into colors, an 
opening up of colored surfaces, a flood of representations. 

at the same time, we must insist on the ambiguity of such a state
ment: if it contests a rigid, unitary theology, arrested in the dazzling 

whiteness of meaning, then, by the same token, it co-opts the chromatic 
scale (with its basis of drives crossing through the subject), into 
theological space, as I suggested earlier. 

Within this am biguity and by playing with this contradiction, Western 

painting professed to serve Catholic theology while betraying it at the 
same time; it eventually left behind, first, its themes (at the time of the 
Renaissance), and later, its norm-representation (with the advent of 
Impressionism and the ensuing movements). Several theological state
ments bear witness to high spiritual leaders' distrust of painting, which 
they perceive as "not elevated enough" spiritually, if not simply "bur
lesque." Hegel evinces this kind of attitude when, after having recognized 
Giotto's original use of color, and pursuing his reasoning in the same 
paragraph, he observes that the painter leaves behind spirituality's higher 
spheres: 
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Giotto, along with the changes he effected in respect to modes of conception and 
composition, brought about a reform in the art of preparing coulours. [ ... ] The 
things of the world receive a stage and a wider opportunity for expression; and 
this is illustrated by the way Giotto, under the influence of his age, found room 
for burlesque along with so much that was pathetic [ ... ] in this tendency of 
Giotto to humanize and towards realism he never really, as a rule, advances 
beyond a comparatively subordinate stage in the process. 18 

in eh anging color style, Giotto might have given agraphie 
to the "natural" and "human" tendeneies of the ideology of his 

time. Giotto's colors would be "formal" equivalents of the burlesque, the 

visual precursors of the laugh that Rabelais translated into 
language a few eenturies later. Giotto's joy is the sublimated jouissanee 
of a subjeet liberating hirnself from the transeendental dominion of One 
Meaning (white) through the advent of its instinetual drives, again artieu
lated within a complex and regulated distribution. Giotto's joy burst into 
the ehromatie clashes and harmonies that guided and dominated the 
architectonies of the Arena Chapel freseoes at Padua. This ehromatie joy 
is the indication of a deep ideologieal and subjeetive transformation; it 

desereetly enters the theologieal signified, distorting and doing violenee 
to it without relinquishing it. This joy evokes the earnivalesque exeesses 
of the masses but antieipates their verbal and ideologieal translations, 

which eame to light later, through literary art (the novel, or, in 
philosophy, the heresies). That this ehromatie experience could take 
place under the aegis of the Order of M erry Knights commemorating the 
Virgin is, perhaps, more than a coincidence (sublimated jouissance finds 

its basis in the forbidden mother, next to the Name-of-the-Father). 

BLUE 

Blue is the first color to strike the visitor as he enters into the semidark
ness of the Arena Chapel. Unusual in Giotto's time because of its 
brilliance, it contrasts strongly with the somber coloring of Byzantine 
mosaics as weIl as with the colors of Cimabue or the Sienese frescoes. 19 

The delicate, chromatic nuances oflhe Padua frescoes barely stand out 
against this luminous blue. One's first impression of Giotto's painting is 
of a colored substance, rather than form or architecture; one is struck by 
the light that is generated, catching the eye because of the color blue. 
Such a blue takes hold of the viewer at the extreme limit of visual percep
tion. 
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over 
to appear. U nder these '-'VilUiLlVllu, 

the rods of the retina's 
element comaining the cones 

short wave
before sunrise, bIue is the first color 

-n",,.',,,,,,,,,,,,, the color blue i-hrr.,,,.,.h 

identifies its form. possible following Andre 
paradox,20 would be that the perception of blue entails not identifying the 
object; that blue is, precisely, on this side of or beyond the fixed 

form; that it is the zone where phenomenal identity vanishes. It has also 

been shown that the fovea is indeed that part of the eye developed latest 
in human beings (sixteen months after birth).21 This most likely indicates 
that centered vision-the identification of objects, including one's own 
image (the "self' perceived at the mirror stage between the sixth and 
eighteenth month)-comes into play after color perceptions. The earliest 
appear to be those with short wavelengths, and therefore the color blue. 
Thus all colors, but blue in particular, would have a noncentered or 

decentering effect, lessening both object identification and phenomenal 
fixation. They thereby return the subject to the archaic moment of its 
dialectic, that is, before the fixed, specular HI," but while in the process 
of becoming this "I" by breaking away from instinctual, biological (and 
also maternal) dependence. On the other hand, the chromatic experience 
can then be interpreted as arepetition of the specular subjeci's emergence 
in the already constructed space of the understanding (speaking) subject; 
as areminder of the subject's conflictual constitution, not yet alienated 
into the set image facing hirn, not yet able to distinguish the contours of 
others or his own other in the mirror. Rather, the subject is caught in the 
acute contradiction between the instincts of self-preservation and the 

destructive ones, within a limitless pseudoself, the conflictual scene of 
primary narcissism and autoerotism 22 whose clashes could follow any 
concatenation of phonic, visual, or spectral differences. 

CONSTRUCTIONS AND CHROMATIC 

HARMONY 

The massive irruption of bright color into the Arena Chapel frescoes, 
arranged in soft but contrasting hues, gives a sculptural va/urne to 
Giotto's figures, often leading to comparisons with Andrea Pisano. That 
is, color tears these figures away from the wall's plane, giving them a 
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FIGURE 5. 
GIOTTO, THE EXPULSION OF THE DEMONS FROM AREZZO. 

BASILICA OF ST. FRANCIS, ASSISI. 
Photo: Scala 

forty-five-degree angle, one next to the other, transparent, with each rec

"-'UF,I..uu., surface once again divided in order to generate other blocks and 
tiered columns. A block is set at an angle to the frame, broken and 

exploded on the far-side wall, culminating in the triangle at the top 
(pyramid) or in the green cupola; or, conversely, pyramid and cupola are 

articulated by means of nested, broken blocks (The Cruc(fix o( St. 
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nr,,·('cl'·'; onto each another 

echoes them within the square fresco. In the Dream 
Innocent a raised and imbalanced block collapses onto 

another facing it within the square of the frame. In The Apparition to the 
Brothers another block, opening from the back towards the 

would be alm ost in perspective except for the friezes and ogives 
near the deepening and multiplying the surfaces and preventing the 
lines from converging at one point. In Visions Augustine and the 

there are blocks open on the right, soaring over a large 
block oriented towards the left, to wh ich is added, similarly oriented, a 
triptych of blocks with their far sides shot through with blue ovals. 

A similar working of square surfaces may be seen in the Church of 
Santa Croce in Florence. An interesting variation of Giotto's geometrical 
investigations of the rectangle appears in St. Francis Preaching before 
Honorius 111 at Assisi. The surface of the square cut out by the frame is 

translated into two volumes, one set on top of the other (the seat); but 
this antagonistic treatment of space is softened by the curves of the three 
ribbed vaults, as if the square, confronted with the circle, produced an 
oval lining, a depth set off from the frame, a field curving inwards, but 
avoiding the vanishing point of perspective. This particular treatment of 
space is worth noting, since it reappears at Padua in two figureless fres
coes. Situated over the altar, they inaugurate the narrative series and 
program it, providing its graphie matrix, in three stages: first there is a 
solid rectangular base; second, above this an angle appears (slanted to 
the left in one fresco, to the right in the other)-a confrontation of sur
faces cut into squares, a conflictive module for space; third, the conflict is 
nevertheless harmonized in the upper part of the fresco, where the 
intersecting ares of the ogives meet in the ribbed cupola's three focal 
points. A spiral is clinched before the window as if to emphasize the 
unstoppable and inexhaustible movement going from square to circle. 

How do colors participate in this both antagonistic and harmonized 
space? 

Two workings of color may easily be distinguished at Padua: first, in 
the scenery (field, landscape, architecture); and second, in the make up of 
human figures and interiors. 
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square or lateral planes painted rose or 
The bIue-green relation dominates the upper 
rose or bIue-gold one appears more frequently in the lower 
Once again, Giotto seemingly wants to facilitate the natural perception 
of a viewer standing at the center of the somber church. The less visible 
upper registers are consequently done in blue-green, while the lower ones, 
more accessible to daylight, accentuate gilded-rose colors, which are, in 

fact, the first perceived under increased lighting. 
In every case, however, the antagonistic space of the overlapping, frag

mented blocks is achieved through the confrontation of colored surfaces: 

either through colors of the same hue with the addition of comple
mentary tones (for example, the pink roof in The Annunciation to Anna), 
or directly through complementary chromatic scales. 

What is important is that, except for the basic blues, all other hues are 
particularly refined and very light. It seems as if the distribution of 
colored masses reflected a search for the smallest possible difference 
capable of shattering a homogeneous background. Such a difference is 
precisely wh at causes spatial conflictivity to be perceived without vio
lence-as harmony and transition. 

This becomes even more evident in the treatment of human figures. 
On the one hand, each mass of color is unfolded into its variants. For 

example, the colors of clothing are opened out through the realistic effect 
of drapery folds into variations of pink absorbing gray, white, and green, 
thus molding a cape. These variants are infinitesimal differentials within 
the already subtly different light hues of Giotto's palette. In some 
instances they recall the subdued colorings of Chinese prints, where a text 
supports the signified, while color seeks out barely perceptible dif
ferences, minute retinal sensations charged with the least "semantic 
latency." These "folds of color" are confrontations between one color 
and the complete chromatic scale: while each color remains dominant 
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in various is also attenuated. 
The conflict within a color moving toward white-an effect of pure 

brilliance-provides each color and, therefore, each framed surface, with 

sense of volume. This rounded, sculptural aspect of Giotto's figures 

strikes one immediately. The curves of the drawing (oval shape of the 

rounded fullness of the bodies) repeat the oval-shaped, colored 

masses (deformed and drawn out spheres and cylinders). Roundness 

becomes chromatic and independent of the curved drawing itself. The 

line seems guided by unfolding color and merely follows it, accentuates 

it, settles it, identifies it when color defies fixed objects, and in short, dis

tinguishes it from adjoining spheres and colors. These masses of color 

become spherical through their own self-differentiation; set within an 

angular space of blocks and squares, they serve as transition between 

clashing surfaces. In fact, and more effectively than the clashing surfaces, 

these masses of color generate the volume of the painted surface. The 

colors of colliding surfaces thus delineate the edges of such cubed space, 

while the colors of each figure give volume to and round out this co·nflict 

between blocks. Color thus succeeds in shaping aspace of conflicts, a 

space of noncentered, unbordered and unfixed transitions, but aspace 

turned inward. 

In addition and at the same time, these voluminous colors, as they 

come into being by intermixing and detaching themselves frorn the entire 

spectrum, become articulated with one another either by close contrast 

(at the same end of the spectrum) or by truly diverging contrast (comple·· 

mentary colors). Thus, in The M assacre o[ the Innocents at Assisi we 

have the following sequence: brick red-pink-bordeaux-green

white-Iavender-white-green-red--pink-lavender-blue (like the 

field)-red-gold. To simplify, if we designate red by blue by and 

yellow by the following arrangement may be seen. 

Reldtively limited differences appear at the beginning (red-pink): 

there is then a jump to the other end of the spectrum (green): B; an echo 

of the beginning (lavender): again, areturn to the opposite side 

(green): its opposite (red): will be varied until it reaches onIy a 

slight difference in hue (pink-Iavender): before another return to 

the opposite (bIue): (= field) opposed in turn by red: before the 

final C. 
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The chromatic treatment of characters a effect con-
firming this geometry. It also adds a harmonization of delineated sur

faces and an impression of volume within the colored surfaces 
themselves. This is done solely by virtue of the colors' own resources, 

without recourse to geometric determination. Volume is produced by jux
taposing unfolding chromatic differences alone without the assistance of 
rigid contours. The painter uses drawings and lines, but he coats them, 

suffuses them with colored matter so that they break away from strictly 
chromatic differentiation. 

overflowing, softening, and dialecticizing lines, color emerges 
inevitably as the "device" by which painting gets away from identifica

tion of objects and therefore from realism. As a consequence, Giotto's 
chromatic experiments prefigure a pictorial practice that his immediate 
followers did not pursue. This practice aspires not to figural representa
tion, but rather, to the resources of the chromatic scale, which then 
extrapolate, as we have suggested, the instinctual and signifying resources 
of the speaking subject. For this chromatic system-so crowded with 
figures, landscape, and mythical scenes-appears void of figuration if 
viewed at length and attentively. It is like a setting side by side of chro
matic differences that throb irlto a third dimension. Such a chromatic 
working, therefore, erases angles, contours, limits, placements, and 
figurations, but reproduces the movement of their confrontation. 

Color, arranged in this manner, is a compact and plurifunctional ele
ment, not conforming to the localization-identification-placement of 
phenomena andj or their (or any) ultimate meaning; it acts upon the sub

ject's station point outside of the painting rather than projecting hirn into 
it. This painting, then, reaches completion within the viewer. It steers the 
subject towards a systematic cutting through its foreclosure, because it 
has been set in motion starting from "retinal sensation," their instinctual 

basis, and the superimposed signifying apparatus. Is this not precisely the 
"mechanism" of jouissance whose economy Freud locates in the process 
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of 1" .... ,..~"'r .... it his studies on 

in Jokes and their 

me emphasize, in summing up, that this working one's way through 

is rigorously regulated by a juxtaposition of differences in volume that 
along two converging paths. On the one hand, it brings into play 

the geometric possibilities of squares and blocks (their conflict); on the 
it the infinitesimal chromatic difference that produces a 

three-dimensional effect from a colored surface and the opposing or 
serial alternation of such volumes due to an "'element" indicating 
volume: the tripie register of color (as suggested above) in relation to the 

The signifying economy thus made up partakes of an ideological func
tion: Giotto's painting as an element of the early fourteenth century 
societal "superstructure." This raises a fundamental problem, that is, the 
inclusion of a signifying economy within a social context. its very 
nature, artistic practice is indeed doubly articulated: through the inclu

sion of a "subjective" signifying economy within an "objective" 
ideological functioning; and through the production of meaning through 
its subject, in terms of (and liable to the constraints of) concrete social 
contradictions. In other words, a (subjective) signifying economy 
becomes an artistic signifying practice only to the extent that it is articu
lated through the social struggles of a given age. Along such lines, I 
might suggest that the sociopolitical and ideological position of the 
painter within the social contradictions of his time ultimately determines 
a concrete signifying economy, turning it into an artistic practice that 
will playa given social and historical role. A signifying economy within 

an artistic practice, therefore, not only operates through the individual 
(biographical subject) who carries it out, but it also recasts hirn as his
torical subject-causing the signifying process that the subject undergoes 
to match the ideological and political expectations of his age's rising 
classes. 

Thus, Giotto's own work-jouissance in color and space and the specific 

role incumbent on the subject therein, which merge with the ideology of 
the time: subjectivist and humanist renewal of Christianity; liberating, 
"secularizing," modern, even "materialist" morality (in the forms of 
Averroism and nominalism). This ideology corresponds to what Fred-
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economic and foundations behind the 

examined here, would !JU(.hHL~'-' that one cannot understand 
such practice without taking its socioeconomic foundations into account; 
nor can one understand it if one chooses to reduce it to these foun
dations, thereby bypassing the signifying economy of the subject 

involved. 
I began with a discussion of color in terms of light, and therefore, of 

frequency. Applied to an object, however, the not ion of color ean only 
have topologieal value: it expresses preeise struetures of atoms and 
molecules. Therefore, what ean be deseribed in terms of frequency (light) 
can only be analyzed in terms of geometry (coloring matter). 

Nevertheless, eoneerning the painting's signifieation, these topologieal 

or frequential differenees are of no import in their own specificities and 
preeisions. They are important only as struetural differences allowing a 
spatial distribution. As diaeritical markings inside a system (the system 
of a painting), these differences provide a structural constraint, a general 
outline, that eaptures signifianee as weIl as its speeific subject looking at 
the painting. Beyond the threshold of struetural neeessity, however, 

color plays, as I have shown, on a eomplex register: the instinctual 

cathexis of ehromatic elements and the ideologieal values that a 
partieular age plaees on them. What eseapes structural constraint is 

nonetheless sizable, and it is this area that contemporary semiology, 

aided by psyehoanalysis, is investigating. 
I have made use of certain elements in Giotto's painting in order to 

present several problems relevant to painting as signifying praetice. 
Neither the whole of Giotto's work nor the complexity of the questions 

raised about it are addressed directly by these reflections. Their object 
has been, rather, to eneourage areturn to the ("formal" and ideologieal) 
history of painting's subjeet within its eontemporary production; to 
present the avant-garde with a genetie-dialectical reflection on what 
produeed it andjor that from which it sets itself apart. As Walter 
Benjamin said of literature: "It is not a question of presenting works 
[ ... ] in correlation to their own times, but rather, within the framework 
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of the time of the time 
OUf own."26 

1. "Giotto's pamtmgs do represent a step towards the artifieial perspeetive of the 
fifteenth eentury. At the same time the oblique eonstruetions used in the majority of his 
designs reveal a movement in a different direction"-lohn White, Birth and Rebirth oi Pic
torial Space (London: Faber & Faber, 1973), p. 75; emphasis mine. 

2. We should keep in mind that the Padua freseoes are loeated in the Serovegni Chapel, 
generally known as the Arena Chapel. Dante put Serovegni's father, Reginald, in the 
seventh eircle of HeIL Scrovegni hirnself was a patron of Giotto and thus figured in the fres
eoe". He belonged to the Order of Cavalieri Gaudenti or the "Merry Knights," so called 
because of the wealth and behavior of its mem bers, and upheld the existence and dignity of 
the Virgin Mary. Giotto hirnseIL who worked under the aegis of the Franeiscans, seemed to 
be at odds with the doctrine of Saint Francis, (unless he be in agreement with its specifically 
Florentine decadent form), when he wrote a poem against poverty, "Molti son quei che 
laudan povertade." (Historians, however, do not all agree that he wrote that poem.) In 
addition, Giotto appears to have been the only Florentine artist at the beginning of the 
fourteenth century to have amassed a true fortune. Cf. Frederick Anta!, Florentine Painting 
and fts Social Background (New York: Harper, 1947). There is also an anecdote concern
ing Giotto's pictorial practice. In reply to Pope Benedict XI, who was looking for a painter 
for Saint Peter's Basilica, Giotto is said to have sent a single proof of his expertise-a 
perfect circle drawn in red paint-whence the expression "a more perfected art than 
Giotto's 0." Cf. lohn Ruskin, Giotto and His Work in Padua (London: Levey, Robson 
and Franklyn, 1854). 

3. Sigmund Freud, Papers on Metapsychology: The Unconscious in The Standard Edi
tion 01 the Works oi Sigmund Freud (London: Hogarth Press & The Institute of Psycho
Analysis, 1953), 14:201-2. 

4. Freud, Metapsychology, p. 202. 
5. Freud explains this passage from pereeption to symbolic function by the economy of 

unification and rejection engendering the symbolic function, the separation between subject 
and object, and the imposition of repression; it is confirmed in its role by the ereation of the 
symbol ofnegation (cf. Negation in TheStandard Edition, 19:235-39). 

6. Freud, M etapsychology, p. 202. 
7. fbid., p. 202. 
8. Henri Matisse, Matisse on Art, Jack Flan, trans. (New York: Phaidon, 1973), State

ments to Teriade, 1929-30, p. 58; emphasis mine. 
9. Matisse, Statements to Teriade, 1936, p. 74. 
10. Marcelin Pleynet has shown, in the case of Matisse, the connection between chro

matic experience, relation to the mother, and above all, the oral phase of infantile eroticism 
that dominates not only the pre-Oedipal experience, but also the phase preceding the "mir
ror stage" (and therefore, the constitution 01' the specular "I"), whose role proves to be 
capital, not only in elucidating the genesis of the symbolic function, but even more so, in 
structuring the "artistic function," Cf. Mareelin Pleynet, "Le Systeme de Matisse," in 
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L' Enseignement de la peinture (Paris: Seuil, 1971), pp. Reprinted in Pleynet, 
Systerne de la peinture (Paris: Seuil, 1977), pp. 66-75. 

11. Matisse, Statements to Tb'iade, 1936, p. 74. My emphasis. 
12. that token, its function is related (in the domain of sight) to rhythm 's function 

and, in general, to the musicality of the literary text, which, precisely in this way, introduces 
instinctual drive into language. 

13. Physical theories of color have at times embraced this point of view. According to 
wave theory, each material atom is made up of a subatom of color or sound whose connec
tions are imrnaterial: dharmas Or laws. Anaxagoras held that colors represent the interplay 
01' an infinity 01" seeds corresponding to the infinity of luminous sensations. 

14. Plato maintained that "what we say 'is' this or that color will be neither the eye 
which encounters the motion nor the motion which is encountered, but something wh ich has 
arisen between the two and is peculiar to each percipient"-Theaetetus, M. Cornford, 
trans., in Edith Hamilton & Huntington Cairnes, eds., Collected Dialogues, (Princeton: 
Princeton U niversity Press, 1978), pp. 858- 59. Epicurus seems to suggest through his 
theory 01' simulacra a connection between color and what we now call the "unconscious." 
The mind builds a wall against the mass of simulacra that assails it, selecting only those 
that pique its interest. Cf. M. A. Tonnelat, Evolution des idies sur la nature des couleurs, 
Lecture given at the Palais de la Decouverte, 1956. 

15. "And knowing that of all things light is best, He made it the indispensable means of 
sight, the best of the senses; for wh at the intellect is in the soul, the eye is in the body; for 
each of thern sees, one the things of the mind, the other the things 01' the senses"-Philo, 
On The Creation of the World, passage 53, in Philosophia Judaica, Hans Lewy, trans. 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1946), page 61. See also passage 17. "For the eye ofthe 
Absolutely Existent needs no other light to effect perception, but He Hirnself is the 
archetypal essence of which myriads of rays are the effluence, none visible to sense, all to 
the mind. And therefore, they are the instruments of that same God alone, who is 
apprehended by the mind, not of any who have part and lot in the world of creation. For 
the created is approached by sense, which can never grasp the nature which is apprehended 
by mind"-Philo, On The Cherubim, passage 97, in Philo, F. H. Colson & G. H. 
Whitaker, trans. (New York: Putnarn, 1923),2:67-69. See also passage 28. 

16. "We must imagine a center, and around this center a luminous sphere that radiates 
from (Intelligence). Then around this sphere, lies a second one that also is luminous, but 
only as a light lit from another light (the universal Soul). [ ... ] The great light 
(Intelligence) sheds its light though remaining within itself, and the brilliancy that radiates 
around it (on to the soul) is 'reason'''-Plotinus, Enneades, K. Guthrie, trans. 
(Philadelphia: MOIlsalvat Press, 1910), Book IV, 3, 17. 

17. "si ergo lux formam dicit, non potest esse lux ipsum corpus, sed aliquid corporis 
[ ... ] sicut dicit Augustinus quod humor et humus sUIlt elementa, et philosophi dicunt 
quod calor est substantia quaedam subtilis [ ... ] sic igitur ex praedictiis patet, quod lux, 
proprie et abstracte loqeundo, non est corpus, sed forrna corporis" -Sanctus Cardinalis 
Bonaventurae, Librum Secundum Sententiarum [Commentary on the senten ces, II] in 
Opera Omnia (Paris: Ludovique Vives: 1864, 1864), Dist. XIII, Art. 2, Quaest. 2; pp. 
552-53. 

18. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, The Philosophr Of Fine Art, F. P. Osmaston, 
trans. (New York: Hacker Art Books, 1975),3:322-24. 

19. Ruskin notes that before Giotto, "over the whole of northern Europe, the colouring 
of the eleventh and early twelfth centuries had been pale: in manuscripts, principally com-
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posed of pale red, green, and yeIIow, blue being sparingly introdueed (earlier still, in the 
eighth and ninth eenturies, the letters had often been eoloured with blaek and yellow only). 
Then, in the c10se of the twelfth and throughout the thirteenth eentury, the great system of 
perfeet eolour was in use; solemn and deep; eomposed strietly, in all its leading masses. of 
the eolours revealed by God from Sinai as the noblest;-blue, purpie, and sear'let, with gold 
(other hues, ehiefly green, with white and black. being used in points or small masses, to 
relieve the main colours. In the early part of the fourteenth centUI'y the colours begin to 
grow paler: about 1330 the style is already completely modified; and at the c10se 01' the 
fourteenth century, the colour is quite pale and delicate" -Ruskin, Giotto, p. 21. 

20. "To see a blue light, you must not look directly at it." 
21. L C. Mann, The Development ol the Human Eye (Cambridge: Cambridge 

U niversity Press, 1928), p. 68. 
22. In this context, it seems that not ions of "narcissism" (be it primary) and autoe

roticism suggest too strongly an already existing identity for us to apply them rigorously to 
this conflictual and imprecise stage of subjectivity. 

23. White, Birth and Rebirth of Pictorial Space, p. 75. 
24. Ibid., p. 68. 
25. Antal, Florentine Painting and its Social Background. 
26. Walter Benjamin. "Literaturgeschichte und Literaturwissenschaft" in Gesammelte 

Schriften (FrankfurtjamjMain: Suhrkamp, 1972),3:290. 



THE MATERNAL BODY 

Cells fuse, split, and proliferate; volumes grow, tissues stretch, and body 
fluids change rhythm, speeding up or slowing down. Within the body, 
growing as a graft, indomitable, there is an other. And no one is present, 
within that simultaneously dual and alien space, to signify wh at is going 
on. HIt happens, but I'm not there." "I cannot realize it, but it goes on." 

Motherhood's impossible syllogism. 
This becoming-a-mother, this gestation, can possibly be accounted for 

by means of only two discourses. There is science; but as an objective dis
course, science is not concerned with the subject, the mother as site of 
her proceedings. There is Christian theology (especially canonical 
theology); but theology defines maternity only as an impossible 
elsewhere, a sacred beyond, avessei of divinity, a spiritual tie with the in
effable godhead, and transcendence's ultimate support-necessarily vir
ginal and committed to assumption. Such are the wiles of Christian 
reason (Christianity's still matchless rationalism, or at least its 

rationalizing power, finally become c1ear); through the maternal body (in 
astate of virginity and "dormition" 1 before Assumption), it thus 
establishes a sort of subject at the point where the subject and its speech 
split apart, fragment, and vanish. Lay humanism took over the con
figuration of that subject through the cult of the mother; tenderness, love, 
and seat of social conservation. 

And yet, if we presume that someone exists throughout the process of 
cells, molecules, and atoms accumulating, dividing, and multiplying 

First published in Peinture (December 1975). no. 10-11; reprinted in Polylogue (Paris: SeuiL 

1977), pp. 409-35. 
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without any or been formed 
so are we not positing an animism that reflects the inherent psychosis 
of the speaking So, if we suppose that a mother is the subject of 
gestation, in other words the master of a process that science, despite its 
effective devices, acknowledges it cannot now and perhaps never will be 
able to take away from her; if we suppose her to be master of a process 
that is prior to the social-symbolic-linguistic contract of the group, then 
we acknowledge the risk of losing identity at the same time as we ward it 
off. We recognize on the one hand that biology jolts us by means of 
unsymbolized instinctual drives and that this phenomenon eludes social 
intercourse, the representation of preexisting objects, and the contract of 
desire. On the other hand, we immediately deny it; we say there can be 
no escape, for mamma is there, she embodies this phenomenon; she war
rants that everything is, and that it is representable. In a double-barreled 
move, psychotic tendencies are acknowledged, but at the same time they 
are settled, quieted, and bestowed upon the mother in order to maintain 
the ultimate guarantee: sym bolic coherence. 

This move, however, also reveals, bett er than any mother ever could, 
that the maternal body is the place of a splitting, which, even though 
hypostatized by Christianity, nonetheless remains a constant factor of 
social reality. Through a body, destined to insure reproduction of the 
species, the woman-subject, although under the sway of the paternal 
function (as symbolizing, speaking subject and like all others), more of a 
filter than anyone else-a thoroughfare, a threshold where "nature" 
confronts "culture." To imagine that there is someone in that 
filter-such is the source of religious mystifications, the font that 
nourishes them: the fantasy of the so-called "Phallic" Mother. Because 
if, on the contrary, there were no one on this threshold, if the mother 

were not, that is, if she were not phallic, then every speaker would be led " 
to conceive of its Being in relation to some void, a nothingness 
asymetrically opposed to this Being, a permanent threat against, first, its 
mastery, and ultimately, its stability. 

The discourse of analysis proves that the desire for motherhood is 
without fail adesire to bear a child of the father (a child of her own 
father) who, as a result, is often assimilated to the baby itself and thus 
returned to its place as devalorized man, summoned only to accomplish 
his function, which is to originate and justify reproductive desire. Only 
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ineest be 
too far 

VUC4"VU. onee the fmit is 
u""",,", ""u""u, the ceremony loses its effect unless it be forever. 

And and with this motherhood seems to be 
impelled also causality. 

and, later, Marie have spoken about 
biological destiny of each differentiated sex. Material compulsion, spasm 
of a memory belonging to the species that either binds together or splits 
apart to perpetuate itself, series of markers with no other significance 
than the eternal return of the life-death biological cycle. How can we ver

balize this prelinguistic, unrepresentable memory? Heraclitus' flux, 
Epicurus' atoms, the whirling dust of cabalic, and Indian mystics, 
and the stippled drawings of psychedelics-all seem better metaphors 
than the theories of Being, the logos, and its laws. 

Such an excursion to the limits of primal regression can be phan

tasmatically experienced as the reunion of a woman-mother with the 

body of her mother. The body of her mother is always the same Master
Mother of instinctual drive, a mier over psychosis, a subject of biology, 
but also, one toward which women aspire a11 the more passionately 
simply beeause it lacks a penis: that body cannot penetrate her as can a 
man when possessing his wife. giving birth, the woman enters into 
contact with her mother; she becomes, she is her own mother; they are 
the same continuity differentiating itself. She thus actualizes the 
homosexual facet of motherhood, through which a woman is simul

taneously closer to her instinctual memory, more open to her own psy

chosis, and consequently, more negatory of the social, symbolic bond. 
The symbolic paternal facet relieves feminine aphasia present within 

the desire to bear the /ather's child. It is an appeasement that turns into 
melancholy as soon as the child becomes an object, a gift to others, 

neither self nor part of the self, an object destined to be a subject, an 
other. Melancholy readjusts the paranoia that drives to action (often vio
lent) and to discourse (essentially parental, object-oriented, and prag
matic discourse) the feminine, verbal scarcity so prevalent in our culture. 

The homosexual-maternal facet is a whirl of words, a complete 
absence of meaning and seeing; it is feeling, displacement, rhythrn, 
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as a screen 
Perversion slows down the that ,",Vl1U'M-

ing identities and the delights of the well-known and 
some pantheist fusion both brush up against. 

Those afflicted or affected by psychosis have put up in its place the 
image of the Mother: for women, a paradise lost but seemingly dose at 

for men, a hidden god but constantly present through occult fan
And even psychoanalysts believe in it. 

swaying between these two positions can only mean, for the 
woman that she is within an "enceinte" separating her from the 
world of everyone else. 2 Endosed in this "elsewhere," an "enceinte" 
woman loses communital meaning, which suddenly appears to her as 

worthless, absurd, or at best, comic-a surface agitation severed from its 

impossible foundations. Orient al nothingness probably better sums up 
what, in the eyes of a Westerner, can only be regression. And yet it is 

jouissance, but like a negative of the one, tied to an object, that is borne 
by the unfailingly masculine libido. Here, alterity becomes nuance, 
contradiction becomes a variant, tension becomes passage, and discharge 
becomes peace. This tendency towards equalization, which is seen as a 
regressive extinction of symbolic capabilities, does not, however, reduce 
differences; it resides within the smallest, most archaic, and most 
uncertain of differences. It is powerful sublimation and indwelling of the 
sym bolic within instinctual drives. I t affects this series of "little dif

ferences-resemblances" (as the Chines logicians of antiquity would say). 

Before founding society in the same stroke as signs and communication, 
they are the precondition of the latter's existence, as they constitute the 
living entity within its species, with its needs, its elementary appercep

tions and communication, distinguishing between the instinctual drives of 
life and death. It affects primal repression. An ultimate danger for 
identity, but also supreme power of symbolic instance thus returning to 
matters of its concern. Sublimation here is both eroticizing without 

residue and a disappearance of eroticism as it returns to its source. 
The speaker reaches this limit, this requisite of sociality, only by virtue 

of a particular, discursive practice called "art." A woman also attains it 
(and in our society, especially) through the strange form of split sym
bolization (threshold of language and instinctual drive, of the "symbolic" 
and the "semiotic") of which the act of giving birth consists. As the ar-
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the 

a social 

away the discursive hold and conceals a 

that must be taken into account biologically and This 

ciphering of the species, this pre- and transsymbolic memory, 
makes the mother mistress of neither nor instinctual drive 

a fantasy underlies the cult of any ultimately feminine deity); it does 
make of the maternal body the stakes of a natural and "objective" con

trol, independent of any individual consciousness; it inscribes both bio

logical operations and their instinctual echoes into this necessary and 
hazardous program constituting every species. The maternal body is the 

module of a biosocial program. Its jouissance, which is mute, is nothing 
more than a recording, on the screen of the preconscious, of both the 

messages that consciousness, in its analyticai course, picks up from this 

ciphering process and their classifications as empty foundation, as a-sub

jective lining of our rational exchanges as social beings. If it is true that 
every national language has its own dream language and unconscious, 

then each of the sexes-a division so much more archaic and funda
mental than the one into languages-would have its own unconscious 

wherein the biological and social program of the species would be 
ciphered in confrontation with language, exposed to its influence, but 

independent from it. The symbolic destiny of the speaking animal, which 

is essential although it comes second, being superimposed upon the bio
logical--this destiny seals off (and in women, in order to preserve the 

homology of the group, it censures) that archaic basis and the special 

jouissance it procures in being transferred to the symbolic. Privileged, 

"psychotic" moments, or whatever induces them naturally, thus become 

necessary. Among such "natural" inducements, maternity is needed for 
this sexual modality to surface, this fragile, secretly guarded and incom

municable modality, quickly stifled by standard palliatives (by viril and 
"rational" censorship, or by the sentimentality of "maternal" tenderness 

toward a substitute-object for everything). This process is quite rightly 

understood as the demand for a penis. Fantasy indeed has no other sign, 
no other way to imagine that the speaker is capable of reaching the 
Mother, and thus, of unsettling its own limits. And, as long as there is 
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there be any way to 
this unsettling of the symbolic 

stratum, this nature/ culture threshold, this instilling the subjectless bio-
program into the very body of a symbolizing subject, this event 

called motherhood. 
other from the point of view of social coherence, which is 

where legislators, grammarians, and even psychoanalysts have their seat; 
which is where every is made homologous to a male speaking body, 
motherhood would be nothing more than a phallic attempt to reach the 

Mother who is presumed to exist at the very place where (social and bio
logical) identity recedes. If it is true that idealist ideologies develop along 

these lines, urging women to satisfy this presumed demand and to main
tain the ensuing order, then, on the other hand, any negation of this utili

tarian, social, and symbolic aspect of motherhood plunges into 
regression-but a particular regression whose currently recognized 

manifestations lead to the hypo stasis of blind substance, to the negation 

of symbolic position, and to a justification of this regression under the 

aegis of the same Phallic M other-screen. 
The language of art, too, follows (but differently and more closely) the 

other aspect of maternal jouissance, the sublimation taking pI ace at the 
very moment of prim al repression within the mother's body, arising 

perhaps unwittingly out of her marginal position. At the intersection of 
sign and rhythm, of representation and light, of the symbolic and the 

semiotic, the artist speaks from a place where she is not, where she 

knows not. He delineates what, in her, is a body rejoicing Uouissant]. The 
very existence of aesthetic practice makes clear that the Mother as sub

ject is a delusion, just as the negation of the so-called poetic dimension of 
language leads one to believe in the existence of the Mother, and con

sequently, of transcendence. Because, through a symbiosis of meaning 
and nonmeaning, of and interplay of differences, the artist 

into and through his identification with the mother 

(fetishism or incest-we shall return to this problem), his own specific 
jouissance, thus traversing both sign and object. Thus, before an other 

he bears witness to wh at the unconscious (through the screen of 

the mother) records of those clashes that occur between the biological 
and social programs of the species. This means that through and across 

secondary repression (founding of signs), aesthetic practice touches upon 



into 
IvuU...,eJ'UU"-''-', eroticism taken over 

is a considerable portion of n'f"'tn,r,,,, 

but within 
to Renaissance humanism and the 

two attitudes toward the maternal emerge, 
prefiguring two destinies within the very economy of Western representa
tion. Leonardo Da Vinci and Giovanni Bellini seem to exemplify in the 
best fashion the opposition between these two attitudes. On the one hand, 
there is a tilting toward the as fetish. On the a predominance 
of chromatic differences 
representation. Florence and Venice. of the figurable, 

representable man; or integration of the image accomplished in its truth
likeness within the luminous serenity of the unrepresentable. 

A unique biographical experience and an uncommon, historical 
intersection of pagan-matriarchal Orientalism with sacred Christianity 
and incipient humanism was perhaps needed für Bellini's brush to retain 
the traces of a marginal experience, through and across which a maternal 
body might recognize its own, otherwise inexpressible in our culture. 

ONARDO AND BELLINI: 

REPRESSION 

two hundred and 
attributed to hirn ür to his 
and founded the 

than the Florentine but 
sources and more attracted 

of 

architectural manner. iconography, 
tributed new element: thc luminous 
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shadows and more so than the ri1<'00.'I7"""1""" 

introduced volume into the body and into the painting. Historians of art 
emphasize, in Bellini's manner, the often what this 
manner implies as to experimentation, but worse, they also 

to observe it down to the most minute details of the painting's 

surface. 
have alm ost no details: a discretion. 

father was the his brother, the painter Gentile 
Bellini. His brother-in-law was the painter Andrea Mantegna. He was 
the official painter for the Ducal Palace, but the paintings executed in 
that capacity were destroyed. He was married, but his wife Ginevra 
Bocheta died young, as did his son, and it is uncertain whether he mar
ried again. He was urged by Isabella d'Este to paint pagan motifs but he 
backed out, refusing to do so; finally, he complied only when assisted by 

his disciples. In 1506, Dürer called hirn the best of painters. The spoors 
of his life leave a discrete imprint, and then they disappear. Bellini 
hirnself left us no words, no subjective writings. We must read hirn 

through his painting. 
Bellini's discretion stands in contrast to the profusion of information 

and biographical notes left behind by his younger contemporary, Leo
nardo Da Vinci (1452-1519). Relying on biographical evidence and on 
paintings as narrative as Virgin and Child with St. Anne and the Mona 
Lisa, Freud could maintain that Leonardo's "artistic personality" was 
formed, first, by the precocious seduction he was supposed to have 
experienced at the hands of his mother (the vampire tail of his dreams 
would represent the tongue of his mother, passionately kissing the illegiti
mate child); second, by a double motherhood (taken from his mother, 
Leonardo was raised in his father's family by his stepmother, who had no 
children of her own); and finally, by the impressive authority of an office
holding father. The father finally trium phed over the drawing power of 
the mother, which determined the young man's interest in art, and near 
the end of his life, Leonardo turned toward the sciences. Thus, we have 
the typical configuration of a homosexual structure. Persuaded by pre

cocious seduction and double motherhood of the existence of a maternal 
phallus, the painter never stopped looking for fetish equivalents in the 
bodies of young people, in his friendships with them, in his miserly wor-



of his V01031rlCe of contact with 
access to the feminine His was a forbidden mother because she was 
the the limit of an infantile jouissance that 
must never be She established the child's diffident narcissism 
and cult of the masculine which he even when 

mother figures at the center of the Take for 

nardo's Virgins: Madonna with the Carnation and and Child with 
St. Anne. There we find the enigmatic smile, identical with that of the 
Mona Lisa, herself furtively masculine; with naive face and 
torso impulsively turn toward the male infant, who remains the real focus 

of pictorial space and narrative interest. The maternal figure is com
pletely absorbed with her baby; it is he that makes her exist. "Baby is my 
goal, and I know it all"-sueh is the slogan of the mother as master. But 

when N arcissus is thus sheltered and dominated, he ean become the 

privileged explorer of seeondary repression. He go es in quest of fantasies 
that insure any group's cohesion; he reveals the phallie influence operat

ing over everyone's imaginary. Such an attitude ineites pleasure, but it 

dramatically affects adesire that is im possible to satisfy by an abundance 
of objects, bodies, or behaviors, which ceaselessly excite and disappoint. 

As long as there is father, a magisterial Lord, an intimate of Power, Leo

nardo turns to his symbolic power, eclipsing maternal imprint; he stops 
the gap in repression and surges towards scientific knowledge rat her than 

investigating through graphie arts the pleasure-anguish within uneon

scious formations. 
Within the economy of representation, this kind of structure unfail

ingly entails a humanist realism. First, there is a fetishism of the body 

and an extreme refinement of the technique of representation by resem

blanee. Next comes the staging of psychological episodes centered in the 

desire for a body-his, a child's, or another's. Finally, all ehromatic, 

luminous, and arehitectural experimentation, releasing, threatening, 
torturing, and gratifying the artist subject within its practice, undergoes a 

figuration wherein it is reduced to a simple, technical deviee, destined to 

give the effect of representable, desirable, fetishistic forms. 

The fundamental traits of Renaissance painting emerge in such a 
vision, and they are supported by the story of Leonardo's life that was 

brought out by Freud. They can be found elsewhere, both earlier and 

later; but with hirn better than with others, both in his biography and his 
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causes and effects come an determine the 
details of his life and the themes of his f./UjUHJ:l1F,", the very economy of 

of its 
of this economy, which was to determine Western man's vision 

for four centuries to come, are fitted into place by virtue of the themes of 
the woman's body, or the mother Lisa and the 

The as servant of the maternal phallus, displays this 
and art of reproducing bodies and 

spaces as graspable, masterable objects, within reach of his eye and hand. 
are the eye and hand of a underage to be sure, but of one who 

is the universal and nonetheless complex-ridden center confronting that 
other function, which carries the appropriation of objects to its limit: 
science. Body-objects, passion for objects, painting divided into form
objects, painting-objects: the series remains open to centuries of object
oriented and figurable libido, delighting in images and capitalizing on 
artistic merchandise. Among this machine's resources figure the un
touchable mother and her baby-object, just as they appear in the paint
ings of Leonardo, Raphael, and others. 

Both Bellini's enigmatic biography and the technique of his paintings 
suggest a different interpretation. Are we in fact dealing with projections 
made possible by our uncertain knowledge? Perhaps. But they seem weIl 
supported by the paintings, a veritable proof of the deductions that 
biographical information only suggested. 

Commentators are puzzled. According to Vasari, Bellini, son of 
J acopo, died a nonagenarian in 1516, and thus should have been born in 
1426. in 1 Jacopo's wife Anna Rinversi recorded in her will the 
birth of a first-born son. If Giovanni was born before this date, he must 
have been either an illegitimate child or the son of J acopo or Anna by a 
previous marriage. Other biographers insist that Va sari was wrong and 
that Giovanni was the youngest child, after Nicolosia (Mantegna's wife) 
and Gentile. This hypothesis is corroborated most convincingly by 
Giovanni's social standing in relation to Gentile, who held the position of 
Seigniorial painter before Giovanni; in some paintings, Giovanni appears -. 
third after J acopo and Gentile. But that does not explain why Giovanni, 
unlike his brother and sister, was living alone in 1459, outside the 
paternal household, at San Lio in Venice. N or does it explain-and this 
is most crucial-why Anna's last will, dated November 25, 1471, does 
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credence to "'fJ,"'''-'UHJ.CIVl'''' 

Such is the the 
confronts the work of this 

Nicolosia 
,,",'-''-/F,uu ... v herself as Giovanni's 

birth or obseure mar-

rvrc,,:>T'M"'" the viewer who 

of motherhood above all other 
he was the son of a father: he bore his father's name, worked in 

his studio, and carried on his tradition. was also a 
Gentile let him have the position of Seigniorial painter when he left for 
Constantinople; Giovanni also finished some of Gentile's paintings. But 
the mother is absent-the mother has been lost. Was he precociously 
weaned from an illegitimate, abandoned, dead, or concealed genetrix? 
Does this point to the disavowal of a "sin" committed beyond the law's 
purview and of which Giovanni was the result? Whatever the truth may 
be, Anna does not seem to have replaced the "real" mother, as the 
honorable Leonardo's wife replaced Leonardo's real mother: Anna knew 
nothing of the painter of Madonnas. But even if we do remain incredu
lous in the face of biographical lack and commentators' perplexity, let us 
also behold the distance, if not hostility, separating the bodies of infant 
and mother in his paintings. Maternal space is there, nevertheless--·fas
cinating, attracting, and puzzling. But we have no direct access to it. As 
if there were a maternal function that, unlike the mother's solicitude in 
Leonardo's paintings toward the baby-object of all desire, was merely 
ineffable jouissance, beyond discourse, beyond narrative, beyond psy
chology, beyond lived experience and biography-in short, beyond 
figuration. The faces of his Madonnas are turned away, intent on 
something else that draws their gaze to the side, up above, or nowhere in 
particular, but never centers it in the baby. Even though the hands clasp 

the child and bodies sometimes hug each other, the mother is only 
partially present (hands and torso), because, from the neck u p, the 
maternal body not covered by draperies-head, face, and eyes-flees the 
painting, is gripped by something other than its object. And the painter 
as baby can never reach this elsewhere, this inaccessible peace colored 
with melancholy, neither through the portrayed corporeal contact, nor 
the distribution of colored blocks outlining corporeal volumes. It rat her 
seems as though he sensed a shattering, a loss of identity, a sweet jubila
tion where she is not; but without "her"-without eyes or vision-an 
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division of color and space a f..J~~''''H'' .. U 

serene joy. To touch the mother would be to possess this presumed 
jouissance and to make it visible. Who holds this jouissance? The folds of 
colored surfaces, the juxtaposition of fuH tones, the limitless volume 

resolving into a contrast of "hots" and "colds" in an architecture of pure 
the sudden brightness in turn up color itself-a last con-

trol of vision, beyond its own density, toward dazzling light. The Ecstasy 
Francis best sums up this search for jouissance, less by its theme 

than by the architectonics of a mountain colored in watery tones against 
which the saint stands, staggering; it could even be a Taoist painting. But 
the search appears wherever color, constructed volume, and light break 
away from the theme (always banal, canonical, with no psychology, no 
elaborate individualization), implying that they are the real, objectless 
goal of the painting. 

Given Bellini's profusion of virginal images, we might be tempted to 
think that the absent, dead, and mute mother, situated beyond the law, 

determines that fascination, not as it is confronted with a woman-"body" 
or woman-"subject," but as it is confronted with the very function of 
jouissance. And yet, Giovanni Bellini could reach it only by following the 
spoors of the father who, unlike the mother, was always present in the 
real as weIl as the symbolic life of the painter. For it was from his father 
that Giovanni took his first lessons in spatial liberation and sacred paint
ing. In fact, J acopo, neither dignitary nor lawyer, fervently pursued 
architecture (see his drawings for J esus and the Doctors, Christ before 
Pi/ate, The Funeral of the Virgin, etc., in the Louvre; a11 are monumental 
displays of Romanesque or Gothic architecture) and venerated conven
tional notions of Byzantine motherhood (cf. his Madonna and Chi/d 
paintings in the Correr Museum). Yet the dull seriousness of his 
motherhood scenes cast hirn as blind to the mother; he paints her as if 
carried along by the momentum of Byzantine canon. (J acopo's real 
fervor, through the influence of his son-in-Iaw Mantegna, seemed to 
reside in architectural innovation.) Only his son Giovanni was able to 
awaken this mother, thus instilling a symbolic life less into the father's 
sexual object than into its undiscovered jouissance. 

First, Giovanni wanted to surpass his father, within the very space of 
the lost-unrepresentable-forbidden jouissance of a hidden mother, seduc
ing the child through a lack of being. 
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in this both 
maternal to become the very space 
where father and mother meet, only to disappear as parental, psycho-

and social aspace of fundamental 

toward which all glances nonetheless converge; a 

genitality dissolves sexual identification beyond their 

This is how breaking through prim al repression, as described earlier and 
evidenced by the psychological drama or its aesthetic sublimation, was to 
be spelled out within the individual's biographical matrix. 

In any case, we have here a different configuration of artistic practice 

controlling a different economy of representation. Bellini penetrates 
through the being and language of the father to position himself in the 

place where the mother could have been reached. He thus makes evident 

this always-already-past conditional of the maternal function, which 
stands instead of the jouissance of both sexes. A kind of incest is then 

committed, a kind of possession of the mother, wh ich provides 

motherhood, that mute border, with a language; although in doing so, he 

deprives it of any right to areal existence (there is nothing "feminist" in 
Bellini's action), he does accord it a symbolic status. Unfailingly, the 
result of this attitude (mother-child representation, marketable painting, 

etc.) is a fetishized image, but one floating over a luminous background, 
evoking an "inner experience" rather than a referential "object," This 

experience, detectable in Bellini's paintings, seems to demand a consum

ing of the heterosexual relationship. The converse, however, does not 
hold true; the heterosexuality of this particular economy refers only to 

the specific relationship between the subject and his identity-··-the possi

bility of going through sign, object, and object-libido in order to tap and 

semiotize even the most minute displacements in those instinctual 

pressures that mark the dividing li ne between the species and its lan

guage. The point is to reach the threshold of repression by means of the 
identification with motherhood (be it as heterosexuality or symbolic 

incest), to reach this threshold where maternal jouissance, alone impassa
ble, is arrayed. 

If we see this threshold in a painting, we no longer hear words or 
meanings; not even sounds. (But in order to see it, we need a relationship 

to the mother other than that of the fetishistic, object-libidio; we must 
also work intently upon primal repression, which is insurmounta-
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as is 
the voice here is silent. 

and luminous spaces, 
into a loss of a loss of the o '-',,"'U V 1'1'::' 

or laughing we finally come upon deliverance: 

"And tell why the sweet symphony of Paradise 
Wh ich below sounds so devoutly 

silent in this heaven." 
"Your hearing is mortal, Iike your vision," 

answered me, "therefore there is no song here, 
For the same reason Beatrice has no smile."4 

In general, Bellini's paintings have a common denominator in sacra 
conversazione. lt is there that the "sacred" scene of the Western World 
has been knotted and arrested. lt was soon to be replaced by humanism 
and rational knowledge, achieving the progress with which we are all 

familiar. But with wh at loss of jouissance! As such, it reappears only in 
the work of certain modern painters (Rothko, Matisse) who rediscovered 
the technique of eclipsing a figure in order to have color produce volume. 
Bellini was their precursor, trapped as he was in an epoch fraught with 
divergent trends. 

A TRAJECTORY FROM MADONNA TO VENUS 

IN THE NUDE 

The practice of honoring Christ's Mother, his Nativity, and her "Dormi
tion" comes to Western Christianity from the Orthodox Catholic 

Church, which succeeded in annexing the Orient al rites of mother god
dess and fecundity. It strained biblical and evangelical interpretation to 
make it seem as if the rites were derived from these texts, as if they had 
always been inscribed in them. Byzantine apocrypha of the sixth through 
ninth centuries confirm this tendency, which appears as official doctrine 
in the writings of theologians such as St. J ohn of Damascus (late seventh, 
early eighth century). In these texts, Mary takes on again the potential 
authority of a Greek goddess (despite the writers' claims to the contrary), 
sanctioned by the themes of her "Dormition" or Assumption. The only 
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defines her as 

area, ladder (of 

vision)-dwelling, in she is thus seen as a union, a contact without 
gap, without separation, and these functions make of her a metaphor for 

the Ghost. 
She can be seen in the countless icons that proliferated out of the 

Orient and steadfastly served as models for Italian art. The 

iconographic canon, wh ich relied on graphie to delineate blocks of 

dark colors, produced neither mother nor even goddess, but rather a style 
0/ representation that shifted from human figures to austere idealization 

with no gap or separation between the two. This style, which was a link 

between a body and ascetic rigor, did not waver 01' lose any of its 

abstract rigidity until Byzantium's importance began to wane in the 

twelfth century (the time of the Fourth Crusade, the assertion of southern 

Slavic peoples, and the Musulman invasion of Asia Minor). At that 

point, the inaccessible grandeur of the earlier Madonnas gave way to the 

humanist in EAEOVO'UY, heleousia 
in Greek) apparent in Our 01 Vladimir (1125-1130). 

The twelfth century witnessed the transition from a single, virginal face 

to a multitude of figures set in a composition oriented toward an increas

ingly elaborate architecture (cf. the Sopacani frescoes in Serbia, 1265). 

was thus a transformed this famed maniera greca that 

invaded 

others. 
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humanism. 
Paolo Veneziano adhered to 

There were, nevertheless, alien implantations: 
N ordic but also his Roman architectural and espe-

Antonello da Messina who on to Giovanni Bellini the art of 

oil painting. These lead all of including the Bellini family and 
notably Gentile, toward arenascent realism. 

on the one we have the rooted of the 
universe, and on the other the awakening and growing 

influence of continental humanism. Between the two, there is a Venetian 
Republic, welcoming the Greek scholars who were fleeing Moslem 
dominion, and thus opening itself up to the influences of antiquity. At the 
same time, under pressure from the Turks, the citystate was beginning to 
lose its hegemony and to turn toward the "terra firma" of Italy. Simi
larity, and perhaps due to the consequences of foreign-policy failures, 
popular involvement in government declined to the extent that the term 
"Venetian Commune" soon fell into disuse. Yet a consciousness of eco
nomic and religious communal unity persisted, controlled by the Doges, 
whose power, symbolic as it was, was not sacred, since it was elective 
(even if only by one particular class, acting in the name of everyone). The 
cult of the State became the supreme ethical value and its autonomy vis
a-vis the Church grew, thanks to, for exam pIe, increasing influence of the 
lay courts. Nevertheless, that the often realist and popular piety of the 
people and even the clergy never diminished is clearly evident in the 
many reliquary celebrations and religious festivals of the time. 

As a divide between Byzantium and humanism, between the sacred 
serenity of old religion and the political and cultural upheaval on the day, 
Venice changed ethics at the same time it changed aesthetics, in front of 
and under Bellini's brush. 

New Mores: The impoverished patrician class produced hoodlums who 
chased nuns and adolescents so regularly that courtesans began to com
plain of being neglected. Patrician ladies next became aroused, demand
ing of the Pope the right to wear richly ornamented clothing and jewelry. 
Carnival ec1ipsed Assumption in importance. Bullfighting and another 
fascinating game in wh ich cats go at the pates of bald men incited as 
much interest and probably more cathartic anguish than the feasts of 
Saint Mark, the Ascension, and Corpus Christi combined. 
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New and 
a commission from Isabelle 

pagan scenes the Florentine doctrine unseating 
motherhood in favor of carnal love as true beginning of any 

ascent toward God. But the of the sacred's slide 
toward voluptuousness without doubt Poliphili 
( attributed to a Dominican monk named Francesco Colonna, who 
abandoned Reason and Will for the of female romance 
illustrated by woodcuts of yet unprecedented eroticism. 

Confronted with the subsequent deluge of nudity and eros, a student 
of the master iconographers must have resembled a contemporary 
interpreter of Bach faced with the onslaught of pornography. Such 
novelty is certainly surprising, but not shocking; it is not completely anti
thetical to what precedes it. A bridge does exist between the two 

experiences, but it must be found. Such is the course of Bellini's 

endeavor. 
After a few initial paintings in an iconographic style and in the manner 

of his father (The Crucljixion, Civico M useo Correr, V enice), the 
Madonnas dating from 1450 to 1460 appear coldly distant and im passive. 
Contact between mother and child is by the tips of fingers alone, barely 
emerging out of Byzantine canon (M other with Child and St. J erome, 
Detroit). Her contemplative look borders on sadness as if the baby were 
already crucified (Adoring Madonna be/ore Her Sleeping Child, 
Metropolitan Museum, New York). In fact, aseries of crucifixions, 
based on the theme of Christ's Passion and displaying a Mantegnesque 
organization of color and landscape (The Dead Christ in the Sepulchre, 
Museo Poldi Pezzoli, Milan; Christ's Agony in the Garden, National 
Gallery, London), is firmly settled within the theme of motherhood. 

Moreover, the theme of Christ's death often appears coupled with the 
N ativity theme, as if the son's death were supposed to provide a 
necessarily tragic and human rendition of this indeterminate passion
anguish-melancholy-joy giving iridescence to the serenity of the maternal 
body. Such tragic manifestation of a son's death and the placid exaspera
tion of his mother are best united in the eyes of J esus, as the color blue 
collapses into light, in Christ Blessing the People (1460, Louvre, Paris). 

The theme of motherhood reappears in his work between 1455 and 
1460, this time with an accent on the maternal hands. Painted with 
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tries in vain 
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"""""<',,"',<'117A mother and her 

UU.fJlLl,'U and Amsterdam and 

There is a shiver of anguish and fear in the child's 

the mother's thum b, with a Flemish countryside for 
this an archaic memory of maternal seClUCllOn, a recollec-

ti on of the hand whose precocious, sexual caresses are more 
VU.',VHUL __ than comforting? 

years (1460- the mother's hands remain at the 

center of the painting bringing its miniature drama to a head. Although 
still possessive, they now shift toward the child's buttocks and 
Child, New Madonna and Correr Museum) (figure 7) or 

rest on his sexual member Washington; We 
have a striking cleavage of the maternal body. On one side the mother's 

hands hold their object tightly (could it be that, in her relationship to the 

child, the mother experiences the symbiotic clinging syndrome?); on the 

other, we see the softened, dreamy peasant faces, nearly distressed at 

having missed an experience that not hing embodies, as if the child were 
merely a displaced witness. The climax of this series is the Madonna and 
Child in Bergamo (figure 8), a spotlight thrown on a dramatic narrative. 

Aggressive hands prod the stornach and penis of the frightened baby, 
who, alone of all his peers, frees hirnself violently, taking his mother's 

hands along on his body. All the while, the folds of the virginal gown 
separate this little dramatic theater from the maternal body, whose 

illuminated face alone is revealed. Her characterless gaze fleeting under 
her downcast eyelids, her nonetheless definite pleasure, unshakable in its 

intimacy, and her cheeks radiating peace, a11 constitute a stange modesty. 

This split character of the maternal body has rarely been so clearly 
brought forward. Perhaps a brutal, biographical separation from a com

plicity as striking as suffocating and an inaccessible recollection that 
keeps lurking behind the curtain were all necessary for Bellini to accom

plish the task. 
The Presentation in the Temple (1460-1464) (figure 9) is considered by 

some today to be the model, rather than a copy, of Mantegna's similar 
painting. It presents with less narrative suggestion (but no less 

clearly, precisely because of the arrangement of bodies) the theme of 
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FIGURE 6. 
BELUNI, MADONNA AND CHILD, DETAIL. 

Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum. 
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FIGURE 7. 
BELLINI, MADONNA AND CHILD. 

VENICE, CIVICO CORRER. 
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FIGURE 8. 
BELLINI, MADONNA AND CHILD. 

BERGAMO, ACCADEMIA CARRARA. 
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FIGURE 9. 
BELLINI, LA PRESENTAZIONE DI JESU AL TIEMPO (THE 

PRESENTA TION IN THE TEMPLE), DETAIL. 
VENICE, GALLERIA QUERINI STAMPALIA. 

mother /child separation. The Virgin is holding and lifting her swaddled 
child, who adheres to the hollow of her body, skin against skin, flesh 

against flesh, branches of the same trunk. On the left stands the com
munity of women. On the right at a slight distance, an old man, sur

rounded by other men, holds out his arms to receive the baby, which she 
does not proffer. According to law, the baby will obviously be separated 

from its mother, but within this pictorial experience, the symbiosis of the 

two appears to allow no possible separation. Their embrace evokes the 
embrace binding the dead Christ to the bosom of his mother, a twin 

body, while Saint lohn waits slightly to the side (Dead Christ Supported 
by his Mother and Saint lohn, Brera). 



maternal embrace loosens its vise. It seems as if Bellini had to 
but to surpass, the trauma of maternal seduction in 

order to insert space into his of chromatic and 
thereby, better to the ineffable 
mother. During this period, the painter oriented his interest, 
first, toward representing other images than that of the mother and 

sacred subjects (cf. the series of portraits), and second and foremost, 
toward positioning a basically minimalized body within landscapes or 
structures that are always architecturally structured. St. Francis in 
Ecstasy (1480 and 1485, Frick Collection, New York) is probably the 
most striking example of this movement from figuration toward pure 
spatialization of color. 

In the next series of paintings (1480-1490), the split between mother 
and child becomes thematically as weIl as concretely accentuated. 

The beaming, enigmatic features of the Bergamo Madonna (which the 
child is fleeing) now reverberate in the reticent Madonna with Two Trees 
(1487, Academy Museum, Venice) or in the Madonnas of Lugano or Säo 

PaoIo). Almost serious, probably disappointed, mistrustful, or hurt, it is 
she who appears ready to flee. what fills her is less an inaccessible 
placidity than a certain stiffness, if not a hostile side-glance canceling the 

always protected, calm appearance of the Madonna with Two Trees. The 
"possessive mothern of the previous period moves toward the representa
tion of a "hostile mother." And the sacred, combining retention and 
instinctual drive, transforms the former distance-pleasure balance into 

distance-anguish. It appears as though this aggressivity were rising to the 
mother's throat, but, in fact, it is the infant that abruptly reveals it 
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FIGURE 10. 
BELLINI, MADONNA AND CHILD 
SÄO PAOLO, MUSEU DE ARTE. 
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and attenuate the 
jJUJlHCJlUi", thus seems to unfold 

this of colored masses, a sense of space, 
way in turn to differentiation within chromatic matter itself. Tend-

toward pure Bellini's colors demonstrate that even what always 
remains multihued and inevitably floats in empty 

means of such a chromatic outcome, Bellini can in 
the radiant or maternal caught in the grips 

in his paintings) with a 

subtle differentiation of vision and of what is figurable and identifiable 
Madonna with the Child J esus and Saints Catherine and Magdalene, 

use of altar pieces and by positioning the 
maternal throne in his paintings under architectural vaults, which he 
himself has sculpted or painted, Bellini produces the same spatial out
look, relativizing the importance of figuration. Whether in the Madonna, 
Child, Saints, and Angehe Musicians (1487, Academy Galleries, Venice), 

or placed more appropriately into areal architectural setting, as in the 
triptychs of the Churches of Santa Maria dei Frari (1488) and San Zac
caria (1505), the painter sets himself off from his work. From a distance, 
the viewer's eye scans from top to bottom a mother who is projected 
from the painting but who does not dominate. As in Dante's eighth circle 
of heaven, music can henceforth be heard; the shout has burst through, 
and it is orchestrated following the greatest blossoming of luminous 

space. musicians are present, and other increasingly realistic and 
numerous characters rnultiply the frontal surface of the painting. Behind 
them, the background surface curves around the group, rounding out near 
the top, but, illuminated by a dark, transparent yellow, it seems to open up 
infinitely toward another spatiality that no longer needs delineation or 
stratification; it seems to float luminously, supported by the power of its 
own chromatic composition. These are the limits of representation, but 
also of geometrical framework, attained through a saturation of objects 
and architecture. But there is also a soaring movement beyond this over

fullness perfectly mastered through realistic representation. 
Perhaps it would be im possible, or even useless, to search for the 

biographical landmarks of this journey leading from the "iconographic" 
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of 

and in Ginevra lists a son Alvise as heir KPlrHJ<'Prl these 

two dates the child's birth must 
that time? In any ca se, when Alvise died 

orphaned of his mother. 
In the fifteen years between familial and 

paternal with and son accom-

panied, if did not lead to, both the 

psychology of Motherhood and his 'Nill recall that the Ma-

donnas in Lugano, Sao the Galleries in Venice, and the 
church at Frari were His newly acquired and 

soon lost family and paternity reversed the idealized notions of a 
Byzantine and greatly seductive mother of the years 1450 to 1480; from 

1480 until 1500, this fascination changed into the feelings of controlled 

hostility or evident in the Madonna with 
the little strangler in Säo 

maternal mediation, it the of Saint 

background of ecstatic green color. 
order to relive the archaic of man; 
to complete the investigation of a maternal but also 

of its terrorizing aggressivity; in order somehow to admit the threat that 
the male feels as much from the possessive maternal as from his 

separation from it-a threat that he returns to that 

and finally, in order, not to the mother, but 
increasingly appropriate language, of 

imaginary jouissance, the repression, 
beyond, although always coexistent mimetic, 
and true signs. 

The final series of motherhood l-'<.4llH"'UEo'-', AU'-'LUUHLfo', the Madonna in 
Detroit ( 500-1 carries on and of 
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created between 1480 and 500. The mother's face 
dreams of an 

falls into 
The infant's 

and c10se to nonetheless appears more separa-
inundates the canvas; figures increase in num ber and land

scapes extend deeper into the painting, sometimes splitting into different 
scenes, divided by a central curtain or one covering two-thirds of 
the canvas on one side, thus producing two different perspectives: a 

frontal and a deeper, converging perspective. The 
maternal figure increasingly appears as a module, a process, present only 
to justify this c1eaved space; she is again the EP'YO:(JThpzov (ergasterion), 
privileged space and living area. Moreover, the very human, that is, 
psychological passion between adult and child seems to be displaced from 
woman toward a man. The infant Jesus now c1ings to a saint with more 
dramatic confidence than he ever displayed for any of the Madonnas, as 
may be seen in the St. Christopher panel of the Saint Vincent Ferrer 
polyptych (1464-1468, San Giovanni e Paolo, Venice); or in the Saint 

Christopher Child J esus couple in Saints Christopher, J erome [or Saint 
John Chrysostome?] and Augustine (1513), Church of Saint John 
Chrysostome, Venice). Is not the object-oriented libido always 
masculine? 

What becomes of this movement through maternal jouissance, once it 
has arrived at its luminous, colored imprint, devoid of object, figure, or 
spectac1e? What happens to it in a Venice just discovering antiquity, 
humanism, the female body, carnal passion as supreme grace, Bembo's 
theories, and Polyphilus's dreams? 

Bellini accepted secular or pagan commissions (portraits, allegorical 
studies, paintings lost in the Ducal Palace fire, and so on). But his 

reticence towards the new was shown when he procrastinated on Isabella 
d'Este's request despite Bembo's intervention on her behalf and even 
though his patron eventually asked merely for a simple presepio-an 
adoration of the shepherds which lent itself to a sacred-secular mixture. 
He yielded to fashion and probably to his patrons, however, when he 
painted The Feast 0/ the Gods (1514, Washington); but its style is 
already that of Giorgione, and it inc1udes obvious strokes by Titian. 
N onetheless, those partaking in the feast still have the awkward 
appearance of guests at a carnival. 
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the 
now, instead of the mother in the 
the of a full-bodied young woman, sheltered 

luminous Even though the is 
and the body radiates no less than do the paintings of Bellini's 
young disciple, it is not the flesh's iridescence that our attention. 

it is still the unique light of Bellini's style, emanating not from 

the juxtaposition of volumes nor the isolation of forms (Leonardo's 
style), but from the luminous treatment of color itself, sparkling in its 
matter and through interplay with its counterpart, the complementary 
hues of the shadows. The colored light thus produces curved and open 

space, which is easily differentiated from the masses of light carving up 
the bodies and volumes in the canvases of other contemporary painters. 
This device, unique to Bellini and especially to this painting, manifests 

itself even more fully because of the interplay of mirrors, surrounding the 
body of the Nude, revealing by ricochet her face and neck. Through the 
perpendicular juxtaposition of mirrors, there appears a crack down the 
shadowed frontal part of the canvas, producing abend in the representa
tion and engendering a third space. N either background nor foreground, 

it is the opening of one vista of the painting towards the viewer; it 
appears as inverted perspective, areversal of the viewer-viewed point of 
view--enough to make every cubist dream. It is a reflexive glance, a cir
cular look, careful to fragment space as much as possible by following 
the refraction of light rays. 

Her face comes from the Madonna with Blessing Child (1509, 
Detroit), the Madonna with Two Saints (1490, Academy Galleries, 

Venice). The averted, modest, ecstatic, melancholic, or reticent gaze of 
the Madonnas here projects from the depths of the pupils to see itself, to 
encounter itself, not in the object-for-others that is the infant, nor even in 
the vi ewer (as the angle of the two mirrors opening towards the viewer 
might suggest), but in the pseudo-object made up by the mirror itself. 
And the mirror can do nothing more than to return the gaze. Face to 

face with primary narcissism, restraint persists along with a kind of state
ment of insurmountable limits: "This is how it is." The Virgin has come 
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the 
On the one there is 

its fundamental 
mirror her own, but whose 

stornach reminds us that she is only one of an interplay of 
fleeting. 

now ninety years old, 
of his age. In two or three paintings (if 

in the Galleries and the Feast of 
he exhibited connoisseur's mastery of the 

subject matter equal to that of Giorgione and Titian. he added his 
own which the fashion of his time never let hirn 
as such: a luminous coloration surpassing any representation of the nude 

This "sacred" element had long accompanied the image of his 
maternal since it was thus engendered by, but also already 
detached from, virginal figurations, as it was from all representations, 
Bellini was following, like a critic from the future, the object-oriented 
ostentation of his time, which nevertheless encountered and revealed his 
main preoccupation (jouissance)-but in still too thematic a manner, 
essentially tied to objects and deeply fetishistic, since he attached it to a 
body, in this instance the female body. In the end, the sex shop fulfilled 
its role for the old master, clearly conveying to the secular world just 

wh at worked upon it, what affected it through a Madonna's veils. 
And his use of light surpasses this thematic; it could not be 
fully appreciated until after Cezanne, and Rothko. 

s 

Saim Francis in 
the saint 

engulfed their 
On the left, near the 

por-
alm ost 

into semidarkness lower fight. 
across from 

·::>nr,p.-;,·rc another space, 

where alandscape, a and a suggest the divine 
presence. This unfolding of the surface into two each 
with its own volume, is typical of Bellini's work. volume 
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surface of the 
tormented by the luminous color of each section, finds in its left 

half a movement that surges in contrast to the verti
cality of rocks on the right. Graphie constructions that divide, covered 
with iridescent colored masses that bind together this multiple surface: 
foregroundjbackground, u pper left-hand diagonaljlower right-hand di
agonal, lower diagonal spiral on the leftj centered diagonal spiral near 
the top, undulating left half-vertical right half. Perhaps the saint's ecstasy 
is precisely this union between the drawing's implacable fragmentation 

and a soft lining encompassing the fragments within two masses of 
luminous hues: green and orange. There is interplay among cutting 
traces, together with infinitesimal differentiations within one color, seek

ing itself within its own range, up to the borders of its complementarity, 
until it becomes lost in pure light. 

In the Madonna with the Child Jesus, Saints Catherine and Magdalene 
(1490, Academy Galleries, Venice), angular, bending space no longer 
arises out of the graphie carving out of the drawing. Here the painting's 
surface constitutes a vault, as did the Frari triptych. But while the 
triptych's sense of curvature is produced by the curved back wall and 
arched ceiling, here the cupola effect is produced by the dark color 

becoming luminous. The outline of the robe covering head and rounded 
shoulders of the Virgin gives support to it, and the infant's upward gaze 
suggests it as well-one sees this at once. But the curvature is achieved 
essentially by the turning of the more saturated colors, filling the paint
ing's forms and volumes, toward yellowish-white. The brick reds or pur
pIes of the saints' garments, Mary's bluish-green robe, the deep orange of 
their flesh and the rust-maroon tint of their hair deepen or fade with each 
foId, running through the spectrum, within their own hue, between two 
invisible limits, from black, where color is extinguished, to bright yellow, 
where it dazzles. This treatment of color as such is accentuated by an 
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of flesh to 
hoHI-lJl,"" .• as in the upper curves of the three women's heads and 

lower curve of their hands and the baby. The brown background is one of 
Bellini's fundamental discoveries. Saturated with green, and 
the compactness of this brown tint inverts into its opposite-a vague, 
liquid, invisible color, a sparkling medium engendering and suspending 
bare brightness. The curved space, repeating the curves of a nude body, 
results from subdued color moving across the limits of its scale to the two 
extremes of the spectrum. high level of sublimation is reached at the 
very point where anguish appears-an anguish that nudity might 

otherwise have provoked and that we call eroticism. 
In The Sacred Allegory (1490-1500, Uffizi, Florence), the tormented 

graphie nature of forms, fragmented by outlines but bound together by 
color, is present in the background. That reminder of the graphie space 

of Saint Francis in Ecstasy, however, here becomes geometrieal; more 
Greek, more rational in the painting's foreground, where a terrace railing 
opens up three sides of a rectangular volume in front of the viewer. The 
floor is broken up into red and black squares and hexagons, while the 
tree of life delineates three-fourths of its surface. Light here is not 
engendered, as in Madonna with the Child Jesus, Saims Catherine and 
M agdalene to create the impression of vaulted space; nor does it burst 
forth from a corner in order to spiral, twist, and harmonize at the same 
time, as it did in Saint Francis in Ecstasy. It simply exists as an 
incandescence within the dominating orange that lights up the browns, 
reds, and whites, from right to left and merges into blue sky at the top 
center of the painting-flight, hearth, and azure opening. Because of the 
dominance of variegated yellows, the wavelike or broken features of the 

many planes of the background, as weIl as the regular geometry of the 
foreground, open up on infinity. There are no bent surfaces and no 
domes. Pure luminosity bathes each figuration, including those that 
firmly mark the fragmented spaces, and thus allows blinding light to pre
dominate through the yellows. It marks the limits of representation in 
and for which a few colored-object elements condense-unfailingly, but 
so as to escape all the more easily-as reds, greens, blacks, and blues, in 
lieu of robes, trees, sky, mountains, human and animal figures. Now a11 
figural representation appears as amirage under a yellow, desert sun. 
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I-'UJLlHJlHF, is said to 

salvation through 
a Yahweh himself appears, 

announcing the arrival of justice and peace. The three women in the 
painting incorporate three of this sacra converzatione: on the 
Maria Aeterna represents Grace and on the right, a second figure 
represents a condensation of Truth and Justice; and on the throne, 

assumes the place of the Father. If this interpretation of the painting is 
correct, we are in fact confronted with a both thematic and chromatic 

representation of harmony. Far from suppressing spatial or color dif
ferences, such harmony distributes them within an open infinity as 

integration of the limits separating figures, drawings, and nuances in 

color and as their endless bonding together. This is the sublimation of a 

totalizing power, pushed to the limits of representability: form and color. 

The interplay of mirrors confronting the nude Venus, as understood 
through Bellini, shows that primary narcissism is the threshold on which 

pictorial experience ceases and whenee it works its effects. If primal 

repression is just another expression for primary narcissism, then provok
ing one and the other, working on them, and analyzing them-without 

ever being able to remove them-must be the cause of jouissance, and 
here, more precisely, of jouissance through and within pictorial represen
tation. It ean only result in a shattering of figuration and form in aspace 

of graphie lines and colors, differentiated until they disappear in pure light. 
Our long biographical and historieal, sacred and figural journey has 

shown that for Bellini, motherhood is nothing more than such a luminous 

spatialization, the ultimate language of a jouissance at the far limits of 

repression, whenee bodies, identities, and signs are begotten. 

1. "Donnition" refers to the period of the Virgin Mary's death, which is viewed merely 
as aperiod 01' sleep, before she was carried to heaven (Assumption). The word originated in 
the Transitus Maria, a fifth-century Byzantine apocrypha. [Ed.] 

2. The French word "enceinte" has been kept as the only way to preserve the pun: 
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"enceinte" is a protective wall around a town; "fernme enceinte" is a pregnant wornan, 
[Ed,] 

3, Cf. G, Fiocco, Giovanni Bel/ini (Milan: Silvana, 1960); R, Longhi. Viatico per cinque 
secoli df PUtura veneziana (Florence: Sansoni, 1946); L. Coletti, PUtura veneta deI quattro 
cento (Novara: 1953); and others, 

Dante, Paradisio, XXI, 58-63. 



LANGUAGE 

Twice during the past few centuries Western reason perceived that its 
role of being a servant to meaning was imprisoning. to escape, it 
turned toward and became haunted by childhood. Witness Rousseau and 
Freud-two crises of classical and positivist rationality. And two revolu

tions loomed on its horizon: one in political economy (seeking Hs status in 
the other in the speaking subject (articulated today by modern 

literature's disruption of the Christi an Word). Before Sade and Solzhe
nitsyn, who speIl out jouissance and horror, analytic discourse was given a 

privileged foil, a nexus of life and language (of species and society)-the 
child. 

It was as if Reason were suddenly neither satisfied simply to test its 
restraining bonds by confronting texts, nor to strain meaning by writing 
the speaking being's identity as fiction; it was forced, instead, to face 
reproduction of the species (the boundary between "nature" and "cul
ture") and the varied attitudes toward it. Reason was thus transcended 

by a heterogeneous element (biology: li fe ) and by a third party (/ / you 
communication is displaced by it: the child). These challenge the speaker 
with the fact that he is not whole, but they do so in a manner altogether 
different from that in wh ich the obsessed person's wretched consciousness 

ceaselessly signifies his bondage to death. For if death is the Other, life is 
a third party; and as this signification, asserted by the child, is disquiet
ing, it might weIl unsettle the speaker's paranoid enclosure. Without this 
advent of the real (imposed by the child but blocked by the myth of the 

Place Names was first published as Noms de Lieu in Tel Quel 68 (Winter 1976); it appeared 
in a revised version. from which this translation was made, in Polylogue (Paris: Seuil, 1977), 
pp. 467-91. 
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one belief either men and women in and the 
romantic or surrealist of ideas or sex; or else sublimation can 
occur with nothing left over, instinctual drive being committed (in 
Existentialist fashion) to Lifework or it does not foster 
perversion as the final guarantee of order. 

Two thousand years aga the child lesus came to circumvent these two 
dead ends, but having become a ritual, like a11 rituals he quickly became 
a substitute. even became a whole uncover
ing childbirth from beneath kinship structures, whose subjective and 
political outgrowths are traced in the Bible, Christianity may have 
interfered with ludaism's attraction to obsessional and paranoid confine
ment. At the same time, it gave a place to women-not necessarily a 
symbolic progress but certainly a biological and social necessity. And 
yet, by celebrating Man in the child, that is, by making the child into a 
universal fetish, Christianity foreclosed the possibility (of which it 
nevertheless had an inkling) of breaking the cycle of religion; just the 

same, it was the last possibility of doing so. For where life and discourse 
come together, that is where the destiny of subjects is caught up in the 
chain of civilization. Today, the pill and the Pope know this indeed. 

The discovery of the Freudian unconscious severs the always possible 
umbilication of man to the child; the notion of "infantile sexuality" 
allows for the examination, not of he who does not speak (in-fans) but of 
what within the speaker is not yet spoken, or will always remain unsaid, 
unnamable within the gaps of speech. lt is true that the child buttresses 
the fundamental premises of Freudian thought (the theory of instinctual 
drives, rejection-negativity, the emergence of symbolism, the stages 
marked by the Oedipus complex, et cetera). The child was, however, by 

Freud's own admission, the place of an "error" that we sha11 now try to 
read more closely. Such an error cannot be righted when the mind a110ws 
itself to be taken in by the inextricable alternative of "cause" and 
"effect," as Freud rarely did; compared with which Freud's "errors" 
have the advantage of showing his thought to be rooted in the eternal 
return of parent/child: "Am I parent or child, cause or effect, chicken or 
egg?" So that one might observe, perhaps, that the child is a myth 
(Oedipal) told by parents to their parents, without which there would be 
nothing but children, that is, Oedipi unbeknownst to themselves. Were 
the Greeks, who talked among themselves of having been children, the 
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with 

of Studies on That same year marked the birth of Anna 

analytical research would essentially center on childhood), the end of the 

family's reproductive cycle, and the beginning of Freud's friendship with 

Fliess. He would soon begin a self-analysis within the framework of that 
relationship whose homosexual tenor he later emphasized. He used the 

word psychoanalysis one year later, in 1896. it was only after the 

death of his father in 1897 that Freud wrote the inaugural work of 
psychoanalysis, which set it free of the substantialism, medicine, and 

catharsis that were still perceptible in Studies on Hysteria,' The 
Interpretation 0/ Dreams, of 1897, which situates it within the field of 
signifying articulations, was published in 1898. 

At this moment, Freud introduced a change in the conception of what 

he had thought to be the cause of hysteria: parental seduction. 1 FIRST 

ASSUMPTION: hysteria is set off by parental seduction during childhood. 
Freud promoted that theory until 1896, the year of his father's death, 

suggesting that Jacob Freud must have seduced hirn (letter to Fliess, 
Feb. 11, 1897), and recognizing that his eidest daughter, Mathilde, was 

possibly the object of his own attempts at seduction (letter to Fliess, May 

31, 1897, several months before his father's death).2 SECOND ASSUMP

TION: that seduction was only a hysterical fantasy merging with a 

paranoid attitude, and thus serving as a screen for his childhood auto

eroticism. Thus the conception of an essentially autoerotic childhood 
sexuality emerged. THIRD MOVEMENT: Freud also allowed for the child's 

genital desires and proceeded towards the conception of the Oedipus 

complex. Although this happened in the last years of the century, written 

evidence for such a stand does not emerge until 1905 C'Sexuality in the 

Aetiology of the Neuroses") and in 1906 (Three Essays on the Theory 0/ 
Sexuality). 

Between the first assumption (the parent seduces the child and leads it 
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is 
two events occurred: 

died. The revers al of his 
child becoming the 

COI're~mOnamg to those events, is evoked in two sub-

texts: On the 0/ the M ovement (19 
and n Autobiographical ( Freud terms parental 
seduction an "erroneous idea" that could have been "fatal to the young 
science. "3 The distress the of that mistaken path 

was so that he wrote, "Like alm ost gave up analysis." 

did he nevertheless continue? The explanation is succinct, to say the 
least: persevered because no longer had any choice and 

could not then begin again at something else. At last came the reflection 

that, after one had no right to des pair because one has been deceived 
in one's expectations; one must revise those expectations."4 

Acknowledging an end ("one cannot begin again": to have children?) 

and a feeling of despair (the father is dead: no more seducer?), he at the 
same time recovered control ("one does not have the right": to abandon 

the father, no longer to be father, to abdicate paternity?). Such a reading 
seems to be supported by an examination of his later text, An Auto
biographical Study (1925): "When, however, was at last obliged to 

recognize that these scenes of seduction had never taken place . " was 

for some time completely at a 10ss [from 1897 to 1900 approximately] 
had in fact stumbled for the first time upon the Oedipus complex 

[in its disguise of seduction fantasy]. "5 Could the discovery of the 

Oedipus complex, and thereby of infantile sexuality, and thus the begin

ning of the modern conception of the child, have been produced through 
an inverted complex? Could the "Oedipus complex" be the dis

course of mourning for his father's death? As neurosis is the negative of 
could that discourse in like manner, the negative of 

a son who is forced the to take his 

limited one; it is, however, 

"VJl>'-',"'IJ'HJH of the child would thus nrr,,,,rl,,,, 

solid foundation for the 
both 

vision of childhood and thus a 
",,,,"'IH,,,,"", to support the inevitability 
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VISIOn. 

fathered six children in eight years, thern as a 
seerns to be on adrnitted to 

being the possible seducer of his but also the victirn of his 
father's seduction, "one can no longer begin again. " In addition to this 
recognition of closure, of disillusionrnent with respect to the hysterical 

the libido as and "seductive eroticisrn" -is it the 
recognition of a sexual dead end?-there carne his father's death and 
Freud's feelings of guilt toward hirn (no, the seducer cannot be my 
father, the seducer is me, the child of this father; now I am also the 
father [of Mathilde]; therefore the seducer can only be the child); this is 
accornpanied at once by the desire to take his place, to assurne the moral, 
patern al function ("One has no right to despair because he has been 
disappointed," Freud writes). The father is dead, long live the father that 
I am: there where it Ud) was shall I (ego) carne ta be. 6 The "child" is 
wh at remains of such a becoming, the result of subtracting the utterance 
of guilt from the utterance of mastery: "Seduction du ring childhood 
retained a certain share, though a humbler one, in the etiology of 
neuroses. But the seducers turned out as a rule to have been older 
children."7 We thus come to the shaping of this image of the child
parent, the seducing child, a child always already older, born into the 
world with compound drives, erogenous zones, and even genital desires. 
With the end of the reproductive cycle and spurred by his father's death, 
Freud's self-analysis led hirn to that telescoping of father and child, 
resulting in none ather than Oedipus: "I had in fact stumbled for the first 
time upon the Oedipus complex."8 

The child-parent or the parent-child, thus presented to analytical 
practice, joins cause and effect, origin and becoming, space and time, to 
produce that specific twist of psychoanalytic discourse that brings to 
mind the Heraclitan exlwv: cyclical time and also space where the Greek 
thinker happened to see the poet at play-the poet who alone maintains 
the discourse of a child giving birth (to a father?).9 Instinctuality is 
simultaneously revealed as innate and hereditary, but, within the 
Freudian framework, it is already protected from substantialist inter
pretations. For although the child enters the world with polymorphous 
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instinctual these confliet with rpr,rp,:"lr,n 

the several variants of libido fixation 
that neurosis--or the speaking subject-can never be dealt with at the 
level of or through a child at zero degree of sym bolism, but rather 

through a narrative "texture, " that is, a texture of language and 
HIt was only after the introduction [within childhood's 

instinctual experience] of this element of hysterical fantasies [the parental 
seduction fantasy] that the texture of the neurosis and its relation to the 
patient' s life became intelligible." 10 

this dismantling of the Christian-Rousseauist myth of 
ehildhood is aceompanied by a problematic endorsement. Projeeted into 
the slLpposed place of childhood, and therefore universalized, one finds 
the features that are partieular to adult diseourse; the ehild is endowed 
with wh at is dietated by adult memory, always distorted to begin with; 
the myth of human eontinuity persists (from child to parent, Sameness 
prevails). In like manner, the function of the familial eontext in the pre
cadaus development of the ehild (before puberty, before Oedipus, but 
also before the "mirror stage") tends to be minimized. This is only too 
evident in ego-eentered trends in ehild psychology, but also in a 
psychoanalytie praetiee that posits the subjeet as dating from the "mirror 
stage." The most important debates and innovations in psychoanalysis 
have eonsequently and necessarily been eentered in this problem. The 
point is indeed to em phasize the heterogeneity between the libidinal-signi
fying organization in infancy (let us call it the "semiotie disposition") 
and the "symbolic" funetioning of the speaker following language acqui
sition and the consequent parental identifications. On the other hand, and 
at the same time, this preeocious, presymbolic organization is grasped by 
the adult only as regression-jouissance or schizophrenie psychosis. 
Thus, the difficulty, the impossibility that beset such an attempt at gain
ing aecess to childhood: the real stakes of a diseourse on childhood 
within Western thought involve a eonfrontation between thought and 
what it is not, a wandering at the limits of the thinkable. Outside of 
poetic practiee (thinking a dissipated language, Heraclitan limit, reinven
tion of materialism), the analytical solutions to this question (this 
Freudian "error") aiways appear problematic: Jung's dead end with its 
archetypal configurations of libidinal substanee taken out of the realm of 
sexuality and placed in bondage to the arehaic mother; the empiricist 
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of 
Winnicott and his 

between mother and nursing infant a 
therefore without or time-all of which remain 
attributes of the adult speaker's libido; the desiring machines of 
schizophrenics without signifiers; or finally, in a new and radical way 
that nevertheless remains all-encompassing within the Name-of-the
Father (as with Lacan), removing the unnamable from childhood and 
placing it within the real, which is at the same time impossible and 
inevitably persistent within the real-imaginary-symbolic triad. 

As distinguished from speculation, transference, however, seems to 
indicate that the signifying disposition that Winnicott calls the "pre
objective libido" (therefore not the Freudian libido), 11 which can be 
detected in the nonspeaking child, persists beneath the secondary 
repression imposed as so on as language is acquired; it also continues, 
through the formation of the Oedipus complex, in all speaking beings, 
establishing their psychotic foundation or their capacity for jouissance
of which the aesthetic is one among several. This disposition is set out 
and articulated, from its very beginning (which remains with us as space 
become permanent time), by the solutions that parents recently dis
covered in answer to the sexual inanity mamfested by the child. For the 
hysteric child to attribute its neurosis to parental seduction is probably 
an instance of paranoia. But, through the seduction myth, it sees itself as 
being attached by drive (even before des ire) to this object of love extolled 
by its parents in their denial of the sexual nonrelation that the child's 
coming punctuates. 

Freud's error, however, has still not affected linguistics, which remains 
universal and Cartesian in its study of individual "languages," phenom
enological in its approach to discourse. "Childhood language"-a 
theoretical mirage-has become for psycholinguistics the privileged 
ground where the contradictions and dead ends of linguistic rationality 
are attested. Some see in "childhood language" an empirical demonstra
tion of generative grammar's pertinence (deep structure exists because it 
functions as such in the child). Others posit a difference between lan
guage and logic in children, on the one hand, and in adults on the other. 
But, in trying to describe the former, they use categories and even 
unqualified models (always more or less taken from generative grammar) 
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contingent upon the latter. This in the first instance, to the use of 
childhood language as an illustration of theory, probably amputated, but 
intended to be completed through maturation. The result, in the second, 
is a floundering in empiricism, for no concept of the subject, other than 

one bound to Cartesian 10gic, is available to account for the differences 
one supposedly detects in the child's logic or syntax. The presyntactic 
phases of childhood semiosis remain outside of this investigation; but 
also excluded are all semantic latencies due to sexual and family dif
ferences, which are integrated or short-circuited, each time in specific 
fashion, within the syntactic repression constituting the grid of any lan
guage as universal system, and which become manifest in either syntactic 
liberties or lexical variations of childhood discourse. 12 

It might, on the other hand, be possible to posit as "object" of analysis 
not "childhood language" but rather "infantile language," in the sense 
that Freud speaks of infantile sexuality-a telescoping of parent and 
child. We would then be concerned with the attentiveness that the adult, 
through his still infantile sexuality, is able to perceive in the discourse of 
a child (boy or girl) while it refers hirn to that level where his "own" lan
guage is never totally rationalized or normated according to Cartesian 
linguistics, but where it always remains an "infantile language." Thus it 

would constitute an analytical attentiveness to language, within the dual 
relationship transference between adult and child; an analysis that is 
applied through phantasmic or mythical contents (which have been until 

now the sole objects of psychoanalysis and child psychology) to the 
"minimal" components of language (phonic, lexical, and syntactic opera
tions; logico-syntactic categories). The child therefore becomes the real 
from which we begin our analysis, through minimal components, of our 

(any) language's infantile attributes. 
This particular attentiveness to the psychoanalytic conditions underly

ing language structures might invite a probably transferential, or more 
precisely, maternal attitude toward the child. Cannot the history of post
Freudian child psychology, culrninating in the works by Spitz and Winni
cott, be summarized as a shift from the paternal, Freudian attentiveness 
to a maternal attention? With aB the progress and setbacks such a phan
tasmatic attitude induces in men and women analysts ... 

For a woman, the arrival of a child breaks the autoerotic circle of 
pregnancy (when her jouissance recalls the saint who becomes one with 
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consubstantial with her instinctual 

about for a woman, is the difficult 

account of a with an other: with an and with love. 

Is it not true that a woman is a being for whom the and therefore 

the is not taken for granted? And that in order to reach this 

constantly altered to have access to the sym bolic-thetic which 

requires castration and object, she must tear herself from the daughter

mother symbiosis, renounce the undifferentiated community of women 

and recognize the father at the same time as the symbolic? .. It is 

precisely the child that, for a mother (as opposed to a genetrix), 
constitutes an access (an excess) toward the Other. The child is the 

rem oval of what was only a graft during pregnancy: an alter ego capable 

(or not) of replacing a maternal narcissism henceforth integrated within a 

"being for it." Neither for itself nor in itself, but for it ... The mother of 

a son (henceforth the generic "infant" no longer exists) is a being 
confronted with a being-for-him. The mother of a daughter replays in 

reverse the encounter with her own mother: differentiation or leveling of 

beings, glimpses of oneness or paranoid primary identification phan

tasized as primordial substance. In both cases, the well-known relation

ship with an object-which exists only as object of love-is founded only 

as a third-person relationship: neither I nor you wiihin a relationship of 

identification or lust, but he (she). Love replaces narcissism in a third 

person that is external to the act of discursive communication. Hence, 

"God is love": it is for this very reason that he does not exist, except to 

be imagined as child for a woman. Here again one acknowledges the 

brilliant inspiration of Christian tradition. 

From this point on, for the mother-not for the genetrix-the child is 

an analyzer. He releases the hysterie woman's anguish, often hidden, 

denied, or deferred in its paranoid course, directing it toward others or 

toward the array of consumer goods. It is an anguish that brings the 

mother to grips with castration (that very castration that a number of 

"women" or genetrices deny, because for them the child is the cork that 

stops, seals the community of the species, and allows for the usurpation 

of the father's pI ace while refusing to recognize it). The death drive is 

loosened across its entire dramatic gamut extending from the fury of 

Lady Macbeth to self-sacrifice, always for the same love object, the third 

person, the child. Throughout these meanderings where the analyzer 
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leads his of eastration it is its 
opposite and opposes it. For this very reason the mother is able to 
analyze where the genetrix fails (by bloeking, with the "baby", any 
aeeess to the symbolie disposition through the fantasy of a substantialist 
fusion within that generative matter where mothers ineorporate their 
ehildren) and where the saint sueeeeds (when, in her passion for the sym
bolie, her own body becomes the exalted, sanctioned sign of denial): she 

stand. 

open the enc10sures where paranoid persons anchor themselves. 
knots and unknots paranoia-the ground on which hysterics 

It is c1ear that "neuropsychological maturation" and language acquisi
tion cannot be taken for granted under these conditions. In alllikelihood, 
the structures of any language inevitably carry the imprint of the mother
analyzer relationship. And that is enough to confound any linguistic 
theory. 

SPACE CAUSES LAUGHTER 

Current attempts to put an end to human subjecthood (to the extent that 
it involves subjection to meaning) by proposing to replace it with spaces 
(Borromean knots, morphology of catastrophies), of which the speaker 
would be merely a phenomenal actualization, may seem appealing. We 
must not forget, however, that such Jormants (even if their refinements 
lead only to the addressee's catharsis, and they do not function as 
"models" of a referent-object) have their particular source in the "logical 
activity specifically linked to language." 13 Husserl's considerations on the 

spatial intuitions of the Greeks leading up to Euc1id have lost none of 
their epistemological force: the history of human Jorming is rooted in 
language as a system of propositions. 14 No forming can transcend its 
origin-meaning, as it is posited by that predication peculiar to language. 
If the metaphysical solidarity of "meaning," "origin," and "forming" is 
thus posited as the limit of any attempt at c1arification (and also, 
therefore, of linguistics), and perhaps also of all analysis (and perhaps of 
psychoanalysis), it still seems c1ear that any spatial representation pro
vided for within a universal language is necessarily subject to teleological 
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reason, attracted as 
are to the "15 

The history of the being (spatially bound precisely because he 
is only variation,16 never the limits of the 

speakingjforming, but rather displacing it by means of a praxis or a 
techne. is henceforth clear that meaning's closure can never be 
challenged by another space, but only by a different way of speaking: 
another enunciation, another "literature. " There exists, on the other 
hand, an epistemological bent toward elucidation that is not, as Husserl 
postulates, the "destiny" of the speaking being; rather, it is one of its 
practices, one variation of signifiance not limited to what is "universally 
intelligible" -madness and literature are its witnesses. If we remain with 
this tendency, we must choose between two directions: either we delineate 
the history of spaces (we practice epistemology), or we investigate what 
Husserl calls "human forming." The second alternative inevitably merges 
with Freudian preoccupations: the analysis of the "origins" of form
ingjspeaking follows the path of the Freudian "error" mentioned above. 

Any attentiveness to "infantile language" (as defined above) seems to 
be located at that ambiguous point where psychoanalysis opens up the 
limits of phenomenological meaning by indicating its conditions of 
production, and where phenomenology encloses the transferential disin
tegration of meaning-as soon as the latter is being articulated as either 
demonstrative or sim ply "universally intelligible" clauses. 

To repeat the question that the infant-analyst puts to maternal atten
tiveness before any mirror shows hirn any representation whatsoever, 
before any language begins to encode his "idealities": what about the 
paradoxical semiosis of the newborn's body, wh at about the "semiotic 
chora," 17 what about this "space" prior to the sign, this archaie disposi

tion of primary narcissism that a poet brings to light in order to 
challenge the closure of meaning ("nothing will have taken place but the 
pi ace, " certainly, if not "at heights so far removed that a place fuses with 
the beyond [ ... ] the bewildering successive clash of a whole account in 
formation ... "-Mallarme). 

Neither request nor desire, it is an invocation, an anaclisis. 18 Memories 
of bodily contact, warmth, and nourishment: these underlie the breath of 
the newborn body as it appeals to a source of support, a fulfillment of 
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care that properly termed the "diatrophic mother." Vocal and mus
cular contractions, spasms of the glottis and motor system-all make up 
for the absence of intrauterine life components. Voice is the vehicle of 
that call for help, directed at a frustrated memory, in order to insure, 
first through breath and warmth, the survival of an ever premature 
human being; and this is undoubtedly significant for the acquisition of 
language, wh ich will so on be articulated along the same vehicle. Every 

cry psychologically and projectively, described as a cry of distress, up 
to and including the first vocalizations, which seem to constitute distress 

calls, in short: anaclises. The newborn body experiences three months of 
such anaclitic "facilitations" without reaching a stable condition. 

Faced with these anaclises, the adult-essentially the mother-offers a 
disturbed reception, a mobile receptacle, which fashions itself on the 
invocation, follows its winding course, and eventually accents it with a 

surge of anguish that the newborn analyzer's body produces in the analy
sand. From this time on, we must reck on with the mother's desire, 

beyond which it is hard for her to go, to maintain the I1ewborn child 
within the invocation: the child as adjunct to the breast, a wealth of her 

own, may be an analyzer, but it is an analyst lacking any interpretation 
and who thus locks mother and child within the regression of primary 
masochism. This is the precise moment for either the "optimal frustra
tion" that Spitz requires of the mother with regard to the child, or Win
nicott's mysterious "good enough mother": they are intended to break 
the primary narcissism within which mother and child are wrapped up, 
from anaclisis to dia trop hy, so that, with the advent of autoeroticism, the 
door is finally open to a relationship with the object, at the same time as 
representation and language make their appearance. 

Before this step becomes effective, however, and within the subtle drift 
from primary narcissism to autoeroticism, the "good enough mother" 
with her "optimal frustration" scores a point: laughter. 

lt is perhaps enough that the mother know both how to respond to and 
to stop the anaclisis, so that she might stall, settle, and anchor herself 
there. Providing an axis, a projection screen, a limit, a curb for the 
infant's invocation may be what, in the maternal function, relates to the 
paternal one, probably characterized, at best, by absence or refusal 
encoded in presence itself. As the nervous system matures, it probably 
assumes (and sometimes takes over) the mobile support function pro-
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influenced it in other 
instances. 

hearing, and are the archaic dispositions where the earliest 
fonns of discreteness emerge. The given and lamp
light capturing the gaze; intermittent sounds of voice or music-all these 

meet with anaclisis (according to a temporal sequence probably pro
grammed, too, by the particular aptitude of each child), hold it, and thus 
inhibit and absorb it in such a way that it is and abated 
through them: early "defenses" against the aggressivity of a (pseudo-) 
drive (without goal). At that point, breast, light, and sound become a 
there: a place, a spot, a marker. The effect, which is dramatic, is no 
longer quiet but laughter. The imprint of an archaic moment, the 
threshold of space, the "chora" as primitive stability absorbing anaclitic 
facilitation, produces laughter. There is not yet an outside, and the things 
that made the newborn laugh at about two and one-half months (after 
the satisfaction of immediate needs produced the hallucinatory laughter 
of the first weeks) are simply markers of something in the process of 
becoming stability. But neither external nor internal, neither outside nor 
inside, such markers are noticeable only because they slow down 
anaclisis: they do not stop it. One might detect in them the inception of 
spatiality as well as sublimation. 

Those scattered and funny moments become projected-archaic syn
thesis-onto the stable support of the mother's face, the privileged 
receiver of laughter at about three months. It is then that the narcissism 
of the initial mother-child symbiosis slips toward autoeroticism; here one 
observes the emergence of a body parcelled into eroticizable "objects" 
(essentially oral). Oral eroticism, the smile at the mother, and the first 
vocalizations are contemporaneous: Spitz's well-known "first point of 
psychic organization" 19 is al ready one complex semiotic phenomenon 
presaged by others. 

The inaugural sublimation, in most cases visual, brings us not only to 
the foundations of narcissism (specular gratification) but to the riant 
wellsprings of the imaginary. The imaginary takes over from childhood 
laughter: it is a joy without words. Chronologically and logically long 
before the mirror stage (where the Same sees itself altered through the 
well-known opening that constitutes it as representation, sign, and 
death),20 the semiotic disposition makes it start as riant spaciousness. 
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the of indistinction between "same" and " infant 
and mother, as weIl as between and " while no space 

been delineated (this will happen with and after the mirror 
of the sign), the semiotic chora that arrests and absorbs the 

motility of the anaclitic facilitations relieves and produces laughter. 
plays an essential role in this primary fixation-sublimation: 

appropriation of the breast, the so-called "paranoid" certainty of the 
nursing infant that he has been in possession of it, and his ability to lose 
it after having had his fill. What should not be obscured is the 

of the anal "instinctual drive" from this period on: the child 
has a secure anal discharge while, balancing that loss, it incorporates the 
breast. Anal loss, accompanied by considerable expenditure of muscular 
motility, combined with the satisfaction of incorporating the breast, 
probably encourages projecting facilitation into this visible or audible 
point that gives the infant a glimpse of space and produces laughter. 

The simultaneity of laughter with first vocalizations has long been 

recognized. 21 And the visual motility /fixation articulation as substratum 
of archaic semiotic spaciousness as well as laughter seems, moreover, to 
be borne out by belated childhood laughter. As we know, children lack a 
sense of humor (humor presupposes the superego and its bewildering). 
But they laugh easily when motor tension is linked to vision (a caricature 
is a visualization of bodily distortion, of an extreme, exaggerated move
ment, or of an unmastered movement); when a child's body is too rapidly 
set in motion by the adult (return to a motility defying its fixation, space, 
and place); when a sudden stop follows a movement (someone stumbles 
and falls). The speed-continuity of movement and its checks-punctua
tion of the discontinuous: an archaic topos that produces laughter and 
probably supports Bergson's psychology of laughter and Freud's jokes as 
weH. The chora is indeed astrange "space": the rapidity and violence of 
the facilitations are localized at a point that absorbs them, and they 
return like a boomerang to the invoking body, without, however, signify
ing it as separate; they stop there, impart the jolt-Iaughter. Because it 
was bounded but not blocked, the rate of facilitation discards fright and 
bursts into a jolt of laughter. Instability, "bewildering clash," "a whole 
account in formation" ... We have either a riant, porous boundary, or a 
blocking barrier of earnest sullenness-the child gets one or the other 
from its mother. Either a hysterical mother defying her own mother 
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this "first point of psychic organization," attitudes whose peaks lie in 
imaginative freedom on the one and ritualistic obsession on the 
other. 

Even more belated dispositions of laughter22 seem to commemorate 
stages of this archaie laughter-space-the ambivalence of facilitation 
(frightjpeace, invocationjdischarge, motilityjcheck) as weIl as the 
porousness of boundaries or of the point of fixation. A sense of humor 
seems to build up, beginning with such semiotic underpinning, both upon 
the inhibition of autoeroticism (prescribed by parents) and upon its 
rem oval within childhood situations where parental authority or its sub
stitute is weakened. The su perego recognizes the ego as faltering vis-a-vis 
inhibition but, by a leap-shattered movement, space-reconstitutes it as 
invulnerable and therefore laughing. The personal (ego, body) depends on 
or is constituted by a counterpoise (the point of projection: lamp, mother, 
parents) that burdens and dominates it but, without being definitively 
separated (neither barring nor blocking facilitation), by its permissive 
distance allows the body to discover itself again, relaxed and free of 
anguish, which is removed elsewhere; a nimble sort of fun is wh at 
remains. An inhibition is thus built up for laughter, but as existing 
elsewhere: a set pi ace, always there, but separate from the body, wh ich 
can, only under these conditions, constitute itself as "personal" and reach 
jouissance at a distance. At this stage we have the necessary conditions 
that, avoiding inhibition through laughter, constitute the semiotic dis
position and insure its maintenance within the symbolic. The precondi
tions for language acquisition are given at this point; their modulations 
involve the entire neurotic gamut of inhibitions and anguish that 
characterizes the speaking being's destiny. 

This distant place that absorbs, defers,23 and therefore sublimates 
anguish is the prototype of the object much as it is of the "personal": the 
body that removes fear to a constant and distant location (the mother) 
can transfer its place over to what had been an amorphous mass and 
henceforth becomes a territory of markers, points of fixation, and dis
charges: the autoerotic body, the body proper. 

In order, however, that this point of discharge might acquire another, 
different existence, one which will form aspace, it must be repeated. 
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a sequence of linked is immanent to the chora to 
any signified spaciousness: henceforth, chora and rhythm, space and time 
coexist. Laughter is the evidence that the instant took place: the space 
that supports it signifies time. Located elsewhere, distant, permissive, 
always already past: such is the chora that the mother is called upon to 
produce with her child so that a semiotic disposition might exist. In the 
same way, later, after the acquisition of language, the child's laughter is 
one of a past event: because a prohibition has existed it can be overcome 
and relegated to the past-thus a weakened and masterable replica 
represents it from then on. 

INFANTILE SPACE NAMES 

Winnicott's "potential space, "24 elaborated by a "transitional object, "25 
perfeets the necessary conditions for semiotic functioning and transition 

to language acquisition. 
One might, following M. A. K. Halliday,26 say that prior to the appear

ance of a truly articulated language, vocalizations are used and endowed 
with "linguistic functions." Halliday calls them "meaning" functions, but 
a reformulation of Winnicott's position with respect to language could 

supply a better phrase: "potential meaning functions." A potential mean
ing, then, supported in its analytic circumstances by transitional objects, 
would be, somewhere between the ninth and sixteenth months, dif
ferentiated into a full range of functions, described in adult terms as instru
mental, regulatory, interactive, personal, heuristic, and imaginative.27 

"Potential meaning" appears phonically in a variety of vocalizations (in 
varying and specific degrees, according to the child),28 which eventually 

grow weaker and are reduced to a rising-falling intonation approximating 
that of the adult sentence. 

According to Halliday, two new functions appear before the second 
year-the pragmatic function (a fusion of instrumental and regulatory 
funetions) and the mathetic funetion (fusion of the personal and heuristie 

ones). That al ready implies a eomplex proeess of ideation and 
transformation of the "potential spaee," after the "mirror stage," into a 
signifiable spaee of representation. The ehild, intervening (as it perforrns 
one of those funetions) and observing (as it performs another), eneodes 
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them into intonation in the former case, in the 
better it encodcs them into a 
ficult to describe. 

While it is true that and even 

emerge du ring this period, they remain holophrastic: they are vocaliza-
tions, they designate the or object of enunciation 
whereas the motor or vocal gesture (intonation) serves as predicate (the 
"comment"). 

We note that beginning with the "first point of psychic organization," 
light-giving marker or mother's face, which produced laughter along with 
the first vocalizations, the future speaker is led to separate such points 
into objects (transitional at first, then simply objects) and add to them no 
longer laughter but phonation--archetype of the morpheme, condensa
tion of the sentence. As if the laughter that makes up space had become, 
with the help of maturation and repression, a Hplace name." 

Primitive naming very often makes use of adverbs of position, ana

phoric demonstratives (this, that) or, more generally, "topic" anaphora 
referring to an object either external or internal to the body proper and 
to the practical, immediate environment; observable in the first childhood 
verbalizations, it is always related to a "space" -a point that henceforth 
becomes object or referent. 

Current research on the language of children between two and three 
years old has shown that 50 percent of the utterances of two-year-olds 
are of the type, that's a followed by a noun phrase, the percentage falling 
to 15 percent at the age of three to three-and-a-half years. 29 The archaic 
appearance of anaphoric demonstratives is accompanied by other archaic 

phenomena that have their roots in the first vocalizations and echolalias 
concomitant to the constitution of the semiotic chora: glottal stops and 
stress (a play on intensity as weIl as on frequencies of vowel sounds). 

Psycholinguists are weIl aware that the child, before using more or less 
regular syntax, makes utterances that come closer to the topic-comment 
model than to the subject-predicate one. 3D Although admittedly the rele
vancy of the two syntactic models could be discussed ad nauseam, we see 
here a recurrence of the spatial marker, which not only initiates the 
semiotic disposition but also shores up the first syntactic acquisitions. 

It may be worth going over the semantic functions of the anaphoric 
demonstratives that are found in the topic position in utterances of 50 
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rlPy'{'p"t of young children. As Damourette and Pichon 

out, demonstratives (ce, cet, celle, celui, celui-ci, celui-la, eux: from 
the Latin ecce) provide adetermination resulting from astate of presence 
and proximity; but they also have an inciting value, thus relating to the 
subject of enunciation, beyond what is being signified (such a value in-
forms c;a: donnez-moi que faUle acheter votre esclave"-Moliere, 
L' Etourdi, 6); the spatial function can become temporal ("d'ici 
UCJ'ftu.lIt." "en defa," "en c;a"); finally, demonstratives have a function 
that could be termed "metalinguistic," for they refer to other signs within 
the utterance or in the context ("U faut faire ci, U faut faire fa"; "un 
secret aussi garde que celui garde dans ce message"; "accepter, dans des 
cit'constances comme celles actuelles, un pouvoir ecrasant par son poids"; 
or the pleonastic expression, "c' est le prendre qu' elle veut"). Finally, let 
me restate the position of Benveniste, for whom the shifter (deictique) is 
the mark of discourse within the system of a particular language-mean
ing that it is defined essentially through its use by individual speakers. 
Thus the demonstrative, in modern French, points to the enunciation 
rather than the utterance (summoning the subject; referring to a pi ace 
outside of the system of discoursejreferent), to a sign (it breaks up the 
signifying chain and refers to it metalinguistically), or to itself (it can be 
auto-referential). All these functions, taken collectively, make of the ana
phoric demonstrative a complex "shifter", straddling several functions of 
language, keeping the enunciation at a distance in several ways-away 
from the subject, the referent, signs, and itself. A true "catastrophe" in 
the sense this word has taken on in morphological theories of 
catastrophes: going over from one enunciative space into another. While 
it is true that the childhood utterances that have been collated do not all 
display those semantic latencies of demonstratives, one could posit that 
they harbor them unconsciously:31 the child lodges itself within a lan
guage, French, that has gathered such modalities of spatialization 
into one category-"catastrophe." These modalities, however, remain 
immanent to any usage of the demonstrative, as in all languages, since it 
is true (as I have observed since the beginning of this investigation) that 
the archeology of spatial naming accompanies the development of 
autonomy of the subjective unit. 

The discourse of a two-year-old girl demonstrated what I think is 
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of the archaie of referential space 
demonstratives. Each time she organized the space of the room in 

together by means of demonstratives or shifters (e' est, 
fei, ceet, cela), she feIt obliged to "analyze" that place 
(those places) thus fragmented by giving them a person's name: 
"mamma" or the mother's first name. Precocious and quite advanced in 
language learning, extremely attached to her father and, probably, 
im pressed by her mother's new pregnancy (most likely for all of these 
"reasons," and to assert herself in opposition to her female interlocutor 
who could not help but remind her of her mother), the little girl 
established her "mamma" in all the locations designated by these recently 
acquired spatial terms. 

This discourse leads to the hypothesis (which might be confirmed or 
disproved by other transferences) that spatial naming-including al ready 
syntactically elaborated forms such as demonstratives and adverbs of 
position-retains the memory of the maternal impact already evoked 
within the constitution of semiotic rudiments. Given the frequency of 
topie demonstrative utterances beginning with the first grammatically 
constructed sentences, we might submit that the entry into syntax 
eonstitutes a first victory over the mother, a still uncertain distancing of 
the mother, by the simple fact of naming (by the appearance of the topie 
and more exactly of the demonstrative e'est). The distance seems 
uncertain, for while the child experiences pleasure in repeating utterances 
of this type, it also evidences postures of submission, humiliation, and 
victimization in relation to adults as weil as to peers. It is as if a certain 
masochism appeared, along with the introjection of an archaic mother, 
which the infant is not yet satisfactorily able to designate, name, or loca

lize. 
What is striking is that later, at about three years, the composition of 

the most frequent utterances changes at the same time as the main 
behavioral characteristic. The topie is henceforth less the anaphoric 
demonstrative e' est than a personal pronoun shifter-essentially M oi je. 
While 17 percent of the two-year-old children's utterances exhibit this 
structure, the figure increases to 36 percent with three-year-old children. 
At the same time, I note the appearance of the possibility of negating the 
demonstrative: pas c;a, e'est pas-a game in wh ich the children indulge 
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with a pleasure leading to frequent glossalalias qa, c' est c' est 

ci papa, pas casse, c' est pas qa, c' est ci papa," the same time that 

the father is evoked, negation and the designation of protagonists oJ 
enunciation (personal pronouns) begin to appear. This explicit negativity 

connotes an increased independence within the symbolic and the capacity 
for auto-designation ("je" -object of discourse); aggressiveness is the 

underpinning of that negativity. An often unmistakable "sadism," which 
could be interpreted as a devouring of the archaic mother, succeeds the 
previous "masochism." Significantly, the generic demonstration (qa 

occurs less frequently at this age: only 15 percent of qa c' est 

followed by a noun phrase, as opposed to 50 percent at two years. The 
psychic cathexis of the child breaks away from the place and refines the 
spatialization of the enunciation as weil as that of the signifying chain 

itself. The well-known "ree! game" with its Jort-da, observed around the 
age of eighteen months, finds, over aperiod of time, its linguistic realiza

tion first in demonstrative or localizing utterances and finally in personal 

and negative utterances. 

One could relate to this archeology of naming (the spatial reference 

point, the demonstrative, the "topic," the person's name) and to the 

equivocal subject/object relationship that is its psychoanalytical coun
terpart ("potential space," primary narcissism, autoeroticism, sado

masochism), the perplexed notions of logicians on the semantics of 

proper names. According to some-Stuart Mill, for instance-proper 
names have no signification (they denote but do not connote): they do not 

signify but point to a referent. For others like RusselI, they are abbrevia
tions of descriptions for aseries, class, or system of particulars (and even 

for a "cluster" of definitions) and are equivalent to demonstratives (ceci, 

cela). For Frege, on the contrary, the shifter does not yet designate an 

"object." From our point of view, however, the proper name is a 
substantive of definite reference (therefore similar to the demonstrative) 
but of indefinite signification ("cognitive" as weIl as "emotive"), arising 

from an uncertain position of the speaking subject's identity and refer
ring back to the pre-objectival state of naming. The emergence of per

sonal designation and proper name in close relation to the shifters and 
semantic latencies (of the "potential space") of this period underpin (and 

in that sense explain) the dynamic and semantic ambiguity of proper 
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notion of "'!,,,nT"-" 

constructs. 
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and 

out, ced marks a "confused idea 

of the immediate thing," while the mind to add ideas "stimu-
lated circumstances. "32 Hence it apresence, posited but 

indistinct, and an evocation of uncertain multiplicities, which would 

therefore explain this, in its well-known evangelical usage, is at the 
same time Bread and of Christ: "This is my Dut the be-

lievers in the "Cartesian subject," the logicians of cannot 
rationalize the passage from one to the other under the same shifter ced 
except through recourse to time: Before, ced was bread and now, ced is 
my body. Reason is unscathed only at the expense of an obsessional 

shackling to time and, by the same token, of erasing "mystery" as bodily 
andj or nominal mutation under the same signifier (despite all the precau

tions taken with respect to theology in the Logiques). 
Could trans-substantiation (for this is what we are dealing with, and 

the child cannot help leading all of us, men and women, to it, for it is 

indeed such a key fantasy of our reproductive desires) be an indelible 
theming of this same fold between the "space" of need (for food and SUf

vival) and a symbolic space of designation (of the body proper)? Could it 
be a fold that the archeology of shifters summarizes and is produced in 

all archaic designations of the mother, as weH as in all experiences at the 
limits of corporeal identity-that is, the identity of meaning and 

presence? 

Childhood language, if we need an "object" of study; infantile lan

guage, certainly: it is within our "adult" discourse that these potential 

meanings and topologicallatencies are at work. We suggest that naming, 
always originating in a place (the chora, space, "topic," subject-predi

cate), is areplacement for what the speaker perceives as an archaic 

mother-a more or less victorious confrontation, never finished with her. 
indicating, as precisely as possible, how the units and minimal opera

tions of any language (and even more so those of discourse) revive, 
model, transform, and extend the pregnancy that still constitutes the ulti

mate limit of meaning where, if analysis is lacking, transcendence takes 

root. 
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poetic language and art as maternal 
incest.30. 137. 143. 150. 156. 191-92 

Inquisition. 50 
Instinct. see Drive 
Intertextuality: defined, 15; text 01' the novel 

aso 36. 37. 38; transposition of anterior or 
synchronie statements into 
communicative speech, 51-55; 
polyphony. 71. 82-83. 85-86; writing and 
speech in noveL 38 

Ionesco. Eugene. 11 
Irigaray. Luce. 91n. 
Irony. 27. 109 
Isaiah. 189 
Iswolsky. Helene. 90n, 

Jacobsen. Edith. 293n. 
Jakobson. Roman. ix. 4.26--34,68.77. 78 
Jarry. Alfred. 181 
Jerome. Saint. 39.43.45 
J ocasta. 166. 192 
John of Damascus. Saint, 250 
J ohn the A postle. 127 
Jones, Ernest, The Llfe and Work of 

Sigmund Freud. 292n. 
Josquin des Pres. 181 
Jouissance. x. 142. 148. 151, 154. 181.224, 

232.247; art as language of maternal 
jouissance. 156, 192-95. 224. 242. 
247-48.254.263; defined, 15-16 

Joyce. James, 71, 80, 82. 102. 109. 114. 142. 
157.166.197.202; Finnegans Wake. 92. 
136, 151. 154; Ulysses. 148. 151. 154 

J oyce. N ora, 166 
JubinaL Achille. 39 
Jung. earl G .. 276 
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Kafka, Franz, 71. 80, 82, 86, 100, 151 
KageL M auricio, 168 
Kant, Immanuel, 99 
Kastner, l. G .. Les Voix de Paris, 61n. 
Khlebnikov, Velimir, 24, 27, 29-30, 32-34, 

71 
Klein, Melanie, 277 
Knudson, Charles A., 60n. 
Konrad, Nikolai, 61n, 
Koran, 171 
Koskimies, Rafael, Theorie des Romans, 

91n. 
Kreisler, 1., L'Enfant et son corps, 293n. 
Krushchev, Nikita Sergeyevich, 2 

Kurylowicz, lerzy, 172 

Lacan, lacques, viii, 4, 16, 17, 19, 20n., 76, 
128, 135,277, 293n. 

La Fontaine, leaD de, 208n. 
Laius, 199 
Language: Cartesian subject in generative 

grammar, 128; enunciation and the 

Freudian unconscious, 272-78; linguistic 

structuralism, 127-28, 131; 
psychoanalysis and language analysis, 

278; as system of signs, 127 
Language learning: anac1isis, 281 ff.; 

anaphora, 287-89, 291; childhood 

languagejinfantile language, 271-78; 
entry into syntax and victory over the 
mother, 289; genesis of the signifiable 

object, 276-77, 281, 285-87; mirror 

stage; 195, 198-99, 282-84; presyntactic 
potential meaning, 286; proper names, 

290-91; syntax and negation, 289-90; 
topicjcomment, 287; vocalization of lack, 

281-82 
Lao Tzu, 191 
Laplanche, lean, Vocabu!aire de !a 

psychana!yse, 13 
La Sale, Antoine de: La SaUe, Lettres ci 

Jacques de Luxembourg sur fes tournois, 
and Reconfort ci Madame de Fresne, 41; 
and Le Petit Jehan de Saintre, 2,41-46, 
50-51,53-59 

Lasalle, Ferdinand, 202 
Laughter: vs. absolute knowledge, 142, 145; 

autoeroticism and imagination, 283; 

color and the burlesque, 223; and 

gesturality, 284-85: as primer for 
semiotic chora, 282-84; within meaning 

and castration, 181-82 
Lautd:amont, 5, 10,29,69,71,80,86, 109, 

138,202 
Lavers, Annette, 122n. 
Lebovici, S., La Connaissance de l'enfant 

par la psychanalyse, 293n. 
Lecourt, M., 61n.-62n. 
Leibnitz, Gottfried Wilhelm von, 186, 202 
Leopold, Werner F., Child Language, 292n. 
Lenin, Vladimir Ilyich, 14, 184,202; 

Materialism and Empiriocriticism, 1; 
Philosophica! Notebooks and What Js to 
Be Done?, 184 

Lentin, Lawrence, 292n. 
Leonardo da Vinci, 157, 171,243-46,247, 

265; Madonna With the Carnation, 245; 
Mona Usa, 244; Virgin and Child With 
Saint Anne, 244, 245 

Leroy, Christine, 292n. 
Uvi-Strauss, Claude, 3, 100, 103, 116, 

l22n., 124, 137, 294n.; L'Homme nu, 
147n. 

Lewis, Philip E. 20n. 
Lewy, Hans, 235n. 
Lichachov, D. S., Man in the Uterature of 

Old Russia, 61n. 
Linguistics, vii, viii, 1,4, 13,23-34; 

linguistic code, 94 
Lin Piao, 203 
Longhi, R., Viatico per cinque secoli di 

PUtura veneziana, 270n. 
Lovitt, Carl R., 22n. 
Loyola, Ignatius of, 105, 118 
Lucan, 82, 83 
Lucretius, 183 
Lukacs, György, 4; Theory ofthe Novel, 

91n. 
Lukasiewicz, lan, 70 

Macciochi, Maria-Antonietta, 8 

Mäle, Emile, L'Art religieux de lafin du 
moyen-age en France, 59n. 

Mallarme, Marie, 166 
Mallarme, Stephane, 5, 10, 25, 76, 79, 80, 

100,110,133,138,139,162,193,202, 
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208n., 281: Un Coup de des .. . ,134, 
141 

M alraux. Andre, 8 
Manheim, Ralph, 147n. 
Mann, I. c., Development ofthe Human 

E.ve,236n. 
Mantegna, Andrea, 244, 252, 254 
Mao Zedong, 8, 10, 123n., 159, 182,202, 

203 
Marx. Kar!, and Marxism. vii, 1,4,9, 12, 

13,14,15,16,19,23,100,159,184.202, 
271; German Ideology, 90n. 

M aterialism; avant-garde as always al ready 
politically dissident, 203-4; breaking up 
political discourse, 124-25, 132-33, 
144-45; conditions for a dialectic, 
materialist discourse, 146-47; 183; 
defined, 16; Fascism and Stalinism as 
return of the repressed, 125, 140-45, 
205-7; his tory and the temporality of the 
text, 201-8; history as analysis of 
speaking subject, 203; literature and evil. 
137, 145; timelessness and suicide, 206 

Maternal function: mother vs genetrix, 247, 
249, 278-80, 282-83 

Matisse, Henri. 162,219,221, 234n., 235n., 
250 

May 1968, 160 
Mayakovsky, Vladimir Vladimirovich, 24, 

27,28-34.71, 125,206; Electric Iron, 29; 
How Are Verses Made, 28, 33 

Meaning: meaning, structure, and 
transcendence, 124; nonsense and 
surmeaning, \02; structure and the 
production of meaning, 103; subject's 
relation to, ix-x 

Medvedev, P. N .. The Formal Method in 
Literary Scholarship, 59n., 62n. 

Mehler. Jacques, 292n. 
Melville, Herman, 178,202 
Menendez-Pidal, Ram6n, Poesia 

jugfaresca, 60n. 
Menippean discourse. 82-89 
Menippean satire, 60n. 
Menippean tradition, 69, 73, 77. 79-80 
Menippus of Gadara, 82 
Messmer, Pierre. 203. 209n. 
Metz. Christi an, 91n. 

M ichelangelo Buonarroti. 157 
Michelet, Jules. 105. 107 
M ill, J ohn Stuart, 290 
Miller. V .. 123n. 
Miller, Richard, 122n. 
M israhi. J ean. 60n. 
M ondrian. Piet. 221 
Monologism, see Novel 
Monologue. interior. 90n. 
M onotheism: and art, 2 i 1-16. 222-24, 

250-51; and writing, 32 
Montaiglon, Anatole de, Recueil de poesies 

fram;oises des XVe et X Vle siecles, 61n. 
Monteverdi, Claudio, 202 
Morin. Violette, 91n. 
Motherhood: Christianity, 155-57,272; and 

paranoia. 239, 280 
Mozart. Wolfgang Amadeus, 175,202 

Napoleon. 202 
Narcissism, 162. 164, 274; see also Primary 

narcissism 
Narrative: analysis of, 64; modes, 67, 

67-68.69; pictorial. 211-13; as 
prohibition. 70, 72-73. 74-76, 77, 80, 
85-86; representation without narrative, 
214-15; specularization in, 211-12; units, 
66, 67 

Needham, Joseph, Science and Civilization 
in China, 91n. 

Negation: as affirmation, 69; and the 
double, 69-71; and non-disjunction, 
78-79, 82-83; non-disjunction in the 
novel. 47-49 

Negativity: defined, 16; and heterogeneity, 
163, 185, 206-7; language as, 107-9; and 
negation, 161; in writing, 111 

Nerval, Gerard de, 159, 191, 202, 207, 
209n. 

Neurosis: see Subject 
Nicole, Pierre. Logique of Port-Royal, 

294n. 
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 23, 78, 81, 191, 202 
N otre Dame 01" A vioth, 39 
Novel: modern, antirepresentational, 85-87; 

monological, 67, 69-70, 72, 74, 76-77, 
85, 87; polyphonic. 69, 71, 79, 84, 85-86: 
realist, 60n., 70.84,85; see also Text 
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NykL Alois Richard, Hispano-Arabic Pichon, Edouard, 288 
Poetrl' and fts Relation With the Old Pindar, 202 
Provefl(;al Troubadours, 61 n. Pisano, Andrea. 225 

Pittacus 0 f Misselene, 52 
Obsession in writing, 149-50 
Oedipus: Oedipal aggression, 273; Oedipus 

complex. 272-73, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277; 
Oedipal experience, 196, 199; Oedipal 
maternal body, 195-96; Oedipal mother. 
104, 192, 193; Oedipal myth, 272; 
Oedipal narrative. 174, 192-93, 196; 
Oedipal stage, 160, 195 

Orestes. 192. 196 
Orpheus, 192 
Otaka, Y., 59n. 
Overney. Pierre, 202, 203. 208n. 
Ovid,82 

Pänini. 127 
Paradox, 38 
Paragrarns, 4, 15, 69, 122n.; see also 

Anagrams 
Parody, 31, 73 
Paternal function, 151-52, 154-55, 199, 

244-45,248-49,273-75; the dead father, 
149-50; death and meaning, 149; 
disintegration and renewal, 145-46; 
rather as object of love, 142, ISO, 155, 
197: and poetry, 29; and writing, 137-39, 
149.151-52.154-55,163.201 

Paul, Saint. 52, 185 
Peano. Giuseppe, 70 
Peirce. CharIes S., viii, 3, 4 
Perspective, 211, 226, 265 
Petitot. J., 294n. 
Petronius Arbiter, 82 
Phaedo 01' Elis. 80 
Phallicism, 164, 191: phallic and imaginary 

mother, 191, 242-43, phallic mother, 19 L 
193. 194, 199, 200, 206, 238, 242 

Phenomenology, vii, viii, 6 
Phenotext, 7. 208n. 
Philo Judaeus. On the Creation ofthe 

Wor/d,235n. 
Philology. as discourse ofidentity. 125-26 
~honic differential, 174, 208n. 

~iageL J ean. 3. 20n. 
Picasso. Pablo. 11 

Plato and Platonism. 6. 20n .. 31, 50, 62n., 
80, 81. 84, 202; Apolog}'. 81; Theaetetus, 
235n.: Tirneus, 133 

Pleynet. Marcellin, 7, 8; Enseignernent de la 
peinture, 234n.-235n. 

Plotinus and Plotinism, 223; Enneades, 
235n. 

Poetic language, 5, 7, 24-25, 26, 64, 69, 70, 
125,132,133,134,135,136,145,174 

Poetic word, 65 
Poetic logic. 70; as dialogue and 

ambivalence, 72; as dramatic 
permutation of words, 79; and the 
infinite, 71-72 

Polemic, hidden interior, 73 
Polylogue: consciousness within rhythm and 

drive, 173, 175-83, 186; dialogue of 
subject 01' enunciation with itself, 173-74, 
186 

Polynomia, 111, 112, 169-71, 174 
Pompidou, Georges, 159, 203, 209n. 
Ponge, Francis, 74 
Pontalis, J.-8., Vocabulaire de la 

psychanalyse, 13 
Port-Royal: Logique, 291; universal 

grammar 01', 126, 127 
Post-formalism, see Formalists, Russian 
Pound, Ezra, 202 
Poussin, Nicolas, 266 
Pregnancy as institutionalized psychosis, 

194,237-40 
Prague, Linguistic Circ1e of, 128 
Prevert. J acques, 110 
Primal scene and representation. 249 
Primary narcissism, 220. 225, 245, 265. 

269. 282 
Productivity: text aso 36; translinguistic. 36, 

66. 69 
Prose. medievaL 78 
Proust. M arceL 71, 110, 15 L 201 
Psychoanalysis, ix-x, 1, 4, 6, 13.32,74,97, 

135-36: semiology and, 119: the critic's 
transference. 117 

Psychosis. see Subject 
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PurcelL Henry, 202 
Purkinje, Johannes. 225 

Queneau, Raymond, 110 

Rabelais. Fran<;:ois, 71, 79, 83. 86. 109. 114, 
181. 224 

Racine, Jean, 5. 149, 158n. 
Raoul de Cambrai, 49 
Raphael Santi, 246 
Realism. see Novel 
Reich, Wilhelm, 140 
Reilly, Ann, 22n. 
Renan, Ernest, 125-27, 140; Averoes et 

l'Averroi'sme, 126; The Future oI 
Science, 14711. 

Renaissance representation in painting. 
245-46 

Repression, 24, 93, 136. 140, 145. 154, 157, 
205,206,207,215,217,219,220,242-43; 
primal, 239, 243-50, 262, 263, 269 

Revolution. Soviet, 27, 32, 33, 71 
Ricardou, Jean, 7 
Richards, LA., 11 
Rinversi, Anna, 246, 247 
Risset, Jacqueline, 7 
Robespierre, Maximilien, 162 
Roche, Denis, 7 
Romal1 de Renart, 78 
Rothko, Mark, 221, 250. 266 
Rotse!' R. W., 90n. 
Rottenberg, Pierre, 7 
Round Table, Cycle of, 49 
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 271, 276 
Roussel, Raymond, 181 
Rumi, Jalal ed-Din, 202, 209n. 
Ruskin, John, Giotto and his Work in 

Padua, 234n .. 235n.-23611. 
RusseI!, Bertrand, 290 
Ryazanskaya, S., 90n. 
Rysselbergh. Maria van, 166 

Sade, D. A. F. de, 5, 79, 86. 100, 105, 112, 
118.138,162,166.184.202,271; Idees 
sur les romans, 136 

Saint Mark's Church (Venice), 212 
Salome, Lou. 166 

San Francesco (Assisi), Giotto's frescoes in. 
226-28. 230-31 

Santa Croce (Florence). 228 
Santa Maria Maggiore (Rome), 212 
Sant'Apollinare Nuovo (Ravenna), 212 
Sartre. Jean-Paul, 8, 100. 104, 105-6; 

Critique oI Dialectical R eason, I 2211., 
123n. 

Saussure, Ferdinand de, viii, 4, 12, 15. 24, 
34,69,71,100,101, 122n., 127.128-29, 
139 

Schleicher, August, 126 
Schnitzer. L, 35n. 
Schreber, Senatspräsident Daniel, 29, 138, 

208n. 
Scrovegni, Enrico, 213, 234n. 
Scrovegni Chapel (Padua): Giotto's frescoes 

in, 212-15, 224, 225-26. 228-30. 234n. 
Sebillot, P., Blason populaire de la France, 

61n. 
Sem analysis, vii, viii. 4. 9; criticism and 

metalanguage, 115. 116, 120-21; 
criticism and writing, affirmation, and 
irony. 108-9; rationalization of the 
signifying process: 106; rhetorical 
seduction vs. style, 138-39 

Semantic analysis, 74 
Sememe, 37. 59n. 
Semiology, I, 34; dissolving 

phenomenological signifying and 
mythical entities. 101-2. 102-3. 105-6; 
ethics of literary science, 106, 116-17; of 
literature, 94-98,118-19, 121; literature's 
"absence of place" with respect to social 
sciences, 96, 98; and psychoanalysis, 26; 
semiological negativity, 101-2; see also 

Sem analysis; Semiotics 
Semiotic disposition: anac\isis, 281-82; the 

chora and its maternal connection, 133; 
dance, music, theater. 133, 142, 144, 
175-79; defined, 6-7; as determined by 
the symbolic. 29; gestures, 284-85: 
language learning, 281-83; primal 
repression, 218, 239, 241, 249-50; 
semiotic chora, 6, 133, 174,284,286-287 

Semiotics, 3; defined, 17-18; ofliterary 
texts. 67, 71: translinguistic practices, 36, 
59n.; see also Semiology 
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Seneca,52 
Seneca t he Y oungel', 82 
Set theory, 13, 78, 91 n. 
Sexual difference, 151, 153-54, 157, 

164-66, 197-98 
Shakespeare, William, 5, 83; Macbeth, 279; 

Romeo and Juliet, 198 
Shepard, W. S. 60n. 
Sheridan-Smith, Alan, 123n., 293n. 
Shklovsky, Victor, 5, 20n., 60n. 
Sienese frescoes, 224 
Sign: evolution from symbol to sign, 38-41; 

non-disjunction within the novel's 
temporality, 47-48; present tense in 
inferential enunciation, 54; predication 
and, 129-30, 132, 168; Saussurian notion 
of, 69, 128 

Signifier jsignified: addressee as signifier 
and signified, 74-75, 128-29, 129-30, 
139-40; word as signifier, 65 

Signifying differential, 208n. 
Signifying practice: defined, 18; typology of 

discourse as, 38-41,49-50, 133-34 
Signifying process, ix, 3, 6-7, 124-25 
Signifying system, translinguistic, 101 
Smith, Colin, 122n. 
Socialism, 9 
Socrates, 52, 84, 202 
Socratic dialogue, 80-81 
Soderhjelm, W. P., La Nouvelle fram;aise 

au XVe siede, 60n. 
Sollers, Philippe, viii, 3, 7, 8, 9; Drame, 87, 

113,201; H, 159-208; Lois, 160, 190, 
196,201; Nombres, 201; The Park, 63n.; 
Sur le materialisme, 183 

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isayevich, 271 
Song of Roland, 48-49 
Sophists, 84 
Sopocani Monastery, 251 
Soule, M., L'Enfant et son corps, La 

Connaissance de l'enfant par la 
psychanalyse, 293n. 

Sphinx, 193 
Spinoza, Baruch, 145, 186,202 
Spitz, Rene A. 278, 282, 283; The First 

Year of Life, 293n. 
Spivak, Gayatri, 90n., 293n. 
Stalin, Joseph V., 2, 161,202 

Stalinism, 23, 161 
Starobinski, lean, Les lvfolS sous fes mots, 

4, 15, lOn., 90n., 147 n. 
Steinbeck, lohn, 20 
Stock hausen, Karlheinz, 168 
Strawson, P. F., 172 
Structuralism, viii, 3,4,6,24,64-65, 127, 

131 
Subject: anal drive, 284; Cartesian subject 

and generative grammar, 128; defined, 
19; as distinct from subject of fetishism, 
139; of enunciation, 127-28; as historical 
subject, 96-97, 160,203; and instinctual 
drives, 142, 162-63, 178,276-77; its 
impossible identity, 124-25, 146, 185-86, 
189; as operating consciousness, 131; oral 
drive, 283-84; as questionable and in 
process, 97, 99-100, 124-25, 135-36, 161, 
179, 190, 237-43, 249; relation of oral 
drive to rhythm and music, 175, 191; 
speaking and split subject, 6, 24, 25, 74; 
the subject and death drive, 142, 162-63, 
187,205-6,221; subject oftext as 
differentiated from subject of neurosis 
and psychosis, 97, 125, 139, 153-54, 182, 
196, 218; subject of narration, 74; as 
transcendental ego, 124, 129-30, 281; 

Sublimation, 240, 249, 267-69, 283 
Surrealism, 8, 133, 171 
Suyin, Han, The Morning Deluge, 20n. 
Swift, Jonathan, 71, 79, 83, 86, 109, 181 
Symbolic disposition: defined, 6-7; 29, 

137-38, 174; as determining the semiotic 
disposition, their contradiction, 134, 136, 
139-40,163-64,167-68,180-81,184-85, 
195-96; thesis as predication, 130 

Taoist painting, 211, 248 
Tel Quel, 3, 7, 8, 100 
Tesniere, Leon, Esquisse d'une syntaxe 

structurale, 60n. 
Text: defined, 2, 15; fascination and 

objectification, 104-5; language and 
biography, 105; the novel as text, a) 

inferential enunciation, 45-47, b) 

bounded text blocked by non-disjunction, 
42-44,47-51, c) programming, 42, d) 
structural and compositional finitude, 
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55-56. e) narrative and literature, 58-59. 
J) characters as stages in the 
metamorphosis 01' the subject of 
narration. 44-45: the novel as 
transposition of Menippean ambivalence. 
41-47. 68-72,78-80; text and dissolution 
01' Christian ideology. 212-15. 221-22, 
253. 265-66: text as fuzzy set. 135; 
textuallogic vs, Hegelian dialectic. 
99-100: text vs, kinship rules. 96-97: 
typology of texts vs. rhetoric 01' genres, 
36-37 

Thales of Miletus. 52 
Theater: medieval theater. 78; text as 

theater. 78-80. 84 
Thebes. 193 
Theodoric the Great, 212 
Thibaudet. Albert. Reflexions sur le roman, 

91n. 
Thibaudeau. Jean. 7 
Thom, Rene. 7 
Timides. 52 
Titian. 243, 264, 266 
Titunik. L R., 62n, 
Todorov, Tzvetan" 2, 11, 9In.; Theorie de 

la litterature, 20n., 60n.; Questions de 
poitique, 35n. 

Tolstoy, Leo: monological novels of, 70, 87 
Tonnelat, M. A .. Evolution des idüs sur la 

nature des couleurs, 235n. 
Transference, 108, 160, 174, 277. 278, 281 
Transfinite, 72. 167, 183. 190 
Transgression of codes, 71 
Trotsky, Leon. 29 
Truth, ix, x-xi, 24, 25 
Tucker, Robert c., 90n. 
Tynanov, J., 30 
Tzara. Tristan, I1 

Utterance. 113. 169-71, 174, 186-87 

Van Ginneken, J., La Reconstitlltion 
typologique des langages archarques de 
I'hllmanite.62n. 

Van Gogh, Vincent, 186,202,207 

Varro, Marcus Terentius. 82. 83 
Vasari. Giorgio, 21 L 246 
Vedas, 187 
Venetian Gothic style, 251 
Veneziano. Paolo. 252 
Verdiglione. Armando, 20n. 
Vergil. 45: Aeneas and Dido, 45 
Vietnam war, 202 
Vinogradov. V. V" 90n. 
Volt;ire. Fran<;ois Marie Arouet de. 83,181 

Wahl. Fran<;ois, 8 
Webern, Anton, 159 
Wehrle. Albert L 59n. 
Wexsel, William, 294n. 
Whitaker. G. H .. 235n. 
White. J ohn. Birth and Rebirth of Pictorial 

Space, 226, 234n., 236n. 
Wilson, Edmund, 12,20 
Winnicott, D. W., 277, 278, 282, 286; 

Playing and Rea/ity, 292n., 293n. 
Wolfson. Louis, 5 
Woman. x, 9-10; as other in medieval 

poetry, 49-50; and theoretical reason, 
146; loss of identity in jouissance, 164; 
her place within Christianity, 272 

Word: direct, denotative, and object
oriented, 72-73; dialogical, 66. 72-73; see 
also Signifier / signified 

Wright, Georg Henrik von, An Essay Oll 

Modal Logic, 60n, 
Writing: defined, 19-20; and the law, 

110-13, 118-19; and realism, 6011, 
Wundt, W, (Volkerpsychologie), 293n, 

Xenophon, 80, 81 

Yin-yang, 70 
Young. La Monte, 168 
YÜeh-fu.6In, 
Yü-t'ai hsin-yung, 61 n, 

Zhdanov, Andrei Aleksandrovich, 24 
Zoroastrianism, 223 
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